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(TDMA) technology, was adopted in 1989. Immediately thereafter, in 1990, Qualcomm, Inc. a digital cellular system with dispersion spectrum based on code-division multiple-access (CDMA) technology, which in 1993 became the second North American digital cellular standard, known as the IS-95 system. This book is written for those interested in learning all about the
technical basis of the design and operational principles of the IS-95 CDMA cellular system and of related personal communications services (PCS) systems, such as the one listed as the default JSTD-008. These CDMA communication systems are dispersing-spectrum systems and make use of most of the modern communication and information-theoretic technologies that
have so far been discovered by so many scientists and engineers. The primary goal of this book is to explain in n a tutorial way the technical parts of these remarkable wireless communication systems from ground level up. The book also provides in the beginning chapter all the tools, in the form of system analysis basics, for those who need them to understand the main flow of
the text of the subsequent chapters. In this sense, the book is independent. We have generated many problems, each with a solution, to help the reader gain a clear and complete understanding of the topics presented. To keep the reader's attention focused on the main flow of discussion, where necessary, the mathematical derivations involved are inserted into an appendix in
each chapter. This book is based on materials used for extensive technical courses conducted by the first author of this book in Korea and the United States since 1993, under variations on the generic title Elements of the Technical Foundation of CDMA Cellular System Design. In Korea only over 1100 hours of lectures on these topics were given at various organizations: the
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI); Central Research Centre of Korea Mobile Telecommunications Coporation (now SK Telecom); Shinsegi Telecommunications, Inc. (STI); Seoul Communications Technology Co. (SCT); Hyundai Electronics Industries Co., Ltd. (HEI); Hans01 PCS; and Korea Radio Tower, Inc. (KRT). A tutorial on this topic was also
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based on materials used for extensive technical courses conducted by the first author of this book in Korea and the United States since 1993, under variations on the generic title Elements of the Technical Foundation of CDMA Cellular System Design. In Korea only over 1100 hours of lectures on these topics were given at various organizations: the Electronics and
Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI); the Central ~e s e a r c h Center for Korea Mobile Telecommunications Coporation (now SK Telecom); Shinsegi Telecommunications, Inc. (STI); Seoul Communications Technology Co. (SCT); Hyundai Electronics Industries Co., Ltd. (HEI); Hans01 PCS; and Korea Radio Tower, Inc. (KRT). A tutorial on this subject was also
given at the 2nd CDMA International Conference (CIC) held in Seoul in October 1997. The style and manner of presentation of the technical issues was xix xx COMA Systems Engineering Handbook motivated from experience in teaching practicing engineers at these industrial facilities. The book is organized into eleven chapters: Chapter 1, Introduction and Review of System
Analysis Basics, starting with reviewing the basic concepts of SS and CDMA systems. The rest of the chapter includes tutorial coverage of system analysis basics relevant to successful chapters, including sampling theory, waveshaping for spectrum control, and the use of probability functions in system analysis. Chapter 2, Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations, provides an
overview of radio distribution loss models and mobile radio channel models, including the use of these models in cellular design. The material is given in some detail to enable the engineer to use such models as cell design tools and to distinguish which models are useful in specific situations. Chapter 3, Basic Cellular Systems Engineering, explains the basics of telephone
traffic theory, conventional cellular system architecture, and cellular technical compromises. Since it is important for engineers to know the reasoning behind any equation or table they use, each substance presented is given in complete form rather than as an inexplicable cookbook ingredient. We have endeavoured to make these substances clear so that engineers can think
cellular on their own. of the IS-95 standard, provides a systematic summary of the main features of the CDMA COMMON AIR INTERFACE standard, with more detailed discussions on selected aspects of the chapter's annexes. This chapter is the distillation of several hundred pages of documentation into a coherent summary that sets out not only what the system design is,
but also the design philosophy behind it, including detailed explanations not found in the IS-95 document, such as the theory behind interleaving and hash functions used in the system. Chapter 5, Walsh Features and CRC Codes, sets out the theory and application of Walsh features used for ortactonal multiplexing on the IS-95 forward link and for ortactonal modulation on the
reverse link. The relationships between Walsh, Hadamard and Rademacher features are shown, and several ways to generate and demodulating Walsh features are provided. The material presented on Walsh's features in this chapter is much more than what is required to understand their application to IS-95 CDMA systems. Crc codes used by the system to detect ram errors
are explained in a tutorial way to the extent necessary to understand their use in IS-95. Chapter 6 , Theory and Application of Pseudonoise Sequences, provides the mathematical background of PN sequence generators used in IS-95. It shows how to derived worm vectors used extensively in the Preface xxi system to assign various P N code offsets to base stations and
different P N code starting positions to mobile users. The correlation and spectral properties of P N code waveforms are also treated, with a perception against their application to code tracking in the following chapter. Chapter 7, Modulation and Demodulation of 13-95 Spread Spectrum Signals, provides performance analysis of forward and reverse link modulations. The
benefits of QPSK spread-spectrum modulation used in IS-95 over BPSK spread-sprectrum modulation are carefully analyzed. The principles of P N code acquisition and tracking are explained. The effect of using shaped and unshaped P N code references is also quantitatively analyzed. Chapter 8, Convolutional Codes and their use in IS-95, deals with the theory and practice
of convolutional codes in a tutorial way, leading up to their use in the CDMA cellular system. The phallic codes used in IS-95 are evaluated based on the theory and formulas developed in the chapter. Chapter 9, Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing, begins with the treatment of generic diversity techniques, such as sample diversity, equal gain diversity, and maximum
ratio combining. The original Rake concept is explained. The chapter ends with a description of the application of the Rake concept to the IS-95 system. Chapter 10, CDMA Cellular System Design and Erlang Capability, begins by examining the CDMA cellular system forward and reverse link power budgets in detail, providing a systematic treatment of the signal and
parameters, such as loading, which directly affect the operation of the system. Methods for characterizing CDMA cell size and for balancing out front-and-reverse link coverage areas are described and the effect of CDMA soft handoff on link reliability is summed up. The cdma system's merits are assessed with respect to Erlang's capacity. Methods are shown for analysis of the
system's area coverage. Chapter 11, CDMA Optimization Issues, deals with the control of parameters related to system optimization in the form of choice of base station P N code offsets and allocation of power to forward link channels. The fade margins that can be achieved on the forward link are derived as functions for the system parameters. A new concept for forward and
reverse link capacity balancing is introduced. Finally, the implementation of dynamic forward power allocation to signaling (pilot, sync and paging) channels is discussed in the context of closed-loop forward traffic-channel power control. xxii COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Confirmations Authors are grateful for the support of their families during the process of writing this
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Induction The purpose of this book is to provide a clear understanding of code-division multiple access (CDMA) technology and build a solid understanding of the technical details and principles behind the robust new IS-95 digital cellular system standard. The book is intended to help practice cellular engineers better understand the technical elements associated with CDMA
systems and how they are applied to the IS-95 standard, which was developed in response to the requirement for the design of a second-generation mobile phone system. The CDMA cellular system uses state-of-theart digital communication hardware and technologies and is built on some of the more sophisticated aspects of modern statistical communication theory. The book
is designed to be standalone in that in this chapter it contains all the system analysis basics and statistical tools relevant to the technical discussions in the later chapters. Second generation means digital, as opposed to firstgeneration analog system. The current U.S. analog cellular system, known as AMPS (Advanced Mobile Phone System), operates in a full-duplex manner
using frequency-division du~lexing(FDD), with a 25-MHz bandwidth in each direction over the following frequency allocations: From mobile to base station: 824-849 MHz; From base station to mobile: 869-894 MHz. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) shared an additional 25MHz bandwidth equally between two service providers, known as A (wire) and B (nonwire)
carriers, each with 12.5MHz spectrum allocated for each direction. 2 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook In AMPS, each channel occupies 30 kHz of bandwidth in a frequency division multiple access (FDMA) system using waveforms (analog frequency modulation). The frequencies used in one range of cells are reused in another range of cells at such a distance that
mutual interference produces a carrier-tointerference-effect ratio of not less than 18dB. Given this performance requirement and the fact that in the mobile radio environment the attenuation of the carrier power is usually proportional to the fourth force of the distance from the emitter to a receiver, the analog cellular system utilizes seven-cell clusters, which means a frequency
reuse factor of seven. The resulting capacity is then only one call per 7 x 30 kHz = 210 kHz spectrum in each cell, and in the total 12.5 MHz allocated there can be a maximum of 60 calls per ce1l.l In 1988, cellular telecommunications industry association (CTIA) released cellular service requirements for next generation (second generation) digital cellular systems engineering,
known as a user's performance requirement (UPR) document. The main requirements included a tenfold increase in call capacity compared to AMPS, a way of dialing integrity, and compatibility with the existing analog system. The requirement for compatibility arose because the FCC did not allocate a the digital system, so second generation systems must operate in the same
band as AMPS. In 1989, a committee of the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) formulated an interim standard for a second-generation cellular system published in 1992 as IS-54 [I]. In that standard, which became the first U.S. digital cellular standard, the Committee adopted a time-division multiple access (TDMA) technology approach to the Common Air Interface
(CAI) for digital radio channel broadcasting. The IS-54 TDMA digital cellular system employs digital voice produced at 10 kbps (8 kbps plus over the head) and transmitters with 7r/4 differentially encoded quadrature phase-shift key (7r/4 DQPSK) modulation. The design envisioned non-coherent demodulation, for example by using a limiter discriminator or a class of differential
phase detectors. Because the IS-54 system allows 30 kHz110 kbps = 3 callers per 30-kHz channel distance, the capacity increase over AMPS is only one factor of three (180 calls per cell), and the digital cellular TDMA system so far does not meet the UPR capacity target. Immediately after the emergence of the IS-54 digital cellular standard, Qualcomm, Inc., in 1990 proposed
a digital cellular telephone system based on CDMA technology, which in July 1993 was adopted as a second 1 As shown in section 3.2.5, the actual capacity is lower than 60 calls per cell due to the allocation of certain channels to signal traffic. Introduction and review of Svstems Analvsis Fundamentals 3 U.S. digital cellular standard, designated IS-95 [2]. Using dispersion
spectrum signalling technologies, the IS-95 system provides a very high capacity, which will be convincingly demonstrated in this book, and is designed to provide compatibility with the existing AMPS, in accordance with the specifications of the UPR document. 1.1.1 Multi-access technologies The first cellular generation AMPS and second generation IS-54 and IS95 are generic
examples of the three basic categories of multiple access techniques (MA): FDMA; TDMA; Cdma. The three basic technologies can be combined to generate hybrids such as combined frequency classification and timeclassification (FD/TDMA), combined frequency division and code division (FD/CDMA), and others [3]. The IS-95 system uses FD/CDMA technologies, while the
IS-54 system uses an FD/TDMA method. All of these multiple access strategies are competing technologies, each of which aims to distribute signal energy per asset within the limited time frequency resource available. In an FDMA system, the time frequency plane is divided into, say, M discrete frequency channels, contiguous along the frequency axis as depicted in Figure
1.1. For a certain period of time, a user transmits signal energy in one of these frequency channels with a 100•‹/o duty cycle. In a TDMA system, the time frequency plane is divided into M-discrete time slots, contiguous along the time axis as shown in Figure 1.2. For some time, a transmits signal energy in one of these low-duty time slots. In a CDMA system, signal energy is
continuously distributed over the entire time frequency plane. In this schedule, the frequency schedule is not divided between subscribers, as is done in the FDMA and TDMA systems. Instead, each subscriber uses a wideband encoded signal wave shape [3] as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Having defined the three MA technologies used by AMPS, IS-54, and IS-95 systems, one
might wonder why the capabilities of these systems differ from each other! Is it the inherent property of ma technology that sets COMA Svsterns Enoineerino Handbook 4 n Base station Figure 1.1 Frequency Division Multiple access. ( ) Base station ... t~ b-t2 t3 A frame -4 11 tz tM . b Time 'Fixed Time Slot Assignments ' Low Customs Cycle Figure 1.2 Time Division Multiple
Access. one apart from another? Before focusing on the causes of the differences, let's consider an ideal, hypothetical situation as follows: Suppose that each of the three MA systems has bandwidth W MHz and each user employs an uncoded bitrate Rb =l/Tb, where tbis biten duration. Let's also assume that each MA system employs ortactal signaling waveforms, as proposed
in figures 1.1to 1.3. Then the maximum number of users is given by Introduction and Review of Systems Analysis Basics - 5 * Fixed Code Assignments '100% Duty Cycle Codes Figure 1.3 Code-Division Multiple Access. W M = capacity 5 - = WTb Rb (l.la) Now let's assume that the received power of each user in any MA system is ST. Then the total received effect P is
assumed, Is P, = MS, (l.lb) The required ratio of signal-to-noise power (SNR) or Eb/No(bit energy-to-noise spectra) to be equal to the actual value, give (1.lc) from which we receive M= (Pr 1% Rb' (EbIN0Ireq Therefore, in an ideal situation, basically every MA technology can deliver equal capacity, namely COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 6 Yet in reality every MA system
used in the cellular telephone industry does not deliver the same capacity. In this introduction, we can offer some answers as to why a particular system does not deliver the full capacity it could provide, but not all responses until we penetrate deep into the subsequent chapters. As mentioned earlier, fdma-based AMPS is far from meeting ortactal signaling requirements in the
ideal FDMA system, in that the signal at a certain frequency of a cell cannot tolerate interference from a signal at the same frequency in another cell unless a mutual distance separation is such that the relative power ratio (carrier-to-disrupt power ratio) is over 18dB. This is one of the mitigating realities of the low capacity of the signal design of the first generation AMPS. The IS-
54 system improves AMPS capabilities by about three times, far from meeting upr targets. The three types of MA technologies used in the FDMA, TDMA and CDMA mobile communications systems may be with regard to their use of time and frequency resources as set out in Figure 1.4. Power Time Frequency Frequency TDMA FDMA Power Time Frequency CDMA Figure 1.4
Multiple access techniques of FDMA (AMPS), TDMA (IS-541, and CDMA (IS-95). introduction and review of Svsterns Anaivsis Basics 7 The question is: does CDMA MEET UPR's capacity requirements are at least ten times the capacity of AMPS? The authors strongly believe that the answer is a positive yes! This book is written not only to provide explanations of the basic
technology involved in IS-95 CDMA system design, but also to prove by analysis the reasons why the CDMA system can meet such high-capacity requirements. Chapter 11 offers ways to meet the optimality requirements of an IS-95 system, in the form of an optimal power control system for forward links that will provide the high capacity that the CDMA system can deliver The
cause of the high capacity of the IS-95 system is not only the signals almost untidal in all user channels, but also the system's use of the fractional service cycle for human voice voice activity, as well as the employment of three or more directional sector antennas that increase cell capacity directly by reusing the plane with full frequency time by reusing , has uniqueness to the
CDMA system and not in common with either FDMA or TDMA systems. In the IS-95 CDMA system, each user is given one from a set of ortonal codes with which the data is disseminated, giving code ortonality. The ortonality property allows the multiple users to be separated from a one a n~t h e r. Although ~ users operate at the same frequency at the same time, the
proliferation of the baseband signal spectrum allows interference from other users to be suppressed, which increases the capacity of the CDMA technology. The IS-95 system, conceived and ~r o o t e dby Qualcomm, Inc., is an elegant example of a commercial application of a spread-spectrum system, which has opened a new era of proliferation-spectrum wireless
communications in non-military applications. It seems appropriate to say that if one ever wanted to see a communication system designed and built using most of the modern communication and information theory disciplines, the CDMA system IS-95 could be a good example of that [4]. 1.1.2 Spread-Spectrum Techniques Spread-spectrum technologies mean the transmission
of a signal in a radio frequency bandwidth substantially greater than the information bandwidth to achieve a particular operational advantage. Once only of interest to a mobile environment, multipath receptions can contribute to the disruption effect of each mobile station. This topic will be dealt with in detail in Chapter 10, which discusses CDMA systems engineering issues. 2
CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 8 military, proliferation spectrum technologies have now been adapted for commercial applications, with almost all operational benefits that made important for the military, as proposed in Table 1.1. The way in which scatter-spectrum signals can be processed to provide gains for interference rejection can be understood by calculating the
interference margin of a spread-spectrum system. Let the following parameters be defined: S = received power for the desired signal in W. J = received power for unwanted signals in W (interference, other users of multiple access, multipat, etc.). R = l/Tb= Data rate (bandwidth of the data signal in Hz). W = spread bandwidth in Hz. Eb = received energy per piece for the desired
signal in W-sec. No = equivalent noise spectral power density in W/Hz. Then the ratio of corresponding noise power J to S is When the value of Eb / and is set to what is required for acceptable performance of the communication system, when the ratio J / S carries the interpretation of a noise margin: Table 1.1 Applications of spread spectrum systems I Pumoses I Military I
Commercial 1 I Antiiamminz I J I J Low Sense Detection Navigation Multipat protection Low radiated flux density J J J J 4 J I Introduction and Review of Systems Analysis Basics 9 J - = Tolerable excess interference over desired signal power s W Margin (dB) = - (dB) - R Quantity W/ R is called spread-spectrum processing gain. Note that, for a system that does not spread in
bandwidth (i.e. W=R), the value of Eb/&amp; is numerically equal to the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR). Example 1.1 Let the information bandwidth be R = 9,60OHz, corresponding to digital voice, and leave the transmission bandwidth w = 1,2288 MHz. If the Required SNR is 6 dB, what is the antijamen's margin? Solution: Apply (1.2c), we have Margin = 10 loglo (l'i: 2i:6) -6
= 21.1 - 6 = 15.1dB (1.2d) The meaning of this example is that the communicator can achieve its goal (by achieving 6dB SNR) also facing interference (interference) power beyond = 32 times (due to interference margin) communicator's SNR requirements, due to the processing profit of W / R = 128. In other words, 15.1 dB is a leftover (margin), and the question is how to use
this margin of disturbance. If there is a second communicator in the spread-spectrum bandwidth, it can use up the entire margin of 15.1 dB if it communicates with the base station 15.1 dB closer, relative to the first user. Thus, the idea is to consume the disruption margin of 15.1 dB by accommodating the maximum number of communicators in an MA communication system. In
a CDMA communication system, the cochannel communicators, occupying the frequency-time plane simultaneously, account for interference (interference) power. This means that, if each user in the spread-spectrum bandwidth delivers the identical amount of signal power to the base station antenna through a perfect power control scheme, regardless of location, then = 32
other MA users can be accommodated. The example considered above explains the core of a CDMA system such as IS-95. The digital voice data at a rate of 9,600 bps is for channel fault protection and then spread-spectrum modulated, resulting in a COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 10 wideband signal of 1.2288 x 106chips per sec3 and transmitted to a receiving party
in the presence of other users. The basic operation that needs to be performed to convert the information data signal to a wideband spreadspectrum signal and to retrieve it at the receiver is simply accomplished by a multiplication process, as indicated in Figure 1.5. We all devote Chapter 6 to the theory and practice of the spreading code sequences and explain their use in the
IS-95 system. 1.1.3 IS-95 System capacity problems The capacity of a CDMA system is proportional to the processing reinforcing of the system, which is the ratio of the dispersive bandwidth and data rate. This fact demonstrated as follows: if one first assumes that the system in question is isolated other forms of external interference (i.e. a single cell), the carrier S= = REb as
in (1.2a). Similarly, by analogy with (1.2a), the interference effect at the base station receiver - Spread signal bandwidth W . /J Interphenting signal (other users) Data signal rate R Recovered data signal I I Bandwidth = R Identical Dispersion signal -Despreading signal (code sequence) (code sequence) Data signal is propagated at transmitter (first multiplication). Data signal is
recovered at receiver (second multiplication). Interference is spread at receivers (a multiplication). Figure 1.5 Basic dissemination-spectrum activities. The PN sequence code speed is described as the chip speed, while the information sequence is described as bits. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 11 where W is transmission bandwidth and No is the spectral
density of interference force. Thus a general expression for the carrier-to-interference power ratio for a particular mobile user at the base station is given by the Quantity Eb/NOis bit the energy to noise power spectral density ratio and W / R is the processing sss of the system. Let M denote the number of mobile users. If power control is used to ensure that each mobile has the
same received current at the base station, then (neglect thermal noise) the interference effect caused by M - 1 interferers is to replace for I , the carrier-to-interference ratio can now be expressed as replacing C/I from equation (1.6) in (1.4), the capacity of a CDMA system is found to be Thus, the capacity of a CDMA system is against proportional processing profit. The capacity
of a CDMA system is limited by the interference caused by other users while occupying the same frequency band; this interference is reduced by the processes price of the system. Because technologies that reduce the amount of interference received by the base station are translated into equivalent gains in capacity, the CDMA system can increase capacity due to its ability to
reduce interference through the amount of spread-spectrum processing gain. This processing profit is based on that in the CDMA receiver, the disruptive users' signals continue to have bandwidth W, while the selected user's signal is despread by removing the spreading code. The receiver can then perform filtering at the selected user's despread (baseband) bandwidth, which
allows only a small amount of the energy received from the disruptive user signals. 12 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Studies has shown that the average service cycle of a full-duplex voice conversation is approximately 35%. It is therefore possible in a digital system to reduce the transmission speed or to use intermittent transmissions during these breaks in speech.
Since the transmission is not completely eliminated but is reduced during such breaks, the effective service cycle for the digital waveform is closer to 40% or 50%. If the duty cycle of speeches traffic channels in the CDMA system is designated by the variable one , then the capacity equationbecomes shown thus far do not consider the directivity, if any, of the base station
receiving antennas. If the base station employs directional antennas that divide the cell into sectors, each antenna will only receive a fraction of the interference from within the cell. In practice, the receiving antennas have overlapping coverage ranges of around 15%. Standard implementations divide the cell into three sectors, providing an efficient capacity increase of G = 3 -
0.85 = 2.55, and the corresponding equation for capacity is until this point, the capacity equation assumes a single, isolated CDMA cell; the number of M i (1,9) is therefore comparable to the number of frequencies available to users in a sector of a single-cell AMPS distribution. In a multicell system, the interference from signals originating in other cells must be taken into
account when determining the capacity of a particular home cell; such interference is naturally reduced by the attenuation that interferers inflict in propagation to the home cell-for all multiple access systems. In conventional cellular systems using FDMA, the base station receiver must have a C/I of at least 18 dB to ensure acceptable analog voice quality. Under typical
propagation conditions, to achieve this C / I , adjacent cells can not use the same frequency, and the same frequency can be used in only one of seven cells. Thus the ability of an FDMA multicell system is reduced by a factor of seven from that of a one-cellED FDMA system. In a CDMA multiCELL system, the majority of interference sits from mobiles within the same cell (while
for FDMA there are no interferences from mobiles in the same cell). Therefore, the total amount of interference Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 13 for a multi-cell CDMA system is not much greater than for a single-cell CDMA system. Simulations conducted by Qualcomm have shown that interference from other cells accounts for only 35% of what is
received at the base station [5]. Based on this, the cdma capacity equation can be changed to include a reuse efficiency4 for second-cell interference, F,: An example using realistic parameters for the IS-95 system is included below: These parameters provide the following capacity value: The current AMPS can accommodate six users per cell in the same bandwidth5 (1.25
MHz), resulting in a capacity gain of over 14 for the CDMA system in this example. (1.10) is normalized by the number of AMPS users per sector drawn as a function of a and by F,respectively, in figures 1.6 and 1.7, with Eb/NOas a parameter. The capacity (1.10) plotted in figures 1.6 and 1.7 is a theoretical limit indicating the realizability of assumed conditions. However, an
estimate of capacity in reality must be made under realistic assumptions. We address this capacity issue in detail in Chapter 10 in terms of Erlang's capacity of a CDMA cellular system. We find that a real CDMA system with the IS-95 design provides the capabilities expected under almost optimal design parameter selection. A detailed discussion on reuse efficiency is included
in Chapter 10. AMPS has 30-kHz FDMA channels and a frequency reuse factor of seven. Thus, 1.25 MHz can hold 1.25/7/.03 = 6 users per cell. 14 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 Voice activity factor, a CDMA capacity improvement in Figure 1.6 compared to FDMA versus voting tax factor a,with F, = 0,65 and G = 2,55. PG = 85.3 corresponds to
a data rate of 14.4 kbps. 1.1.4 Categories of Spread-Spectrum Systems There are two major techniques for obtaining a scattering spectrum signal: frequency hopping (FH) and direct sequence (DS) pseudorandom noise (PN) dispersion. Both types of proliferation-spectrum signal are employed in current wireless systems, including cellular systems. The second generation U.S.
CDMA cellular system uses DS spread-spectrumtechniques. A typical FH waveform pattern is depicted in Figure 1.8 in terms of bandwidth load as a function of time. Within each jump period Th there may be more than one modulation symbol, with period Ts. If Th is a multiple of T,, with multiple symbols per jump, which is typical for systems that use continuous phase
modulation, the system is said to be slow hopping. If Th is a submultiple of T,, with multiple hops per symbol, which is typical for systems that use non-plotting-shift keying, the system is said to be fast hopping [6-121. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics Reuse Efficiency, F, Figure 1.7 CDMA capacity improvement compared to FDMA versus reuse efficiency F,,
with a = 0.5 and G = 2.55. PG = 85.3 corresponds to a data rate of 14.4 kbps. t Frequency Figure 1.8 Typical frequency jumping waveform pattern. 15 16 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook To implement an F H system, a baseband or IF (intermediate frequency) communication waveform shifted pseudorandomly in frequency on each jump using a digitalprogrammable
synthesizer, and it is necessary to have an identical, identical, pseudorandom code generator6 and synthesizer in the intended receiver. When frequency jumping is used as a CDMA technology, users send F H signals at the same time and make sure to avoid or minimize collisions of hops from different users. In DS spread-spectrum systems [ 6 , 13, 141, typically the symbol
speed (l / Ts) of a f binary baseband data waveform is increased by multiplying it by a pseudorandom f binary waveform whose chip rate (l / T,) is much faster than the symbol speed (Ts = NT,). As conceptually illustrated in Figure 1.9, the effect of this operation is to spread the instantaneous bandwidth of the waveform of factor N, which for the same signal effect causes
spectral density waveform to be quite low and effervescent. In the figure, which shows a single-sided RF spectrum7, the signal output is indicated to be Ps = A I W = AoB, which means that the spectral density of the dispersion signal is reduced by the factor A1/Ao = W / B = 1/N from its level without spreading. At the receiver, despreading (multiplication of the same f binary
spreading waveform as at the transmitter) and removal of the carrier modulation restores the original baseband data waveform, allowing the receiver to filter out a large boiler of broadband interference. Assuming, as in Figure 1.9, that the front end of the receiver receives the W Hz-wide desired signal, the receiver also allows interference or interference with this bandwidth. The
figure suggests that the level of this interference, No, may be significantly greater than the received signal level (taken to A1 for simplicity-propagation loss ignored), meaning an RF SNR of (SNR)RF = A1/No &lt; 1. However, after despreading, the bandwidth of the desired signal is reduced to its original value, B, while the bandwidth of the interference remains W. Thus filtering
to the signal bandwidth can be used to eliminate power interference, resulting in baseband data SNR A processing gain of N=W/B has realist against wideband interference using multiplication and filtering (correlation) process. If an A thorough treatment of pseudorandom code generators is given in Chapter 6. ' The basics of spectra and waveform analysis are summarized
later in this chapter. 17 Introductionand Review of Systems Analysis Basics Baseband Data Spectrum Is* RF Spectrum IlD Carrier Modulation Data Waveform T, = NT, an 1IW I 'I l t Spread Waveform - +t - -- - (a) Transmitter Side of System Despreading Recycled Baseband Filtering Demodulation Received Spectrum A Jamming / (b) Receiver side of the system Figure 1.9 DS
Spread Spread Spectrum System. Data waveform Demodulated spectrum A 18 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook delayed replica of desired signal received (i.e. a multipath component), multiplication of the spreading waveform at the receiver does not reduce its bandwidth if the correlation function of the spreading waveform has some desirable properties that are met by
PN sequences. Thus a DS the system realizes a processing profit against multipath interference from the desired signal as well as against interference or other-user interference. This ability of a DS to spread spectrum system to extract the desired signal and to suppress multipaths has been utilized by a rake technique [15.16] by collecting the multipaths using PN sequence
generators at various delays, adapting them in time, and then combining them to realize a diversity gain.* 1.1.5 So, What is CDMA? Based on what has been said by the DS spread-spectrum system that is the core of the CDMA system, we can specify that CDMA is an MA technology that uses the spread-spectrum modulation of each access party with its own unique
distribution code, with all access parties sharing the same spectrum. It is also clear now that spread-spectrum modulation is accomplished by means of PN codes. The narrowband signal or information sequence is modulated (multiplied) by the wideband spreading signal (sequence) and thereby spreading the information signal spectrum to a transmission substantially larger
bandwidth. It is important to recognize that CDMA can only be accomplished by spread-spectrum modulation, while spread-spectrum modulation does not mean CDMA. The generation of PN sequences is achieved using a linear feedback shift register (LFSR), in either the simple or Fibonacci configuration as in Figure 1.10 or modular or the Galois configuration as shown in
Figure 1.11. In both cases, the shift generator is a finite-state machine mechanized by a polynomial given in the form of f (x) = xn + c n - l ~ n - + l - + c2x2 + C ~ + X 1 (1.13) The polynomial (1.13) is a special type of polynomial, well tabulated in the literature, called an irreducible primitive polynomia, which indicates a set of nonzero coefficients {ci), in which ci = 1 denotes a
connection and = 0 denotes the absence of a connection in the mechanization of LFSR * Rake and other diversity techniques discussed in Chapter 9. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics clock 1 -1 1 19 1 In Figure 1.10 Fibonacci or simple shift registry generator (SSRG) configuration of f(x) = 1 +clX+c2x2 ... + c i x i ... + C , ~ X ~ - +~ x n . + + Figure 1.1 1
Galois or modular shift register generator (MSRG) configuration of f ( x ) = 1 C l X c2x2 . . . Cixi... cn-1xn-l xn. + + + + + + + + + configuration. As discussed thoroughly in Chapter 6, the sequences are generated by such an LFSR with an initial loading of nonzero n-tuples in the n-stages, periodic sequences of length P = 2 - 1, and there are P different sequences of length P that
are shifted versions of the given sequence of length P. The sequences generated in this way are those used. What is so special about these sequences that make it possible to realize such CDMA systems as IS-95? There are three main characteristics associated with a PN sequence, apart from the basic property that it has the maximum length 1, where n is the number of
steps in LFSR. Two of the three remaining properties have to do with the randomness of the sequence, which we have the opportunity to observe in a later chapter, but the one we want to mention here is the correlation property. What it means is that if a complete sequence of length 2 - 1 is compared, piece by piece, with any displacement of itself (one of 2 - 2 remaining
sequences), the number of contracts differs from the number of disagreements by a maximum of 1. This means that when two identical sequences are compared, piece by piece, the number of contracts minus the number of disagreements is equal to the number of contracts, which is 2 - 1. 20 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook ', the property just described, namely the
correlation property, is the reason for the possibility of obtaining the extraction of the information signal from MA noise or MA environmental disturbances. Furthermore, it is the reason for the possibility of the Rake cGversity system, which is such an important part of the IS-95 system. This is also the reason behind the possibility of rejecting other users from entering the
particular user's baseband channel. This is the mechanism responsible for the processing profits we talked about earlier. This is the mechanism responsible for multipath rejection when multipath is not beneficial for signal processing purposes. Think of Figure 1.12. A signal received through a reflected path can cause destructive interference with the received signal through the
direct route. In a conventional system, this multipath signal may degrade performance. In a spread-spectrum system, however the multipath can be rejected, if not usable, to the extent that processes can provide (i.e., the multipath signal might be suppressed by the factors of the process additive). There is a condition for this fortune, however: the multipath must be separated in
time compared with the arrival time of the direct path 9 by at least one PN sequence chip duration. Such a multipath is called a workable multipath. In the mobile communication environment there are many multipaths and the receiver must choose some good solutionable multipates that are strong enough to collect and process. This is the principle of Rake diversity reception,
which we discuss in Chapter 9. The delay of the reflected signal (multipath), relative to the received signal over the direct path, is the Figure 1.12 Two-ray multipath model. The direct path itself can be a reflected path signal. It is a question of an arrival time difference between the two courses. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 21 where c is the speed of light.
If A T&gt;Tc, where T, is P N code chip duration or Tc=l/Rcode where Rcode is P N code sequence speed, then the reflected signal is spotrelated (rejected) with the direct path signal, and this is the mechanism of multipath attenuation by processing gain. Therefore, for sufficiently high P N code statements, can be effectively suppressed and only the good solveable multipaths
are processed in the IS-95 system. The base station uses a maximum of four multipates (four fingers), while the mobile station processes a maximum of three fingers in the Rake receiver. 1.I.6 The Battle of Jamming Power Versus Processing Gain Spread-spectrum modulations has long been used by the military to combat the deliberate interference of a hostile transmitter. As
indicated in Table 1.1, the dispersion spectrum radio provides antijam (AJ) capabilities through a processing amplifier (PG)resulting from using a wideband (high bandwidth) signal. For commercial applications of proliferation spectrum systems, the seemingly inefficient use of the radio spectrum was considered impractical in the past [17]. In commercial spread-spectrum
systems, however, interference (interference) comes from other similar users in the band, and these interferences, unlike hostile jammers, can be controlled, coordinated, and managed for the overall user's benefit in a CDMA digital cellular system. Although each commercial user has the same P N code, the coordination allows users to be distinguished by code phase in the
application of the autocorrelation property of P N sequences as described earlier. Not having the luxury of such coordination, every user in a military CDMA system generally has a distinct P N code generator to ensure a strong correlation with only one signal. Therefore, in addition to interference, a military user is subject to MA inteference which is due to crosscorrelation with
different sequences, which is significantly larger than a single-PN generator based commercial system. The miltary advantage that the dispersion-spectrum system offers can also be illustrated in terms of a communication range extension capability over a conventional non-spread-spectrum communication system. Consider a situation where a communicator, requiring a 10-dB
SNR, employs a spreadspectrum modulation that provides a PG of 30 dB. Also, suppose that a hostile jammer at 200-unit distance uses interference force equal to the power of the communicator transmitter. Our assumptions are as follows: 22 COMA Systems Engineering Manual The communication transmitter with power Pt is positioned at position (0.O). The jam mercenary
with power Pt is positioned at position (200, 0). Assume that a communication receiver is positioned (x, y). Leave J to the interference effect received by the communication receiver at position (x, y). Leave S to the signal power received by the communication receiver at position (x, y). The received signal-to-jammerpower ratio, S/J, is then given by each k denotes the law of
power supply and RTR = range from transmitter at (0,0) to receiver at (x, y) RJR = range from jammer at (200,0) to receiver at (x, y) For the particular case of free-space propagation, the power law k = 2; in this case we have manipulation of the equation for S/J yield resulting in which is the equation for a with Introduction and Review of Systems Analysis Basics Center position
= (- 23 1,0) and For example for ( S / J),,, = 0.1 = - 10 dB, the center and radius of the positions circle (200/0.9, 0) = (222, 0) and 2 0 0 a / 0 . 9 = 70.3, respectively. For (S/ J),, = 2 = 3 dB, the locations circle is the center and radius (-200,O) and 2 0 0 &amp; ? / 1= 283, respectively. These example cases of (1.15~)are shown in Figure 1.13, among other cases. The
consequences of Figure 1.13 are very interesting in that communication can be heard at a 182-unit distance away if it uses a spreadspectrum modulation that provides PG at 30 dB in the presence of an equalpower jammer. Without proliferation-spectrum modulation, he could only be heard at a 48-unit distance away on the x-axis. This example is a good illustration of the range
extension of the digital spread-spectrum cordless phones now available on the commercial market. Assumptions: (1) Equal effect (2) 1 0 - d ~ SNR needed Communication transmitter \ conventional communication (3) Free space = Figure 1.13 Illustration of interference effect versus processing gain battle 1181, provided a dispersion-spectrum system with 30-dB processing
gain. 24 1.2 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Review of Linear Systems Analysis Fundamentals As mentioned in the introduction, it is our intention that this book provide the reader with the background needed to understand CDMA cellular systems. In fulfilling this intention, starting with this section, we include a carefully selected collection of system analysis topics, each
of which is crucial for analyzing CDMA cellular systems and set to use later in the book. 1.2.1 Linear systems Consider a time input system G as shown in Figure 1.14, where the input is denoted by x(t) and output, of y(t). Let h(t) be the answer from system G when the impulse 6(t) is applied at the input. That is,= Response of G at time t to a unit impulse applied at time t = O 4
Impulse response of filter G Filter response (system) G at time t due to device impulse applied at time t = T is then designated = Response to G at time t on a device impulse applied at time t = T For a time variant system, we have and for a causation system Figure 1.14 Linear time invariant system G. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics h(t, r) = 0 for t f, = 740
kHz), with a nominal one-sided bandwidth of f, = 614.4 kHz. In addition to these limit values for frequency domains, IS-95 indicates that the filter's impulse response is a close fit to that of a given 48-tap FIR filter with response ho(s). An FIR filter impulse response assumes a sample period T,, and the discrete time output y(n) of the filter for an input x(n) is of the form Introduction
and review of Systems Analysis Basics m fp 59 = 590 kHz dB Passband lzzzm I I I I I I I II Iband Stop Figure 1.49 Filter specifications. so that, if the input x(n) is a sequence of data impulse values given by the then discrete time of the filter with answer ho(n) is y(.) = Ck x(k) ho(n - k) = C C dm6(k k - n,) - k) m Notation en (1.35b) and (1.36a) allows inbound samples to be made
at multiples of the filter test time, T,; For example, the values can be {n,) = (4m = 0, 4, 8, . .. ) as in IS-95 to allow the discrete filter to make a smooth transition between data symbols. The continuous time output (following digital-to-analog conversion and smoothing) is the superposition of displacements of pulse form ho(t): IS-95 FIR impulse response coefficients {ho(k),k =0,1, .
.. , 47) are given in Table 1.3, and the required fit is described by 60 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Table 1.3 IS-95 FIR impulse response coefficients 121 00 Mean square fault = x p [h(kTs - T ) - ho(ho k)12 5 0.03 k=O where the tap (sample) distance is Ts = Tc/4, one quarter of the duration of a P N sequence chip, and p and T can be selected to minimize the mean
square error. The total duration of the impulse response, from the first sample to the last, is 48Ts = 12Tc, and (unsmoothed) the response is symmetrical if the delay T = 6Tc as shown in Figure 1.50 in comparison to a Nyquist (sinc) pulse form that was delayed and scaled to fit the main lobe into the impulse response. Note that the delay is necessary to achieve the symmetric
pulse shape with a causal filter. It is apparent from observing this comparison that the IS-95 pulse form is not a truncated sinc pulse; the smoothed IS-95 pulse form, although very close to being zero rated at fTc from the top, will cause a small amount of IS1 as it is generally nonzero at the test times f nTc from the top. In [24-271, methods for designing FIR filters are discussed
in which nyquist pulse shape is multiplied by a finite-duration window function that is selected to achieve desirable passband and stopband spectral properties. We previously saw (c.f., Figure 1.22) that truncation of the Nyquist pulse form resulted in ripples in the frequency transmission function; the size of 61 Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics Figure 1.50
Comparison of IS-95 FIR pulse shape with that of ideal lowpass filter. I 0 mutilated sinc(VTc) \ / I I (4taps) In 1 IS-95 FIR pdlse shape Figure 1.51 Comparison of transformers of IS.95 FIR pulse shape and truncated sinc pulse. 62 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 1.52 Comparison of frequency response rings in the pass band. the ripples in the pass band and
stopband depend on the special window function [24] used for truncation. As shown by the square magnitude of its Fourier transform as shown in figures 1.51 and 1.52, the shape of the IS-95 pulse can be seen as a window window sinc pulse based on the spectrum design criterion IS-95. Thus, stopband performance IS-95 pulse shape, is greater than the necessary 40dB
down, was the dominant factor in the choice of this form. Example 1.10 A simulated part of an IS-95 PN code waveform13 is in Figure 1.53. The upper arm of the figure uses a rectangular pulse shape, while the actual pulse shape ho(n) is used in the bottom shape ho(s). The binary PN chip sequence has a period of 32767 chips, with the reference period (ending at 15 zeros)
given by l3 The PN code used is in-phase (I quadrature) channel shortcode, without inserting an extra zero at the end of the sequence discussed in Chapters 4 and 6. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 63 Rectangular PN code waveform Shaped PN code waveform 2 1 0 -1 -2 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 Time in PN chips Figure 1.53 Comparison of rectangular
and shaped PN waveforms. This chip data sequence, using mapping logic 0-+ +I and logic 1+ -1, is clearly visible in the upper pan of Figure 1.53, artificially delayed by six chips to match the filter delay. Due to the delay, the t-lot starts with six of the zeros at the end of the previous sequence period. As suggested in Figure 1.50, the filter output is represented as a smooth,
continuous waveform by plotting the sample values at the intermediate points of the selection intervals. That is, the figure shows the filter output as y(t) = d,p(t - mT,), with p[(k + i)?',]= h ( k ) 64 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Note from the time-domain presentation of Figure 1.53 that (1) the desirable bandwidth properties of THE IS-95 waveform are obtained at the
cost of a nonconstant signal envelope, and (2) the waveform is not necessarily at a local peak local value at the nominal sampling time. 1.5 Probability functions Each communication system is disturbed by unavoidable interference. The most fundamental interference that must be considered in communication systems is the noise generated by the receiver itself, which is called
thermal noise. In 1928, Johnson [28] conducted an experiment that showed that noise occurs due to the random movement of free electrons in the electrical conductors, and his work is the basis of the quantitative measure of the thermal noise that we take into account when analyzing communication systems. The waveform generated within a system, say, in a receiver or
amplifier that is turned on without input, will resemble a random noise waveform that may look like the one shown in Figure 1.54. The noise waveform behaves randomly and is in no way deterministic in the sense that we can predict the value of the waveform at any given moment of time. Nevertheless, the desired signal affects by adding a random component to the received
amplitude values. The behavior of a random waveform can only be described in a probabilistic sense. The noise value that affects the signal value in either a positive or negative way can be described probabilistically once we characterize the noise random variable (R 1.3 in statistical terms. So, what is a random variable? When we turn on a receiver (without any input
connected) or a noise generator, we observe a noise waveform. If we turn off the system and then turn on The waveform we observe is a random amplitude waveform as shown in Figure 1.54, but not the same as that observed previously. Figure 1.54 Sample function x(t) of a typical random process. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 65 Now assume that we
have 100 or more identical noise generators and that we turned them on at the same time and observed their noise output waveforms. The situation can be described as in Figure 1.55, where x(i; t ) denotes the waveform function of the noise generator in. The experiment depicted in Figure 1.55 is intended to define the concepts of random process and random variable. The
collection of all those noise waveforms is an ensemble, A x(k-I, t ), example function Figure 1.55 Concepts for random process and random variable. 66 COMA Systems EngineeringHandbook and together we call them a process; that is, a random process is a collection or ensemble of member functions called sample functions. Therefore, a random process is an ensemble of
test functions. We now define random variables by taking samples of the random process listed in Figure 1.55. For example, that number shows three sampling messages instants t l , t2 and ts, and we generate three RVs as follows: Random variable Xt, r XI, which assumes values {. .. , x(k - 1, tl), x(k, t l ) , x(k l ; t l ) , ...); + - Random variable Xt, X2, which assumes values {. . .
, x(k x(k, tz), x(k 1, tz), .. . . ; + - 1; t a ) , Random variable Xt, E X3, which adopts values {. .. , x(k - 1; ts), x(k; t3), x(k 1 ; t 3 ) , ... ). + When we consider RVs X I , X 2 , and X3 individually, the probability distribution function of each RV from the same random identical process; , is Pr{Xi 5 a) = Pr{X 5 a) for i = 1 , 2 , 3 (1.38a) This means that the amplitude distribution function is
independent of the sampling moment (displacement of time origin). The RVs generated by the process that we considered in the example of Figure 1.55 are continuous RVs, and thus they can assume possible values from -00 to oo. The probability distribution function is also known in the literature as the cumulative probability distribution function (CDF) and is often referred to
as Fx(a): CDF of X: Fx(a) n = Pr{X 5 a) = Pr{-m &lt; X 5 a) (1.38b) Since Fx(a) is a measure obtained by accumulating values of a particular function across the limit from - m to one , there must be a function that can be integrated (for a continuous RV) to give the identical resulting value. This function is the probability density function (pdfl of RV X , designated PX ( 4 :
Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 67 CY F, (a) = Pr{-m &lt; X 4 a) = ~ m p , ( ~d~) (1 39a) and thus Note that any pdf must be such that p,(a) 2 0 (because a CDF must only increase as one increases) and J_p,(a) d a = 1 (because this is the probability that X takes no value at all). That will be demonstrated card, (1.39b) is a most convenient formula for pdf
version of a new RV that is a conversion of an old RV, such as the input-output relationship of a communication system. Before leaving the subject of one-dimensional probability distribution functions, we need to observe the following basic characteristics cdf: Now, return to joint sampling of the random process depicted in Figure 1.55, we can define a common probability
density function, denoted p,,,, 2 , . . . , xM(al, a 2 , . . , a M ) , where AI is a possible value that the random variable Xican assumes , in = 1, 2, . .. M. If the common pdf-,,,, ,,..., ,,(*) is equal to the product of the individual pdfs of {en Xi); that is, if for all M then RVs XI, X2,. .. , X is statistically independent. We are now reviewing pdfs that are well known and relevant for the analysis
of communication systems. Readers are referred to the excellent references given in [29-321 for further insights and in-depth discussions on probability theory and its applications to communication systems. 68 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1.5.1 Probabilities Consider a situation where we conduct an experiment that can yield three possible outcomes: A, B, C. If we
ask for the probability that outcome A occurs, we cannot answer the question unless we know the probability from previously conducted experimental relative frequencies of occurrence data. The way we determine the probability of outcomes is as follows: we repeat the experiment N times and record the number of times each event occurs. Let us denote these by N(A), N (B),
and N (C). The probability of occurrence of events, written P ( A ) , P ( B ) , and P ( C ) , can be assessed in the limit as N approaches infinity. That is, P(A) = N(A) glue N + m N P(B) = N(B) glue N + m N P(C) = N(C) glue N + m N In the example we are discussing here, all possible outcomes represent A, B , or C the test space for the experiment, and each of the possible
events is a test point. These are analogous to the ensemble or process and with the test functions we discussed earlier. Think of another experiment where events A and B can both happen, and the possibilities are A alone, B alone, A and B together, or neither A nor B. Then we can talk about the conditional event that, say, B occurs, given that A occurs, is designated B I A,
and conditionally given event B event A, written P(B I A). This probability is defined as where P ( A , B) is the probability that the events A and B occur jointly and likewise we have If P ( A I B ) = P(A), when occurrence A occurs is independent of the occurrence B, it follows from (1.43b) that Introduction and review of system analysis basic P(A , B ) = P ( A ) . P ( B ) , A and B
independent 69 (1.43~) If the occurrence of event A is in no way due to the presence of event B , the two events are statistically independent, and (1.43 ~)can be used as the definition of the statistical independence A and B. A or B are sometimes written A U B (A union B) in probability theory, and event A and By is written A n B (A-intersection B). In general, the probability of A
U B indicating that the probability of the union of events is delimited above by the sum of event probabilities. If events A and B are mutually exclusive (cannot occur at the same time), then event A n B does not occur and P ( A U B) = P ( A ) P(B). It follows that if A, B , and C exhaust the ~ossibilities of the experiment (the sample space contains only A, B , and C), P ( A U B U C
) = 1 and if these three possibilities are mutually exclusive, then (1.39d) leads to the expression + Consider a continuous RV X that assumes values above the range ( - one , cc). We define an event A, which is the event in which X is less than or equal to a value a. Assuming that X has a pdf p,(a), we can then write the probability that event A occurs as follows: n In (1.44a) we
used the notation A = {-cc &lt; X 5 a ) to describe the event being considered. This may seem somewhat inconsistent in that we used two different expressions for the same quantity: Right-hand brackets { ) are used to denote the description of an event, while left side parentheses ( ) are used to denote an event that is already defined. In any case, these expressions should be
understood in their context without attaching a rigorous meaning to the use of notation. 70 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1.5.2 Probability distribution functions From the defining equations of CDF and pdf given in (1.38) and (1.39), it is straightforward to indicate that the ~r o b a b i l in that t ~ the RV X falls within the range (one , p) given by Assume that we have two
random processes {x(t)} and {y(t)}, where x(t) and y(t) denote sample functions of the respective random processes. Now suppose we have obtained M RVs from each of the two random processes, (XI, X 2, . .. , XM) and (Yl, Y2, . .. , YM). One example that fits this situation is the input and output processes in an arbitrary system. The two random processes are said to be
statistically independent if RVs (XI, X2, . .. , XM) are said to be statistically independent if and only if the same can be said about the RVs generated from the random process {y(t)}: is the condition of statisticalindependence of RVs (Yl, Y2, . .. , YM). Now let's consider two RVs X1 and X;? generated from a single random process {x(t)}. Their joint probability density function,
designated pxl,xz(a1, a2), is defined as Introduction and Review of Svstern's Analvsis Basics 71 where Fx,,x, ( a l , a2) is the common cumulative probability distribution function for RVs X1 and X2. From (1.4%) we then have the following results: from which we can easily show that the pdf obtained by integrating the common pdf over one of the caravans, which in (1.46e) and
(1.460, is called a marginal probability densityfunction. Analogous to (1.43a) and (1.43b), we can define pdf of X I , given that X2 = A, as the uses of pdfs are different, which will be shown in many places in this chapter. We have already shown in (1.44a) that the probability of an event can be calculated by integrating the relevant pdf. The conditional pdf is also used when
calculating the conditional probability of an event, given another event in a given sample space. Let's say we define an example space where two events A and B are the only outcomes. The conditional probability of A, given B , is defined as Let's assume that events A and B are associated with two random variables, Xl and X2 respectively, on the sample space, and defined as
72 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Then (1.48a) can be written, given (1.47a), as , . where we assumed that if, however, we want to calculate the conditional probability of event A, given that X2 = A, we must calculate the conditional probability of event A, given that event B occurred, written as there p,, ( a I B ) is conditional pdf of XI, given the event B. We can also
write the probability of the common event AB = A n B in terms of the common pdf of RV X1 and event B event B : Jffl Note that P ( A B ) = P ( B )P ( A I B ) We therefore have the result Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 73 From (1.48d) we also have where PA,%~(A , A) is called rv x 2's common pdf and the event A. Tmnsfomzation of random variables.
Consider a random variable X with pdf px(a), which is the entrance to a system G that produces the corresponding output random variable Y as a conversion of input RV X. Before we go any further, we must make some important remarks about the notation and its meaning. When we say that RV X is the input of the system, we really mean that the input is a sample function
x(t) of random process {x(t)) and that X is obtained by sampling the process L1 (ensemble of sample functions) at a certain time ti. That is, X = x(ti), or Xi in the notation of the beginning of the section. If we understand this fact, it is okay to say that the entrance to the system G is a test function x(t) and the output is a test function y(t) of the output process iy(t)). Furthermore, we
can say that the input and output of system G are the random processes {x(t)) and {y(t) respectively), although it is not possible to apply an ensemble to the input of a system or to obtain an ensemble at its production. The selection functions x(t) and y(t) do, however, represent the underlying ensembles of sample functions (i.e. processes), and RVs X and Y take their
distributional properties from these ensembles, so that, if nothing else, Input Output Y= f(X) Figure 1.56 Conversion of a random variable. 74 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook stated, the notation x(t) refers to both a test function and its underlying process. With this reasoning understood, we can also represent the situation depicted in Figure As follows: Consider a system
G as shown in Figure 1.57, the input of which is a random process x(t) with pdf px(a) and whose output process is y(t) with the transformation y(t) = f[x(t)]. We normally suppress the notation of time when a single time-sampling is immediately involved. Example 1.11 Consider the case of the transformation where x(t) n = X is an input RV with a known pdf and m is a constant.
Find pdf of output RV y(t) n = Y. Solution. A straightforward way of obtaining pdf of the outgoing RV is to obtain the cumulative function of probability distribution of Y, namely Fy(a), and then obtain py(a) by distinguishing between Fy(a) as shown in (1.39b). Thus Differentiating with respect to a, we obtain If we specify p,(a), the pdf of Y is easily written down as p,(a) translated
by m-units to the right. For example, if X is a Gaussian RV with zero mean and Figure 1.57 Conversion of a random process. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 75 variance a 2 , which we denote14 as X = G(0; a2)or X = N(0, a 2 ) , given the pdf by and the transformation Y = X + m gives the pdf of Y to be, from (1.49a): The Gaussian pdf is the one used to
describe the thermal noise, which Johnson discussed [28], and as such, the pdf given in (1.49b) characterizes the front end-noise of communication receivers. CDF of X = G(0, a2)given by which we define15 Q ( a ) as complementcumulative probability distribution function (CCDF) of a standard zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian RV, G(0, 1): Pdf, CDF and CCDF of the
standard Gaussian distribution are displayed plotted in Figure 1.58, indicating certain values of px(cr) and Q ( a ) for specific values of the argument. Often it is desired to find the argument of Q ( a ) for which the function is equal to some special value, such as Q(a) = 0.1; Table 1.4 lists values of the argument in Q(a) for several special values of the 14 In a section to follow, we
shall provide definitions of elements such as the mean (mean) and the variance of an RV. The notation X = G(m, a') or X = N(m, a 2 ) is often used to indicate that RV X is a Gaussian or normal RV with mean m and variance a'. l5 Notation P(a) = 1 - Q(a) is often employed [Dl, as well as the ewor function erf(a) = 1 - 2 Q (a&amp;amp) and complementary ermrfunktion erfc(a) =
1 - erf(a) = 2~ ( a d ) . A useful relationship is Q(a) = [l - erf (a/ fi)]= 4). erfc (a/ 76 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook (a) pdf by X = G(0, 1) (b) Definition of the Q(a) function (cl Cumulative distribution function of X = G(0,l) Figure 1.58 Probability functions in the Gaussian distribution. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 77 Table 1.4 Specific values for the q (
a ) function argument. Accurate functional approximations for the computing function are given in [20]. The popularity of the use of Q(a) in communication system analysis involving Gaussian noise channel cannot be overemphasized. As seen above, Q(a) must be obtained from a table or numeric numeric For this reason, an approximation for Qa is often used for analysis
purposes, such as the upper limits [29] These limits are plotted in Figure 1.59, which shows their relative density. Example 1.12 Let's consider another example of determining the pdf of a function of a random variable. Consider the square law conversion that is drawn in figure 1.60. This conversion is also known as full-wave quadratic rectifier conversion or full-wave square-law
detector. We again use the formulation of the CDF to obtain pdf of RV Y as a conversion of RV X. Clearly, from the observation of Figure 1.60, we therefore have 78 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 1.59 Comparison of Q(a) with two upper limits. That is, Introduction and Review of Systems Analysis Basics 79 Figure 1.60 Square-law transformation. Now let's
consider a special form for px(a), say, the Gaussian pdf of (1.49b), which post-substitution in (1.5Ob) returns that is known as chi-squared pdf with a degree of freedom (more said about chi-squared RVs in a later section). Assuming another specific form of px(a), the pdf called Rayleigh pdf: (0. a b +~h(4 ( 0 .a Figure 1.62 Linear system (filter) with impulse response h(t). applied
to the system and its output is a sample function y(t) of random process ~ ~ ( t ) ) Then, . we have the output y(t) given by the mean function min(t) is then obtained from the Autocorrelation function of y(t) found to be Assuming that the random process {x(t)) is wide sentence stationary, that is, Rx(tl, t2) = R,(T) with T = tl - t2, we have By changing variables tl -a =p and t2 - P = y,
we receive Introduction and Review of Svstems Analvsis Basics 99 From (1.72d) , we observe that Ry(tl, t2) = Ry(7), and thus we apply Wiener-Kinchine-theorem to Ry(7) and Rx(7), that is: the output autocorrelation function given in (1.72e) becomes where H(f) and H*(f) is the filter's transmission function and its complex conjugate, respectively. Thus R I I ( ~=) / j ~ z ( f )1 ~ ( f
) 1 ~ e j ~ ~ ' d f (1.72h) -03 By comparing (1.72h) with (1720, we see the identity s y ( f ) = s x ( f I H ()I2 ~ (1.72i) Analogous to (1.70d), we have IRy(tl, t2)l = IRy(tl - t2)I = I R y ( ~ ) I l Ry(0) = y2(t) (1.72j) 100 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Crosscorrelation function. Consider a situation where an input process {x(t)) is applied to two linear filters characterized by the
impulse response functions h, (t) and h, (t) with the transmission functions H, ( f ) and H z (f), as shown in Figure 1.63. We define the correlation function for the two output processes {y(t)) and {z(t)) as follows. For a stationary process {x(t)), we have J-oo But Figure 1.63 Two linear filters in parallel. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 101 and thus (1.73b)
becomes Gaussian random process. Imagine a random process {x(t)). If we receive N random variables X1 = x(tl), X 2 = x(t2), . . . , X N = x(t N by sampling, finding that the Nthe process at N another time moment t l , t 2 , . . . , t ~ and dimensional common pdf p,,,, ,,,,., ,,(al, an 2 , . . . , an N ) is identical to a Ndimensional common Gaussian pdf, we say that the process {x(t)) is
a Gaussian random process [29]. That is, the name of a particular process, such as Gaussian, Rayleigh, uniform, and so on, is so called by characterization of pdf that is identified with the particular process. Supone that we have two RVs X1 and X2, with X , = 0, up = X3, i = 1 , 2 and ~ 1 =2 X1X2/ala2. The two-dimensional PDF file p, ,, (a, /3) is given by if and only if their
common Random Variables X1 and X 2 are common GaussianP ) have the form specified in (1.70a). If X,2 = n2, i = 1 , 2 SO that ~ d p,,,,,(a, f p12 = p, we have One can easily show by integration that the marginal pdfs p,, ( a ) and p,(a) are the same: If X1 and Xz are statistically independent: 102 COMA Systems Engineering Manual This result for the two-dimensional case
can be extended to the arbitrary Ndimensional case, and we summarize the result as follows [29]: 1. Pdf-s,,,, ,,..., ,,(al, a 2 , .. . , aN)of common Gaussian RVs depends in = 1, 2, .. . , N and the covariances (central only at the mean times): 2. A set N zero-means Gaussian RVs (XI, X2, . .. , XN) is statistically independent if and only if the covariances X in j = 0 for all in # j, and in
this case: 3. Each linear conversion of a set N joint Gaussian RVs produces new RVs which are also joint Gaussian. x, White Gaussian noise. When the PSD of a zero-mean noise process {n(t)) is flat for all frequencies, we call such a process white noise. When the process is Gaussian, it is called white Gaussian noise with the power spectrum there :and is called two-sided
PSD. White noise is a fictitious device because its total average power becomes in practice, the power spectral density that is flat over the bandwidth of interest can be assumed to be white noise. Let's assume that the transmission function in a linear filter is H(f) , and the input is white noise with double-sided W/Hz. Then from (1.72i) with x(t) = n(t), we have PSD 1%
Introduction and review of Svstems Analvsis Basics and y20 = ~ 103 ~ (=0 ) s V ( f )d f = ; N ~L I H (~d f) I ~ (1.75d) Autocorrelation function of white noise is which is also a fictitious but useful result in its application can explain many important physical ~ henomenain communication theory. Example 1.25 Consider a linear filter with an ideal lowpass transmission function given
by H ( f ) = Rect(f / 2 W ) Suppose that the input to this filter is white Gaussian noise, n(t), with S,( f ) = No. The situation is depicted in Figure 1.64. Since the zero-mean white Gaussian noise is the input to the filter, the filter output is also a zeromean random process, called bandlimited white Gaussian noise: m, (t) = mn(t) t h(t) = I=-' n( a ) h(t - a )dor = 0 Then mno( t )= 0,
covariance and of the filter filter process is n,(t) White Gaussian noise output noise $Wf) Figure 1.64 Meal lowpass filter with white Gaussian noise as input. 104 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook The auto correlation function for the output noise is plotted in Figure 1.65. Note that Cno(0)= Rno(0) = = NOW. Suppose we take N-example no(tl), n,(t2), . . . . , no(tN)from the
output process {n,(t)} at the time instants , t l , t2, ... , t ~where and to is someone constant. Now let's observe the following: * - which means that the samples {n,(ti)) are statistically independent RVs, and thus we have Figure 1.65 Autocorrelation function bandlimited white Gaussian noise. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 105 The implication of this result is
that if we sample bandlimited white Gaussian noise at the Nyquist range, the samples are statistically independent. Note that if we take samples n(tl), n(tz), . . . . , n(tN) from the white Gaussian noise process {n(t)) and examine their correlations, we receive from (1.75e) Aij = R,(ti - tj) = n(ti) n(tj) = ; NoS(ti - tj) indicating that the samples are statistically independent, regardless of
how close the sample intervals are taken. Also note that R,(O) = n2(t) = 'n/os(O) 2 = ; No, indicating that white-Gaussian-effervescent RVs are zero-meaning Gaussian RVs with variance No. that is, n(t) = G (0, $No). in 1.5.6 Central Limit Theorem In many communication systems, we encounter situations where we need to calculate the probability measure of the event that the
sum of M's different signal-plus noise sources exceeds a certain threshold. For example, in a cellular mobile communications system such as is-95, the signals from M are received from different mobile stations at the base station, and each signal transmitted by each mobile terminal has experienced many traumatic pathway deviations such as multipath, shading and
attenuation before reaching the base station receiver, where additional Gaussian thermal noise is added. Thus, if we need to calculate the probability that the combined waveform exceeds a certain threshold to obtain a performance metric, we need to know ~r o b a b in l in the distribution t~ of such a combined waveform random variable. If we denote the signal from mobile
station k by xk, we can express the combination of M such signals as n y(t) = xl (t) + x2 (t) + . . + XM (t) (1.77a) 106 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook We can get all kinds of moments of RV Y obtained as a sample of y(t) as well as probability measure (cumulative or complementary cumulative distribution function) if we know the pdf of PDF Y. First, let's assume that we
know pdf of each RV Xi contributes to the sum Y, i = 1, 2, .. . M. If statistically independent of these RVs are theoretically assumed, the PDF version of Y, py(a) can be calculated by iterated convolutions (see (1.47e)). But the work involved in obtaining py(cu) for M &gt; 2 is significant! Secondly, suppose we do not know of each RV Xi, i = 1, 2, ... , M , but that we only know their
moments. Nevertheless, we need to get a complementary CDF such as We resort to an approximation technology in computing Fy(yT) in such unfavorable conditions, and that is where central limit theorem (CLT) [B-301 helps us. The essence of CLT is that, for large M, we can calculate Pr{Y &gt; yT) as if RV Y were a Gaussian RV; it is, as if every mine and one; is obtained
from the expressions THE CLT does not imply that p y ( a ) itself approaches the Gaussian pdf, but that integral approach a value obtained by the integral of the Gaussian pdf. In other words, it should not be said that py(a) has the Gaussian shape, but a correct result is obtained for the calculation of Fy(yT) if we pretend that py(a)has the Gaussian form. Introduction and review
of Systems Analysis Basics 107 More formally specified, let { X i } be a set of statistically independent, zero= mean RVs, each with the same pdf pZi(a)= p,(a) and finite variance a:. Let Z be test-efficient :normalized by its standard deviation:19 1 A T z=- -Cxi a= - M . 1 x - a(:) JM M = xi 1 -CJM (1.78a) Then CLT says that [27] Consequently, if Y is a sum M RVs and the mean
and standard deviation of Y are mine and one,, respectively, then as M becomes large: and for any two integration limits a1 and az, glue M + CQ a] (a) d a = l:and e-(ff-)2ibi d a (1.78d) We use CLT in several places in this book, and in particular, when evaluating Erlang's capacity CDMA system. 1.5.7 Chernoff Bounds The CLT that we have considered in the previous section is



a form of approximation in the calculation of certain probability metrics and is often used in the analysis of communication systems. Another boundary clause that l9 We know from ( 1 . 5 3 ~ ) that if the variances for the { X i ) are all the same, then the variance for their sum is Mu:. Therefore, the variance of the sample is the mean u : / M . The 108 CDMA Systems Engineering
Handbook falls into the field of often practiced approximation in probability theory is a restriction technique called Chernof bound (CB) [34.35]. CB is dealing with an approximation technique to estimate the first moment (statistical mean) of an RV that is a sum of M independent caravans, for M = 2, 3, . . , where the sum rv is subjected to a binary decision in relation to a
threshold, say, zero. Consider that we have an RV Y which is a sum of M independent RVs {Xi), each with the mean = m, and the variance 02, = 02, i = 1, 2, . . , M. Form of Y is then The specific characterization of the RVs {Xi) depends on the system or situation under consideration. For example, Xi could represent an RV that is the difference between two square Gaussian
caravans that fit the description of a diversity reception of a non-consequential binary communication system [8]. For the purpose and reasoning here, we do not need to specify the actual characterisation of the random variables at this time. We often need to get the to Y&gt;0 in the analysis of system performance: But to calculate this metric, we resort to an approximation or
mitigation technique. The technique is to form a unit step function, Z , with Y as variable. That is, as shown in Figure 1.66, where U-l(*) denotes the device step function. Since RV Z = U-l(Y) can take only the two values 0 and 1, if we calculate the average of Z , we have Introduction and Review of Systems Analysis Basics 109 Thus, the desired probability (1.79b) is equal to the
ensemble average (expected value) of Z , and we have the difficulty is that there is no easy way to evaluate the right side of (1.79e). We therefore resort to cb. CB is based on recognizing that the u-l(y) device step function is overbound by an exponential function eXY,as shown in Figure 1.66, and thus the bound given by Pr {IExi } {(:)I &gt;0 &lt; E exp XCxi where X is the
bound-tightening parameter, which can be selected to minimize (tighten) the upper bound. CB is an exponentially tight bound [Dl, which means that the bound based on (1,794, when put in exponential form e-6, has an exponent [which is the greatest possible value. Figure 1.66 Unit step function for chernoff-bound derivation. COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 110 Refined
Chernoff-bound. Jacobs [35] has shown that the right-hand side of (1,794 can always be multiplied by one-half without destroying the validity of the relationship of the CB. Thus, we can have a refined Chernoff bound W B ) as Pr Exi &gt; O I ; { (.:) XEX~ I 5 - E exp where the bound tightening parameter X has the same meaning as previously defined. The factor for a half should
therefore always be part of the CB expression, and the reader is referred to [35] for the reasoning behind this remarkable improvement (refinement) of the original CB. Example 1.26 A CB example. Let's consider RV Y given by where Xil and Xi2 are statistically independent, zero-mean Gaussian RVs with variances a; respectively a;, with a; &gt; a;. That is: We wish to calculate
Pr{Y &gt; 0). The exact solution is hard to get, and so we want to find a CB. The bound is given by To Calculate E{exp(XXi)) and E{~X~(XX!~)), where Xil and Xi2 are Gaussian RVs, we will invoke a well-known formula [29]. If X is a Gaussian RV with average rn, and variance a:, and w is some complex constant such that 2 4 Re{w) &lt; 1, then Introduction and review of
Systems Analysis Basics 11 1 Thus, using the formula (1.80d), we have for i = 1, 2, . .. , L, the CB expression becomes then We must now select X in such a way that bound is as tight as possible. The value of X that minimizes the right side of (1,800 is the same as the value of X that maximizes the denominator inside parentheses, and is determined by differentiation as
follows: By replacing (180g) in (1,800, we get for CB with pn= (T+; COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 112 Example 1.27 A comparison of CLT and CB. Suppose we calculate Pr{Y &gt;0) by using CLT, with Y (1.80a), and compares the result with CB (1.80j). Because in order to apply CLT we need to calculate the mean and variance of Y, to be looked at as if it is a
Gaussian RV, Y = G (min, oi). Now: and where - The fourth moments needed in (1.77~)found using Gaussian MGF: Introduction and Review of Systems Analysis Basics 113 Replacement m y and ay in the CLT formula (1.78d) give the following expression involving Gaussian complementary CDF: use p n= at/ui as in the CB expression (1.76i). A comparison of the CLT
expression (1,810 with the CB expression (1.76i) is shown in Figure 1.67. Since for large L, CLT provides a very close approximation, we learn from Figure 1.57 for the case of L=20 that CB, even if it is exponentially tight, is quite loose compared to CLT approximation. The main advantage of using the new cost calculation is the simple calculation compared to clt's, as shown in
this example. Both CB and CLT are approaching the exact probability asymptotically with L. These approximations will be compared with the exact probability in section 1.5.9.2. Figure 1.67 Comparison of CB and CLT approximation. 114 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1.5.8 Narrowband Gaussian Random Process A random process {x(t)) is called a nawowband
random process [31] if its spectral density S,(f)is such that the significant region of the spectrum is small compared to the center frequency of that region. A narrowband spectral density is depicted in Figure 1.68. If one observes a test function x(t) of a narrowband process on an oscilloscope, one can see a display similar to that illustrated in Figure 1.69, which has the
appearance of a sineformal waveform with a slowly variable amplitude, the absolute value of which is called the envelope, and slowly varying phase. We can express the waveform of the sample function in the form where wo = 27rfo is the mean angular frequency of the spectra and the envelope R(t) and phase +(t) are slowly varying functions of time. The statistical analysis
refers to narrowband Gaussian random processes Figure 1.68 Spectral density of a narrowband random process (W &lt; &lt; fol. x(t) Time Figure 1.69 Typical time domain observation of a sample function of a narrowband random process. The introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 115 depends mostly on the work of Rice [36-381, and our goal here is to
summarize the great results of his work to the extent needed in the system analysis in this book. The details of Rice's work are dealt with in many well-known books, such as [29-311. 1.5.8.1 Rayleigh Distributions If we expand x(t) given in (1.82a), we receive x(t) = x, t coswot - x, (t) sinwot where x,(t) = R(t) cosq5(t) xs(t) = R(t) sin4(t) and is called in-phase and cross-squared
components in x(t), respectively, or sometimes more briefly, in-phase and quadrature components of rician inclusion of the process. Hence, we have the identities and where R(t) n = X,, 0 and 0 5 4(t) 5 27~. It is known that RVs x,(t) n =X, and x,(t) sampled at the same moment, are statistically independent Gaussian RVs with - xc(t) = x, (t) = 0 (1.8%) 2 2 2 2 gZc-oZs-0, - 0
(1.82h) and the common pdf of X, and X, given by We now need to get the common pdf of the envelope and phase RVs R(t) and 4(t), respectively from the common pdf s,,,,S(,l?, y) given in (1.83a). The one at hand located is a case of transformation from the common RVs COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 116 [xc(t),x,(t)) to the new common RVs [R(t), q5(t)], and the
goal is to get PR,4 a, P). The solution is best found using thelacobian of the transformation method, and the reader is referred to [29-311 for additional background in this topic. Here is the method simply stated, as follows: Suppose that a set of * ,...,,(al, a 2 , ... , a ~ is) RVs (XI, X2, ... , X N ) with the common pdf pxIlx converted into a new set of RVs (Yl , Y2, .. . . YN). The
transformation (XI, X2, . .. , XN)+ (Yl, Y2, .. . . , YN) is reversible in the sense that the reverse transformation (K, Y2, . .. , YN) + ( X I , X2, .. , X N ) also exists. That is, the desired transformations are given by because the reverse transformations are Then the desired pdf given by l , . . . , z N (= ~ in gi(P1, ..., PN), . .. , a~ = g ~ ( P 1 ,... , PN)) (1.83d) where the Jacobian J is
given by x PX That is, in the present case, the transformation (X1,X2,... , X N ) 4 (Yl, Y2,. . . ,YN) refers to the conversion of (X,, X,X(t) to the introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 117 and an o otherwise drawn in Figure 1.73 for different values of a. Note that a2/2 = A2/2a2 = SNR. It should be observed that as A-+ 0, the Rician pdf approaches rayleigh pdf, as
expected. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics Figure 1.72 Modified Bessel function and approximation for it. F A a = 0 (Rayleigh) Figure 1.73 Rician pdf for different values of a = a2/2 = S N R d m . 123 124 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook If we calculate the probability that the normalized Rician envelope exceeds a value p , we have this integral called
Marctrm Q function [39], and that is the detection probability in typical radar applications. Marcum's Q function is also the complementary CDF for a Rician RV: This two-argument function is not to be confused with the single argument of Gaussian CCDF Q (a ) , which we defined earlier in (1.49e). Now let's return to (1.88d), which is the conditional common pdf of envelope R
and phase 4, given the value of the sinewave phase, 6. From this common pdf we can get the conditional pdf of phase 4, given 6, by integrating out the envelope variable. This integration continues as follows: (1.91a) By filling in the square of the exponent, we will receive if we make a change to the variable: we receive Introduction and review of Analysis Basics 125 After
recognizing that Q(-A) = 1 - Q(A) and using the normalized arnplitude a = A/a, we have the result Pdfen (1.91e) drawn into Figure 1.74 with one as a parameter and with the case 0 = n radians selected for convenience. Note that as a -+ 0 (no signal present), pdf pm(BI 6 = 7 ) becomes the unified distribution pdf ( = 1/2n) as expected. It is worth mentioning that when a sinewave
signal term (specular component) is received in the presence of a Rayleigh component, the channel Figure 1.74 the pdf of the phase of a sinewave plus narrowband Gaussian noise. 126 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook inducing such a case is called a Rician channel. An example situation is that of a satellite eviscerateing a sine wave signal received together with
multipatcomponents of a terrestrial receiver. Approximation to Marcum's Q function. The probability integral (1.90a) has extensive application in radar and communication system analysis, and it has been tabulated because it is difficult to calculate exactly for the interesting cases of p&gt;&gt; a and small values of probability. However, the table is not publicly available.
Therefore, it is useful to have a slightly calculated yet close approximation to Marcum's Q function. It can be shown that this function is CCDF for a non-central chi-squared RV (to be discussed in section 1.5.9), and can be approximated with [40] and Q(a, P ) = Q(P - a ) for a &gt;&gt; I, P &gt;&gt; 1 (1.92b) This compact, closed-form approximation to Marcum's Q function is used
effectively to get a very simple expression of the probability of failure of a 7r/4 DQPSK modulation system in [41]. 1.5.8.4 Modelling and simulation of Bandpass Noise We have seen that samples of white noise, no matter how close in time, are uncorrelated. This correlation property is directly related to the fact that white noise has a flat spectrum. Although, strictly speaking,
white noise does not exist in nature, it is a useful concept for modeling communication systems. In this section, we look at the correlation properties of band-limit white noise; that is, white noise with spectral level 7 filtered by an ideal band pass filter, so that its spectrum is limited to the frequency band that is B Hz wide of any center frequency, f f,. Then we discuss the
properties of white noise bandlimited by practical filter types, and show how such noise can be simulated. The band-limited white noise spectrum is given by 77, f E (fcf 0, otherwise; B)and f E (-f,f ; B) (1.93a) Introduction and review of the Systems Analysis Basics 127 Autocorrelation function is the inverse Fourier transform of the spectral density function: R,(T) = L d 2 1 f ' ~ x (
f )d f = 2 Jdm cos(2nf T) S, (f) d f, S,(f) also It is customary when handling tape pass signals and noise to use notation q = No for the two-sided noise spectral level. With this notation, the autocorrelation function is illustrated in Figure 1.75. It is power is a2 = R,(O) = NoB= 2qB. However, when dealing with a lowpass waveform included in the range of If ( B /2, (1.93b) becomes
Figure 1.75 Autocorrelation function for bandlimited white noise. 128 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Thus, spectral density for l o q a s banditated white noise becomes 7 = No in passband. The form of the autocorrelation function suggests that bandlimited white noise can be modeled as baseband noise modulating the wearer f,. The Rician degradation of the tape-
restricted noise waveform x(t) is actually given by (1.109b) with WC = 27rfc replaces wo in that expression: where x, ( t ) and x, ( t ) are independent baseband (lowpass) noise square terms. It is instructive to calculate the auto correlation function of the Risan decomposition form of the band-constrained white noise, and compare the result with the autocorrelation feature
already found. Let x c ( t ) and x,(t) be independent noise processes, each with the spectrum So( f ) = No, I f 1 5 B/2. Thus, the autocorrelation functions of x c (t)and x,(t) are the same: Autocorrelation function of rician decomposition form of x ( t ) is this calculation of autocorrelation function for bandlimited white noise confirms the accuracy of modeling spectral density functions
z,(t) and x,(t) of the rectangular spectrum S o ( f ) . Note that the noise forces in the baseband noise waveforms are Rzc(0) = Rz8(0) = NoB W ;d etta is the same amount of current as in the Rician decomposition, x(t), since Introductionand Review of Systems Analysis Basics 129 As discussed in section 1.3, to represent the band-limited white noise process x(t) through
samples, it is sufficient to take samples of xc(t) and xs(t) with the Nyquist rate of B pairs of samples per second. The correlation between samples of either of these waveforms is Rxc(kTs)= NoB sinc(B . kTs) = NoBsinc(k) = 0, for Ts = 1 / B (1.95e) That is, the samples on the two baseband noise waveforms taken with the Nyquist velocity are uncorrelated. The common pdf of N
pairs of samples {xci, xsi) of in-phase and quadrature components of z (t) therefore are Bandpass (colored) Gaussian noise models. In practice, the receiver filter in a communication system is not ideal in the sense of having a transmission function that is flat over the pass band, with the result that the received noise spectrum is no longer white (flat) in the pass band, but it is
colored, as illustrated in Figure 1.76, where a definition of bandwidth is used-the 3-dB bandwidth Bg. After considering several bandpass filter properties and their corresponding autocorrelation functions, we consider the effect of filter form on the correlations between the sample noise. The impulse response h(t) of a band pass filter symmetrical if its center frequency f can be
modeled with the expression t, Z 0 h(t) = { ~ , h o ( t ) c o s ( 2 ~ f c t ) otherwise where ho(t) is an equivalent baseband filter impulse response. Fourier is 130 COMA Svstems Enaineerina Handbook Figure 1.76 Spectrum of colored bandpass noise. H(f) = Srne-jaft . 2 ho(t) cos (2sfct) dt 0 When the input to the filter is white noise, noise spectrum at the output of the tape pass
filter is The total received noise effect is the 3-dB bandwidth of the filter, designated B3, found from the equation Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 131 Noise bandwidth or equivalent rectangular bandwidth of the tape pass filter, designated , BN is defined as Choice of filter models. For analysis purposes, it is often convenient to assume that the filters are ideal
(rectangular) filters, which do not distort the signal wave shape. When the bandwidth of the ideal filter is matched to the noise bandwidth in the actual filter, almost the same system analysis results are obtained. When it is desired to model specifically the effects of filtering on the signal, it is convenient for analysis to adopt a realistic filter shape that is mathematically tractable,
such as Gaussian-shaped filters. For simulation purposes, the filter model does not have to be mathematically cantitable. A class of filters such as the Butterworth filters is sometimes useful for simulation because the filter shape is easily changed by changing a single parameter. Table 1.5 provides the transmission, 3dB, and noise bandwidth for several well-known filter types.
Analysis of auto correlation for Butterworth baseband filters. The Butterworth family of filters is preferred in many analog applications because its characteristic approach as for an ideal band pass filter, one that does not change the spectral characteristics of the signal, as illustrated in Figure 1.77. Next we calculate baseband autocorrelation function R,(T)for Butterworth family of
filters. It may show that baseband autocorrelation function for bandpass noise whose spectrum has been shaped by a Butterworth filter is Table 1.5 Example bandpass filter parameters Corresponding lowpass filter type Butterworth (K-pole) IHo(f) 1' , 1 1 (maximally flat glue + ideal BPF) K+co (realisticBPF) + (f 1 ~ ) ~ ~ Figure 1.77 Normalized transfer function for Butterworth
filter. The auto correlation function R,(T) in (1.100) is drawn in Figure 1.78 for K = 1.2, and 3, corresponding respectively to 2, 4 and 6 posts. Recall that samples of baseband noise terms x, and x, are uncorrelated when the bandpass filter is ideal (flat) and the samples are taken at the speed 1 / B = l / B N . In general, for other filters, there is some correlation between samples.
When the number of poles, 2K, becomes large, the Butterworth filter becomes the ideal strap pass filter. We see from Figure 1.78 that for as few as 2 K = 6 poles, baseband autocorrelation function is very close to ideal, and the correlations between samples in tw l/B N can be ignored. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics &gt; I , , 1RR I , , , , , oles = 2K I ( Figure
1.78 auto correlation function for band pass noise with spectrum format of K t h order Butterworth filter. Analysis of auto correlation for Gaussian-shaped baseband filters. The Gaussian-shaped baseband filter may be used to represent the class of realistic filters with nonflat-pass bands. For digital communication, the best receiver filter is not necessarily flat in pass bands, but
instead has a frequency transmission characteristic that matches the signal spectrum. The baseband autocorrelation function for band pass sounds whose spectrum has been shaped by a Gaussian format filter is a &amp; x Gaussian pdf, with a =BN/&amp; 134 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 1.79 shows the baseband autocorrelation function &amp;(T) for tape
sounds whose spectrum is shaped by a Gaussian-shaped filter. Although %(T) is nonzero for all values of T, we observe from (1.101) and from the number that the correlation value for the sampling range T = l/BN is Rc(l/BN) = e- = 0.0432. If samples of baseband noise waveforms x, and x, are taken with nyquist speed l / B N , the samples are only slightly correlated. T o a
close approximation they can be assumed to be uncorrelated. Computer generation of noise samples. We have shown how a band pass Gaussian noise waveform x(t) can be modeled in terms of independent quadrature baseband noise waveforms, x,(t) and x,(t). Now we will show how samples of the noise square waveforms can be simulated by generating them on a
computer. Allow the samples of baseband noise waveforms with the specified correlation properties to be denoted {x,,) and {x,).) Just as x,(t) and x,(t) can be considered as the results of white noise filtration, the samples of these noise waveforms can be considered as the results of filtration of independent noise samples {&amp;,) and {t,),respectively using a discrete filter, such
as an FIR discrete filter. To generate samples of both quadrature noise components, conceptually two Gaussian random number generators and two FIRs are needed. The whiteness of the input sound is simulated by the independence of (non-real-time) samples of input noise, regardless of how often the numbers are generated. The FIRs (actually a subprogram Figure 1.79
Baseband autocorrelation function for bandpass noise with spectrum shaped by Gaussian-shaped filters. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 135 that simulates them) allows discrete-time approximations to the desired filter impulse response, with a limited number of points, NFIRpoints said. Most programming languages provide a uniform random number
generator, a function that returns a pseudondomly selected real number between 0 and 1. Let a uniform random variable be designated U. Two independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variance a2 can be generated from two independent uniform random variables Ul and U2 as follows: 1. Take the natural logaritme for one of the uniform variables (giving a
negative number), multiply the with -2a2, and then take the square root. As we will show, these operations give an envelope random variable, R = J-; that is, Rayleigh is distributed. 2. Multiply the second uniform variable by 27r. This produces a phase variable, 19 = 27rU2; that is, evenly distributed between 0 and 27r radians. 3. Get the two independent Gaussian random
variables such as x, = R cost) and x, = R sin 8 . This process is diagramd in Figure 1.80. The mathematical justification for this procedure can be stated as follows: Let Ul and U2 be two independent uniform caravans. Their common pdf is a constant: Independent uniform random #generator. {uI~) Figure 1.80 Diagram of the generation of two independent, Gaussian random
variables from two independent uniform random variables. 136 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook That you can add lnUl 5 0 because Ul 5 1, we define the conversion that the Jacobian is J = (R e-R2/2)/27ra2. The common pdf of R and 8 is available as I 07 otherwise the product of pdfs of two caravans, a Rayleigh RV with power a2 and 27r times a uniform RV. Now we
define another transformation of variables as xc = r cos d , x, = r sin6 r = J m , 6 = tan-l (x,/xc) or (1.1O2d) This Jacobian is used to write for which Jacobean is J = l/Jm. which is the common pdf of two independent Gaussian random variables (xc, x,), each with zero mean and variance a2. Thus, we have demonstrated that introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics
137 the two independent Gaussian random variables representing quadrature noise samples can be generated on a computer in the manner presented above. Using a2 = 1 in the method described above to generate independent noise samples, the typical waveform of white noise as shown in Figure 1.81 was generated as samples {x, = x(nT,) = x(nTd/4)), where l/Ts is the
sampling rate. The sampling rate was selected to be four times the data symbol rate l/Td = B to be considered below. Since the variance is unit, the amplitudes in Figure 1.81 rarely exceed f 20 = I-t 2. A total of N = 512 samples are shown in Figure 1.81. The discrete Fourier transform20 for this data is the set of coefficients {Sxk), k = O , l , ...,N - 1 given by the Power Spectrum
corresponding to (1.103a) may be written t / T d =t/4Ts Figure 1.81 Simulated white noise waveform. Here we use normalization 1 /f in normalization 1/N is sometimes used. for DFT. In other applications, the 138 COMA Systems Enaineerina Handbook which, since zero-mean RVs xn and x, is independent for n the average value # m, note that the average power is not a
function of frequency, so that (1,103 ~) has the interpretation of (lowpass) white noise power spectral density level No=u2 =1. The power spectrum for example data of figure 1.81 appears in the figure 1.82, and its average agrees well with the prediction of u2 = 1 given by (1,103~). Note that the frequency range in Figure 1.82 is in N Af = = 2B, the factor that !j is due to the fact
that only half the spectrum spectrum displayed: the transform is even about f = 0, and it is enough to draw in the force for only positive frequencies. The deviation of Figure 1.82 from the theoretical constant spectrum is due to two factors. Firstly, the finite essence in the sample makes the randomness of the spectrum significant; it can be shown that the variance of the power
spectrum Pzkis proportionalto 1 / N . Secondly, the random number generators of Ul and U2 do not produce completely uniform or completely independent samples. Example 1.28 Filtering to get lowpass noise from white noise using the IS95 FIR filter. The simulated white noise samples shown in Figure 1.81 were passed through a 48-tap FIR lowpass filter to obtain samples of
a baseband, bandlimited white Gaussian noise waveform. Thus, the output noise samples {y,)are related to the input noise samples {xn)of Figure 1.82 Power spectrum such as noise simulation. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 139 where {hn) are the filter coefficients listed above in Table 1.3 for the pulse forming filter used in the IS-95 digital cellular system
to control the bandwidth of the transfers. For that filter, the variance of the output noise samples is theoretically, since the variance of a sum of independent RVs is the sum of their variances: gives the value of one, = 1,98500. After filtering, the noise waveshape has the appearance shown in Figure 1.83. This filter output noise waveform y(t) has clearly a lower bandwidth than
the input noise waveform filter x(t), and has a greater dispersion than the input, because one, x 20. The power spectrum for this test output is shown in Figure 1.84. Figure 1.83 Noise samples the exit of the IS-95 FIR filter when the input samples are simulated independently (white noise) samples. 140 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 1.84 Power spectrum of
noise at the I S 9 5 FIR filter output when the input samples are simulated white noise samples. Figure 1.84 corresponds to the theoretical value of (a); z 4 when we remember that the power of y(t) is mainly present in passport bands, f E (-B/2, B/2). The average spectral level in the pass band is therefore approximately equal to al/B = 411 = 4 according to the scale selected for
this numerical example. Except for a constant factor, preferably the shape of the spectrum of y(t) when the input x(t) is white noise should be to IS95 filters that were drawn in Figure 1.51. Although the example spectrum in Figure 1.84 has a sharp cutoff similar to the transition from pass band to stopband in Figure 1.51, sidebands in the spectrum of the numerical example are
slightly larger than the theoretical and are not flat as expected. These departures from the theoretical can be attributed to the sample size and the imperfection of the random number generator. Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 141 1.5.9 Chi-Squared Distribution When analysing communication systems, such as metric calculations for some signal reception
schedules, we often encounter a situation where the incoming signal plus noise or waveforms with noise are square (a square law transformation) and then subjected to additional signal processing schedules, such as being compared to a predetermined threshold for a detection decision. In digital communication systems, we use a sampling technique for these signal
processing systems. As we discussed with regard to sampling rates, when we take samples of the Nyquist course, the samples are statistically independent. When we try a Gaussian random process, bandlimited to it (-W, W), we obtain 2WT statistically independent samples over a time interval (0, T) if the samples are taken at Nyquist sampling rate of 2W samples per second.
Now, if the signal processing schedule requires taking N = 2 W T samples of the Gaussian random process in the t-second time interval and then passing each of the N samples through a square team conversion unit before summarizing the N samples, we have a sum of N-square Gaussian caravans. This is the type of decision variable used in many signal processing
schedules within the communication and radar fields. When an RV (decision variable) is formed as the sum of N squares statistically independent, identically distributed Gaussian RVs, we call that RV a chi-squared (x~RV. ) As can be seen from what follows, we also categorize the sum as either a central chi-squared R V or a noncentral chi-squared RV, depending on whether
Gaussian caravans are the zero-mean or nonzero average, respectively. 1.5.9.1 Central Chi-Squared Distribution Track X I, X2, . .. , XN be statistically independent Gaussian caravans with zero means and variances unit; that is, Xi = G(0,1) for i = 1 , 2 , . .. N. Sum Y of the Squares of These RVs: 142 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook called a centra121 chi-squared (x2)
distributed RV with N degrees of freedom [42]. We want to derive the chi-squared RV Y pdf by first obtaining its characteristic function: The idea we want to exploit here in deriving pdf of Y is to first m obtain the characteristic feature Cx$jv) which is Fourier transform of ~ d of RV X:,which was obtained in (1.50~)to be \ 0, otherwise it can be shown that - 1 (1 - j2v)'l2 N Thus CHF
of Y = CX:,expressed in (1.105b), given by i=l The required pdf of Y is then obtained by inverse Four transformation of (1.lO5e), and the result is given by [42,43] 1 a(N-2)/2 e-/2, (y 20 (1.1059 py(a) = p ,z (a; N ) otherwise The term central indicates that each Gaussian RV has zero meaning. The nonzeromean Gaussian case is to be referred to as noncentral. 21 Introduction and
review of Systems Analysis Basics 143 where is(x)is the Gamma function. This is pdf for the distributed RV Y with N degrees of freedom. x2 (chi-squared) Scaled central chi-squared RV. Keep in mind an RV Z defined by where {Y,) is statistically independent, zero-mean Gaussian RVs: Y, = G(0, a ) for i = 1,2, . .. N. The pdf of Z can be easily obtained as follows: Xi)= a 2 Y
when we compare First we note that Z = a 2 ( X t Xi . (1.105a) with (1.106a). That is, Z is a scaled chi-squared RV with N degrees of freedom, as opposed to a regular chi-squared RV, defined as the sum of squares of zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian RVs. Nu + + + = Fy(a/a2) Thus, so that f b y otherwise note that we summed up N square Gaussian caravans, each with
identical variances a2. The PDF file (1.106~)is also known as the gamma distribution, which necessarily means that each RV in the sum has identical variance. If we consider that the case of N = 2, (1,106~)becomes that is pdf of the exponentially distributed RV, and we got this pdf in (1.50e) by considering a square law conversion of a Gaussian RV. 144 COMA Systems
Engineering Manual The central x2-distributed RV with N degrees of freedom refers to a situation where N independent sample of a zero-means Gaussian random process (or test function) is passed through a square-law device (transformation) and then summed up, as suggested in Figure 1.85. 1.5.9.2 Noncentral Chi-Squared Distribution Consider an RV U defined by where
{Zi) is statistically independent, nonzero-medium, unit-variance Gaussian RVs: Zi = G(mi, 1). RV U is called a non-central chi-squared RV with N degrees of freedom. Our goal is to get pdf of U. To this end, let us first consider RV Zi = mi Xi) where Xi = G(O, 1). The pdf of this RV is of course + 1 pz,(a) = -exp{- 6 a ( a - mi) ) 2 From this pdf we can easily obtain the pdf of Z: = (mi
nizing the FZ;(a)= Pr{Z: by recog-I a} = F,, (G)- F, (-&amp;') Conduct the specified squaring activities of exponents in (1,107~) and recognize that ex eM2 = 2coshx, we obtain + Narrowband filter Gaussian process transformation N independent samples Figure 1.85 Generation of x2distributed RV. Decision variable 145 Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 1 p,:
(or) = -e--(+m:)/2cosh (mi 6 &amp;) By taking the Fourier transform of (1.107d) we obtain the characteristic function [42] C,: (jv) = SP_p,; ( a ) elv d a = c o s h ( m i 6 ) dor The characteristic function of U is therefore indicated by each defined as noncentrality pararneter. The pdf of U is found as the inverse Fourier transform of C, (jv) [42]: otherwise (1.1O7g) was f! is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind and order 1. Please note that we have derived the pdf of a non-central chi-squared RV with N degrees of freedom by considering the independent Gaussian caravans to be of unit variance (a2 = 1). - CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 146 Scaled noncentral chi-squared RV. Consider an RV V defined by where {V,) is statistically independent
Gaussian RVs with V, = G(Ai, a 2 ) =Ai + Y , for i = 1,2,...,N and there Y , = G(0, a2). Let's note that RVs {V,) are not unit-variance Gaussian caravans, and therefore we need to normalize them to conform to the definition of a non-central Rv. First we note that V = a2(Z; 2; .. . 2;) when we compare (1. m a) with (l.Wa). That is, V is a peeled non-central chi-squared RV with N
degrees of freedom, as opposed to a standard noncentral chisquared RV, defined as the sum of squares of nonzero mean, unitvariance Gaussian RVs. + + + where mi n = Ai / a, because Xi = Y,/a = G(0, 1). Now thus that I01 otherwise (1. lO8e) where the noncentrality parameter is given by Notation for chi-squared RVs. It is often convenient to use the notation X2(N; A) to
refer to a noncentral chi-squared RV with N degrees of freedom 1 Introduction and review of Svstems Analvsis Basics 147 and noncentrality parameter A. A central chi-squared RV can be written x 2 ( N ; 0) E x2(N). With the help of this notation, a peeled noncentral chi-squared RV can be designated as a 2 X 2 ( N ; A) and a scaled central chi-squared RV as o 2 x 2 ( ~ there ),
c2denotes the variance of Gaussian caravans. in Example 1.29 Let's return (1.80a), considered in example 1.26, where R v y was given by and where Xil and Xi2 are statistically independent, zero-mean Gaussian RVs with variances a; and a;, respectively, with a: &gt; a:. In the examples of (1,80a) and (1.81a), Pr{Y &gt; 0) was calculated using CB and CLT, both of which are
approximation methods. In this example, we calculate the probability exactly using pdfs of the scaled central chi-square RVs with L degrees of freedom, X1 and X2, which are given by the totals XI 4 L and X 2 42 L The Pdfs p, (a)and p,, ( a ) for these RVs are given off (0, otherwise In computing probability meters Pr{Y &gt; O), our inclination is first to obtain the pdf of the RV Y
and then to integrate it over the gap (0,00). To this end one can obtain pdf of Y = XI - X2 by using the conditional pdf method, and the result can be shown to be the evaluation of the integrals indicated below: CDMA system engineering manual 148 The calculations required to perform the integrals in (1.109d) analytically, is no average task when the pdfs, px,(u), in = 1 , 2 from
(1.109c), are used. The reader can try to find out for himself how laborious it is to achieve the required result. The ultimate goal is to get the probability action that may still present some difficulties, depending on the shape of pdf py(a). Instead, we take a different approach to calculate the necessary probability measure. We obtain the result without the use of pdf of Y by adding
that Pr{Y &gt; 0) = Pr{X1 &gt; X2) = Pr{ufX:(L) &gt; o;x;(L)) where XI and X2 are scaled central chi-squareDs with L degrees of freedom as defined in (1.109b), and x:(L) and x;(L) are standard chi-squared RVs with L degrees of freedom. Note that we have standardized the chisquared RVs X I and X 2 by normalizing as follows: ( L )4X you and X;(L) 4X2/4 (l.llOb) The end result
for (1.110a) is deduce appendix I D and given by ,ULl2 r ( L ) Pr{Y &gt; 0) = (1 + ~ ) ~ r ( $ +) rI)( $ l , ~ + 1 + ) L o,d d ~ Introduction and review of Analysis Basics Basics where z F( 0~) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function and p n = u;/ci as defined earlier in (1.80j). One of the reasons for including this particular example is to calculate the exact probability measure Pr{Y
&gt; O) as a function of p with L as a parameter and to compare the results with the results we made for this metric using Tjernoff-bound and CLT. Figure 1.67 compared these approximations with each other, and figures 1.86 and 1.87 compare them with the exact probability. The comparisons shown in figures 1.86 and 1.87 show that the approximation of CLT in this case is
generally a better approximation than the cb certified, and becomes a closer approximation as L increases. Thus, we showed the usefulness of CLT in obtaining an estimate of probability without labor to find the exact probability. CB turns out to be an upper bound, while the CLT result is neither an upper nor a lower bound, and CB provides a closer approximation for small
values of probability and small values of p, for which a1 0. Thus, assuming that 2WT is a large integer, the value of the integral is approximately with a view of the value of the first point (n = O), the value of the integral is well approximated by 1/2W. 160 COMA Systems Engineerins Manual Table 1B.1 Values of Si(kr) Appendix 1C Impulse response of RC filter Nyquist
frequency characteristics, as a function of excess bandwidth factor a , is (after multiplying by T for normalization purposes) The corresponding pulse shape, parametric in a , is obtained as inverse Fourier transform of G(f; a). Since G ( f ; a ) is an even function of frequency, its reverse transformation cos(27rf t) d f g(t; a ) = 2T where f(t) = 2 = ff/T ~ 1 cos2 1% f T] cos [27rt (f qffiT
+ TL + [I + @)] df cos(7rf T l a ) ] cos [27rt (f ff/T cos [27rt(f + %)] @)]d f (sum + difference) 161 Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics T = -sin [ant (f 271t T - - - {sin 271t + @)I 1, ff/T 7rt(l+cr) - sin tT - 271 [t2 - [.irt(l-a)] } {sin [w]+ [w] ) sin ($J 2] Thus = sinc (;) $J &lt;7&gt; . cos(.irat/T) 1- ( 2 a t l ~ ) ~ Appendix 1D Probability of a difference of Chi-Squared RVs From
the text, the probability available is Pr{Y &gt; 0) , where RV Y is the difference between two independently scaled (central) chi-squared RVs, each with L degrees of freedom: 162 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook with a1 &lt; a2 and using the notation p = af/a,2.The formulation of the probability revenue as follows: In order to obtain the probability distribution function
specified in (lD.2a), we first assume that RV X; assumes a value, says a. We then obtain conditional distribution function Fx;(pa I Xf =a). Then the conditionaldistribution, given that X; = one , is and the unconditional probability is Pr{Y &gt; 0) = lmpx;(a; L ) Fx; (pa; L In X: = a) d a (1D.2~) where we used the independence of the two variables in going from (1D.2~) to (1D.2d) and
Note that (1D.2a) can also be written as follows, changing the order integration: Introduction and review of Systems Analysis Basics 163 For evenly valued L. When L / 2 = v, an integer, the second form of probability (1D.4) is more convenient. The inner integral in (1D.4) is in which r ( v ; a / 2 p ) is an incomplete gamma function [20]. (1D.5) in (1D.4) yield + Replacement For
odd valued L. When L / 2 = v in , where v is an integer, the first form of probability (1D.2d) is more convenient. The internal integral in (1D.2d) is coma systems engineering handbook 164 in; Where? (v + p a / 2 ) is another incomplete gamma function [20] and the confluence of the bypergeometric function F1 ( 0 ) is [20] ( a ;b, x ) = r(b) xn r(n+a ) = I + - +a x r(a)sn r! (n+b) b +
+.-+ a(a 1)x2 2b(b 1 ) Replacing (1D.7) and (1D.8) to (1D.2) yield where the Gaussian bypergeometric function zFl(0) is [20] 2Fl ( a , b, c , x ) = r ( c ) xn I ' ( a ) r ( b n)=C On ? abx =I+-+ C a(a r(n+ a ) r ( n + b ) T(n+c) + l ) b ( b+ 1 ) x 2 + .. 2c(c + 1) (1D.8) Mobile radio propagation Considerations This chapter provides background material on the propagation of radio waves in
the mobile environment needed to take into account the design and performance of analog and digital cellular systems. After a brief overview of the more general propagation theory and models, we give special attention to the mobile radio environment, and the chapter concludes with discussions on the application of propagating models to link budgets and to cellular system
design. 2.1 Overview of Propagating Theory and Models In this section we present an overview of selected topics in dissemination theory that are important for mobile radio communication scenarios at UHF frequencies. The propagation of radio waves in free space is discussed first, then we show how we can use the distribution of free space as a reference and show how to
take into account the differences between free space and the Earth's atmosphere and terrain. A more detailed presentation of this topic can be found in [I, 21. 2.1.1 Free-Space Propagation A sinusformal waveform emitted by a point source would propagate radially in a vacuum (free space) and for that reason we can call the source an isotropic radiato~. If the emitted power is
Prad W, at a distance d meters from the source, the extent of the wave's Poynting vector (power per unit range) is 166 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook I @. I), f s denotes free space. For an antenna (radiator) that is not isotropic, at a distance large compared to the size of the antenna, the radiated power Prad may be replaced by P t G t , where Pt = power supplied to
the transmitter antenna (2.lb) Gt = transmitter antenna gain (2. lc) For the derivation of the effects of Earth on radio wave propagation, it is sometimes more convenient to speak in terms of root-mean-square electric field intensity (in volts per meter) given by where Z f s , the impedance of free space, given by [3] and p f s = 4n x H/m = 4n x V-s/A-m and e f S= (10-~/36n)F/m =
are the permeability and permittivity (dielectric constant), respectively, of free space. At a relatively large distance from a nonisotropic radiator, then, the electrical field intensity in free space is whether there is free space propagation, if the electrical field intensity and power of a receiver antenna are ETec and Prec,respectively, the maximum usable power that could be captured
by a matched receiver using an isotropic antenna given by [4] for a nonisotropic antenna (with antenna power gain G,) and a matched receiver, the received power, using Ere,= ,/-- - .= X2P 47T rec Gr- - -X2 -. 47T EkC Zfs 120 (2.4b) Mobile radio propagation Considerations 167 If (2.3) is resolved for transmitting power, the ratio of received power to transmitted power turns out
to be (A) (2,5) GtGT, free space The general ratio in (2,5) shows how to assess the effects of propagation in terms of the electrical field intensity received in relation to the value of free space. That is, in dB propagation loss is Path loss = - 10 loglo 1 (Pt5 .-) GtGr where the submerged n f s denotes non-free-space and the free-space loss is = using the notes dkm d in kilometers,
dm; r d in miles and fMH, = f in megahertz. Figure 2.1 shows the loss of free space paths for frequencies and distances relevant to mobile communications. 2.1.2 Radio Horizon and Mode of Propagation In this section we show how the breaking properties of the atmosphere and the earth's terrain affect not only the signal effect received, but the curve ing of the road takes off
the radio waves. The length of the track in relation to the radio horizon, or line of sight distance, is shown as the basis for modelling the propagation according to different dispersion modes. 168 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 2.1 Free space road loss. 2.1.2.1 Effect of the atmosphere For ground-to-ground communication at VHF and UHF, the departure of the
value of the received electric field intensity Ere, from the value that would occur in free space for the same distance arises mainly from the effects of the interaction between the radio wave with the Earth. However, there are significant effects due to the non-free space properties of the medium of propagation self-air in the troposphere, the part of the atmosphere extending to
about 10 mi over the Earth. Due to the presence of various gases in the atmosphere, including water vapor, the dielectric constant e, of the air in the troposphere is something Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations 169 greater than the device, the value of the dielectric constant in free space; because the density of these gases generally decreases with height, E , and
refractive index of the air, n = &amp;, decrease with height. This variation of the refractive index gives rise to propagation phenomena such as refraction, reflection, dispersion, channel transmission and fading of signals. The path of a radio wave beam travelling in the atmosphere can be described in terms of variation height of the refractive index of air, n, as a function of h, the
height above the ground. The effects of interest rates are related to the derivative of the refraction index, which typically has a negative value in the troposphere, with a value for the standard atmosphere so that the slope of n is approximately -.012/ft = -.039/m. Because of the decrease of the index of refraction with increase in height, the velocity of propagation with height in
such a way that the radiation orbits are very close to arcs of circles over distances involved in ground-to-ground mobile communication, with radius of curvature r , = 4in the standard atmosphere, where re = earth's radius (6,370 km) (2.8a) A horizontally emitted beam is bent, bends to Earth instead of continuing in a straight line, but not intersecting earth (assumed to be a
sphere), as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Because radio wave paths are curved, the distance to the horizon for radio signals is greater than the linear distance (optical path). The geometry of the situation where an inclined curved beam orbit from or to the antenna in with effective height hei is key to earth is illustrated in Figure 2.3 for a smooth earth without terrain functions. The path
distance to the tangent point is the smooth-Earth radio horizon distance of that antenna, denoted dL,i in the diagram on the left side of Figure 2.3. w Breaks Radio Wave LA Surface of earth Figure 2.2 Curvature of radio wave pathways in air. 170 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Since for the analysis of communication paths it is more convenient to handle straight beam
paths, it is desirable to change the geometric coordinate system so that the refractive beams appear as straight lines. For this purpose, a modified tangential geometry involving a fictitious earth, having a radius a = kr, &gt; r e , is postulated as shown in the diagram on the right side of Figure 2.3 at the same distance dLsi. For equivalence of results, the solution for k is limited by
the requirement that the distance of the radiation orbit above the earth, h, remains the same for either model of any distande dong the tangential radiation path. Under this limitation, it can be demonstrated [2] that the radius of the fictitious Earth should be taken to be one = 4re/3 = 8,493 km. The use of the effective earth radius formula a = 4re/3 is said to allow radiation orbits to
be considered straight as long as they are within the first kilometer above the earth's surface [5]. The radio horizon distance of a smooth earth, as a function of antenna height, is calculated using the geometry on the right side of Figure 2.3. Recognizing that dLsi is a side of a right triangle, with the other side is the fictional Earth radius a and the hypotenuse is a hei, the solution
for dLsi is + when the earth's radius and antenna height are expressed in the same units. For typical units: dLsi(km) d~si(mi)= J0.002a(km)hei(m) = (2.8~) Jm To the centre of the Earth (radius re) (2.8d) to the centre of the Earth a = kre= 4r,j3) Real horizon geometry Figure 2.3 The geometry of radio waves touches the Earth. Fictitious horizon geometry Mobile Radio
Propagation Considerations 171 A transmitter and receiver is said to be within the radio line (LOS) when the link distance d is such that the actual radio horizon distance, as opposed to idealized value given by (2.8b), is typically smaller, due to the effect of terrain and buildings. 2.1.2.2 Characterization of Terrain and its effects Of course, if a hill or building is in the way of the
tangential path depicted in the smooth-Earth model of Figure 2.3, the actual horizon distance is the distance to a tangent with that object. Therefore, the more hilly or populous the area, the more likely it is that the radio horizon is closer than predicted by the smooth-Earth model of (2.8). The presence of terrain or buildings also affects the LOS distance through the effective
antenna height: if the antenna is put on top of a hill or building, the radio horizon is much farther away. Usually, the height above the sea of the ground in the vicinity of the transmitting or receiving antenna, and along the large circle surface the path between them, to some extent above and below a reference plane. That is, the land height at a distance x along the path from
transmitter to receiver can be expressed as ha(x)= h,, (x)+ hs(x), x = 0 (transmitter) to d (receiver) (2.10) in which href(x) denotes reference or average terrain height along the path and h,(x) denotes variations in surface height. When modelling the effects of terrain on horizon distance and other factors affecting propagation, the reference file may be a straight line that fits the
points in ha(x) if this data are available. The deviations of the surface height described as samples of hs(x) are likely to have a roughly symmetrical distribution, with a zero-valued median and mean. The degree of variation of the terrain can be ~arameterized by terrain irregularity parameter A h , the interdecile interval difference between the value of h,(x) exceeded for 10% of
the samples and the value not exceeded for 10% of the samples, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. 172 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Ah I 10% above Figure 2.4 Terrain irregularity parameter. From studies of many terrain profiles (reported in [5] and [6$, It has been determined that the median interdecile height as a function of the length of the path d is given by Ah(d) = Ah
(1 - 0 . 8 e - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) (2.11) When an interdecile range based on analysis of a particular terrain profile is given, it is treated as the value of Ah(d) for that distance , and the asymptotic value Ah can be estimated by solution (2.11). When detailed track terrain profiles are not available, the analyst can enter a value for A h that is selected to fit one of the terrain descriptions in
Table 2.1 [5]. Allow the structural height of the antenna in (either i = t for transmitters or in r for receivers) above the local land is designated hgi ; then the effective antenna height of that antenna can be formulated as Table 2.1 Terrain irregularity parameter values Terrain descrivtion Water or very smooth plains Smooth plains Slightly rolling plains Rolling plains Hills Rugged
mountains Extremely rugged mountains Ah in meters 0-5 5-20 20-20-20-20-20-20-20-20-20-20-2040 40-80 80-150 150-300 300-700 &gt; 700 Mobile radio propagation Considerations 173 Let h, designate the height of the terrain in a given antenna location; relative to the local average terrain height. If the antenna is on a hill (h, &gt; O), (2.12) indicates that the terrain height is
added to the structural height to obtain the effective antenna height; otherwise, the effective height is the actual, structural height. This definition of effective antenna height is illustrated in Figure 2.5. For predictive purposes in the absence of specific terrain data, parameter A h can be related to a statistical treatment of the location of antenna sites. If an antenna location is
selected randomly, which tends to be the case for a mobile radio device, then it is reasonable to assume that, on average, the height h,(x) at the antenna location is equal to the reference value href. It is to be expected that a more carefully positioned antenna would be placed on a hill. In [5], based on analysis of many ~ a t h~ rofiles,the following empirical formula for effective
antenna elevation was developed for computing propagation calculations when the structural height of the antenna is 1If or less: hei = hgi , hgi + [ I + .~rnax{l, its there c= ( 2)])e-2hg'lAh, { 4, 9, randomly sit selected sit (2.13a) carefully sit very carefully sit Note that the sit practice makes no difference when A h = 0; for A h # 0, as hgi increases, it rises rapidly but then
approaches the value hei = hgi asymptotically, as shown in figure 2.6. Average terrain height h, Local ground height = Local ground height - average terrain height male, = effective antenna height Figure 2.5 Effective antenna height. hgz. = structural antenna height COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 174 I I I I I I I I I - Very accurate seating Careful seating 0 5 10 1 15
Structural height, h,, (m) Figure 2.6 Power of terrain and practice at effective antenna height I2.51. The empirical formula for effective antenna elevation (2.13), in the absence of detailed terrain profile data, can be used to estimate the transmitter and receiver smooth-Earth horizon distance dLs, and dLs, and los distance dLs = dLst dLsr with dLsi = as in (2.8b). The result is
shown in Figure 2.7. Median values for the actual radio horizons dLi and LOS distance d L = dL1 dL2 for irregular terrain then can be estimated from the empirical formula [5] + + Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations 0 5 175 10 15 Structural height, hgi(m) Figure 2.7 Effect of terrain and sit practice at horizon distance 12.51. 2.1.2.3 Propagation Modes Effects of the
presence of soil on the ground-to-ground of radio waves at VHF and UHF is dependent on ~ a t hlength. For shorter, L.A. pathways, the main influence of the Earth is to cause a reflected beam to arrive at the receiver in addition to the direct beam, causing destructive or constructive interference. For beyond-line-of-sight (BLOS) or transhorizon pathways, the spread of the signal
over the horizon is possible due to either the diffraction of the wave over the horizon, the dispersion of the signal from the troposphere, or both. As illustrated in Figure 2.8, there is generally a gradual transition between one mode of dispersion and another. As Figure 2.8 suggests, the dominant mode of dispersion is determined by the link distance d. If d is smaller than the
combined horizon 176 COMA Svstems Enoineerino Handbook Dominant mode of propagation of ground-to-ground communication as a function of distance from the transmitter Radiohorizon ------___ D~ rektapa plus mult ~ pathinterference to some extent, dependent on antenna height and surfaceIIokal terrain Diffraction over the curvature of the Earth and over terrain features
such as hills o A Tropospheric scatter, but weak , may be the strongest position at a distance of 100 km Figure 2.8 Dispersion modes. distances of the transmitter and receiver antennas, which are called the LOS distance,the dominant propagation situation are LOS. From the random siting curve of Figure 2.7, it is obvious that a mobile device in a cellular system, with an
antenna height of about hgm = hem = 2 m, has a smooth-Earth radio horizon of about dLsm = 5 km. In a rural environment, the likelihood of an off-road barrier reduces this distance according to the empirical formula given in (2.14). For example, if the terrain can be characterized as hills with a terrain inaccuracy parameter value of Ah = loom, the actual horizon distance for
mobile is if A base station in the same cellular system will typically have an antenna structural height of about hgb= 100-200 ft or 30-60 m; for definiteness, let's assume that hgb = 50m. O n a smooth Earth, using (2.8b) we can see that this antenna height corresponds to a horizon distance of about dLsb = J = 29.1 km. In the case of actual terrain, the base station antenna
would be placed on a hill and the horizon distance without obstacles is even greateraccording to the empirical accurate sit formula given in (2.13), the effective antenna height of an elevated 50m base station antenna is about Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations 177 + [1 + 4 . max { 1, pity (71:f)}]e-2h&amp;blah - heb= hgb ' This effective antenna height provides an even-
earth horizon distance of dLsb = 29.7 km , which is reduced to a likely actual horizon distance of Thus, the total LOS distance of a base-to-mobile-link or mobile-to-base link is likely on the order of d L = dLb dL, = 27.0 3.7 = 30.7 km. For mobile communications, the distances concerned dictate that the most frequently involved spread mode is LOS. However, in an urban
environment, buildings Act as artificial terrain obstacles that reflect and block the direct Los way between the antennas, so that the mode of propagation is almost always a complex combination of reflected roads that make their way around buildings and diffracted roads that are curved when interacting with the tops of buildings. For this reason, it is quite difficult to ~ r e d i c
tpropagation loss in urban settings using a theoretical model, and a number of empirical formulas are used for prediction. + 2.1.3 + LOS and Diffraction propagation Modes Although in most cellular radio situations the propagation mechanisms are quite complex due to the interaction with the radio waves with buildings, it is useful to understand the basic effects of multipath
reception in LOS mode and diffraction of signals over natural and artificial obstacles. 2.1.3.1 Propagation in the LOS region For a LOS situation, the geometry shown on the left side of Figure 2.9; for the location of a given receiver antenna there is both a direct beam with runway length rl and a reflected beam with runway length 7-2. Since the orientation of the electric field is
reversed when reflected (resulting in an apparent 180' phase shift for horizontally polarized waves), the reflected beam tends to act as destructive interference when RL=r2, which occurs for lower antenna heights and longer distances. An effect of Earth's curvature relative to the 178 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Ground-reflected rav Reflection from a smooth
spherical Earth reflection from a flat smooth earth Figure 2.9 L.S ray path geometries. ., geometry of a plane or plane Earth shown in the right side of Figure 2.9 can be seen as the apparent antenna heights hi (i = t, r) are shorter than the actual antenna heights, h i , resulting in a minor difference between RL and 7-2 (for the same distance along the surface), tending towards
more destructive interference. Another effect is the divergence of the reflected wavefront, tending to reduce the strength of the reflected beam. These two effects counteract each other, so that a sufficient degree of accuracy the spread of LOS orbits can be analyzed using the planet Earth model in the right side of Figure 2.9. From Figure 2.9, the difference in runway length is
seen for the direct and reflected rays as this road length difference gives rise to the phase difference when the antenna heights are expressed in meters. The grazing angle or reflection angle, $, given by Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations 179 Ignore a component of the signal that reaches the receiver by groundwave propagation from the reflection point that is negligible
at VHF and UHF [7], the square extent of the ratio of received and free surfaces electrical field intensities is where the complex reflection coefficient R is related to the grazing angle and ground impedance z of the ground impedance z is related to eY ,the complex dielectric constant of the partially conductive Earth [a, 91 and given by polarization J , , (2.20a) vertical polarization
The value of E, is related to the freespace permitivity E S , as well as to E and one , the relative state and conductivity of the soil, respectively, by typical values for Earth parameters are a = 0,005 and E = 15, giving eY= 15 - j90/fMH,; for f = 100MHz is the resulting value of z 3.75L-1 . 8 4 O for horizontal polarisation and 0.25L1.5g0 for vertical polarisation. For f = 1,000MHz, z
is 3.741-0.18 for horizontal polarization and 0.25L0.16•‹ for vertical polarization. For UHF cellular frequencies and very low grazing angles, R E -1 and (2.19a) thus 180 COMA Systems Engineerins Manual The ratio shown in (2.21) indicates that LOS propagation over a smooth earth results in a 6-dB signal power gain over free space when A/2 is an odd multiple of 7r/2, when
sin(A/2) = f 1, and results in signal clearance when A/2 is a multiple of n, when sin(A/2) = 0. A variation in this angle may be due to a variation in antenna heights, link distances or both. Consider, for example, a base station antenna height ht = 50m and a mobile antenna height of h, = 2m, as depicted in Figure 2.10. If the frequency is 850MHz, then (2.18b) gives A = 1.134n/dk,
. For d &lt; 1,134 km,the angle A/2 in (2.21) is greater than n/2, and the profit described by (2.21) oscillates when the mobile moves towards the base station, as shown in the graph in Figure 2.11. For d &gt; 1,134 km, the angle A/2 is always less than 7r/2, and there are no oscillations in the damping when the mobile moves further away from the base station. Note in Figure
2.11 that the oscillations are smaller if the extent of earth reflection is less than unity; discussed in Appendix 2A.2, the unevenness of the Earth generally makes the JRJ less than 1. The distance where A = n7r is given by 1 0 1 0.567 1.134 A=2x (null) A=x (peak) first Fresnel zone Figure 2.10 Example mobile two-ray multipath situation. 1 -d wn) Mobile radio propagation
Considerations 1 2 181 3 4 Linkage in km, d Fig. 2.1 1 Attenuation relative to free space for example in Figure 2.10. Note in particular that if d &gt; dl = 4hthT/X, then A/2 &lt; 7r/2 and no oscillations of (2.21) occur in the sense that the received signal effect always decreases when d increases. The set of positions for which the condition A &lt; n.ir holds is called the nth Fresnel
zone; the first Fresnel zone corresponds to d &gt; dl . For d &gt; d' n = 12hthT/X, then A/2 &lt; n/6, making sin(A/2) &lt; 0.5, and the received LOS force is always smaller than that of free space, according to (2.21). Also, the sine function in (2.21) can be replaced by its argument, giving the net gain of the track is (2.21) multiplied by the loss free space: the 182 COMA Systems
Engineering Handbook which shows a fourth-power dependent on distance for d this LOS propagation loss is &gt; d'. DB units plot for the same example parameters as figure 2.11 the net gain of track forerail (2.23b) in Figure 2.12, together with fourth-power law expression (2.23~). The boundaries of the first and second Fresnel zones are also noted in this figure, and the
influence of the soil's reflection coefficient, IRI, is shown. Link distance in km, d Figure 2.12 Net road gain to the example of Figure 2.10. Mobile radio distribution Considerations 183 Using an example, it has been shown that the ground reflection points are within the first Fresnel zone when the mobile is relatively far from the base station. When the terrain is not flat or when
there are buildings near the direct route, however other reflection points are possible that can cause destructive multipath interference. In general, the first Fresnel zone is defined as the elliptical volume containing reflection points for which the difference in runway lengths for direct and reflected rays is less than half a wavelength [lo]. As illustrated in Figure 2.13, the volume is
elliptical because an ellipse is the locus of points for which the combined distance from two contact points (here, the length of the reflected path from transmitter to receiver) is a constant. Note that in Figure 2.13, the terrain heights along the way from transmitter to receiver have been adjusted to take into account the curvature of the earth, so that the direct path can be drawn
as a straight line. Radius ho of the first Fresnel zone at any point along a path of length d which is distance dt from the transmitter and distance d, from the receiver is found by solving the following equation for ho: X / 2 = length reflected path - d = distance from transmitter to reflection point + distance from reflection point to receiver - d = J m + J m - d [ = dt 1 +7 + ..] + d, [I +
hello + ;jt @ - -1 - (dt + d,) h, = Radius of first Fresnel zone Figure 2.13 First Fresnel zone and road clearance. 184 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Thus, for example, halfway in a d = 5 km road, the radius of the first Fresnel zone is ho = 21m for f = 850 MHz and ho = 14m for f = 1,900 MHz. , the reflected beam will constructively interfere with the direct beam;
otherwise, there is the possibility of destructive multipath interference that increases with frequency. For this reason, it is desirable to mount the base station antenna high from the ground whenever possible, such as on top of a building; in an urban area, it is usually not possible to locate the antenna at a height that ensures first Fresnel zone clearance for all potential mobile
locations. 2.1.3.2 Diffraction Over Terrain and Buildings When link distance d is greater than the LOS distance dL,, or when a natural or artificial obstacle blocks the direct route, there may still be a usable amount of signal power at the receiver from diffraction. Radio waves can be transmitted beyond LOS in a shadow zone by the phenomenon of dtfiraction. Diffraction is a
fundamental feature of wave movement, and in optics it is the correction to applied to geometric optics (beam theory) to get an accurate description of how light waves bend around obstacles. The magnitude of the diffraction at radio frequencies can be obtained by recalling that a 1000-MHz radio wave has approximately the same wavelength as a 1000-Hz sound wave in air so
that these two types of waves can be expected to bend around absorbent obstacles with approximately the same size of the installation [7]. Figure 2.14 illustrates the concept of a shadow zone where the signal is received, with further loss, from the phenomenon of diffraction. In an urban environment, instead of a commodity diffracted over a hill, the signal is more likely to be
diffracted over a building or row of buildings. An estimate of the attenuation of the signal resulting from such diffraction can be made using a knife edge model of the hill or building. The main geometric quantities involved in the theory of knife-edge diffraction are illustrated in Figure 2.15. Figure 2.15 illustrates the modelling of an obstacle as a knife edge. Suppose that a low,
perfectly absorbent straight edge screen with height H is spaced at a point along the large circle path between the transmitter and the receiver, approximated by a straight line of length d in the figure. Then, as the height of the screen increases (but still along the way-H &lt;O), the field strength at the receiver begins to swing. The amplitude of the oscillation is maximum when
the top of the screen is aligned with the direct path (H = 0); for this case attenuating is 6 dB. In the theory of the diffraction Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations Transmitter 185 Hill Figure 2.14 Shadow Zone. Figure 2.15 Knife-edge geometry. of electric fields over a knife edge [3, 111, the loss over the knife edge is related, by classical optical diffraction theory, to the
Fresnel sinus and cosine insinuator. For H &gt; 0, the loss in dB can be approximated by [5,6] and angles a and /3 can be defined in Figure 2.15. The functional approximation A(v)is plotted in Figure 2.16. When the path from transmitter to receiver is subject to more than one obstacle, or more than one edge, the total loss from diffraction can be estimated by adding the losses
in dB of the multiple edges, each with its own 186 CDMA Svstems Engineering Handbook Figure 2.16 Knife-edge diffraction loss. the value of the quantity v determined by the geometry of the situation [7]. Appendix 2A.3 uses this method to calculate the diffraction loss from different terrains or build obstacles near both the transmitter and the receiver. 2.1.4 Empirical
Propagation formulas The practising cellular radio or systems engineer is unlikely to be involved in detailed modelling of propagating pathways but will use existing models and commercially available computer programs for predicting propagation losses and determining coverage areas. There are many mathematical models for radio propagation loss ranging from purely
empirical based on different measurements of loss, semi-empirical models that use theoretical considerations to predict propagation effects based on measurements of physical parameters other than the propagation loss itself. The usefulness of a particular model is proportional to the confidence that can be placed in its applicability to the physical situations in which the radio
system will actually function. For example, a 1988 study of existing Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations 187 propagation models found errors with almost all of them in some respects in order to predict cellular coverage in the 800/900-MHz frequency range [I]. Modelling propagation is fields where active research is still ongoing [l2]. In general, a model is more useful if it
formulates the propagation loss in terms of several parameters whose values can be made specific to the situation. The complexity of existing propagation models varies depending on whether the calculation involves estimating relevant physical parameters from terrain data or from field strength measurements. This subsection discusses several well-known empirical formulas;
section 2.1.5 discusses some more complex computer models. 2.1.4.1 Hata and CClR Formulas After extensive measurements of urban and suburban radio propagation losses, Okumura et al published. [I31 many empirical curves useful for cellular system planning. These empirical curves were then reduced to a comfortable set of hata formulas [14], known as the Hata model,
which is widely used in the industry. The basic formula for the median propagation loss given by Hata is L (dB) = 69.55 + 26.1610glofMHz - 13.821oglohl - a(h2) + (44.9 - 6.55 loglohl)loglodk, -K (2.26a) where hl and hz are base station and mobile antenna heights in meters, respectively, dh is the link distance in kilometers, fMH, is the center frequency in megahertz, and the
term a(h2) is an antenna height-gain correction factor that depends upon the environment: ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4.56 - O . 7loglO ) h fMHz-o.8) ~ a(hz) = { 8.29 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1hz12 . ( 3.2 ( 1 0 ~ ~ ~ 1 1h2)' . 7 5- 4.97 medium-small city large city, fMHz &lt; 200 large city, fMHz &gt; 400 (2.26b) The factor K in (2.26a) is used to correct the small city formula for suburban and open
areas : 188 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook K= { + 2 [10glo(fh1~~/28)] 5.4 4.78(loglofmJ2 - 18.33 loglofmz suburban area (2.26~) + 40.94 open area An empirical formula for the combined effects of free-path loss and terrain-induced path loss was published by the CCIR ( Comitk Consultatif International des Radio-Communication, now ITU-R) and given by [15] L (dB) =
69,55 + 26,1610glofmz - 13,821ogloh1-a(h2) where hl and h2 are base station and mobile antennas heights in meters, respectively, dk, is the link distance in kilometers, fmz is the center frequency in megahertz, and a(h2) = (1.1 loglofmz - 0.7)hz - (1.56 1oglofmZ - 0.8) B = 30 - 25 loglo(% of area covered by buildings) (2.27b) This formula is recognizable as the Hata model for
medium-small city propagation conditions, supplemented with a correction factor, B. The term B is such that the correction B = 0 is applied for an urban area, one about 15 % covered by buildings; for example, if 20% of the surface is covered by buildings, then B = 30 - 25 loglo20 = -2,5 dB. The CCIR formula provides the following path-loss equation for the typical cellular
parameter values f = 850 MHz and h2 = 2m: in which CR and /3 describe a power law propagation rate curve (in absolute, not dB, units) of the form L = one x dY. Table 2.2 gives example values of a , p and y for different values at the antenna height of the base station. Table 2.2 shows that the CCIR formula provides a power law between 3.5 and 4 for cellular link parameters,
compared to a freespace power stroke of y = 2. As shown in section 2.1.3.1, a power law y = 4 is typical of a tworay multipath situation well within the first Fresnel zone, for mobile positions that are relatively far from the base station. 189 Mobile Radio Dispersion Considerations Table 2.2 CClRlHata Effective Power Law As shown in the example presented in section 2.1.3.1,
when the mobile is near the base station, the link is subject to severe fluctuations in received signal strength due to destructive multipath interference. This fluctuation even tends to stop when the distance of the mobile from the base station exceeds the distance corresponding to the limit of the first Fresnel zone, however. In the actual mobile environment, the physical situation
is rarely as simple as that depicted in the example, and is also very dynamic. However, there are usually many possibilities to reflect roads to arise (buildings, vehicles, etc.), and the basic geometry remains the same. A gaphical comparison of the propagation loss formulas Hata and CCIR in the shown in figure 2.17. Det framgår av denna jämförelse att den enkla
korrektionsfaktorn B i CCIR-formeln uppnår samma effekt som 200 1 - 1 1 I 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 CClR-formel (s Aid-linjer): 20010 i 15% - 10% - -1 50 - f = 850 MHz, h, = 30m, h, = 2m i I I I I 1 1 1 1 Länkavstånd, km Figur 2.17 Jämförelse av CCIR och Hata förökningsförlustformler. 1 1 1 1 190 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook the more complicated correction factor K of the
Hata model, which is to produce a dependence on the formula on the density of buildings, with the loss increases with the density of buildings in accordance with experimental observations. A number of comparisons of the Okumura/Hata/CCIR propagation loss projections have been made with measurements and with other models [I], [16-191. The consensus has been that the
Japanese urban data provides dispersal loss values that are about 10dB lower than those measured in urban situations in England, Canada and the United States, but suburban results agree with measurements at these locations. 2.1.4.2 Walfisch-lkegami Formula Europe, a result of research under Cooperation in the field of scientific and technological research (COST)
programme has been the development of improved empirical and semi-deterministic models for mobile radio reproduction [12]. Project 231 (COST 231), entitled Evolution of Land Mobile Radio Communications, has resulted in, in particular, the Adoption of recommendations on models for propagating modelling of cellular and PCS applications, including a semi-deterministic
medium to large cell model in built-up areas called the Walftscb-Ikegami model [20]. The Walfisch-Ikegarni (WIM) model has been shown to be well suited to measured propagation data for frequencies in the range of 800 to 2000 MHz and track distances in the range of 0.02 to 5 km. WIM distinguishes between LOS and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation situations. In a LOS
situation, there is no impediment in the direct path between the transmitter and the receiver, and the WIM models propagate the loss in dB through the equation Note that the propagation law (the force of the distances) for the LOS situation is modeled as 26/10 = 2.6, so that LLos and d2... This model assumes that the base station antenna height (30m) ensures that the track
has a high degree of Fresnel zone clearance. Recall that the propagation loss in free space is given by &gt; los propagation loss (2.29) can be written as Mobile radio spread Considerations 191 where dm is the distance in measure. As graphically shown in Figure 2.18, the WIM model for LOS propagation is thus equal to the loss of free space of 20 m, and increases by
distances of 6 dB per decade faster than the loss of free space over longer distances. For NLOS path situations, WIM expresses the path loss that uses the parameters illustrated in Figure 2.19. The quantities referred to in Figure 2.19 are as follows: hb = Base antenna height above street level, in meters (4 to 50m) h, = Mobile station height in metres (1 to 3m) hB = Nominal
height of building roof in meters Ahb = hb - hB = Height of base antenna over rooftops in metres Ah, = hB - h, = Height of mobile antenna under rooftops in meters b = Building separation in meters (20 to 50m recommended if no data) w = Width of the street (b / 2 recommended if no data) 4 = Angle of incidence wave with respect to the street (use 90•‹if no data) Link distance.
km Figure 2.18 Comparison of WIM LOS formula with free space loss. 192 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Base antenna d Street level dhbZhb-hg Mobile antenna dhm=hg-h, Mobile station .+ b Directionof travel Figure 2.1 9 WIM NLOS parameters. If data is missing, building height in meters can be estimated by three times the number of floors, plus 3 m if the roof is



emanated instead of flat. The model works best for base antennas far above the ceiling height. Using the parameters listed above, for NLOS pathways WIM gives the following expression of path loss in dB: where Lfs = Free space loss = 32.45 + 20 20 loglof M H z Lrts = Ceiling-to-street diffraction and scatter loss, and Lmsd= Multiscreen diffraction loss (2.31b) (2.31~) (2.31d)
Loss terms LTtsand Lmsd are features of the NLOS parameters demonstrated previously. The formula given for LrtSis Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations 193 where + 0.354 4, 2.5 + 0.075(4 - 35O), -10 4.0 - 0.114(4 - 55), 0 5 4 2 35 35 5 q5 5 55 5 5 5 5 90 (2.32b) is an orientation loss. From the formula it is obvious that lttsdecreases for wider streets and increases for
taller buildings. The effect of the angle of incidence 4 is seen from the graph in Figures 2.20 to 0 To subtract the IOdB if the signal aligns with the street (4 = 0.); To add as much as 4 dB if the angle of arrival is oblique; and To subtract I dB if the signal arrives perpendicular to the street (4 = 90). The formula given for the multiscreen diffraction loss term Lmsdis In this expression,
Lbshi's shading gain (negative loss) occurs when the base station antenna is higher than the rooftops: Angle of incidence, 4 (degrees) Figure 2.20 Orientation loss used in WIM. 194 COMA Systems Engineering Manual From the formula it is obvious that Lmsd decreases for wider building separation (b). The quantities k, , kd, and kf (to be described below) determine the loss
depending on the distance (dkm) and the frequency ( f M H z ) . The term k, in the formula for multiscreen diffraction loss is given by Ahb &gt; 0 Ahb I 0 and dkm2 0.5 54 + 0.8 lAhbl(dkm/0.5), (2.33 ~) Ahb 5 0 and dkm&lt; 0.5 This relationship results in a 54-dB loss of view if the base station antenna is above the rooftops (Ahb &gt; 0), but more than 54 dB if it is underthe
rooftops. The increase from 54 dB is smaller if the link distance is quite small (less than 500m). The factor kd in the formula for Lmsdis given by this ratio causes Lmsdto to increase by distance at 18 dB per decade if the base antenna is above the rooftops (Ahb &gt; 0). However, if the base antenna is under the rooftops, the increase increases by histance &amp; higher (e.g. 30
dB per decade of distance when the base antenna is only 20% as high as e h e buildings ( A h b / h ~= 0.8). The factor kf in the formula for multiscreen diffraction loss is given by 0.7 kf = - 4 + ( -1 medium city and suburban (2.33e), metropolitan recall that the free space and diffraction/scatter loss terms Lf, and LTtS together provide an increase of 30dB per decade of
frequency. The expression for kf indicates that this frequency dependency should be adjusted downwards for Frequencies &lt; 6.21 GHz for medium urban and suburban environments. Frequencies &lt; 2.29 GHz for a metropolitan area. For a typical cellular frequency of 850 MHz, the value of kf is Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations kf = { -4.06, average city and suburban
-4.12, metropolitan area 195 Thus the total dependence on frequency of the 800-MHz cellular band is about 26 dB per decade of frequency. Combine the expressions of the different NLOS dispersion loss comprising the WIM results in the loss formulas shown below: Ahb &gt; 0: LNLos = 69,55 + 38 loglodkm+ 26 loglof M H z - 10 log low - 9 log lobe At 850 MHz, the WIM NLOS
loss formulas become Ahb &gt; 0: LNLos = 145.7 + 38 loglodkm-10 log low - 9 loglo b + 20 logloAhm-18loglo(l + Ahb)+ Lori 196 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Sample calculations by WIM , to be shown below, was performed to investigate the effects of the building height parameter hB , building separation parameter b, base station antenna height hb, and mobile
antenna height hm . In what follows, we draw path losses versus link spacing for different parameter values. A key to understand the importance of the functions of the loss of distribution curves is given pictorially in Figure 2.21. For example, graphs are drawn on a log-log scale, so that the slope of any curve indicates the propagation force types. The importance of Slope = 10 x
power law (7) in Figure 2.21 can be explained by an example: -- ._ assume that the slope of a range curve is 40 dB per decade of distance; L then the power law y exists from + \ c \ d Slope = 40 = 10 x power law (y) - . I 2 e (2.35d) lfrom as we decide that the power law is 7 = 4. Calculations of WIM formulas (2.35a) through (2.35~)are presented in (Figures2.22 to 2.25. 0.1 0.2
1 2 Link age, km Figure 2.21 Features of dispersion loss curves. Variable radio propagation Considerations = 20m, =L , 50 I 0.1 I 0.2 1 0 I l l 197 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 L n k distance, k m 0.1 0.2 1 2 L in n k distance, km Figure 2.23 Effect of building separation. 1 1 10 Figure 2.22 Effect of building height. _.. -.. -- 1 Free space 198 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Link distance,
km Figure 2.24 Power of base station antenna height. 0.1 0.2 1 2 Link age, km Figure 2.25 Power of mobile antenna height. Mobile radio propagation Considerations 199 The effects observed in Figures 2.22 to 2.25 can be summarized as follows: (1) Propagation loss is very sensitive to the antenna height of the base station and to the height of the base station, by the
parameters Ahb and Ah,, especially at distances greater than 500m. For buildings lower than the base station the antenna height (Ahb &gt; O), the power law for the loss a function of distance is fixed on y = 3.8. To build higher than the antenna height of the base station (Ahb &lt; O), the power law is between y = 3,8 (at hb = hB) and y = 5,3 (at hb = 0). (2) the propagation loss
is relatively insensitive to the building separation b. (3) Propagation loss is very insensitive to the mobile station antenna height h, for realistic values of this parameter. 2.1.5 Computer dispersion models In addition to the formulae for the loss of mobile radio distribution track that have been discussed, there are several well-known computer models that use slightly more
sophisticated techniques to estimate model parameters from terrain and other inputs and automate the selection of empirical parameter values such as: in a given mobile situation. Two of these computer models are the Longley-Rice model [2, 5,6]-more accurately known as the Institute for Telecommunications Sciences Irregular Terrain Model (ITS1TM)-and Terrain integrated
rough earth model (TIREM) 121, 221. In addition, there are several proprietary models offered by cellular engineering consulting companies. 2.1.5.1 Longley-Rice and TIREM Models Both Longley-Rice and TIREM models consider the parameters of the terrain along the large circle path from the transmitter to the receiver, and develop a custom formula for propagation loss in
addition to the freespace loss Lf,as a function of the link distance along that path. For example, the output of the Longley-Rice model is a reference median dB for the excess propagation loss (attenuation), based on the formula 200 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook where the three distance regions correspond to those dominated by LOS, diffraction, and dispersion
modes. Each distance region in (2.36) is determined from the application input and features the intercept, slope, and power-lag parameters shown. The details of the itsitm method and calculations are summarised in [2, 23, 241, and a listing of a BASIC implementation of it is included in [2]. The values of these parameters of (2.36) are selected in such a way that the overall
curve in the same way becomes continuous as a function of distance. Figure 2.26 shows an example of the total dispersion loss in dB calculated by the Longley-Rice program for a mobile-to-mobile communication scenario of 850 MHz. The expression for the sample-free-space loss in dB is FSL = 91.04 20 loglodkm. The values of the LOS parameters and the diffraction region
in (2.36) relating to the curves in Figure 2.26 are given in Table 2.3. Note that the total propagation loss for the example of Figure 2.26 in absolute units (not dB) can be written + By inspection of (2.37) is the power law of the propagation loss as a function of distance in the LOS region y = 2 k2/10. In Table 2.3, and in the lower part of Figure 2.26, note that this power law is y =
3.3 for a very smooth soil (Ah = 1m) and decreases to y = 2 as the terrain irregularity parameter becomes large. This dependence is the result of reflected rays that are more severely weakened than direct rays, or even blocked by terrain, for uneven terrain. In addition to the reference attenuation in dB and a version of the adjusted for climate and other factors, the Longley-Rice
program outputs a + Table 2.3 Longley-Rice parameters Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations / Free Space Loss Distance, Km 10' Distance, Km Figure 2.26 Example Longley-Rice Calculations. 201 202 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook estimate of the variability of the actual propagation loss in dB, expressed in terms of a standard deviation for the loss a,. Typically,
one, is about 8dB. the program can be considered as modelling the propagation loss in dB as a Gaussian random variable with the given values for the median (also the average in the case of a Gaussian variable) and standard deviation. Using the values of Aref, a c , and the Gaussian distribution, the program calculates the value of attenuation that will not be exceeded for
certain specified percentages of time or by the possible locations or situations for which the input data can apply the TIREM computer model bases its calculation of the propagation loss on the data for the terrain heights along the transmitter-receiver path. Using digitized map data, the model evaluates the terrain profile between the two antenna locations and, depending on the
geometric characteristics of the profile, selects a mode of dispersion for calculating a median transmission loss. The main difference between tirem and the Longley-Rice model is in the calculation of the loss in the LOS region, those link distance for which a free way extends between transmitter and receiver. While the Longley-Rice model uses a mixture of two-ray multipath
and spherical Earth diffraction to calculate L.A. loss beyond the free space loss, TIREM selects the smaller of the smooth Jorddiffraction loss and a reflection region loss found by calculating the clearance of the direct path above the terrain: If the clearance is greater than 1.5 times the radius of the first Fresnel zone, the program ejects the free-space loss as effective
propagation loss. If clearance is smaller to half a radius of the first Fresnel zone (the direct route comes very close to the Earth's surface), the program uses an empirical rough Earth multipath formulation to calculate the loss. If the clearance is between 0.5 and 1.5 times the radius of the first Fresnel zone, the program develops a weighted combination of clearance and coarse
Earth multipath loss formulations to estimate the propagation loss. 2.1.5.2 Comparison of WIM and Longley-Rice It is interesting to compare the propagation curves developed by its (Longley-Rice) model with those developed by WIM. In order to compare the ITS model and WIM, let a typical cellular scenario be Mobile Radio Propagation Considerations 203 As defined by the
following common parameter values: f M H z = 850, hm = 1.5, hb = 30. For WIM, additional assumptions about the height and separation of buildings are needed. Let the height of the building be hB = 15m and the building separation to be b = 40m. For the ITS model, additional assumptions about the environment and sit-in practices are needed. Allow the standard soil
parameter assumptions to be used, and leave the ah value to 50m, which corresponds to rolling plains. This number suggests that 8O/0 of the heights along a given propagation path are within f 25m of the average terrain height. The propagation curves under these assumptions are shown in Figure 2.27. From the figure, it is obvious that the ITS model, any of the siting practice
(random, accurate or very accurate), corresponds very closely to the wim LOS propagation model for the assumed parameters. This fact highlights the different propagation modes that are included as options in WIM: either LOS or NLOS. The ITS model does not specifically take into account buildings and other obstacles, but simply assumes that a path distance smaller than
the radio horizon is a LOS orbit. Link distance, km Figure 2.27 Comparison of W I M and ITS models in the LOS region. 204 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook However, it may be possible to manipulate the parameters of the ITS model to make it predict the propagation loss correct in an urban setting. Two possible approaches to doing this are: Input a smaller base
station antenna height, because the ITS model calculates an effective antenna height by adding location location height to the antenna height. Enter a greater value on the terrain irregularity parameter Ah to simulate the diffraction effects of buildings with that hills. Figure 2.28 shows the result of attempting such a matchup. The conclusion that can be drawn from the figure is
that it is not practical to try to make the ITS model produce urban propagation predictions (other than LOS) comparable to WIM, by manipulating the terrain parameter. Although the amount of the propagation loss can be made similar in a certain range of link distances, the propagation power law is clearly not the same, being about 2 instead of the value of 3.8 used by the WIM.
160 I - I l l l l 1 I 1 l l l l I I I l l l l ITS (random siting) I 0.1 In ----.---. Free space 0.2 I I l l l l l 1 2 Link distance, km Figure 2.28 Comparison of W I M and Longley-Rice in NLOS situations. 10 Mobile radio propagation Considerations 2.1.6 205 Use of propagation models in cellular design The best radio propagation models provide a good prediction of the median propagation loss
as a function of distance, frequency and environmental parameters. The models are therefore useful for developing preliminary designs of cellular systems by enabling an analysis of the required number of cells and the best locations of cell sites in the intended service area. Since there is a large variation in the actual propagation loss due to shading and other effects of terrain
and buildings, the predictions of propagation loss must be confirmed by field measurements. A rough idea of the desired cell size can be derived from the maximum value of propagation loss, L,, , that can be tolerated by the forward and reverse link budgets. The value of L,, may vary by location because the expected number of cellular users (potential interferers in CDMA
cellular systems) may vary by location as well as with the time of day. Usually the cell size must be smaller where a higher concentration of traffic is expected because there is a limit to the capacity of a cell. The size of the cell is also limited by the loss of spread left over in the link budget after the requirements for interference and link margin have been taken into account. In
the absence of detailed information on factors affecting propagation, the value of L, the radius of a circular area (cell) determines the inside of which the original concept of the cellular system's loss is less than L,,,. 'coverage area' is therefore the intersection of circles of different sizes, leading to a hexagonal cell geometry, as discussed in Chapter 3. A more refined cell design
takes into account terrain, building density and other factors that affect the loss of reproduction. For example, suppose the sketch in Figure 2.29 describes the propagation environment of a ~roposedcell site in terms of building density. Given this depiction of the environment surrounding the proposed cell site, the loss of propagation in different locations can be analysed in
several ways. One method is to consider the propagation loss along various radial (subsectors) that continue from the ~ositionof base station, as proposed in Figure 2.30. Another method for analyzing the propagation loss in the area around the proposed cell location is to overlay a grid coordinate system in the area and determine the values of the environmental factors that
affect dispersion loss in each element of the grid. Figure 2.31 illustrates this concept for the example area. 206 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Medium density area High density area Figure 2.29 Building density of the area surrounding the base station. Subsector in Figure 2.30 Radial subsectors. Mobile radio propagation Considerations 207 Figure 2.31 Grid
coordinates superimposed on base station coverage area. 2.1.6.1 Numerical Example of a propagation loss contour Using the rut method outlined above, a plotting program was used to produce contours of constant loss of propagation by following these steps: The grid was assumed to cover a 4 km area with 4 km of space, with the candidate base station's location in the
centre. While waiting for the ccir propagation model, the areas which, by shading, were of high building density were assigned a density value of 40 %; those with an average density were allocated a value of 20•‹/0, and the remainder of the site was assumed to have a building density of 10 %. The distances of points distributed by loom intervals on the grid were calculated; by
the distance and the proportion of building density, the propagation loss for each point was calculated. 208 COMA Systems Engineering Manual The data were entered in a table (worksheet) in the following form: the result of these steps is the contour surface shown in Figure 2.32, in addition to the original sketch of the area and its building density pattern (a higher resolution
version of the contour surface follows in Figure 2.33). At 850 MHz, the model for propagation loss from CCIR gives the formula ' where hb is the antenna height of the base station (e.g. 30m), hm is the antenna height of the mobile station (e.g. 1,5m), dkm is the link distance in and OO/ denotes the percentage of land covered by buildings. If you replace for the antenna heights,
the formula 209 Mobile radio propagation Considerations Contour plots of propagation loss are shown in Figure 2.33 for a resolution of 5-dB and in Figure 2.34 for a resolution of 2-dB. If the building density was the same across the entire area, propagation loss contours would be concentric circles. The tendency towards concentric circles can be seen in the contour plots
shown. Note that the propagation loss may be less in a low density area farther from the base station than a high density area, giving rise to pockets or small areas inside the larger area where the propagation is either very poor compared to the surrounding area, or very good. Although the presence of such pockets cannot always be eliminated completely, a candidate cell
location position that results in many pockets needs some change in design to improve the situation. It may be that a relatively small change in position will produce better results. An increase in base station antenna height can improve performance enough to make ~ropagationloss in the pockets tolerable. The dependence on the coverage area on the maximum tolerable ~ r o
~ a g a t in oloss n term in the link budget is illustrated next. 0 1 2 3 x distance, km Figure 2.33 Contour surface of propagation loss using 5-dB resolution. 4 210 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook x distance, km Image 2.34 Upper right quadrant in Figure 2.33: contour edict with propagation loss using 2-dB resolution. 2.1.6.2 Coverage area Versus Maximum Tolerable
Propagation Loss From the contour data of propagation loss for the candidate cellular site, the coverage range can be seen as the areas for which the loss is less than the maximum tolerable propagation loss L, which has been determined by analysis of the link budget. Instead of loss of spread, the received SNR can be plotted and compared to a threshold. In the following
several digits, the effect from 135 to 145 dB will be displayed. The coverage area will increase L, represented by shading the grid points as L &lt; L,,. Figure 2.35 shows the grid points for which, according to the formula indicated, the propagation loss is less than 135dB. Mobile radio distribution Considerations 21 1 Coverage with L 4 3 5 dB (shaded points) 4 ..............-.......... .
.......... ........ ............ . . ............. ........... ..... - -, , I - D ... M.... I... 11 m b. '......... I .4I . I... I............ I H)-H.: .......... I......................................................... ................ Rn... I1..... ............ ........ ... -- -- .... ...... - ..... I............. I..... A 00 1 I I I 2 I I I 3 , ! I 4 x distance in km Figure 2.35 Areas covered with loss less than 135 dB. Comments on the example of L,, = 135 dB: As seen in the figure,
if L,, = 135 dB, the cell site under consideration can deliver a reliable signal level only to an area within about 0.9 km = Site. This would be the coverage radius if the site were selected, and other locations would be needed at about 1.7 times that distance, or about 1.5 krn. The presence of fairly large pockets of coverage outside the core reception center can be a problem, if the
location is used, because mobiles in these pockets (connected to an adjacent base station) would likely hand over to the center base station when it is not the nearest base station. One solution to this problem is to find another site that doesn't have these large ~o c k e ts of out-of-cell coverage or to increase the coverage range by increasing the value through some system
improvement that frees up additional margin, such as of L, encoding or additional transmitter power. An alternative measure is to raise the antenna at the base station by mounting the antenna on a tall building to reduce the propagation loss to the unshaded areas, or to lower the antenna to increase the loss, thereby eliminating the pockets. 212 COMA Systems Engineering
Handbook In Figure 2.36, increasing the maximum tolerable propagation loss by 5 dB increases the radius of the core service area from about 0.9 km to about 1.3 km. Coverage is sporadic far beyond this distance in some directions. The coverage can be seen as having a 2-km radius, with some pockets of insufficient signal strength-centers of sub-areas having high building
density. Possible solutions for this situation include installing repeater antennas to increase cell location signal in the high-density areas or installing microcells in the high-density areas, which will probably have a high concentration of call traffic that justifies having their own cell locations within the larger cell. Figure 2.37 shows the coverage of L, = 145dB: Raising the maximum
tolerable propagation loss to 145 dB has resulted in a fixed coverage area with a radius of about 1.7km. The two high density areas with insufficient signal can be covered by an adjacent cell site. Coverage with Lc140 dB (shaded points) - x distance in km Figure 2.36 Area coverage with loss less than 140 dB. Mobile Radio Prooaaation Considerations 213 Coverage with L
SNRreq (3.31a) When there are multiple cells, the base station power must be increased to compensate for the cochannel interference. Let k, be the effective number of Basic Cellular Systems Engineering 299 interfering cells at reuse distance D from the mobile; then the effective SNR for a mobile at the cell edge is SNR = P,K/R,Y Nm + kePt~/D' &gt; SNRreq in which an
expression of C / I in the form of (3.25) has been recognized. For example, if reuse distance is such that C/I is 3 dB more than the necessary SNR, then the base station power required to overcome noise-plusinterference is twice as large as needed to overcome that particular mobile receiver noise. These equations show that there is a minimal value of the bass station
transmitter's power, and minimum is a function of distance. Thus, when cells divided into smaller cells, the minimum power requirement is also reduced. The specification of a maximum amount of base station transmitter power is not as obvious as a minimal amount. Probably the cost of the equipment is directly proportional to power, and this is a motivation to use as little
power as needed, but this factor does not exclude the use of an arbitrary amount of power as long as the minimum requirement is met. One consideration leading to an upper bound on base station power is the desirability of balancing forward and reverse links: the effective radius of the base station coverage range should not exceed the cell radius, except for a certain nominal
quantity, and the cell radius should correspond to the range of the mobile transmitters. If more base station power is used than necessary, mobiles that try to exit can join the base station before they are within the cell, increasing the risk of failed handoff attempts due to the limited range of the mobile transmitters. 3.2.5 AMPS parameters For reference, the FDMA channel
allocations for AMPS analog cellular systems are included here. The spectrum allocation for service providers A and B described in Table 3.7 is further shown in Table 3.9 [15]. Note that the frequency assignments to the cell sectors in each seven-cell 300 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook cluster follow a simple pattern. The orientation and labelling of sectors is shown in
Figure 3.21, and Table 3.10 summarises the allocation of frequencies in terms of number of channels. Table 3.9 Channel Assignments for U.S. FDMA Cellular Systems I Sect. I 1A I 2A 1 Freauencv channels assianed Blocks A 1, 22, 43, 64, 85, 106, 127, 148, 169, 190, 211, 232, 253, 274, 295, 667, 688, 709, 1003 2. 23. 44. 65. 86. 107. 128. 149. 170. 191. 212. 233. 254. 275.
296. 668. 689. 710. 1004 In Basic Cellular Systems Engineering 301 Figure 3.21 Sector frequency channel sets for seven-cell clusters. Table 3.10 Summary of channel assignments Control channels, one for each sector, are described as setup channels in [4]. Mobile devices, when switched on, measure the relative strengths of a standard group of these channels and decide
to monitor the channel with the strongest signal, which can be assumed to originate from the nearest base station transmitter; thus, a function of the setting channel signal is to give a pilot (reference) signal. Digital data on a settings channel helps the mobile device in its decision to continue monitoring that channel when the mobile travels from cell to cell, and inform it about the
identification numbers of mobile devices that call is directed (sided). 302 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook In our discussions so far on the subject of FDMA cellular systems, we have limited our attention to AMPS. There are other analog systems, such as TACS, developed in the UK, NMT from Scandanavia, and Narrowband AMPS (NAMPS) developed by Motorola from
United Although a worldwide standard analog cellular system has not emerged, the individual systems have found use worldwide. The characteristics of these different cellular systems are summarized in [16]. 3.3 Coverage and capacity of cellular systems The coverage of a base station sector in a cellular system is the geographical area where a mobile device can
communicate with the base station with sufficient signal level at the base station receiver to meet the service requirements. The capacity of the same sector in the cellular system is the number of mobile users who can simultaneously access the base station with an acceptable level of mutual interference. In this section, the trade-off between coverage and capacity of a cellular
system will be discussed because it affects the design of a cellular ~~s t e m. 3 3.3.1 Coverage limits The coverage of individual cellular base stations determines the number of base stations required to service a particular geographical area. For a single mobile user (the coverage-restricted case [179 limits the maximum interval between the base station and the user by the
sensitivity of the base station receiver, given the amount of power that can be transmitted by the mobile device. The sensitivity of the base station receiver is the amount of signal power received to achieve a certain minimum value of SNR at the receiver input. In practice, the specified range of a mobile transmission must consider a margin that allows for interference and
variation in mobile signal level that can occur through fading or shading. A treatment of area coverage for CDMA cellular systems is covered in section 10.2.3. Basic Cellular Systems Engineering 303 3.3.1.1 Generic Cellular System Link Budget Link Link Link power budget or link budget for reverse link in a cellular system typically has the following components: + Mobile
transmitter power, in dBm + Transmitter antenna win, in dBi - Median link spread loss in dB, a function of link distance d + Cell receiver antenna win, in dBi - Cell cabling losses , in dB - Receiver noise plus interference from other users , modeled as noise, in dBm + Receiver processing profit (if any), in dB = Median received SNR, in dB - Required SNR, in dB = Excess of
required SNR, in dB (margin) For example, an AMPS analog system has the typical link budget values specified in Table 3.11, provided that the mobile device is operating at maximum power. Table 3.1 1 Typical AMPS link budget parameters at maximum range Value Parameter 27 dBm (500 mw) Mobile maximum power, Pm 2 dBi Mobile transmitter antenna gain, Gm 120 dB
Median link propagation loss, Lmed 14 dBi Cell receiver antenna win, Gc 2 dB Cell cabling losses, LTc -121 dBm Receiver noise and interference, (N I), 0 dB Receiver processing win , PG 42 dB Median received SNR , SNRmed 18 dB Required SNR, SNRTeq 24 dB Excess of required snr + 304 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 3.3.1.2 Receiver Noise Calculation The
of the receiver's thermal noise is calculated using either an equivalent noise temperature or a noise figure. For the latter approach is the equation No = Receiver noise power spectral density level = kToF (Boltzman's const x Ref. noise temp. x Noise figure) (3.33a) = (1.38. ~ O - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J / O K F) = ( ~4,043F ~ ~ ~ . K ) = -203,9 dBW/Hz W/HZ (3,33b) + NF(dB) (3,33~) I
dBW/Hz and dBm/Hz, for a 5-dB noise figure, the noise density is + 5 dB = -199 dBW/Hz = - 174 dBm/Hz + 5 dB = - 169 dBm/Hz No (dB) = -204 dBW/Hz (3.34a) (3.34b) In AMPS 30-kHz (45-&amp;Hz) receiver bandwidth, the noise effect in dBm is 45 = -124dBm (NU), (dB) = -169 (3.35) + With equal amount of interference, the total ( N + I),is equal to -121 dBm. 3.3.1.3
Maximum tolerable propagation loss After a basic link budget for the system has been established, the cell coverage limit can be expressed in terms of the maximum tolerable propagation loss. This value allows a preliminary cell location location plan to be developed based on propagation loss prediction algorithms and mapping data for the mobile service area. An examination
of propagation loss prediction formulas is given in Chapter 2. The link budget can be expressed in terms of the SNR requirement and a desired margin Of MdB and can then be resolved for the maximum propagation loss: SNRmed = Pm Gm - Lmed Gc - LTc- ( N I), &gt; SNRTeq M ~ B + so that + + + + Basic Cellular System Engineering 305 For example, using the values in
Table 3.11 provides bound This tolerable amount of loss can be summoned to a cell radius using one of the propagation models. 3.3.2 Coverage Versus capacity Sector capacity is limited by the amount of mutual interference among the mobile devices that can be tolerated to cover a particular area, while maintaining a margin against signal fading and shading losses.
Conversely, coverage can be seen as limited by capacity by the amount of interference determined by a certain value of capacity and the degree to which this capacity is charged by actual traffic in a typical situation. This results in a trade-off between coverage and capacity. In addition to the basic link budget parameters discussed so far, generally other factors also affect this
trade-off, including gains (if any) due to diversity and multipath processing, error checking coding, soft handoff, and the like. The trade-off between cellular coverage and capacity is discussed in terms of the following procedure to determine the density of base stations to cover a particular service area as a function of offered traffic density: Determine the amount of link margin
needed to maintain a specified link reliability in the face of lognormal shadowing. Determine any gain or loss in a multi-cell system due to hand-off processing. Relate the received SNR to traffic loading. Find the blocking probability as a function of traffic loading. Determine the required increase in margin versus load. cell radius as a function of loading and converting convert
base station density as a function of traffic density. 306 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 3.3.2.1 Link margin for the Coverage Limited Case The SNR required for the cell location receiver may vary significantly as signal channel conditions vary and may need to be determined by simulation or testing. How it is determined, let the required SNR in dB be commanded
SNR,,, and let the initial consideration be taken to the coverage-limited case in which there is only one cell-no cochannel interference. In lognormal shadowing, discussed in section 2.2.3, the propagation loss in dB can be considered a Gaussian RV: where Lmed and QdB are the median and standard deviation of the propagation loss in dB, respectively, and X =G( 0,1) is a
zero-mean, unitvariance Gaussian RV. Thus, the probability density function (pdf) for the loss in dB 1 PL(x)= -PG 2 - Lmed - 1 QdB { - ( -2 4 B (3.39) the CDF for the loss in dB is Lmed = p G ( x -QdB )=P( 5 - Lmed Q d ) The additional CDF for the propagation loss is 00 OdB 1 e - ~ ' / ~ d= u QG( x - Lmed QdB ) E Q( X - Lmed QdB ) (3.40b) Basic Cellular Svstems Engineering
307 System design contains a margin MdB, designed to compensate for the variation in ~ropagationloss. The margin is implemented by using more transmitter effect than would be necessary for the same link distance if there was no variation in the propagation loss. Including a margin, the received SNR in the coverage-restricted (no interference) case can be written SNR =
Pm + Gnet- Lmed(d)- adBG - Nc = SNRmed(d) - adBG (3.41a) where Pm is the transmitter power in dBm, G,,, denotes the net gain of the various fixed gains and losses in dB, Nc is the cell receiver noise in dBm, and the median of the received SNR is the coverage range of the cell defined by the maximum distance (radius) dm,, G Rc. Successful link operation in the coverage
range is defined by the inequality SNR = SNRmed(Rc)- adBG &gt; SNRTeq (3.42) Since the propagation loss varies randomly, what must the margin be to produce successful link operation with a specified reliability? To answer this question, we first define reliability as the probability of successful operation: Reliability -- PTel Pr{SNR &gt; SNRTeq} (3.43a) = Pr{SNRmed(Rc)- U
~ B G &gt; &gt; &lt;1&gt; &lt;2&gt; SNRTeq} (3.43b) The link margin in dB is related to the link reliability PTel with 308 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook The values of P ( x ) and Q ( x ) are tabged, so that it is possible to find x , or xq such that p = P(x,) or q = Q ( x , ) . Another way to express the values of these arguments that give specified probability values is x , = P-'(p)
or x , = Q-' ( q ). Using that notation, the margin is found from For example, if a link reliability Prel = 90% is desired, then from a table of the Gaussian distribution we find that the link coverage limited margin must be M d B = U ~ BP-'(0.90) = 1 . 2 8 1 5 5 ~ d ~ (3.44~) This example figure 3.22. A typical value [18] of the standard deviation for loss variation is UdB = 8 dB, which
becomes the standard deviation of SNR if there is no power control. With adaptive power control, the mobile transmitter power can be adjusted to accommodate the variations in propagation loss. A typical value [19] for the standard deviation of SNR in this case is U ~ = B 2,5dB. Thus, for 90% link reliability, the margin must be 1.28155 x 8 = 10.25dB without power control and
1.28155 x 2.5 = 3.20dB with adaptive power control. Table 3.12 provides the single-cell margins required for different reliability and ad^values. Figure 3.22 Margin required for 90% link reliability. Basic Cellular Svstems Ensineerins 309 Table 3.12 Margins required for single-cell cell 3.3.2.2 Determination of multicell margin requirements After finding the link margin needed for
reverse link based on an analysis of the single-celled cell (i.e. no interference), we are now considering how internetworking base stations (and sectors of the same base station) in a cellular system affect the budget link. Specifically, we consider how the required margin in dB is modified by a handoff gain (which may be negative) to account for the specific handoff technology
used by the system, either: Hard handoff, where the call is transferred to the adjacent cell or sector when the signal level in the current cell falls below a certain threshold. Soft handoff (to be discussed in Chapters 4 and 10 during CDMA handoff considerations), which allows simultaneous transmission to and from the mobile station through two base stations or cells. Hard
handoff is often used by FDMA cellular systems, such as AMPS, because transferring the call to another cell site involves retuning oscillators into the cell phone's transmitters and receivers to new frequencies. When the cell phone is close to the two-cell boundary, signal levels usually vary at both cell locations, resulting in a ping pong effect. The case of a mobile traveling a
route that crosses and crosses a cellular boundary is handled in hard handoff systems by constructing a small amount of overlap of the cellular coverage ranges. As illustrated in Figure 3.23, in order to construct an overlap of coverage areas, the link margin must be increased to ensure reliable operation at the extended range of KR,, where R, cell radius and K 2 1 is a range of
cells extension factor. At or if the cell edge-distance d = R, from the base stationthe median propagation route loss can be modeled as proportional to the 310 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 3.23 Cell overlap in terms of the range extension factor. (7) of the distance. In dB, this proportionality can be expressed by where KL is a constant and it is said that the
propagation is the propagation of 7-team. For y-lag propagation, the median SNR in dB at the distance nRC slightly into another cell related to the median SNR in dB at the cell edge with (3.46) SNRmed(nRc) = SNRmed(Rc) - 107log10n As shown in Figure 3.24, make SNR at the distance nRc equal to the value that gives the desired reliability at the distance Rc, the link margin
must be increased by 107 loglon. Thus, a system using hard handoff has a negative handoff gain * that is equal -lOyloglon. Example values of margin and handoff profit are given in Table 3.13 for a 90% link reliability and y = 4. For cellular technologies that allow simultaneous reception of the mobile at two different base stations, a form of diversity can be used in what is called
a soft handoff.4 In CDMA cellular system, soft handoff is in this chapter, our discussion of soft handoff is somewhat hypothetical and does not contain details about the system's implementation. 4 Basic Cellular System Engineering 31 1 Median SNR to I in Rc at cell edge a c Distance (log scale) Figure 3.24 Margins with and without extended range. Table 3.13 Margin and hard
handoff gain, PTel = 0.9 Range extension factor, K. Required margin, M d ~ ( R c )Handoff profit, /J = 4 10.25dB 1l.lOdB 11.91dB 12.68 dB 13.42 dB 14.13 dB 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.1.1.1.1.1 20 1.25 OdB -0.85 dB -1.66dB -2.43 dB -3.17 dB -3.88 dB actually employed, as described in Chapter 4 and analysed in Chapter 10frequency rethinment is not required [20-22 1. When a
base station reverse link from the cell phone is subject to bleaching, chances are the other station's reverse link is not. The result is that less margin is needed to ensure the same reverse link reliability. The soft handoff situation involves two random events: Event 1 (El): SNRl Event 2 (E2): SNR2 -- SNR at base station 1 &gt; SNR,,, SNR at Base Station 2 &gt; SNRTeq (1
3.47a) (3.47b) 312 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook The link works satisfactorily if any SNR is above the SNR threshold,,,, so the overall event of satisfactory link operation is the Union of Electricity and E2. That is, where U denotes union, n denotes the intersection, and the over-anchors denote a complementary event. Although the soft handoff can take place at any
position near the boundary of the cell with another cell, the analysis here is concentrated on the case of a mobile transmitter at the border between the two cells. Provided that all cells have the same dimensions, as depicted in Figure 3.25, at the border the distance from the mobile to the two base stations is the same and that the distance (T) varies from 0.866Rc to Rc. For
lognormal variations in SNRs on the two links, denoted by the lowered 1 and 2, the soft handoff reliability is Figure 3.25 Soft handoff scenario. - -- - -- Basic Cellular Systems Enaineerino 313 given by each G1 and G2 are correlated zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian variables. The propagation paths from mobile to the two base stations have at least one thing in the common-
position of the mobile: if the mobile moves to a high position, both losses tendour to decrease; if the phone moves to a low position, both losses tend to increase. Thus the possibility of correlated be considered. Propagation losses in dB dB Treated as Gaussian caravans, resulting in SNRs in dB which are Gaussian RVs. The correlation coefficient between two RVs X and Y is
defined as If the propagation losses are correlated, snrs are at the two base stations. The correlation coefficient of the two SNRs is found by replacing to (3.50) the following parameters: The resulting correlation coefficient for SNRs is It is, the correlation coefficient for SNRs is the same as for the two underlying zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian variables G1 and G2. Given
the correlation coefficient p for the two propagation losses, the reliability expression (3.49b) 314 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook is the common pdf file for GI and G2, and the domain of integration is represenred b in the vnshnded area in Figure 3.26. In (3.53b) function L(a, b, p) the bivariate Gaussian is probability integral, a feature that is tabulated for some special
cases [ l l , $ 261; it is the area under the bivariat pdf illustrated by the shaded area in Figure 3.27. For equal first and second arguments, the following special relationship holds: and the function L(. , 0, .) is tabulated and grafed in [Ill. For 90% reliability at the cell boundary, the worst case (largest margin) is found by combining (3.53b) and (3.54) to obtain Figure 3.26 Domain o~
fintegration for common probability. Basic Cellular Systems Engineering I / 315 p(x, y ) = Constant Figure 3.27 Bivariat probability integr. Graphically loose (3.55) from the curves in [ I l l for the margin as a function of p results in the data drawn in Figure 3.28 for different values of reliability. For example, for zero correlation (p = O), the solution of (3.55) for 90% reliability provides
MdB(R,) = 0 . 4 8 0 ~ for ~ ; a correlation coefficient of p = 0,5, the same condition gives MdB(Rc)= 0 . 7 7 0 ~ table . 3.14 gives values of the soft handoff margin and handoff win for several situations. Note that the required margin for soft handoff is low for negative correlation, when it is likely that the other link is good when one of them is bad, and the required margin is high
for positive correlation, when the links tend to be either good or bad at the same time. Since the two links have the mobile site in common, it is to expect that the correlation is positive. The combination of negative handoff gains for cellular systems with hard handoff, such as FDMA, and of positive handoff gains for those with soft handoff, such as CDMA, gives the latter
significant benefits in reverse link power budget. The net handoff wins the advantage of soft handoff over hard handoff shown in Table 3.15 for p = 0.5, p = 4, K. = 1.05, and for a d B = 8dB (without power control) and U ~ B= 2.5 dB (with power control). The table shows that the advantage is about 5dB without power 316 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook -0.5 -1 0.5 1
Correlation coefficient, p Figure 3.28 Relative margin in dB versus correlation. Table 3.14 handoff margin and profit O ~ = B 8 dB PA P UdB 0.9 -0.5 0.19 MdB(R, J Handoff profit 1.52 8.73 CdB = 1 2.5 dB (Rc) Handoff gain 0.48 2.72 Basic Cellular Systems Engineering 317 Table 3.15 Handoff get the benefit of soft handoff over hard control and about 2 dB with power control.
The soft handoff system can use this advantage to reduce mobile transmitter power, which lowers the drain of the battery and also increases system capacity due to the reduction of mutual interference. Or, for the same effect, a larger cell size can be used ~91. 3.3.2.3 Reverse link C/ I and C/N as Functions of System Loading In the discussions in this section so far, the
background has been presented established the hypothetical comparison shown in Table 3.16 of the link power budgets of analog cellular systems with hard and soft handoff in terms of the received signal levels required on reverse link for 90% link reliability and a standard deviation for SNR in dB of adB = 8dB. Next, we show how cellular size and coverage considerations can
be associated with capacity considerations. In doing so, the received C/I ratio is related to the reverse link traffic and to the blocking probability of mobile phone calls. Then the required signal level is found as a function of the reverse traffic level link in Erlangs. These results will then be put together to develop the trade-off between cellular system coverage and traffic loads.
Table 3.16 Comparison of Reliable Signal Levels Hard Handoff In Soft Handoff 18 dB Required SNR in dB - 169 dBm/Hz + No for 5-dB Noise Figure 44.8 dBHz RF Bandwidth in dB - 106.2 dBM Minimum Required Signal 10.3 dB 1-Cell Margin for 9 0% reliability -0.8 dB 4.1 dB - Handoff gain -100.0 dBm -95.1 dBm Reliable signal level + + 318 CDMA Systems Engineering
Handbook When the cellular system is loaded with calls to its capacity, by definition the received C/I is only sufficient to meet the link requirements, but will not meet the requirements if another user is added to the link. In the case of an FDMA system, these considerations have led to the selection of corner-fed cells in seven-cell clusters with a capacity of 18 or 19 channels per
sector [4]. The analogue FDMA cell system requires a C/I value of 18 dB for satisfactory operation. By construction, C/I can be assumed to be equal to the required 18dB for a fully loaded system; that is: -C- - 18dB (3.56) Imaz It follows that if I = kImaz, where k is the fractional loading, then a general expression of C / I is this ratio between C / I in dB and the fractional traffic
load shown in Figure 3.29. The factional loading of the sector can be related to the amount of traffic in Erlangs. An Erlang corresponds to a continuously busy channel. When the fraction k of the sector's channels is in use (systemwide), then it can be said that the traffic load is kNch Erlangs, where nchis the number of channels per sector-18 or 19 in the AMPS system, as
discussed in 3.2. This correspondence is approximate as it is unlikely that each sector of the system will have the same loading as its disruptive sectors at a given time. Thus related to Erlang's, C/I for AMPS can also be related to a value of blocking probability (B) using any formula for blocking as a function of traffic load in Erlangs (A) and the number of channels (N). A
commonly used formula to block probability is the Erlang B formula, which provides the values of blocking as a function of load in Erlangs as shown in Table 3.17 (up to 3% blocking) for the number of channels per sector in an AMPS cellular system. These blocking probability values are plotted in Figure 3.30 along with C/I, now a function of load in Erlangs. Note that the
sectors with 19 channels have a significant advantage over those with 18 channels. Also note that C/I is about 20dB for a 2% blocking probability, a generally accepted service rate for mobile phones. Basic Cellular Systems Engineering Fractional Load By Sector Figure 3.29 CII as a function of loading for an FDMA cellular system. Table 3.17 Blocking Probabilities of an AMPS
System Load in Erlang's Blockage block for Nch = 18 A .000945 8.0 .00171 8.5 .0029 9.0 .00466 9.5 .00714 10.0 .0105 10.5 .014 8 11.0 .0201 11.5 .0265 12.0 .031 12.5 13.0 13.5 3 19 320 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 0 5 10 15 20 Loading in Erlangslsector Figure 3.30 AMPS CII and blocking probability versus load in Erlangs. Amps blocking mechanism is the
unavailability of a discrete channel assignment at the moment a call is desired. Because callers' activities are uncoordinated, low block probabilities are only achieved when the average number of active users (represented by the load in Erlangs) is significantly smaller than the number of channels. For example, figure 3.30 shows that a 2% blocking probability is exceeded when
the sector load is 12 users (11.5E) for those sectors with 18 FDMA channels and 13 users (12.3E) for the sectors with 19 FDMA channels. The required C/N, and therefore the received signal power C , can be found that Replaces 18 dB for the required value of C/(N for C / I , we find that + I ) and 18dB - 10lok Basic Cellular System Engineerin0 321 which means that Thus, the
received signal level in dBm must increase by the amount -10 loglo(l - k), where k is the fractional loading of the reverse link. Previously, we found in the case of no interference (see Table 3.16) that the required signal level at amps base station receiver must be – 106 dBm without margin and -95.1 dBm including a margin that ensures a 90% link reliability with a hard-handoff
extension of the radius of the cell at 5% to reduce ping pong effect. Replacing the required signal level without interference in (3.59b) results in a graph of the required signal level in dBm with and without a margin of reliability given in Figure 3.31, the blocking probability is also both as a function of the loading sector in Erlangs. We note from this figure that at a 2% blocking
probability, the required signal level is about -91 dBm with a reliability margin and about -102 dBm without such a margin. Figure 3.32 shows the required signal level as a function of traffic, provided that a hardhandoff reliability margin is used, for different reliability target values. 3.3.2.4 System Coverage Versus Traffic Load Has found the values of received signal strength
needed by the AMPS cellular system as a function of user traffic, the signal strength is next converted to a cell radius by using a propagation loss model, thereby relating the cell size to the traffic load. This relationship is then used to show the area density of base stations needed by the system as functions for traffic. Along with these operations, we also bring in the method
special consideration of additional link budget parameters such as cable losses 322 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Loading, Erlangslsector Figure 3.31 AMPS required signal level versus traffic loading. 0 5 10 15 Loading, Erlangslsector Figure 3.32 AMPS required signal level, reliability varied. 20 Basic Cellular System Engineering 323 and antenna gains, as well as a
replacement for the additional signal attenuation that can occur when the mobile user is inside a building. The EMPIRA FORMELn CCIR for the loss of median dispersion pathway, discussed in Chapter 2, given by L(d) = 69.55 + 26.16 loglof~~- 13-82loglohl - a(h2) + (44.9 - 6.55 10g10hl)l0g10dk~- B where (3.60) dkm= Link age in kilometers fMHz = Center frequency in
megahertz hl = Base station antenna height in meters hz = Mobile receiver antenna height in meters a(h2) = Antenna height-gain function = (1.1 loglofMHZ - 0.7)h2 - ( 1 . 5 6 1 0 g l o f ~-~0,8) ~ B = 30 - 25 loglo(%) there (%) is the percentage of area covered by buildings. The cell radius will be obtained by finding the distance at which the propagation loss, when used in the
link power budget, results in the received signal level being equal to its required value, as a function of the traffic load. Replacing the typical cellular parameter values fMHz = 850, hl = 30 and h2 = 1.5 in the CCIR formula results in L(d) = 95.76 + 35.22 loglodkm+ 25 loglo(%) (3.61a) = 120.76 + 35.22 loglodkm, 10% buildings (3.61b) = 113.23 + 35.22 loglodkm, 5% buildings
(3.61~) Table 3.18 provides a summary of some link budget parameters needed for the development that follows [li']. Regarding the link budget of AMPS at the edge of the cell, where the distance is equal to the cell radius R,, results in 324 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Table 3.18 Detailed link budget parameters mobile transmitter power P, mobile cable losses Lt,
mobile antenna gain G, mobile antenna orientation loss L, Lb replacement for building penetration G, cell location antenna win L ,, cell location cable losses P ,-Lt,+G,-Lo-Lb+G,-L,, I 28 dBm 0 dBm 2.1 dBm 3dB 10 dB 14.1 2dB 29.2dBm which through C and rearranging leads to an expression of L(R,) as a function of traffic. This compares to CCIR formula: Solving these two
expressions of L(R,) for the cell radius gives Figure 3.33 showing the cell radius of AMPS as a function of k for two values for the proportion of buildings, 5% and 10%. The area coverage of a cellular system may be expressed in terms of the number of base stations required per unit range, or for a nominal range as 1 000 lun2. After finding an expression of the cell radius Rc,
parametris in the fractional user load (k) and the proportion of buildings in the service area, the area of the sector of a hexagonal cell with three sectors is easily formulated as one , A $R: = 0.866 [c(1 - k)0'284] 2km2 (3.64) 325 Basic Cellular System Engineering 0 5 10 15 20 Number of active users per sector Figure 3. 33 Cell radius vs. number of active users per sector. where
parameter c = 2.055 for 5% buildings and c = 1,256 for 10% buildings when Prel = 0.9 and U ~ = B 8 dB. Define a 0 as a unit area expressed in square kilometres, and let the base station density be denoted y . The ratio of y when a 0 = 1000 km2 is found from the ratio 1base station 3 asector - y + y=--a0 3 asector - 1000 (3.65) 3 asector where aSeaoris defined in (3.64). In
Figure 3.34, the base station density is y B 8 which is shown as a function of the fractional loading when Prel= 0,9 and U ~ = dB. Base station density increases with loading as cell radius decreases with loading in order to maintain the SNR required in higher disturbance conditions. Another view of AMPS cellular system coverage can be made in terms of the amount of user
traffic per unit area that can be borne. The number of active users (Erlangs of traffic) transported by sector is kNch, where values Nch = 19 may be taken. Per unit area, the user traffic density is 326 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1000 I - I I AMPS (19 chlsector) I 0 I 0.2 I 1 0.4 I I 0.6 I 0.8 I I 1 Fractional sector loading (k) Figure 3.34 Base station density versus
fractional sector loading. x = traffic density = M/a,,,,, = kNCh/a,,,,, (3.66) is itself a function of the one shown above in (3.64), sector area (a,,, fractional loading, so that (3.66) gives the user traffic density x as the ratio of two functions in k. Figure 3.35 shows the user the traffic density of an AMPS cellular system when PTer = 0.9 and U ~ B = 8 dB, for 5% and 10% buildings. The
figure shows that, at 50% loading of the system and 10% of the service area covered by buildings, the AMPS system can service about 10 ~/k m~. As a final step in demonstrating the trade-off between area coverage and traffic possibilities for a cellular system, it is possible to plot the base station density y = y ( k ) specified in (3,65) against the user's traffic density x = x ( k )
given in (3,66). Such a plot eliminates the parametric variable k. Figure 3.36 plots the base station density against when PTer= 0.8 and adB = 8dB. For example, if there are, on average, five active users per square kilometre and 10% buildings, the AMPS system will require approximately 300 base stations per 1,000 km2. Basic Cellular System Engineering 60 I I 327 1 I '
AMPS (19 chlssctor) 50 I 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.8 1 Fractional sector loading (k) Figure 3.35 User traffic density versus fractional loading. 0 5 10 15 Active user density, ~rlangslkrn~ Figure 3.36 Base station density versus user traffic density. 20 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 328 References Bear, D., Principles of Telecommunications Traffic Engineering, revised 3rd ed.,
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Vol. 12, No. 8, p. 1281-1288, Oct. Appendix 3A Demonstration That pkSatisform equations The general equation to be satisfied is to replace Pk on the left side gives 330 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook = (k+l)jh Pk+i + X Pk-1 QED Appendix 3B Moments for the Erlang B Distribution Given the values of {Pk,k = 0.1, ... , N),the average number of lines occupied at a given
time, the mean square of the number of occupied lines is similarly found Therefore, the variance of the number of lines occupied is 331 Basic Cellular System Engineering Note that, for small values of B, which generally hold for N and variance are both approximately equal to A. &gt; A, mean appendix 3C Summary of blocking formulas Erlang B the formula for blocking
probability is a convenient method to relate the number of channels (N) and the amount of traffic offered ( A ) for a given probability of blocking. The formula applies strictly, however, only the case of a very large number of traffic sources-so that the arrival and departure speeds do not depend on the number of calls in progress and the case of lost calls is cleared. When a call is
blocked (lost) because the channels are all busy, Erlang B results in the formula from assuming that the call is not being tried again. Table 3C.1 summarises several blocking formulas and the assumptions on which they are based. A comparison of the formulas for a given example (M = 88, N = 30) is shown in Figure 3C.1. The multiple Table 3C.1 Summary of blocking formulas
Blocking formula Processing of lost calls Blocking analysis Formulas for large (infinite) number of traffic sources Erlang B 1 In N Calls cleared, do not recur Bl = P N / Pk, ~ with P k = Ak / k! k=O Lost c d s return [3] Call returns until served Given B, effective load is A' = A ( l - B ) Erlang C [2] Lost calls held in infinite queue, eventually served B = B1/[1- A(l - B I ) / N ] Molina [I],
[3] Same as Erlang C B = 1 -e-AxPk = N-l k=O Pk k=N Formulas for limited number of traffic sources, M I Engset [I 1, [2], [3] Lost calls are cleared (calculating B, A parametric) and A(p) M P / ~ ~ +pBz(p)l M Bernoulli [3] Lost call held B = c (;~''(+)~(l- k=N +)-k I 332 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 10 20 30 40 50 Offered traffic, Erlangs Figure 3C.1 Comparison of
blocking Formulas. formulas are due to the fact that telephone systems in practice try to increase efficiency and customer satisfaction by holding or delaying calls that cannot be serviced immediately because the N lines are all used. Calls are held in line for a short time on the chance that a line will become available soon. The event of blockingmin this type of system is not that
the lines are all in use when the call arrives, but that the call is delayed. Overview of the IS-95 standard This book is designed to explain the principles behind CDMA digital cellular systems, and this chapter, by providing an overview of the IS-95 CDMA standard [I], serves as a gateway or starting point for the content of the rest of the book. The overview is intended for the
reader to gain an overall familiarity with the system. The full title of the IS-95 standard is the Mobile Station-Base Station Compatibility Standard for Dual-Mode Wideband Spread Spectrum Cellular System, which indicates the fact that the document is a common air interface (CAI)--it does not fully specify how a system is to be implemented, only the characteristics and
limitations to be imposed on the signal protocols and data structures. Different manufacturers may use different methods and hardware approaches, but they all need to produce waveforms and data sequences specified in THE IS-95. Just as little is said in IS-95 about the implementation of a particular requirement, the theory is motivating and justifying the various requirements
are not given in any detail. Because in many cases the importance of a particular requirement is not obvious, there is a need for the kind of background information provided in this book. Once the principles behind the requirements have been understood, the operational importance of the requirements is often reinforced and the options for implementation are obvious. The IS-
95 standard refers to a dual-mode system, one that can handle both analog and digital operation to facilitate the transition between current analog cellular systems and digital systems. Therefore, there are sections of IS-9.5 for both analog and digital cellular systems. Although attention is paid in Chapter 3 to analog cellular systems technical issues, generally this book
concentrates on the CDMA cellular system, and in this chapter only the sections of THE IS-95 dealing with the digital system are summarized. The IS-95 system, like all cellular systems, interfaces with PSTN through an MTSO, as proposed in Figure 4.1. This figure shows the mobile stations to communicate with base stations over the forward 334 COMA Systems Engineering
Handbook System controller and switch (MTSO) a Base Station Base Station Base Station Figure 4.1 Cellular System Architecture. (bass-to-mobile) and reverse (mobile-to-base) radio links, also sometimes called downlink and uplink respectively. Radio communications over the forward and reverse links in the digital systems specified by IS-95 are organized into channels.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the different channel types designated in THE IS-95: pilot, synchronisation, paging and traffic channels for the forward link; access and traffic channels for the reverse link. As will be shown, the modulation techniques and also the multiple access techniques are different on forward and reverse links. However, both links in the IS-95 system depend on the
consistency of all transmissions to strict frequency and timing requirements. Therefore, before continuing to describe the forward and reverse link channels in sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively, we discuss the use of frequency and time in the system. Overview of IS-95 Base station channels 335 In Figure 4.2 IS-95 forward and reverse link channels. 4.1 Coordination of
frequency and time Standard IS-95 concerns communications over radio links between the base station transmitters in one or more geographically dispersed fixed locations and subscriber transports in geographically dispersed mobile locations, as previously depicted in Figure 4.1. A number of base station locations are connected to and controlled by a base station controller
associated with an MTSO, which connects to PSTN via a mobile switching center (MSC). The multiple MTSOs in a region are in turn under the control of an operational management center (OMC). One of the critical functions of an MTSO in a CDMA system (also called a base station controller BSC) is the maintenance of frequency and time standards. As suggested in Figure
4.3, each CDMA MTSO has a time and frequency coordination function, in addition to the normal cellular functions of the MTSO, which provide required timing and frequency signals such as a frequency reference, time of day, synchronization reference, and system clocks, based on reference signals transmitted by satellites in the Global Positioning System (GPS). In this
section, we review the aspects of the IS-95 standard related to the coordination of frequency and time resources and the maintenance of frequency and time standards. 336 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook O M bky &gt;? I 7 ,transceiver Lo; Mobile Transceiver Mobile --------- Transceiver Mobile Transceiver Mobile Transceiver In Interconnection I Figure 4.3 MTSO
Features. 4.1.1 Cellular frequency bands and channels In North America, first generation analog cellular systems, AMPS [2], use FDMA to divide the allocated spectrum into 30-kHz analog FM voice channels. The frequency assignments for these voice channels are graphed in Figure 4.4. The terms A and B for the frequency bands refer to the government's policy of licensing
two cellular suppliers in a given geographical area: a carrier (A) whose business is primarily wireless systems, and a carrier (B) whose business has traditionally been wired telephone communications. For historical, rather than for reasons the bands assigned to a particular supplier are not adjacent-originally a coherent band of lOMHz was allocated to each supplier, this
allocation was later increased to 12,5 MHz by adding the smaller bands listed in Figure 4.4. The dual-position compatibility requirement provides that the analogue part of equipment based on THE IS-95 should be able to operate in these bands and use these channels. The correspondence between channel number N and centre frequency is given for mobile and base station
with fmobile = [ 0,030 N + 825,000 MHz, (4. la) 337 Overview of IS95 B' 10 MHz 10 MHz 1,5 MHz 2,5 MHz Figure 4.4 Cell frequency allocations. and fbase = 0.030 N + 870,000 MHz, 0.030(N - 1023) + 870,000MHz, For example, for channel 689, the forward link is the center frequency fbase = 890,670MHz and reverse link center frequency is fmObil , = 845,670 MHz. Unlike
an FDMA cellular system, a CDMA cellular system does not require the use of clusters of cells to enforce a minimum reuse distance between cells using the same frequency channels to control the amount of cochannel interference. Instead, adjacent CDMA cells reuse identical spectrum and utilize spread-spectrum processing gain to overcome interference. The nominal
bandwidth of the IS-95 CDMA waveform is 1.25 MHz. Figure 4.4 indicates that the smallest contiguous segment of bandwidth is 1.5 MHz. In the concept, the transition from analog to digital cellular in a given service area can be based on overlay of the CDMA waveform on a subset of the analogue frequencies (concurrent operation), or by arranging that the analogue system
does not use those frequencies (disjoint operation). 338 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Due to the relatively wide bandwidth of the IS-95 digital waveform, its center frequencies are limited to the cellular channels displayed within the rectangles drawn in Figure 4.5. For example, the lowest mobile center frequency is 824,700 MHz (channel 1013), which is about half of
the CDMA signal bandwidth away from the lower edge of the A band. This limitation allows for up to five simultaneous CDMA waveforms at different center frequencies (frequency missions or FAs) for operator A, and up to six for operator B, depending on the size of the swatch band used to separate CDMA waveforms in frequency. 4.1.2 System time While the maintenance of
a system-wide time standard is not essential for the analog cellular system, it is a critical component of CDMA digital cellular system design. Each base station in the IS-95 system is required to maintain a clock that is synchronized to GPS time signals. The known beginning of the GPS time count (time 00:00:00 on Jan. 6, 1980) is traceable to UNIVERSAL Coordinated Time
(UTC) and is required to be adjusted in a certain fixed manner with the PN codes used by each base station in short P N codes N codes 26.66-ms periods, and a long PN code that has a period over 41 days long, which we discuss in more detail in what follows. The specific targeting of base station PN codes starting with GPS time is discussed in section 6.3.4.2. Cell TX (MW
Mobile TX (MW Figure 4.5 Allowed CDMA center frequency regions for A and B operators. Overview of THE IS-95 339 The synchronization of time standards for the multiple CDMA base stations in a cellular service range is necessary because each base station transmits at the same center frequency and uses the same two short P N codes to spread its (forward link)
waveform, the different base station signals distinguished at a mobile receiver only by their unique short P N code start positions (phase shifts), as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Although the base stations are synchronized to each other because each is synchronized to GPS, each mobile device generally receives the base station signals with a different combination of propagation
delays, as the phone is usually at a different distance from each base station. (Traveling at the speed of light, signals are delayed by 3.336ns/m or l.Ol'lns/ft.) The system time reference for a particular mobile is established when it receives a certain base station signal, usually from the nearest base station, affiliates with that base station and reads the message ~~chronization
sent by that base station. The message contains information that allows the mobile device to synchronize its long P N code and time reference with those of the articulate base station-but slightly delayed, due to the distance of the mobile from the selected base station. With the help of this delayed version of system time, the mobile transmits on the reverse link, and its signal is
received with additional delay at its connected base station. One PN code period (MN chips) I_ Reference (zero-offset) code phase I I I I I - I 1 I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I _I ~ ~ I ~ I I 1 I ~ I ~ I I ~ - ~ I I I ~ I I Second offset code phase (2N chips) I ~ I I I I I I I I - ~ I I ~ ' I I ~ ~ I I I ~ I Fourth offset code phase (4N chips) I I I I t I 'start I l I I I I I I I ' . ~ In I J J J ~J I of PN sequence Figure 4.6
Short PN code offsets are assigned to different base stations. I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 I ~ ~ I 340 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 4.2 Beskrivning av Forward Link Operations Den framåtlänk kanal struktur består av överföring av upp till 64 samtidiga, distinkta kanaler med varierande funktioner som är ortogonalt multiplexed på samma RF-bärare. One of these channels is a
high-power pilot signal that is transmitted continuously as a coherent phase reference for the reception of carriers modulated by information. Another of these channels is a continuously transmitted synchronization channel that is used to convey system information to all users in the cell. Up to seven paging channels are used to signal incoming calls to mobiles in the cell and to
convey channels and other signalling messages to individual phones. The remainder of the channels are designated as traffic channels, each transmitting voice and data to a single mobile user. 4.2.1 Forward Link CAI Summary THE IS-95 document [I] indicates a CAI for the CDMA cellular system that different manufacturers of equipment for the system can use to ensure that
their design implementations (possibly different in some respects) work together. Before going into details about the various aspects of the IS-95 forward link design, we first provide a summary of the main features of the front link CAI. Multiplexing: The forward link channeling is based on an ortage code-division multiplexing system using an ortageal set of subcarrier digital
waveforms called Walsh features. In this primary, multi-access sense, C in cdma on the forward link refers to Walsh function multiplexing. Interference rejection: the forward-link waveform is modulated by direct-sequence P N code propagation spectrum techniques to isolate the signals received from a given base station and to discriminate against signals received from other
base stations. In the sense that the mobile receiver uses the P N code phase to distinguish base station signals (but not individual channels), C in the CDMA on the forward link refers to the P N code phase as well as Walsh functions. 0 Modulation: the forward link waveform functions modulation of I (cosinine) and Q (sine) RF carriers of various PN-encoded bipolar (f) base-
Overview of IS95 34 1 band digital data streams, thereby generating a form of quaternary phase-shift keying (QPSK). Pulse forming: the shape of the baseband digital pulses in the I and Q output channels is determined by an FIR filter designed to control the spectrum of the radiated effect for minimal adjacent frequency interference. P N chip speed: The PN code chip speed,
which is 1.2288 Mcps, is 128 times the maximum source data rate of 9.6 Kbps. Efficient bandwidth: for the PN chip speed and spectrum control specified, the energy of the IS-95 link forward link signal is almost fully enclosed in a bandwidth of 1.25 MHz. Voice encoding: a variable rate vocoder is specified, with data rates 1,200, 2,400, 4,800, and 9,600 bps depending on voice
activity. Enor-control encoding: the forward link uses rate 4 convolutional encoding, with Viterbi decoding. Interleaving: to protect against burst error patterns (a clear possibility on fading mobile communication channel), the forward link interleaves code symbols before transmission, using a 20-ms span. 4.2.2 Ortage Multiplexing Scheme O n the forward link, each channel is
distinguished by a distinct ortatonal Walsh sequence modulated by the encoded data, much like a single telemetry subcarrier modulated by one of several data sources. Walsh sequences are the lines of Hadamard matrices whose dimensions are powers 2 and are ortactal when correlated during their time. Data on the personal search and channels are encoded by means of
an assigned phase shift of a long P N code that provides a degree of confidentiality, but is not used to separate the channels. The channel missions are shown in Figure 4.7 with their corresponding Walsh sequence covers, H i , where i = 0, 1,. . . , 63. Hadamard and Walsh sequences are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The bassband data rate from each of the multiplex
channels varies, as shown below, where the highest rate is 19.2 kilo symbols per second (ksps). Each channel's baseband stream is combined with an assigned 64-chip Walsh sequence that repeats at the 19.2-ksps rate. The ortactally multiplexed combination of forward link channels thus forms a stream of baseband at a rate of 64 x 19.2 ksps = 1.2288 Mcps. 342 COMA



Systems Engineering Handbook + Forward link 1.2288 Mcps CDMA radio channel Encoded, interleaved, SSmodulated, coded signal for paging specific mobiles and sending system data to one or more mobiles Unmodulated SS signal provides coherent reference and identify base station through its unique PN code phase ! I coded, interleaved, SS-modulated signal for time
synchronization of mobiles I encoded, interleaved, distorted. SSmodulated signals carrying digital voice and mobile power control data Figure 4.7 Forward link channel assignments. As indicated in Figure 4.8, the multiplex data stream of a given channel is combined separately with two different short P N codes identified by I and Q quadrature carrier components. The I and
Qchannel P N codes are denoted by PNI(t, Oi) and PNQ(t, Oi) respectively), generated by fifteen (n = 15) stage linear feedback shift tables (LFSRs). Oi notation denotes the PN code ofset phase assigned to a particular base station, which is selected from 512 possible values. We will discuss the details of how 512 values will be added shortly. Unlike conventional QPSK, which
assigns alternative baseband symbols to I and Q quadratures, the IS-95 system assigns the same data to each square d'star. There is a good reason for the IS-95 system to adopt this particular schema—an analytical explanation of the rationale given in section 7.3. It is common to talk about the operations depicted in Figure 4.8 as quadrature spreading [3]. The two quadrature
digital baseband waveforms are shaped using fir filters, as shown Figure 4.8, in order to control the shape of the emitted spectrum, which we discussed in section 1.4.2. The shaped I and Q channel signals are modulated by in-phase carrier (cos 27rf,t) and quadrature-phase carrier (sin 27rf,t) and are combined and transferred accordingly. Overview of IS95 Walsh-covered data
symbol sequence 343 FIR b baseband filter b Figure 4.8 lluadrature spread for forward link, 4.2.3 Forward Link Channels The ortatonal multiplexing operations on the forward link are shown in Figure 4.9. The forward link channels consist of pilot channel, sync channel, paging traffic channels as shown in the figure. Each channel is modulated by a channel-specific Walsh
sequence, designated Hi, i = 0.1, . .. , 63. The STANDARD IS-95 assigns Ho for the pilot channel, Hg2 for the synchronisation channel, HI to H7 for the person search channel and the remainder of Hi to traffic channels. Please note that we use the Hi notation to designate the Walsh function i, which is also designated as Wi. In this book we use Hi and Wi synonymously. The
reasons for this notation are fully explained in Chapter 5. Note that the I-channel P N sequence and the Qchannel P N sequence simultaneously square-modulate each of the forward link channels. The quadrature scattering circuit for each channel is as Figure 4.8. For modularity and the ability to give each channel a different amplification and RF power, each channel is filtered
separately for RF modulation (Chapter 11 covers this aspect in detail). Each channel is spread-sprectrum modulated by square dangle PN codes. We are now discussing the channel types. 344 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook I-channel PN seauence Ho (all 0s) Pilot channel: all 0s (no data) data L encoder &amp; repetition ksps 1.2 kbps Switching channel data -
convolutional encoder &amp; repetition 9.6 kbps 4.8 kbps long code mask U-Block Long code generator Forward traffic channel Convolutional data d encoder &amp; d repetition 9.6 kbps 4.8 kbps Users in Long Code 2.4 kbps long code 1.2 kbps mask generator up to 7 channels .+ 2 I Q &gt; m 3$ in : up to 55 channels f Q channel PN sequence Figure 4.9 Forward link
multiplexing operations. 4.2.3.1 Pilot channel and Ouadrature PN Codes The pilot channel is mainly used as a coherent phase reference to demodulate the other channels; for this reason, the IS-95 requires that the chip timing and carrier phase of each forward link channel be in very close agreement. Pilotclknnel is easily acquired by the mobile receiver because it has no data
modulation, only the square PN codes shown above in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. Because the pilot channel is necessary for critical timing information, it is transmitted at a higher power level than the other channels. Overview of IS-95 345 The engineering principles involved in the choice of the relative powers of the forward link channels for optimal CDMA system operation are
fully discussed in Chapter 11. The pilot baseband data (which is a constant logical 0) is modulated on a Walsh chip rate of 1.2288 Mcps by Ho, 0th field of 64 x 64 Hadarnard die, which is the Walsh sequence consisting of 64 zeros-thus effects, it is not modulated at all. The baseband multiplex data input from the pilot channel to the forward-link crumbling modulator of Figure
4.8 is a constant logical 0.l The two distinct short P N codes in figures 4.8 and 4.9 are maximum length sequences generated by 15-step shift tables and extended by inserting one chip per period at a specific location in the P N sequence. Thus, these modified short P N codes periods equal to the normal sequence length of 215 - 1 = 32,767 plus a chip, or 32,768 chips. As
previously stated in Figures 4.6 and 4.8, each base station is distinguished by one and quadrature phase (Q) P N different phase shift Oi of the in-~hase(I) sequences. Each offset is a multiple of 64 P N chips, providing 32,768/64 = 512 possible 64-chip offsets. At a rate of 1.2288 Mcps, I and Q sequences repeat every 26.66 ms, or 75 times every 2 sec. The characteristic
polynomies in the phase and quadrature sequence are given by2 which can be generated using the shift register generator @ERG) modular system as shown in figures 4.10 and 4.11. The numbers show how a mask vector can be used to select a displacement of the sequence that is different for each base station. Note that a logical O corresponds to a positive voltage in an f
1 binary system, and a logical 1 is equivalent to negative voltage, so that modulo-2 addition operation in logic (also known as exclusive OR) is equivalent to multiplication. Therefore modulo-2 combination of baseband data and a Walsh function in (0,1) logic can be implemented by a product of the two in (+I, -1) logic. The characteristic polynomials P(x) given in IS-95 are the
mutual polynomials for the sequences indicated. In our treatment of this substance, we consistently refer to the characteristic polynomial f (x)= xnP(x-') as the one whose inverse l/f (x) generates the sequence algebraically. See Chapter 6. 2 346 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook f selected l-channel PN code offset Figure 4.10 In-phase PN generator and offset-select
mask. +yyy 1 . 1 15-bit mask 1 - 1 I I I 1 . I _ I I m I I I + selected Q-channel PN code offset Figure 4.1 1 Quadrature-phase PN generator and mask. The theory and practice of generating P N codes is discussed in depth in Chapter 6, including the use of masks to control the P N code phase and the importance of inserting an extra zero into a P N sequence. In the absence of
baseband filtering, quadrature P N modulated data streams are binary-valued. If the logic values are mapped from (0,1) to (+I, -I), the P N modulation produces the two-dimensional constellation with the transitions shown in Figure 4.12. Ideally, since the unfiltered data modulation has only two values (kI), the resulting RF waveform has a constant envelope, and the transitions in
Figure 4.12 would be limited by this fact. In practice, however, binary data streams are filtered to produce a baseband waveshape whose spectrum is more concentrated than the ideal baseband data, discussed in Chapter 1, resulting in an RF signal envelope that is not constant. We provide detailed explanations on QPSK and offset QPSK (OQPSK) modulations in section
7.2.1. Overview of IS95 A 347 Q - channel Figure 4.1 2 Signal constellation for the front link's square modulation. 4.2.3.2 Sync Channel The sync channel is demodulated by all mobiles and contains important system information message for the sync channel, which is sent repeatedly. This signal identifies the specific transmitting base station and conveys long P N code
synchronization information, at a rate of 1.2 kbps or 32 sync channel data bits per 8013 = 26.66-ms sync channel image and 96 bits per 80-ms sync channel superframe. Note that the frame length of the sync channel is equal to a period of the short P N codes, and the sync channel frames are in fact in line with those periods so that, when the phone has acquired a specific
base station's pilot signal, the phone automatically knows the basic time structure of the sync channel. As shown in Figure 4.13, this information is provided error checking encoding protection by being encoded convolutionally by a speed 112 encoder; this operation results in an encoded binary symbol rate of 2 x 1.2 kbps = 2.4 kilosymbols/sec (ksps), or 64 code symbols per
frame; the state of the convolutional encoder is not reset after each frame, so that no encoder tail is used. The theory and practice of convolution coding is examined in Chapter 8, where particular attention is paid to the specific convolution codes used in IS-95. For additional protection against possible outbreaks of failure, which may occur during signal bleaching on the mobile
channel, a combination of time diversity and interleaving is used on the sync channel. By rearranging the 348 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Code Convolutional symbol Convolutional symbol Convolutional symbol Convolutional symbol Convolutional symbol Convolutional symbol Encoder - Symbol repetition Modulation 16 x 8 = 128 symbol symbols 4.8 kbpsb array
interleaver 26.66 ... ms delay = (128 symbols/4,8 ksps) symbols PN,(t, €I,), n = 15 cos 2nQ Baseband filter 1 PNq(t. €I$. n = 15 1.2288 Mcps 1 I its 2nt3 Figure 4.13 Sync channel modulation. order of the binary symbols before transmission (leaving inter them) and then restore the correct order of the receiver (deinterleaving them), pattern of consecutive, consecutive,
interdependent piece errors can be broken in isolated, independent error for more reliable error detection and correction. O n sync channel, each symbol is repeated once, resulting in 128 encoded symbols per sync channel frame. The block of 128 symbols per frame is then interleaved using a special technique designed to provide as much separation as possible between
adjacent pieces accidentally received when de-devated at the receiver. The interleaving process introduces a delay of a frame duration, or 26.66 ms. Principles of THE IS-95 interleaving are explained in section 4.4. The interleaved sync channel data is then modulated by the H32,the 32nd line of the Hadamard matrix, which is the Walsh sequence consisting of 32 zeros
followed by 32 ones-a square wave9'-with chip at 1,2288 Mcps. The use of this particularly simple Walsh sequence makes the acquisition of the sync channel making channel by mobile. The period of this square wave (64 chips) 6411,2288 = 5 2 . 0 8 3 ~ as ~' is a quarter of the period with a data symbol; combination of sync data and this Walsh sequence can be seen as the
modulating polarity of data in a square wave, four periods at a time. An OVERVIEW of THE IS-95 349 The Walsh multiplexed sync channel data is propagated in bandwidth by the P N code modulator beacon, as shown above in Figure 4.13. The effective propagation factor (machining gain) for encoding, diversity, multiplexing and P N modulation is the ratio of 1,2288
Mcps/1200 bps = 1024. A summary of sync channel modulation parameters is given in Table 4.1. The sync channel message provides the information necessary for your phone to receive synchronization to the system hour. After this synchronization is complete, your phone can receive the switching channel and broadcast on the access channel. Since all channels except the
pilot and sync channels are encoded using the long P N code, the sync hr is necessary to properly demodulate any other channel. As mentioned earlier, the sync channel is divided into 26.66-ms frames, conveniently made identical to the period of the short PN codes, three of which form an 80-ms superframe. Each sync channel frame and thus synchronize channel superframe
begins at the same moment as the short P N sequence. Thus, when the pilot channel is obtained, the beginning of the P N sequence is known as the beginning of the sync channel frame. The sync channel message starts at the start of a sync channel superframe. The system time and the long code state given in the message are valid at the start of the fourth superfram after
the last superfram containing the message. The message is padded to be contained in an integer number of superframes. The interleaver, symbol repetition, and convolutional encoding used by the sync channel are also synchronized to the beginning of the frame. The valid system time is referenced to the zero offset superframe, as shown in Figure 4.14. In other words, the
offset of the base station from the received frame time is subtracted to vielda the zero-offset time. The base station offset is explicitly transmitted as part of the sync channel message to identify the base station. Table 4.1 Sync channel modulation parameters Parameter Value units Data rate P N chip speed Code repetition Modulation symbol rate P N chips/mod symbol P N
chipdbit 1.200 1.2288 1/2 2 4, 2 800 256 1024 bps Mcps bits/code symbol mod symbols/code symbols 350 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Sync channel I / message +Four superframes Zero-offset reference d~ rame V 26.6 ... ms Parameters valid 4 w~ u ~ erfrarne PN 80 ms offset + IFrame b-v 26.6...ms Figure 4.14 Time at which synchronization channel parameters
become valid. After receiving the synchronization channel message, the initial loading of the long code registry is known. This data is loaded by the mobile into its longcode shift register, Whlch is started at the precise moment the parameters become valid. With the long-coded generator running, it can be accessed when needed. It is also useful to note that the beginning of
paging and traffic channel frames traffic channel frames with the start of a sync channel superframe. 4.2.3.3 Paging channels The paging channels are used to alert the mobile phone to incoming calls, to convey channel assignments and to transfer information about the system's overheads. Paging information is generated either with 9.6 kbps or 4.8 kbps, as shown in Figure
4.15. The information is convolutionally encoded, repeated and interleaved. Note that the repetition of the code symbols is adapted to the data rate to determine the speed of symbols interleaved by 19.2 ksps. Other than for the synchronization channel, the data frames for the IS-95 channels are 20 ms in length, and the interleavings are performed on a frame-by-frame basis.
The 19.2-ksps course requires the interleaver to process 384 coded symbols. It does so by forming incoming data into 16 columns with 24 consecutive symbols, then reading them out in such a way as to maximize the distance between symbols as the Overview of IS-95 351 Decimator: long-coded PN generator Pn search channel, bits 9.6 kbps 4.8 kbps I Code symbols
Convolutional encoder I' = 112, K = 9 19'2 ksps 9.6 kpsps 64th chip (1228,8164 = 19.2) - Symbol repetition XI orx2 I I Modulation 24 symbols 19.2 kpsps I 16 = 3844 interleaver 19.2 ksps PN,(t, Oi), n = 15 1.2288 Mcps cos 27&amp;t I I Baseband filter Baseband filter Hk I its 2xLt 1 1.2288 Mcps I Figure 4.15 Paging duct modulation. previously adjacent, as explained in detail in
section 4.4. All paging channel modulation symbols are transmitted at the same power and base band data rate for a given CDMA system, as opposed to the frame-by-frame variation of voice data rate and reduced power of lower-speed symbols in the front traffic channel, as discussed below. As with the sync channel, the default encoder of a paging channel is not reset after
each frame; thus, for both types of channel, the symbols at the end of an interleaverblock affect the symbols at the beginning of the next block. Unlike the sync channel, the encoded and interleaved paging channel symbols are encoded with a 42-step P N sequence in 42 steps running on 1.2288 Mc discs that are decimated to a 19.2-ksps rate by sampling every 64 P N coder.
The long PN code is generated by a 42-step shift 352 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook registry, with a period of 242 - 1 FZ 4.4 x 1012 chips (lasting over 41 days at 1.2288 Mcps), carrying out the recursion indicated by the characteristic polynome A phase shift of the original long P N code sequence unique to the particular paging channel and base station is obtained by
combining the outputs of the registry steps selected with a 42-bit mask , as illustrated in Figure 4.16. For paging channels, the mask is derived from the paging channel number and and base station ID in the form of its pilot-P N code shift; that is, the paging channel mask (which starts with the most bit) given by where xxx is the paging channel number and yyyyyyyyis is the
base station pilot P N sequence shift index. It is is P N sequence is any shift of the original sequence, which runs at 1/64 times the speed. Because the sampled P N code has the same speed as the encoded data, the data waveform does not spread in bandwidth by combining with this particular P N code. The factors influencing the selection of the long-code masks used on
the forward and reverse links are discussed in Chapter 6, as well as the effect of decimating a P N sequence. 0 42-bit code mask Selected long-code phase offset Figure 4.1 6 42-Step long-coded PN generator with user-separated mask. Overview of 6 - 9 5 353 Each paging channel symbol stream is disseminated through its designated Walsh sequence, corresponding to one
of the first through seventh rows of the Hadamard matrix H1-H7, then spread in square of the short PN codes. Paging channel modulation parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. A switching message directed to a particular mobile device could be sent regularly on one of the switching channels, requiring the mobile phone to scan the active paging channels for a possible
message addressed to the mobile phone. Or, to relieve your phone of the burden of scanning the various paging channels, the paging message can be sent periodically on all paging channels; however, this procedure is a waste of paging channel capacity. In IS-95, each active paging channel has a number of periodically recurring message locations (e.g. 2,048 locations)
available for sending pages and other messages from base to mobile. When a message is queued for a particular mobile, using a hash function, the base station pseudorandomly selects one of the switching channels and pseudorandomly selects one of the message locations in the paging channel for transmission to the particular cell phone. The mobile phone knows exactly
which paging channel and message location to monitor for ~ossiblemessages because the pseudorandom selection is based on its own identification number and known system parameters. The purpose of the hash function is to distribute message traffic evenly among the switching channels and message locations. The IS95 hash functions are discussed in Appendix 4B.
4.2.3.4 Traffic channels There are nominally up to 55 forward traphhasic channels carrying the digital voice or data to the mobile user. It is possible to use one or more of the seven Walsh sequences normally assigned to paging channels for traffic channels, for a total of up to 62 traffic channels, if the system becomes heavily loaded. Table 4.2 Paging channel modulation
parameters Data rate PN chip speed Code repeat Modulation symbolate PN chips/mod symbol PN c h i d in d in t Units Value Parameter 4800 bps 9600 1.2288 1.2288 Mcps bits/bits/code symbol 1/2 1/2 mod symbols/code symbols 2 1 19 200 19 200 symbols/sec (sps) 64 64 128 256 354 COMA Systems Handbook It tends to be so, however, that mutual interference on the
reverse link limits the number of simultaneous calls to fewer than 55 calls, so the forwardlink is more than sufficient for traffic can be supported by the system. Walsh sequences designated for use on traffic channels are H8-H31 and H33-H63. A block diagram for modulation for the front traffic channel is given in Figure 4.17. As shown in the diagram, the mth user's voice data is
encoded on a frame-by-frame by using a variable-rate voice encoder, which generates data of 8.6, 4.0, 2.0, or 0.8 kbps depending on voice activity, corresponding to 172.80, 40, or 16 bits per 20-ms frame, respectively. A cyclic failover check (CRC) error-detecting code calculation is done with the two highest prices, adding 12 bits per frame for the highest rate and 8 bits per
frame at the second highest rate. At the mobile receiver, as voice Information bits for I I Add frame quality users m bit indicators (CRC) for 9.6 and 4.8 kbps 8.6 kbps prices 4.0 kbps 2.0 kbps 0.8 kbps I - 9.2 4.0 kbps 0.8 kbps I - 9.2 4.0 kbps 4 2.0 0.8 Add &amp;bit b encoder tail kbps kbps kbps kbps I 9.6 kbps 4.8 kbps 2.4 kbps 1.2 kbps cOnvO1utiOnal encoder r = 112. K = 9
s$% 19.2 9.8 4.8 2.4 ksps ksps ksps ksps 42-stroke long code Modulation symbols 19..4 2 ksps v b \ 1L Power control pieces sample every 64th symbol -+ MUX fw MUX timing Baseband filter Baseband filter I its 2nfl Figure 4.17 Traffic channel modulation. In Svmbci 4B:x4 L'9'0 I I I I Modulation symbols 19.2 kps I Block interleaver 24 x 16 = 384symbol array 20-ms delay
(384119.2 ksps) 1r:5 ~h In Overview of IS-95 355 data rate received is determined in part from performing similar CRC calculations, which also provide frame error reception statistics for forward link power control purposes. The theory and use of CRC codes is discussed in Chapter 5. While waiting for falsifying encoding on a block basis (code symbols in a frame that do not
affect them in adjacent frames), a phallic encoder tail of 8 bits is added to each block of data to provide blocks of 192, 96, 48 or 24 bits per frame, corresponding to the data rates of 9.6, 4.8, 2.4 and 1.2 kbps that enter the encoder, which is defined as full , one half, one quarter and one-eighth, respectively. Convolutional encoding is performed using a speed of 112, limiting
length 9 code, resulting in encoded symbol speeds of 19.2, 9.6, 4.8 and 2.4 ksps. Coded symbols are repeated as needed to provide a constant number of encoded symbols per frame, resulting in a constant symbol data rate of 19.2 kps (i.e. 19.2 kpsx 1, 9.6 ksps x 2, 4.8 kpsx 4.4 kpsx 8). The 19.2 ksps x 20 ms = 384 symbols within the same 20-ms frame are interleaved to
combat burst errors due to bleaching, using the same interleaving schedule as on switching channels. Each traffic channel's encoded voice or data symbols are encoded to provide voice privacy through a different phase shift of the long P N code, decimated to provide a code speed of 19.2 kcps. Note that different mobile users are distinguished on the forward link by the ortatal
Walsh sequence associated with the particular traffic channel, not by the user-specific The encoded data data punctured (overwritten) at an average speed of 800 bps of symbols used to control the power of the mobile station, the details of this power control subchannel are discussed in section 4.4. One of 64 possible Walsh-Hadamard periodic sequences is modulo-2 added to
the stream of 1.2288 Mcps, increasing the speed by a factor of 64 chips/modulation symbol (codified symbol). Each symbol of a given traffic channel is represented by the same assigned 64-chip Walsh sequence for a data symbol value of 0 and the complement of the sequence for a data symbol value of 1. Walsh-Hadamard sequence of order 64 has property that all 64 of
sequences are mutualortonal. A unique sequence is assigned to each traffic channel so that when receiving at their respective mobile stations, the traffic channels can be distinguished (demultiplexed) based on the ortonality of the assigned sequences. This ortogonally dispersed data current is transmitted to the quadrature modulator for P N proliferation and RF transmission.
356 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Note from Figure 4.17 that, regardless of the data speed, the modulated channel symbol speed must be 19.2 ksps. This is achieved by means of code symbol repetition for courses smaller than the data rate of 9.6 ksps. The relationship between code symbol energy and the information bit rate is given in Table 4.3 for different data
rates. 4.3 Description of Reverse Link operations The reverse link channel structure IS-95 consists of two types of channels: access and traffic channels. To reduce interference and save mobile power, a pilot channel is not transferred to the reverse link. A mobile phone broadcasts on either an access or a traffic channel, but never both at the same time. As far as the mobile is
concerned, the reverse link channel is an operating mode. 4.3.1 Reverse Link CAI Summary Before going into details about the various aspects of the IS-95 reverse link design, we first provide a summary of the main features of reverse link CAI. Multiple access: the reverse link channeling is based on a conventional spread-spectrum P N code division multiple access scheme
where different mobile users are distinguished by distinct phase shifts of 42-step long P N code, which acts as user addresses. Thus, C in the CDMA refers to the reverse link spread-spectrum multiple access using P N codes. Table 4.3 Forward Channel Modulation Parameters Parameter Parameter 9 600 1.2288 PN Chip Speed Code Speed 1/2 1 Code Repeat Mod Symbol
Speed 19 200 Code Sys Energy Eb/2 PN Chips/Symbol 64 PN Chips/Bit 128 Value 4,800 2,400 1,2288 1.2288 1,228 8 1/12 1/2 4 2 19 200 19 200 Eb/4 Eb/8 64 64 256 512 1 200 1 2288 1/2 8 19 200 Eb/16 64 1 024 Units bps Mcps bidcode symbol mod sym/code sym sps Overview of 6 . 9 5 357 Quadratic scattering: in addition to the long P N code, the reverse link data
stream is direct-sequenced in squares of the same two short P N codes as on the forward each mobile station in each cell uses the reference or zero offset phases of these two codes. Modulation: The reverse link waveform features 64-ary ortactonal modulation using sequences of 64 chips to represent six binary data symbols. The quadrature modulation of I (cosine) and Q
(sine) RF carriers of the two different PN-encoded bipolar (f) baseband digital data streams, with Q-quadrature current delayed by half a P N chip, generates a form of offset quaternary phase-shift keying (OQPSK). Pulse forming: the shape of the baseband digital pulses in the I and Q output channels is determined by an FIR filter designed to control the spectrum of the
radiated effect for minimal adjacent frequency interference. P N chip speed: P N code chip speed, which is 1.2288 Mcps, is 128 times the maximum source data rate of 9.6 kbps. Acquisition: the base station's acquisition and tracking of mobile signals is helped by the mobile phone's transmission of a preamble that contains no data. Voice encoding: a variable rate vocoder is
specified, with data rates 1,200, 2,400, 4,800, and 9,600 bits/s depending on voice activity in a given 20-ms frame. The reverse link signal transmission toll cycle during a call is proportional to the data rate. One-or-control encoding: the reverse link uses course 1/3 convolutional encoding, with Viterbi decoding. Interleaving: to protect against any burst-error patterns, the
interleaves code symbols for reverse link before transmission, using a 20-ms span. 4.3.2 Multiple Access Scheme There is at least one reverse link access channel for each paging channel on the forward link, with a maximum of 32 access channels per paging channel. The access channels are used for the phone to initiate a call or respond to a page or information request
from the base station. The number of traffic channels on the reverse link, which transmits voice and data to the base station, is equal to the number of traffic channels on the forward link. When no paging channels are used on the forward link, the 358 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook is the maximum number of traffic channels 62. In practice, the number of channels is
limited by user interference on the reverse link. Each reverse link channel is characterized by a user-separate phase shift of the same 42-step P N sequence in 42 steps used on the forward link. Therefore, C in CDMA on the reverse link is the user-separate P N code, while on the forward link, it is the set of mutually ortactal Walsh sequences. The channels received at the base
station are shown in Figure 4.18, where n (number of paging channels) and m (number of traffic channels) are limited by interference. The reverse link transmitter consists of a convolutional encoder and modulator, and a quadrature modulator and RF circuits, as shown conceptually in Figure 4.19. Each of these components is used during mobile transmissions on both reverse
link channels. Note that the square modulator for the reverse link is from what is used on the forward link by inserting a half-chip delay into the quadrature-phase (Q) channel to achieve a form of OQPSK modulation. The effect of this delay is to limit The I and Q chip data transitions to one square clock at a time, rather than letting them be simultaneous as on the forward link.
Half a chip offset Reverse link 1.2288 McPS CDMA radio channel b- User-addressed long-coded PN offsets Encoded, interleaved, encoded SSmodulated signals for mobile call initialization and data responding to switching channel messages 4 - Encoded, interleaved, encoded SSmodulated signals bearing digital voice and data Figure 4.18 Reverse link channel assignments
on the base station. OVERVIEW OF IS95 data Encoder &amp; modulator + , 112 chip delay 359 FIR filter Combiner &amp; RF circuits FIR filter P N ~ Figure 4.19 Block diagram of the reverse link transmitter. eliminates phase transitions through the origin to provide a modulation scheme that provides a relatively constant envelope. The binary I and Q signals are mapped into
the phase-producing signal constellation as shown in Figure 4.20. The transitions shown in the figure do not reflect the influence of the waves that limit the phase path by their effect on the quadrature waveforms. Note, however, that there is no transition through the origin. We have more to say about OQPSK signaling in Section 7.2. The transmission of the same data using a
two-square-clock modulation system is a form of diversity. As explained in section 7.3, its analytical justification shows that the QPSK CDMA system has a 3-dB advantage over the BPSK CDMA system in terms of intersymbol interference performance and also has advantages of cochannel interference. c I - channel Figure 4.20 Phase transitions for OOPSK. 360 COMA
Systems Engineering Handbook 4.3.3 Reverse Link Channels There are two categories of channels in the reverse link: access channel and traffic channel. The access channel is used by the mobile station to initiate communication with the base station and to respond to messages sent to the mobile phone by the base station on the switching channels. As for the forward link,
the reverse link also has variable data rate for traffic channels, ranging from 1.2 to 9.6 kbps. The transmission of different data rates is achieved by the randomizer data syringe ass, which is discussed in detail below. 4.3.3.1 Access Channel Access channel data is generated at a rate of 88 bits per 20-ms frame, to which eight encoder tail bits are attached because the encoder
state is restored after each frame. The interest rate into the encoder is then (88 8)/.02 = 4 800 bps, as illustrated in Figure 4.21. This data is encoded at a speed of 113, restriction length 9 convolutional encoder. The speed from the encoder is 3 x 4.8 = 14.4 ksps. + h 42-step long code PN generator Access channel information Code Code Code Block intelleaver bits W(64 6)
Convolutional symbols Symbol symbols 32 x 18,578 symbols Walsh encoder ----+ ortage symbol matrix 2 28.8 kPs modulation 28.8 kps 4.8 kbps r = 113. K = 9 14.4 ksps with (578,28,8 20-ms ksps) delay 1.2288 Mcps 307.2 k 1,2288 Mcps cos 2 xjt 1.2288 Mcps I 112 chip delay Baseband filter its 2 e l Image 4.21 channel Accessation module. Overview of IS-95 36 1 To
accommodate the same block-interleaving schedule on access and reverse traffic channels, the access channel code symbols are repeated, allowing the course in interleaver 2 x 14.4 = 3 x 9.6 = 28.8 ksps, the same as the speed entered the interleaver for the highest reverse channel data rate, 9,600 bps. The interleaving scheme, which is described more fully in section 4.4,
reads a frame's value of data (28.8 x 20 = 576 code symbols) by column in an array of 18 columns with 32 consecutive symbols, which are read alike by rows in a given order to separate the data symbols in time. The interleaved code symbols are sent to a (64, 6) Walsh encoder. The Walsh encoding consists of using each group of six encoded symbols (co, cl, . .. , c5) to select
one of 26 = 64 Walsh sequences H in order 64. The selection is done by calculating the index in according to the rule where I am the line in the 64 x 64 Hadarnard array, and {cj) are encoded binary (0, 1) symbols. The symbol speed is therefore increased by 6416, from 28,800 sps to 307,200 cps, in units with Walsh chips per second. This step can be seen as the encoding
sequence for a (n = 64, k = 6) error correcting code. It is also easily interpreted as a form of 64-ary ortactonal modulation using binary channel symbols. An analysis of the reverse link's 64-ary ortactonal modulation scheme is presented in section 7.2.2.5. The access channel signal is further propagated by a factor of four using a certain phase displacement of the 42-stage Long
P N code clocked at a rate of 1.2288 Mcps. A phase shift of the original sequence is obtained by the inner product of the vector consisting of output from each shift register stage with a user-specific 42-bit mask sequence. For access channels, the mask is constructed using the pseudorandomly calculated access channel and associated switch channel number, and by base
station identification parameters. The long P N-code-spread baseband stream is combined separately with I- and Q-quadrature short PN code sequences before waveshaping and transmission, with the Q-channel combination delayed by half a chip to implement OQPSK modulation and quadrature diversity. Note that the signal is not further propagated by this operation, as the
short P N codes are clocked at the same rate, 1.2288Mcps. Also note that Figure 4.21 indicates that the zero offset code phases for the short PN codes are used for all mobiles in all cells; the different user signals are distinguished only by their unique long P N code ~hases. Table 4.4 summarizes the modulation parameters for the access channel. 362 COMA Systems
Engineering Manual Table 4.4 Access channel modulation parameters Parameter Value Data rate P N chip rate Code rate Code symbol repetition Transmit duty cycle Code symbol rate Modulation Modulation Modulation Rate Walsh chip rate Mod symbol duration P N chipdcode symbol P N chipdmod symbol P N chips/Walsh chip 4800 bps 1.2288 Mcps Bitdcode symbol 1/3
Symbols/code symbol 2 100 Oh 28,2 800 sps 6 Code sym/mod sym 4800 sps 307.2 kcps 208.33 ps 42.67 256 4 Access channel broadcasts of special mobiles are allowed during assigned ranges called access channel locations, which is an integer number of 20-ms frames in length. Each broadcast within an access channel slot begins with a short random delay to allocate the
broadcast start times of the different phones that can broadcast in the same slot on different channels, and with a preamble of 96 data zeros to help the base station acquire the signal. The first time that a mobile uses an access channel, its transfers are limited to probe messages formatted according to a particular procedure until the correct power level for the particular mobile
has been set. 4.3.3.2 Reverse Traffic Channel Up to 62 traffic channels receive voice or data from the mobile phone at the base station. A block diagram of traffic channel processing is given in Figure 4.22. A variable rate vocoder is used to generate a digital voice signal with speeds ranging from 0.8 to 8.6 kbps in a given 20-ms traffic channel frame. Depending on the data
rate, the data frame is encoded with a CRC block code to enable the base station receiver to determine whether the frame was received with errors. An 8-bit encoder tail is added to the frame to ensure that the default encoder, which follows, is restored to the all-zero state at the end of the frame. These actions result in data rates of 9,600 (full rate), 4,800 (half speed),
OVERVIEW OF IS-95 363 Information bits Traffic Channel Information about traffic channel Frame quality Add &amp;bit Convolutional indicator encoder ) encoder W for 9.6 and 4.8 kbps tail 8.6 kbps 9.2 Kbps 9.2 Kbps 9.2 Kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps ps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps
9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9.2 kbps 9 ps 9 9.6 kbps r = 113, K = 9 (CRC 4.4 kbps 4.0 kbps . 4.8 kbps 2.0 kbps
2.0 kbps 2.4 kbps 0.8 kbps 0.8 kbps 1.2 kbps (172.80. 40. or 16 bitslframe) Code 28.8 ksps 14.4 kps 7.2 kps 3.6 ksps Symbol repetition 28.6:xI 14'4:x2 72:x4 3'6:x8 28.8 ksos II Modulation 'Ode W(64 6) IntelleaverAwder 32 x 18 = 576 ortallal array element with 20 ms delay 4'8 ksps (576 symbolsl28.8 ksps) 26. 3 8 ksps modulation 307.2 kcps Data burst lr Frame data rate 42-
bit long code Mask -IPN generator1 In 1.2268 Mcps PN,(t, 0). n = 15 1.2288 Mcps cos 2n/,t I I Baseband filter .. 112 chip delay Baseband filter I pity 2nLt Figure 4.22 Reverse traffic channel modulation. 2,400 (1/4 interest), or 1,200 (1/8 basis) bps with, respectively, 192, 96.48 or 24 bits per The frame is then convolutionally encoded with a 1/3 beat, resulting in 3 x 192 = 576
code symbols per frame at full pace, or 28.8 ksps. For other voice data rates, the code symbols are repeated as needed to ensure that each course enters the same number of code code to the interleaver in a frame. The interleaver reads data sequentially by column in an array of 32 rows and 18 columns; this procedure causes symbol repetitions to be in different rows. As
described more fully in Section 4.4, the lines of the interleaver array, each containing 18 code symbols, are read up in an order that depends on how many times the code symbols are repeated. For example, if the symbols are repeated twice (i.e. the voice data rate is 4,800 bps), then every other symbol in a column of 32 symbols is a repeated symbol, making every other row
in the array a repeated row. In this case, the IS-364 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 95 indicates that the lines are read atop the following: the first two odd-numbered lines, then their repeated lines; the other two odd-numbered lines, then their repetitions; and so on. This procedure results in a sequence of two lines of code symbols (36 symbols), their 36 repeated
symbols, another 36 symbols followed by their 36 repeated symbols, and so on. In other words, the data repetitions are rearranged by groups of 36 symbols. The purpose of this regrouping of the repeated symbols is to allow the deletion of repeated symbols by groups. The justification for such deletion is explained below. Every six consecutive encoded symbols from the
interleaver are used to select a 64-chip Walsh sequence for ortactonal modulation as per the rule given in (4.6), with a chip rate of 28.8 x 6416 = 307.2 kcps. Thus, each row of 18 symbols from the interleaver generates three Walsh-coded ortactonal modulation symbols, and each frame of 576 code symbols generates 96 ortatonal modulation symbols; because of the way the
symbols are read out from the interleaver array, these modulation symbols appear in alternating groups of six modulation symbols and 6(n - 1) repeat modulation symbols, where n is the repeat order. Altogether in a frame gap there are 9616 = 16 groups of six orthogonal modulation symbols, each composed of 6 x 64 = 384 Walsh chips. Table 4.5 summarises the grouping of
these symbols in terms of their repetitions. To reduce the average amount of reverse link interference and thus increase the user's capacity, on reverse link transfers, repeated symbols gated off. A data burst randomizer is used to select in a pseudorandom Table 4.5 Grouping of ortonal modulation symbols Modulation svmbol tzrouving Voice speed Repetition 9,600 bps x1 96/6
4,800 bps x2 - ; 6 symbols; etc. (no repetitions) 16 groups of 6 6 symbols, 6 repeats ; 6 symbols, 6 repeats; Etc. V 96/12= 8 groups of 12 2 400 bps x4 6 symbols, 3 groups of 6 repeat ; etc. ., \ 96/24 = 4 groups of 24 1 200 bps x 8 6 symbols, 7 groups of 6 repetitions; etc. \ ., 96/48 = 2 groups of 48 Overview of IS.95 365 way which of the groups of six symbols is transmitted,
based on control bits that are values of long PN code sequence bits at a given time. Figure 4.23 the concept of filling9 filling9 notches of the frame with pseudorandomly selected broadcasts. The user-separated displacement of the 42-step long P N code is then used to further spread the signal and ensure that the channels can be distinguished. The offset is implemented using
a mask that depends on the mobile phone's electronic serial number (ESN). The masks and offsets on both forward and reverse traffic channels are identical for a given mobile user. The modulation parameters for the reverse traffic channel are summarized in Table 4.6. Transfers on the reverse traffic channel begin with an introduction of data frames with all zero to help the
base station obtain the signal. Signalling messages from the mobile phone to the base station can be sent on the reverse traffic channel and the access channel. When sending a message, it can be sent in a dim and burst mode during periods of active speech, where some of the voice data in a frame is overwritten by message data, or in a blank and burst mode under ~e r i o
d sof speech inactivity, where all the data in the frame is message data. 9,600 bps: all slots filled b k- 112 filled 112 filled 4 6 modulation symbols = 384 Walsh chips 4,800 bps: 112 filled 112 filled 112 filled I 112 filled 112 filled 112 filled b 0 I ' 1 I I 2 I I 3 I ' 4 I ' 5 I l 6 I ' 7 I ' 8 I ' 9 I I I I I I 1 1 0 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 2 ~ 1 3 ~ 1 4 ~ 1 5 2,400 bps: 114 filled 114 filled 114 filled 114 filled k 118
filled 1,200 bps: Ir Figure 4.23 Data-burst randomizer operation. 118 filled 4 366 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Table 4.6 Reverse traffic channel modulation parameters Parameter Transmit rate PN chip rate Code rate duty cycle Code symbol rate Modulation rate Mod symbol rate Walsh chip rate Mod symbol duration PN chipdcode symbol PN chipdmod symbol PN
chips/ Walsh chip Value Units bps Mcps pieces code symbol O/o SPS code sym mod sym SPS kcps P 4.3.4 Comparison of Forward and Reverse Links We can see that many similarities and differences exist between the operation of the forward and reverse links. Most of these differences can be traced to the fact that the forward link is a one-to-many transmission that
contributes to the transmission of a pilot for coherent demodulation. On the reverse link, .a many-to-one transmission, a pilot is impractical and noncoherent demodulation must be used. On the reverse link, it will thus be difficult to ensure that the received signals from all mobiles are ortatonal. Instead, many interference-reducing technologies are used on the reverse link to
ensure that capacity is maximized. The voice encoding process for both links is identical up to the point of fallutionent encoding. Both links use powerful limit length 9 convolutional codes, but the forward link uses rate 112 and the reverse link uses rate 113. The asymptotic encoding is 4.77 dB for both codes; however, rate 113 code exhibits approximately 0.3 dB more code
profit over most ranges of SNR. on both links, the take the data rate up to that of the 9.6-kbps code. Block interleaving is performed over a single 20-ms frame, which contains 384 symbols on the forward link and 576 on the back. The mobile-to-base link uses Walsh-Hadamard sequences to form 64-ary modulation symbols. On the basis of the mobile link, the walsh sequences
are the Overview of IS95 367 assigned by the base station based on the use of the channel. Thus, on the reverse link, the Walsh sequences are selected by the encoded data symbols, and on the forward link they are selected by using the channel. The forward link uses the Walsh sequences to distinguish between different users, with a period of one Walsh sequence per code
symbol. The reverse link uses a distinct phase shift of the long PN code to distinguish between users. The long P N code on the front channel is decimated to distort data for voice privacy, because scrambling must be done on the modulation symbol course to preserve Walsh's sequence of ortonality among users. The reverse long chip rate code may be greater than the Walsh
chip rate because walsh symbol ortonality is not used to distinguish users on the reverse link. All repeated symbols on a forward traffic channel are transmitted, while repeated symbols on a reverse traffic channel are gated off using a randomization process. The forward channel uses QPSK modulation, but the reverse channel uses OQPSK modulation. The comparison of the
two links can be summarized as shown in Table 4.7. 4.4 Special features of the IS-95 system In this subsection, we describe some of the modulation functions briefly mentioned in the summaries of the FORWARD and reverse links listed above, including details of interleaving and power control systems. Also, we pay attention to special features of system operation not
mentioned previously, including the different uses of diversity made by the system and handoff procedures used. Table 4.7 Comparison between forward and reverse traffic channels Forward link Course 1/2, limit length 9 Encoding 1 frame, 384 symbols Interleaving Walsh modulation Distinguishes a particular user Scrambles data Long PN code Decimated to symbol speed
Repeated symbols All symbols transmitted Modulation QPSK Reverse link Speed 1/3, limitation length 9 1 frame, 576 symbols Provides 64-ary modulation Distinguishes users No need to change rate Repeated symbols gated off OQPSK 368 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 4.4.1 Power Control One of the goals of a multi-access system, such as is-95 CDMA digital
cellular phone system, is to maximize the number of concurrent users it can accommodate. If each mobile device's transmitter is adjusted so that the signal-interference ratio received at the base station is at the minimum acceptable level, the capacity of the system will be maximized. Any increase in mobile power raises system disruptions, and capacity is compromised. A very
complex and dynamic must be used to control the received power and thus maximize channel capacity. In a mobile system, one mobile can be near the base station, while another can be several miles away. The distance between different mobiles and the base station can vary by a factor of 100. Since loss of dispersion path is controlled roughly by an inversefourth power law,
variations of up to 80dB between different users can be found. A power control method with a high dynamic range must be used. Another feature of the cellular channel is bleaching caused by the signal's reflected off various objects, creating a signal whose multipath components mutually interfere in a way that is very sensitive to the position of the antenna. The average speed
of fades as a mobile travels in an area characterized by multipath bleaching is a function of mobile speed, is about one fade per second per mile per hour of mobile speed in the 850-MHz frequency range. These fading can cause the signal to be muted by more than 30dB in extreme cases. The power control method must be able to track the majority of these fades. Figure 4.24
illustrates the effect of rapid bleaching on the received mobile signal force. The principles on which the dispersion path, bleaching and mathematical modelling are based were the subject of Chapter 2. The IS-95 system uses a combination of open loop power control and closed loop. In the open circuit, the measured received signal strength from the base station is used to
determine the transmitting power of the mobile; a decrease in the average received base station signal power is a realtime indication of a degradation in the mobile channel that can be caused by variations in the characteristics of the signal path, such as terrain and artificial structures that insert the shadowingmof signal. Assuming that the reverse link is subject to the same
changes in average path loss as the forward link, the open-loop power control cell phone's average transfer power is adjusted accordingly. This open-loop method of power control provides a quick response to changes in signal conditions. Since the overview of IS-95 369 r Distance Figure 4.24 Effect of rapid bleaching on signal strength. forward and reverse links are separated
in frequency (45 MHz for cellular and 80MHz for PCS), however, they tend to fade independently. The correct attitude of mobile transmitter power cannot be derived exactly using only the base station average signal force measured on the mobile; feedback from the base station on its measurement of received mobile power must also be used. In the IS-95 system, the base
station measures the mobile signal strength and then transmits a power control command for the mobile phone to increase or decrease its transmitting power, providing a closed loop refinement to the individual cell phone's setting for its transmission power level. 4.4.1.1 Open-Loop Power Control As mentioned above, each mobile station measures the received strength of the
pilot signal. From this measurement and from information about the power budget link that is transmitted during initial synchronization, the forward link path loss is estimated. Assuming a similar road loss for the reverse link, the cell phone uses this information to determine its transmitter power. A simplified link budget equation for the reverse link can be written Received SNR
(dB) = mobile power (dBm) - reverse net losses (dB) - total reverse link noise and interference (dBm) so that the mobile power to be transmitted is determined by (4.7a) 370 COMA Systems Ensineerins Handbook Mobile power (dBm) = received SNR (dB) + reverse net losses (dB) + total reversing noise and interference (dBm) (4,7b) where dBm denotes dB with respect to 1
mW and the net losses on the reverse link include propagation and other losses offset by antenna gains. For the forward link, the received base station power can be written Received power ( one m ) = base power (dBm) - net forward losses (dB) (4.8a) which can be solved for the net losses on the forward link: Net forward losses (dB) = base power (dBm) - received power (
one m ) (4.8b) This equation neglects the fact that the mobile measurement of the received base, power is damaged by forward links and interference. Replacing net forward loss of (4.8b) in (4.7b) as an estimate of net reverse loss and replacing a target value of reverse link received SNR result in the equation Mobile power ( a m ) = target SNR (dB) + base station effect ( a m )
+ total reverse noise and interference ( a m ) - received power (dBm) = constant (dB) - received power ( a m ) (4.9a) (4.9b) In IS-95 , the nominal value of the constant in (4.9b) is set to -73 dB. This value can be attributed to the nominal values -13 dB for the target SNR, -100dBm for the reverse link noise and interference, and 40dBm (10 W) for the base station power. The
actual values of these parameters may be different, however-the point is that the required amount of mobile transmitter power is inversely proportional to the amount of forward link power received, expressed by the ratio in (4.9b). Data to calibrate the constant in (4.9b) is sent to the mobiles on the sync channel. By design, the temporal response of the mobile to this information
is nonlinear. If the pilot is suddenly received with high signal strength, the mobile transmitter's power is immediately reduced, within several microseconds, on the principle that a higher received value for forward link power is a better estimate of average link loss, apart from fading. However, if the measured Overview of IS-95 37 1 signal strength drops, the mobile power is
slowly increased, at the behest of a millisekcustomers. The reason for this procedure is that if the power is not reduced quickly when an improvement in the path is encountered, the cell phone will cause an increase in interference for the other users until the problem is corrected. Similarly, if the power increased rapidly, the road loss may in fact be less than derived from the
front link, perhaps because the base station signal faded and the mobile signal did not, and again the mobile would cause interference to the other users. Therefore, the system accepts a breakdown in a single user's signal to prevent increased interference for all users. Figure 4.25 shows the mobile transmission power corresponding to the channel in Figure 4.24, which is
controlled only by the nonlinear open loop method. The dashed line in Figure 4.25 represents the transmitting effect if the received signal was tracked without the nonlinear filter, and the solid line represents the transmission effect with the filter. 4.4.1.2 Closed loop Power control As the forward and reverse links can fade independently, the power control is used with a closed
loop in is-95. The calculation of forward link path loss by measuring the signal strength received by the base station can be used as a rough estimate of the banana loss on the reverse link. However, the actual value must be measured at the base station when receiving the mobile signal. Time Figure 4.25 Mobile transmitter power controlled by the open-loop power control only.
372 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook The base station compares the measured signal strength with the desired strength and generates a power adjustment command. Signal strength is estimated from intermediate outputs in the reverse link 64-ary orthogonal demodulator and is on average over an effect control group period of 1.25 ms (six Walsh 64-ary symbols). This
power estimate is compared to the desired mobile received power level. If the average power level is greater than the threshold, the power command generator generates a 1 to instruct the cell phone to reduce the power. If the average power is less than the desired level, a 0 is generated to instruct the mobile to increase the effect. These commands instruct the phone to adjust
the transmitter effect by a predetermined amount, usually 1 dB. O n the forward link, in each 1.25-ms range is 19.2 x 1.25 = 24 modulation symbols (i.e., coded and interleaved symbols code), as discussed earlier in conjunction with the front link channel modulation diagram in Figure 4.17. The power control command is inserted into the stream of the front traffic channel after
the interleaving and scrambling by puncturing (overwriting) two consecutive modulation symbols with power control bit. Because the code speed is 1/2, a power control symbol has an energy equivalent to an information bit. The position of the power control command in the stream is pseudorandomly selected using values for the long-coded chips in the previous 1.25ms range.
Since the power control commands should affect the power level of the mobile transmitter as soon as possible, they are added to the stream after encoding and interleaving to eliminate the more than 20-ms delay associated with deinterlea~in~ Decoding. The first 16 of the 24 modulation symbols in a 1.25-ms range are possible starting positions for the power control bit. The
starting position of the power control bit is determined by the values of the last four long-code chips used for scrambling during the previous 1.25-ms period, as illustrated in Figure 4.26. Therfore, the separation between the start of consecutive power control pieces is random, ranging from 9 to 39 modulation symbols. The 24th PN code chip from the last 1.25-ms period is the
most significant piece to determine the position, and the 21st chip is the least significant bit. In the figure, the values of the chips are 24, 23, 22, 21 1 0 1 1 = 11; thus, in this case, the power control bit starts at the symbol 1l t h modulation. The closed control also uses what is known as an outer looppower control. This mechanism ensures the proper functioning of the power
control strategy. The frame rate at the base station is measured and compared to the desired error rate. If the difference between errors Overview of IS-95 1 frame = 20 ms \ Decimated long-coded chips 373 4- + Not used for power control -4 Figure 4.26 Example of power control bit position. is large, as the effect command threshold is adjusted to give the desired FER. 4.4.1.3
Power control for forward link In some mobile locations, the front link may be subject to poor reception conditions, as demonstrated by the mobile phone due to an unacceptably high frame failure rate. The mobile phone in such a mode can request an increase in the power transmitted to it by the base station. When forward link power control is enabled, the base station
periodically reduces the power transmitted to a single mobile device. This process continues until the mobile senses an increase in the forward link frame rate. The cell phone reports the number of frame errors to the base. With this information the base station can determine whether increase power by a small amount, nominal 0.5 dB. Before fulfilling the request, the base
station must consider other requests, loading, and the current transmitted power. The speed of forward link power adjustment is slower than for reverse link power control, steps made on the order of the frame range, 20 ms. Also the dynamic range of the forward link's power adjustments is limited to about k 6 dB if the nominal power. The effect of forward link power control is
studied in Chapter 11 in connection with optimal allocation of forward link power. 3 74 4.4.2 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Interleaving Techniques Used together with repetition or coding, interleaving is a form of time diversity used to dispel outbreaks of errors in time. A sequence of symbols is permuted or interleaved before transmission over a blasted channel. If an
explosion of errors occurs during transmission, restoring the original sequence to its original order effect has to spread the errors over time. About is designed well, then the errors have a more random pattern that can be more easily corrected by coding techniques. The most common employees interleaving techniques fall into two classes. The more common type is block
interleaving. This form is used when data is divided into blocks or frames, such as in the IS-95 system. Convolutional interleaving, on the other hand, is more convenient for a continuous stream. Block interleaving is known for its simple implementation, while convolutional interleaving has performance benefits. Continuous operation causes the initial overhead associated with
convolution interleaving to become insignificant. THE IS-95 uses other forms of interleaving based on block-like techniques and is further described. A brief review of the general topic interleaving is given in Appendix 4A of this chapter. Several parameters describe interleaver performance. One of the most important is the smallest separation, S , which is the minimum distance
at which consecutive errors in a burst spread. Of course this parameter depends on the length of the burst, decreases as burst length increases. As an extreme, consider the case where the burst length is the same as the entire sequence. Minimum separation will be one because no matter how the data is permuted, one error always exists next to another error. Because
interleaving involves storing certain symbols in memory elements while reading others from memory elements, there is a delay. In general, this same delay is also experienced when deinterleaving. Delay D is expressed as the number of additional read/write operations required to perform both interleaving and deinterleaving. As has just been mentioned, the process requires a
number of implementation memory elements designated by parameter M. To achieve good interleaver performance, the minimum separation should be as large as possible, while the delay and memory requirement should be as small as possible. This fact often leads to performance described by key ratios of minimum separation-to-delay S/D and minimum separation-
tomemory S/M. An (I, J) block interleaver can be seen as an array of repositories that contain in columns and J rows. The data are entered in the OVERVIEW of the IS95 375 matrix through columns and are read atop rows, as shown in Figure 4.27. The first symbol entered in the array is entered in the upper-left corner, but the first symbol that is read is from the lower-left
corner. Continuous processing of data requires two arrays: one has data entered into it, the other has data read from it. The interleaving process simply requires duplicate matrices to reverse the interleaving procedure. Properties of the interleaver block are easily obvious by observing the array. Let the length of an explosion of failure be given by B. Minimum separation of two
errors in the burst of length B is given by the interleaver delay is I J by the transmitter and I J Receiver. The total delay is thus D = 21J (4.1 1) For continuous operation, two matrices are required, giving a memory requirement of M = 2IJ (4.12) In Columns , Type of columns Read out of raw Figure 4.27 Read to and write from one ( I ,JI block interleaver. 376 COMA Systems
Engineering Handbook separation of interleavern Minimum can be changed by reading the lines out in another order. The delay and memory requirement are essentially unchanged by this operation. The maximum minimum separation for B 5 I is achieved by reading the lines in the order described above. However, this method provides S = 1 for B &gt; I. Other reading
strategies can reduce the minimum separation for B 5 I while increasing it for B &gt; I. THE IS-95 system uses such techniques. Unless the reading strategy is carefully determined, the minimum separation is generally reduced. The IS-95 system interleaves data from single data frames, which have durations of 20 ms for all channels except the sync channel, which has a frame
duration of 26.66 ms. Thus, all IS-95 interleavers work on blocks of symbols. Strictly speaking, however, blocking interleaving is not employed, but the type of interleaving depends on the channel and original data rate. For example, the reverse link gates the power amplifier on and off to remove repeated symbols, and the interleaver is designed to facilitate this action. The
forward link reads the lines from the array in a nonconventional order to change the smallest separation properties. Interleaving on the sync channel uses a nonconventional technique that is best described as bit reversal. As a diagram with the previous figure 4.13, sync channel code symbols are repeated at 2.4 ksps once, resulting in a 4.8ksps speed in the interleaver. The
symbols are interleaved over a 26,667-ms period, giving a total of 26,667 ms x 4.8 kps = 128 symbols per frame. Let the first symbol into the interleaver be assigned position 0, and the last one will be 127. The reading order is given by changing the position to a 7-bit number, flipping the order of the pieces, and changing the binary number back to decimal. For a 16-bit
sequence, suppose interleave and assign the first bit position 0, and the last bit is 15. The original order is thus Expressing this order in binary format return Turn the order of the pieces in each binary number gives overview of IS-95 377 Convert the binary representation back to decimal form gives the order with which the symbols are read By observation, minimum distance of
symbols in a burst of length B is 4, B = 2 1 , B L 5 IS-95 uses the bit reversing technique over the 128 symbols in the sync channel frame. The input matrix is in Figure 4.28(a), and the output matrix in Figure 4.28(b), where the symbols are loaded into the input array after columns are read out of the output array by columns. As an example, the 38th symbol in the input matrix
would occupy position 37, which is 0100101. the order gives 1010010, which is decimal 82. Note that symbol 37 in the input array shares the same position as 82 in the output array. The smallest separation can be found by observation and ranges from S = 32 for B = 2 to S = 1 for B 2 33. The memory requirement is twice as many symbols in a block for continuous operation:
M = 2 x 128 = 256. The delay also corresponds to twice as many symbols in the array: D = 256 = 256 sym = 53,333 ms 4,800 sym/s Paging and traffic channels use the same interleaver structure on a single 20-ms frame, which contains 384 symbols. As with the sync channel, the IS-95 specifies the interleaver using input and output arrays. The paging channel can generate
data with 9.6 or 4.8 kbps, but the traffic channel can work with four statements. Full set 9.6-kbps interleaver is shown in Figure 4.29. The interleavers of 4.8-, 2.4-, and 1.2 kbps are shown in figures 4.30, 4.3 1 and 4.32, respectively. Note that all interleavers are identical, and the difference between the four is just the repetition of the input symbols. Thus, the true structure,
without repetition, is shown by the full course system. The arrays corresponding to less than full interest show the repeat symbol. Note that adjacent symbol repetitions that enter the interleaver are converted to block repetitions coming out of the interleaver. By observing the first six symbols of the full-rate output array, we find that the symbols are separated by 64 positions. The
second group of six, 378 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook (a) Interleaver input array Ib) Interleaver output array Figure 4.28 Forward link sync channel interleaving. Overview of IS-95 (a) Interleaver input array (b) Interleaver output array Figure 4.29 Forward traffic and paging channels interleaving at 9,600 bps. 379 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 380 (a)
Interleaver input array 1 33 65 97 129 161 17 49 81 113 145 177 9 41 73 105 137 169 25 57 89 121 185 5 37 69 101 133 165 21 53 8 5 117 149 181 13 45 n 109 141 173 29 61 93 125 157 189 3 35 67 99 131 163 19 51 83 115 147 179 11 43 75 107 139 171 27 59 91 123 155 18 7 7 39 71 103 135 167 23 55 87 119 151 183 15 47 79 111 143 175 31 63 95 127 159 191 2 34
66 98 130 162 18 50 82 114 146 178 10 42 74 10 6 138 170 26 58 90 122 154 186 6 38 70 102 134 166 22 54 86 118 150 182 14 46 78 110 142 174 30 62 94 126 158 190 4 36 68 100 132 164 20 52 84 116 148 180 12 44 76 108 140 172 28 60 92 124 156 188 8 40 72 104 136 168 24 56 88 120 152 184 16 48 80 112 144 176 32 64 96 128 160 192 1 33 65 97 129 161 17 49
81 113 145 177 9 41 73 105 137 169 25 57 89 121 153 185 5 37 69 101 133 165 21 53 85 117 149 181 13 45 77 109 141 173 29 61 93 125 157 189 3 35 67 99 131 163 19 51 83 115 147 179 11 43 75 107 139 171 27 59 91 123 155 187 7 39 71 103 135 167 23 55 87 119 151 183 15 47 79 111 143 175 31 63 95 127 159 191 2 34 66 98 130 162 18 50 82 114 146 178 10 42
74 106 138 170 26 58 90 122 154 186 (b) Interleaver Output Array Figure 4.30 Forward and paging channels interleaving at 4,800 bps. OVERVIEW OF IS.95 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 1 2 12 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 16 16 16 17 17 17 18 18 18 18 18 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 20 20 20 20
21 21 21 21 22 22 22 22 23 23 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 26 26 26 26 27 27 27 27 28 28 28 28 29 29 29 29 30 30 30 30 1 17 33 49 65 81 9 25 41 57 73 89 5 21 37 53 69 85 13 29 45 61 77 93 3 19 35 51 67 83 11 27 43 59 75 91 7 23 39 55 71 87 15 31 47 63 79 95 2 18 34 50 66 82 10 26 42 58 74 92 6 22 38 54 70 86 14 30 26 62 78 94 4 20 36 52 68 84 12 28 44 60 76
94 8 24 40 56 72 88 16 32 28 64 80 96 1 17 33 49 65 81 9 25 41 57 73 89 5 21 37 53 69 85 13 29 45 61 77 93 31 31 31 31 32 32 32 37 37 37 37 38 38 38 32 38 33 33 33 33 34 34 34 34 35 35 35 35 36 36 36 36 39 39 39 39 40 40 40 40 41 41 41 41 42 42 42 42 43 43 43 43 44 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46 47 47 47 47 48 48 48 48 49 49 49 49 50 50 50 50 51 51 51 51 52
52 52 53 53 53 53 53 54 54 54 54 55 55 55 55 56 56 56 56 57 57 57 57 58 58 58 58 59 59 59 59 59 5 9 6 060 60 60 61 61 61 61 62 62 62 63 63 63 63 64 64 64 64 64 64 6 5 65 65 65 66 66 66 66 (a) Interleaver input matrix 3 19 35 51 67 83 11 27 43 59 75 91 7 23 39 55 71 87 15 31 47 63 79 95 2 18 34 50 66 82 10 26 42 58 74 92 6 22 38 54 70 86 14 30 46 62 78 94 4 20 36
52 68 84 12 28 44 60 76 94 8 24 40 56 72 88 16 32 48 64 80 96 1 17 33 49 65 81 9 25 41 57 73 89 5 21 37 53 69 85 13 29 45 61 77 96 3 19 35 51 67 83 11 27 43 59 75 91 7 23 39 55 71 87 15 31 47 63 79 95 2 18 34 5 0 66 82 10 26 42 58 74 92 6 22 38 54 70 86 14 30 46 62 78 94 (b) Interleaver output matrix Figure 4.31 Forward traffic channel interleaving en t 2,400 bps.
382 COMA Systems Engineering Manual 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 1 8 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 22 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 24 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 27 27 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28
28 28 28 28 28 29 29 29 29 29 30 3 030 30 30 30 30 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 (a) Interleaver input matrix 2 10 18 26 34 42 6 14 22 30 38 46 4 12 20 28 36 44 8 16 24 32 40 48 1 9 17 25 33 41 5 13 21 29 37 45 3 11 19 27 35 43 7 15 23 31 39 47 2 10 18 26 34 42 6 14 22 30 38 46 4 12 20 28 36 44 8 16 24 32 40 48 1 9
17 25 33 41 5 13 21 29 37 45 3 11 19 27 35 43 7 15 23 31 39 47 2 10 18 26 34 42 6 14 22 30 38 46 46 4 20 28 28 36 44 8 16 24 32 40 48 1 9 17 25 33 41 5 13 21 29 37 45 3 11 19 27 35 43 7 15 23 31 31 39 47 Ibl Interleaver Output Array Figure 4.32 Forward traffic channel interleaving at 1,200 bps. Overview of IS-95 383 and subsequent groups of six, exhibits the same
property. This is a characteristic of a ( I = 6, J = 64) block interleaver. These observations show that paging and traffic channels use one (6, 64) block as shown in Figure 4.33. The read read for 9,600-bps traffic and paging channels (Figure 4.29) corresponds to the (6.64) array of Figure 4.33, but the lines are read atonoine in a permuted order. On closer observation, it
becomes apparent that the lines are read from the (6, 64) array in the bit-reversal order. The first six symbols are from line 0. The next six are from row 32. The next six are the ones in row 16, and so on. Reading the lines in bit-reversal order changes the interleaver's properties. For a conventional (6, 64) matrix, the minimum distance is given of S = 64 for B 5 6 and S = 1 for B
&gt; 6. With this permuted structure, the smallest separation profile is found to be using bit-reversal line reading, the minimum separation for B &gt; I is increased at the expense of separation for B 5 I. The memory and delay requirements are equal to the requirements of conventional block interleavers: D = 21J = 768 = 768 sym = 40 ms 19,200 sym/s The encoding and
interleaving process for reverse linkage was previously shown in Figure 4.21 for the access channel and 4.22 for the reverse traffic channel. As with the front traffic channel, the access channel reads the lines from the input array in bit-reversal order. On the reverse traffic channel, symbols with the lower data speeds (1.2, 2.4, and 4.8 kbps) are repeated after falsifying encoding.
The transmitter pseudorandomly gates the amplifier on and off to eliminate the repeated symbols. The interleaver traffic channel is designed to work in conjunction with the amplifier gating. 384 Row 0 Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 5 Row 5 Row 6 Row 7 Row 8 Row 9 Row 10 Row 11 Row 13 Row 14 Row 15 Row 16 Row 17 Row 17 Row 17 Row 18 Row 19 Row 20 Row 21 Row
22 Row 2 3 Row 24 Row 25 Row 26 Row 27 Row 28 Row 29 Row 30 Row 31 ROW 31 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Row 32 Rad33 Rad34 Rad35 Row 36 Rad37 Rad38 Rad39 Row 40 Row 41 Row 42 Row 43 Row 44 Row 4 5 Row 46 Row 47 Row 48 Row 49 Row 50 Row 51 Row 52 Row 53 Row 54 Row 56 Row 57 Rad58 Row 59 Rad60 Rad61 Row 62 Row 63
33 34 35 36 37 38 38 38 38 3839 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 Figure 4.33 Forward traffic and interleaving is observed to be equivalent to a (6.64) array. Data from the access channel is generated with 4.8 kbps, repeated once, and R, = 1/3 convolutionally encoded to 28.8 ksps. Interleaving is performed within a single 20-ms
frame containing 20ms x 28.8 ksps = 576 symbols. Symbols are read from the matrix (I = 18, J = 32) after rows in bitreversal order. No gating is used on the access channel, and thus, both identical symbols are transmitted. The order of the lines is given by the IS95 385 overview, where 0 is the first line and 31 is the last line. (18, 32) The array with the symbols read aloud by
consecutive rows is shown in Figure 4.34. The access channel's smallest separation profile can be found to be As with conventional block interleavers, the memory requirement is twice as many symbols in the array: Figure 4.34 Output of the interleaver access channel. Coma Ennineerinn Handbook 386 Similarly, the delay Is D = 21J = 1,152 = 1,152 sym = 40 ms 28,800 lilac/s
The reverse traffic channel performs interleaving during a single 20-ms frame period. The data rate into the interleaver is 28.8 kps, and the block size is therefore 20ms x 28.8ksps = 576 symbols. As with the front traffic channel, the reverse traffic channel uses symbol repetition. Unlike the forward link, however, the reverse link gates the amplifier to eliminate the repeated
symbols. Each 20-ms frame is divided into 16 equally spaced time slots, called power control groups. Each time slot has a duration of 1.25 ms or 36 symbols, as previously shown in Figure 4.23. With an original data rate of 9.6 Kbqs, all time slots contain symbols and none is gated. At 4.8 kbps, a half of the symbols would be gated, which would be either position 0 or 1, either
position 2 or 3, and so on. At 2.4 kbps, only 114 are filled, and at 1.2 kbps filled 118. Which positions contain symbols are determined pseudorandomly, a process called data burst randomizing. The reverse traffic channel interleaver for all prices is a (I = 18, J = 32) matrix, and thus, two lines are needed to fill a power control group. The interleaver's lines are read alike in an
order that ensures that groups of 36 symbols (two rows) do not contain duplicate symbols. The reverse traffic channel interleaver write arrays showing the repeat symbol are indicated in figures 4.35,4.36,4.37, and 4.38 for 9.6,4.8,2.4, and 1.2 kbps, respectively. The symbols are read out of the interleaver of rows in the order given in Table 4.8. The combination of the 576
symbol interleaver and amplifier gating forms block interleavers whose minimum separation properties depend on the original data rate. The memory requirement and delay are independent of data rate because the original array has 576 symbols. Note that the arrays are read from top to bottom instead of bottom to top, reducing the minimum distance by one. The 9.6-kbps
interleaver is an (I= 18, J = 32) block interleaver. The interleaver of 4.8 kbps is effective (I = 18, J = 16). The 2.4-kbps array is effective (I = 18, J = 8), and 1.2-kbps interleaver is effective (I = 18, J = 4). The term effective means that only the minimum distance parameter is affected, and not the memory or delay. The smallest separation is thus given by the Overview of IS-95
387 Figure 4.35 Reverse traffic channel that interleaving a t 9,600 bps. where I and J are the effective values. As with conventional block interleavers, the memory requirement is twice as many symbols in the matrix M = 21J = 2 x 18 x 32 = 1152 Similarly, the delay (4.21) 388 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 4.36 Reverse traffic channel interleaving is interleaving



at 4,800 bps. D = 2 1 J = 1,152 = 1,152 sym = 40 ms 28,800 sym/s 4.4.3 Diversity and handoff Is-95 waveform digital dispersion spectrum design allows the use of several forms of in addition to the time diversity inherent in repetition, coding, and interleaving of the data symbols. These forms of diversity include multipath diversity and base station diversity, the latter being
available with or without the prospect of handing out the call to another base station. Overview of 1,595,389 Figure 4.37 Reverse traffic channel interleaving at 2,400 bits/s. Since the forward link waveform of a particular channel is a dualquadrature direct-sequence dispersion-spectrum signal, it is ~ossibleto employ proliferation-spectrum correlation techniques to isolate a single
multipath component of that channel's signal and to discriminate not only against signals from other base stations but also against multi~athcomponents of the same channel's received signal. Using rake technology, where the receiver uses multiple parallel receiver fingers to isolate multipath components, on the forward link it is possible to extract multiple multipath components
from the total received signal and to customize them for optimal combination. In implementing the IS-95 system, the mobile receiver employs a searcher receiver and three digital data receivers that act as fingers of a rake in that they can be assigned to track and isolate specific multipath 390 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 4.38 Reverse traffic channel
interleaving at 1,200 bps. components of a base station signal, the block diagram in Figure 4.39 illustrates this receiver concept. The search receiver scans the time domain for the desired signal expected arrival time for multipath pilot signals from the same cell location and pilot signals (and their multipath components) from other cell locations. Searching the time domain on the
forward link is simplified because the pilot channel allows a coherent signal detection. The search receiver indicates to the mobile phone's control processor where over time you can find the strongest replicas of the signal, and their respective signal strength. In turn, the control processor provides timing and PN code information to the three digital data data against the
receivers, allowing each of them to track and demodulate another signal. Overview of IS-95 39 1 Table 4.8 The order of the traffic channel reading operation Rate Line number 9,6 kbp/s 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,14,15,16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,25,26,27,28,29, 30, 31 4.8 kbps 0,2,1,3,4,6,5,7,8,10,9,11,12,14,13,15,16, 18, 17, 19,20, 22, 21, 23, 24, 26, 25, 27, 28, 30,
29, 31 2.4 kbps 0.4,1,5,2,6,3,7,8,12,9,,13,10,14,11,15,16, 20, 17, 21, 18, 22, 19, 23, 24, 28, 25, 29 , 26, 30, 27, 31 1.2 kbps 0.8,1,9,2,10,3,11,4,12,5,13,6,14,7,15,16, 24, 17, 2 5, 18, 26, 19, 27.20, 28, 21, 29, 22, 30, 23, 31 Searcher receiver A n receiver Antenna Digital data receiver A diversity combiner Diplexer Baseband data in -+ Digital data receiver Transmit power amp
Transmit pwr control Transmit modulator Baseband data out Figure 4.39 Mobile station block diagram. The principles of diversity that combine and treatment is explained in Chapter 9. If another cell location pilot signal becomes significantly stronger than the current pilot signal, the control processor initiates handoff procedures during which the front links for both cell locations
transmit the same call data on all of their traffic channels. When both locations handle the call, additional space diversity is obtained. When handoff is not considered, in a cell location diversity mode the strongest paths from multiple cell locations are determined by the search receiver, and the digital data receivers are assigned to demodulate the COMA Systems Engineering
Handbook 392 these paths. As conceptually stated in Figure 4.40, the data from all three digital receivers are combined to improve resistance to bleaching; in the figure, the fact that different base stations or sectors are distinguished by different short P N code shifts is highlighted by the two adjacent base stations with different displacements of 642 P N code chips and 6 4 j P N
chips respectively identified with different displacements of 642 P N code chips and 6 4 j P N chips respectively. The forward link performs contiguous postdetection (after demodulation) combining after making sure the data streams are timed; performance is not compromised by using postdetection combine because modulation technology is linear. Continuous combination,
illustrated in Figure 4.41, is possible because the pilot signal from each base station provides a coherent phase reference that can be tracked by the digital data counter-clockers. O n the reverse link, the base station receiver uses two antennas for space diversity reception, and there are four digital data receivers available for tracking up to four multipath components of a
particular subscriber signal, as depicted in Figure 4.42. During soft handoff from one base station location to another, the voice data selected can result from combining up to eight multipath components, four at each location, as illustrated in Figure 4.43. The reverse link transfers, which do not have a coherent phase reference as the pilot signal of the front link, must be
demodulated and combined noncoherently; maximum ratio (optimum) combine can be done by weighting each path symbol statistics in proportion to the relative power of the path earlier - Multipath intensity profiles P N offset 6 4 P N offset 64j Direct path \\ In Reflections b Time 0 Optimal coherent combining Figure 4.40 Forward link rnultipathlbase station diversity. Overview of
IS-95 393 A Multipath intensity Signals to be processed with fingers Time resolution = l/Tc = 81 3.8 ns I A B Multipath arrivals are noncoherent: C Optimal coherent combine: Figure 4.41 Concepts of contiguous combine. demodulation and decoding decisions. At MTSO, frames of data from the two base stations are sample-diversity combined; that is, the better quality
framework is chosen. (These diversity combine methods are addressed in Chapter 9.) The soft handoff depicted in figure 4.43 is referred to as the because the connection of the mobile mobile a station is not broken off until one is established with the new station, rather than the hard handoff procedure necessary in analog FDMA cellular systems because the receiver must set
a new frequency. Since the combination is made at MTSO, but under soft handoff, it is necessary to make hard data decisions to transfer the data frame to MTSO. A softer handoff can occur in an IS95 CDMA system when the cell phone is in transition between two sectors of the same cell location. As illustrated in Figure 4.44, up to four multipath components of mobile
transmission, which are received at up to four antennas, can be combined before a difficult data decision. The figure indicates that the handoff process involves a gradually increasing preference for the multipath 394 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook I Noncoherent Maximum Ratio combining I I I W To Viterbi Decoder Symbol Soft Decisions Figure 4.42 Reverse link
multipathlantenna diversity. All use identical reference PN offset Cell location I Cell location 2 Nonkoherent maximum ratio combine, symbol decision and decoding Nonkoherent maximum ratio combine, symbol decision and decoding Voice frame 1 In Voice frame 2 MTSO Select better frame for vocoder processing In Figure 4.43 Reverse link soft handofflmultipathlbase station
diversity. To vocoder Overview of IS.95 395 Everyone uses identical reference PN offset Noncoherent maximum ratio combine, symbol decision and decoding Figure 4.44 Reverse link softer handoff between sectors of a cell site. components received in a sector, until the mobile signal is processed by only one sector. Note that on reverse link transfers, the mobile transmits
using zero-offset short P N codes; during handoff, each base station must adapt its receiver to the unique value of propagation delay experienced by the mobile signal, using the preamble sent on reverse link access channel and traffic channel broadcasts as a support for acquisition. O n the forward link, during handoff each base station or sector uses its usual short P N code
offset. As previously shown in figures 4.8 and 4.9, the IS-95 system modulates the same data on both phase and quadrature-phase channels. This modulation differs from conventional QPSK where different data are modulated on the I and Q channels. The IS-95 system is not conventional QPSK but a form of diversity transfer that reduces multiple access disruptions in relation
to a conventional BPSK system. A derivation of this fact is presented in Chapter 7. The IS-95 CDMA system soft handoff geatly reduces the number of failed handoffs. When a call is initiated, the base station sends the mobile, among other parameters, a set of handoff thresholds and candidate base stations for handoff. The mobile tracks all possible pilot phase shifts in the
system, with an emphasis on the candidates and the current base station. The base stations that have a signal above the candidate threshold are held on a updated list. The list is updated when (1) a new candidate exceeds the add threshold, (2) an old candidate remains below the drop threshold for the 396 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook for a predetermined time, (3)
the list becomes too large, or (4) a handoff forces a change of candidates. When the pilot signal level of another base station exceeds the currently active base station signal by a specified amount, the mobile information relays to the active base station. The system controller then assigns a modem in the new cell to handle the call, and the original base station transmits the
information necessary for the cell phone to acquire the new base station. The mobile phone continues to monitor The E,/Io of the original base station and assigns at least one digital data receiver to demodulate data from the other base station. Digital data receivers are assigned to the strongest multipath components from either base station, providing a form of space diversity
as discussed above in section 4.4.2. An example of soft handoff can be seen in Figure 4.45, where the cell phone origirdly communicates through base station A. When the pilot signal for base station B exceeds the add threshold, the cell phone informs base station A, and base station B is added to the candidate list. When the signal strength on base B exceeds the signal
strength of base A by a specified margin, base B is put on the active list and starts handling the call as well. The signals to and from both base stations are combined. As soon as the signal +Base B Edlo Add threshold I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Base B added to candidate list I I Base B made active Figure 4.45 Signal levels during soft handoff. Drop tröskel I I I I I I I I I I Drop
timer startar Drop timer reset I I I I Drop ~;op timer timer startar löper ut; Base A dropped b Time overview of IS95 397 from base station A goes over the drop threshold, the drop timer is started. The timer resets when the signal exceeds the drop threshold. When the signal falls below the drop threshold, the drop timer restarts. After the fall timer has expired, base station A is
dropped from active service. Soft handoff methods have several advantages over conventional hard handoff methods. Contact with the new base station occurs before the call is connected, preventing the phone from losing contact with the system unless the handoff signal is heard or interpreted incorrectly. Diversity combine is used between multiple cell sites, allowing for
additional resistance to bleaching. Since more than one base station is used in the soft handoff region, the effect of ping-ponging can be virtually eliminated. Thus, the system is exempt from unnecessary gear shifting measures. The system is further relieved from determining signal forces, because this tool is made on the mobile. If the new cell loads to capacity, handoff can
still be performed if all users accept a slight increase in bit error rate. This type of handoff be likened to make-before-break switching. Please note that soft handoff does not require the mobile or base station to change the frequency. Conventional hard handoff is performed if the cell phone is required to switch to an analog system or change to a different CDMA frequency.
Frequency changes may be necessary if the current frequency is crowded or the mobile goes into a new CDMA network. References Mobile Station-Base Station Compatibility Standard for Dual-Mode Wideband Spread Spectrum Cellular System, TIA/EIA Interim Standard 95 (IS-99, Washington, DC: Telecommunications Industry Association, July 1993 (amended as IS-95-A in
May 1995). Dual-Mode Mobile Station-Base Station Compatibility Standard, TIA/EIA Interim Standard 54 (IS-54-B), Washington, DC: Telecommunications Industry Association, April 1992. Viterbi, A. J., Principles of The Proliferation Spectrum Multiple has access communication, New York: Addison-Wesley, 1995. Carlson, B. C., Special function of applied mathematics, New
York: Academic press, 1977. [5] Knuth D. N., Sorting and Research, vol. 3 of The Art of Computer Programming, Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1973. [6] Lehmer D. H. Mathematical methods in large-scale units of account, Annals Computation Laboratory Harvard Univ., Vol. 26, p. 141-146, 1951. Appendix 4A Theory for Interleaving The most common employees interleaving
techniques fall into two classes. The more common type is block interleaving, which is often used when data is divided into blocks or frames, for example, in the IS-95 system. Convolutional interleaving, on the other hand, is more convenient for a continuous stream. Block interleaving is known for its simple implementation, while convolutional interleaving has performance
benefits. Continuous operation causes the initial overhead associated with convolution interleaving to become insignificant. 4A.1 Block Interleaving The basics of block interleaving are covered by section 4.4.2. This section simply provides an example that shows the fact that the smallest separation is affected by reading out the lines in a different order. Suppose the block
contains 20 symbols and is loaded into an I = 5, J = 4 interleaver. Assign a number to each symbol indicating its original order in the broadcast sequence. After loading into the interleaver, it can be represented by the following array: If the symbols are read out in a conventional way, then the output from the interleaver would be overview of IS95 399 Note that the minimum
separation of any burst of B L: I = 5 symbols are J = 4, and that for B &gt; I = 5, S = 1. Now suppose the symbols are read by rows in the following order: first row, third row, second row, and then the last row. The symbols would be ordered Minimum separation profile will be 4 B 2 4 (e.g., between 1 and 5) 2 B = 5 (e.g. between 1 and 3) 1 B &gt; 5 (e.g. between 3 and 2) In this
particular case, the minimum separation was reduced from 4 to 2 for B = Increasing the minimum separation for B&gt; I get lighter with larger interleaver sizes. Also note that the memory requirement and delay remain essentially unchanged. 4A.2 Convolutional Interleaving Convolutional interleavers have a series of K parallel lines with an input commutator moving between
each line much like an encoder for a convolation code. Each of the K-rows contains a different number of storage elements, as shown in Figure 4A.1. The first row is a card from the input to the output, and the second has L storage elements. Each consecutive line has L more units than the previous one, and thus, the last contains K(L - 1) storage registry. The storage elements
must be loaded with some initial symbols, which are shifted out into the channel and increase overhead. This loading is similar to tail pieces in convolution coding. A starting commutator moves in sync with the input combetor to extract a symbol each time one is entered. Deinterleaver performs the complementary operations are requiring a corresponding structure, depicted in
Figure 4A.2. An example, using a K=4, L=2 interleaver, will help illustrate the phallic interleaving process. Let the initial load of each table be represented by any symbol in, and the 48 input symbols are represented by Xj, where j is the initial order (j= 1, 2,. . . , 47). The original terms 400 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 4 -encoder +I ... Figure 4A.1 ( K , L)Convolutional
interleaver structure. Figure 4A.2 The deinterleaver performs the reverse action. 0 K Lines k channel Overview of IS-95 40 1 and the interleaving process for the first three commutator periods are shown in figures 4A.3,4A.4,4A.5,and 4A.6. From encoder Image 4A.3 4 i - in o in channel P- Initial ratios in interleaverexeexeexample. Output From encoder Figure 4A.4 4 - x in
interleaver after the first commutator period. channel 402 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Output x5 Xl 0 encoder Figure 4A.5 b channel interleaver after the second commutator period. Output x9 x5 encoder Figure 4A.6 0 k channel Interleaver after the third commutator period. The interleaver input and output for the example are shown in Table 4A.1. The initial symbols
are scattered throughout the desired data and are required to be gated or transferred to the channel, which increases overhead, Overview of IS95 403 Table 4A.1 lnput and the production of interleaver Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Input Output xo, 2, 2, 2 but if continuous operation is employed, these first symbols need to be sent only once. Table 4A.2 contains the input
and output of the interleaver corresponding to the interleaver. It is assumed that the deinterleaver is initially loaded with d symbols. Please note that after the first 24 symbols, the symbol's order will be reset. By observing the interleaver output, the minimum separation between any symbols of an explosion of length B is found to be Table 4A.2 lnput and output from the
deinterleaver period production 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 d, d, in the 404 CDMA Systems Engineering Manual The number of memory elements can be determined by direct counting that should be The delay is equal to the number of memory elements at the transmitter and the number at the receiver, or these observations can be extended to any (K, L) convolutional interleaver.
The minimum-separation profile given by the number of storage elements given by the delay is twice as many storage elements, or 4A.3 Comparison of Block and Convolutional Interleaving Comparison is based mainly on the ratio of S/D and S/M for the two interleavers. For the block interleaver, the key figures can be found using equations (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12): Overview
of IS.95 S -(block) M J 1 21J 21 = -= - S J -(block) = - = D 21J 21 405 for B K minimum, separation is greater than unit, which is not the case for blockleaving. As noted above, the original contents of the falsifying registers must be transmitted across the channel, which may decrease overhead. However, due to its simplicity and the fact that most data is grouped into blocks,
blocking interleaving is more common. 4A.4 Interleaver Design The main purpose of interleaving is to dispel outbreaks of errors over time so that an error checking code can correct the errors. Therefore, the longest expected burst should be spread over a sufficient period of time to allow correction. The memory span N of a code is defined as the number of code symbols
required to achieve the complete error-correcting ability t. For ratchet correcting codes, the decoder span is the block length (N = n). For convolution codes, the decoder span is more difficult to define. It is 406 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook generally accepted that two to five limit lengths of channel symbols are sufficient (N = 2nK1 to 5nK1, where n is the branch length
and K1 is the limit length). The following example illustrates the distribution of errors within a decoder span. Consider the BCH code (31, 16) that corrects t = 3 errors and N = n = 31. The interleaver should ensure that a maximum of t =3 errors occur within a memory span. To meet this requirement, the minimum separation for the interleaver must be greater than or equal to 11,
as shown in Figure 4A.7. If the minimum separation is less than 11, then it is possible to have four errors within a memory span, as illustrated in Figure 4A.8. The number of errors in any memory span should be less than the error-correcting ability of the code. Genomsnittligt antal fel i en dekoderspann är N/S. Because there must be t or fewer errors in a memory SDan: Solving
for the minimum separation gives -p Decoder memory span _ I I I I I I I I I I I~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l l t t t Error Error Error Y S = 11 Figure 4A.7 Interleaving should ensure that at most t errors are within a memory span. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ t Error t Error t Error Figure 4A.8 If more than t errors occur, the code cannot Them. t ErrorOverview of 6 - 9 5 407 where 1x1
denotes the smallest integer greater than equal to x. For both convolution and block interleaving, the largest minimum separation is achieved for B 5 I or K. Thus, when determining interleaver structure, the longest burst is expected to be less than I or K, and equation (4.31) should be satisfied. Other practical factors affect the interleaver structure. Data is usually arranged into
blocks to be processed more manageable. Blocks can be determined by channel encoding, voice encoding, protocol requirements and other framing requirements. Interleaving is usually performed within an integer number of frames. For example, IS-95 performs interleaving within a single frame. In IS-54 [2] interleaving is carried out within two frameworks. Since delays of
several hundred milliseconds are noticeable in numbers, the total delay should be limited to this amount. Interleaver delay is a large pot with the total delay, which also includes propagation, voice encoding and channel encoding delays. When using block codes or control messages, it is desirable to make the interleaver memory an integrated number of code words or
messages. If not, then the decoder must wait until the remainder of the code word or message is received before processing can begin. Appendix 4B Hash function Used in IS-95 The IS-95 often presents the base or cell phone with a number of resources and must choose which one to use. For example, if there are seven active paging channels, the base station must decide
which of these seven channels to use when switching a particular mobile subscriber. The choice should be uniform and reproducible, in the sense that it should be Uniform. All resources should be used uniformly to prevent collisions (claim of using the same resource by more than one user) or congestion (exceeding the resource's capabilities). For example, page messages
should be distributed evenly across all switching channels and all location resources within the switch channels to prevent a single channel from being overloaded. Reproducible. It is advantageous for both the base station and the mobile phone to independently reproduce the choice of resources from information known to both. For example, from information known to both
base station and mobile, the cell phone can reproduce the base's choice of paging channel and monitor only that paging channel. One method for making a unified selection among a number of resources is by using a hash function. The hash function allows this uni-408 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook form deployment by a method that is reproducible on both the
mobile and base station uses as inputs (a) the number of resources and (b) a parameter (hash key) known by both terminals. We denote the hash key as K and the number of resources as N. With the input of a hash key K , the output of the hash function h ( K ) will be an integer value between 0 and N - 1, and thus take N Since the keys can in practice differ only slightly, for
example, two phone numbers that differ only in the last digit, we must be careful to find a hash function that breaks up clusters of almost identical keys to reduce the number of collisions (same hash function outputs). A general form for a normalized hash function hl(K), where 0 5 h l ( K ) 5 1, is given by ~ I ( K ) = ( C K ) ~ O ~oI ,&lt; c &lt; ~ (4~.2) Taking a number modulo 1 is
the same as throwing the integer part and holding the mantissa (part of the number to the right of the decimal point). Example: 10.261 mod 1 = 0.261, 11mod 1 = 0. The normalized hash function can be extended to generate an integer between 0 and N -1 by using the operation where 1x1 is the largest integer less than x, and N is the number of resources. One method of
generating a fractional c for use in hash functions is to take c as ratio c = Alw, where w = 2B, B is the word size of the processor and A &lt; w is something positive integer that is relative prime to w. Computers represent numbers with a certain number of binary digits; The number of digits that a processor uses is called word size B. Relative primes mean that the numbers have
no common divisors. Example 4B.1 Assume A = 4 and w = 8, where A and w are not relatively prime. Then, c = Alw = 0.5 and we have the values Overview of IS95 409 Values of ( c K ) mod1 repeat for each second the value of K, a very unwanted property. Now assume that A= 3 and w = 8, where these two numbers are relatively prime. Then c = A / w = 0.375 and we have
the values When A is relatively primed to w, we have the maximum period of w = 8. We have shown that w is the maximum length of the period. Thus, we want the value of w to be great. It is also desirable to simplify the arithmetic involved in sharing A with w. Divide a number by 2' results in the number shift I place to the right in binary notation. For example, 24 (binary 11000)
divided by 4 = 22 equals 6 (binary 110). Thus, we should make w the greatest power of two that can be represented on the given processor, which for a B-bit processor is w = 2B. With w fast, c is determined by the value of A, which should be selected so that the numbers generated by the hash function have as uniform a distribution as possible. We will show that A should be
selected to be integer relative to w and closest to 0 . 6 1 8 ~ ;d et i.e. Alw E 0.618 = - 1)/2, a fraction called the golden ratio in mathematics. To (and show that Alw FZ 0.618 provides a uniform distribution, A quick review of the golden ratio is covered before proceeding. 4B.1 Review of the golden ratio and Fibonacci ratio the golden ratio, denoted here by g, is defined as the ratio
of the lengths of two parts of a line segment where the ratio of the shorter part to the longer part is equal to the ratio of the longer part to the total length: COMA Svstems Enoineerino Handbook 410 Resolution for g the square equation g2 5 - 1 /2 = 0.618. positive root is g = (J ) Think of the equation t2 - t - Fn = the 1 = 0. The roots of this equation are 2 1-J5 y = -- -0,618 2 + y =
1 and xy = -1. The Fibonacci number [4] Fn for integer x=-- I +,/% - 1,618 and Note that x n = 0,1, 2, + g - 1 = 0, for which ... defined by xn - yn x-Y where x and y are the roots of t2 - t - 1= 0 (4B.5) Because ,-p +l = xn + xn-l and yn +l = yn + yn-l gives recurrity for Fibonacci the numbers of n (4B.6) &gt; 1: (4B.7) Therefore, the Fibonacci figures are If we define rn n = Fn +l/ Fn as
the ratio of successive Fibonacci numbers, we find that leading to the continuing fraction expression Overview of IS95 41 1 Because the roots x and y are such as x &gt; lyl and glue ( Y / x ) = ~ 0, the n-+w ratio r, converges to a certain asymptotic value: xn + l lim r, = glue n -+ 00 n +cc - yn +l xn - yn x - Y(Yl.&gt; = glue =x n -+ oo 1 - ( Y / x ) ~ (4B.10) Note that the ratio r ,
converge to the inverse of the golden ratio: - n lirn -+ oo r, = x = ,/5+1 2 1 -- &amp;-I 9 -- -2 (4B. 11) indicating that the golden ratio and Fibonacci numbers are closely related. For this reason, hashing that uses the golden ratio has been called Fibonacci hashing. 4B.2 Hash Function Example The uniformity of the hash function h ( K ) = [ N [ ( e ~ ) m o dI]] clearly depends on its
core, ( 4 ~ ) r n o d l . If A/w is selected to be the golden ratio g = 0.618, then the uniformity of this Fibonacci hashing can be found experimentally by drawing the different values of (gK) mod 1. These values for K = 1.2, . .. , 14 is shown in Table 4B.1. The values may be plotted according to Figure 4B.1, which reveals the high degree of uniformity achieved by using the golden
ratio at the core of the hash function. Table 48.1 Values for the hash function kernel COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 412 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 Kernel, (gK)mod 1 Figure 48.1 Halot uniformity. Figure 4B.1 shows the truth of the following theorem, as proven in [5]: Theorem: Let 8 be somewhat irrational speech. When points 8 mod 1.28 mod 1,... ,&amp;mod 1 are placed in
the unit range, the next point is placed, [(n 1)6]mod 1, in the largest existing segment. + In the example of Table 4B.1 and Figure 4B.1, the first point (K = 1) was placed in the unit range at g = 0.618, creating two two segments: dl = (0, gmod 11with length Z1 = 0,618 d2 = [gmod 1, 11 with length l2 = 1 - 0.618 = 0.382 Of course, l I &gt; 12, and in accordance with theorem, the
second point (K = 2) was placed at 2gmod 1 = 0.2360 in the range dl, as illustrated in Figure 4B.2. After the placement of the second point there are three segments: Overview of IS95 - -g 0.6 E 413 ti g mod 1 Figure 4B.2 Placement of the second point. dl = [O, 2gmod 11 with length l1 = 0,236 dz = [2gmod 1, gmod I] with length l2 = 0,618 - 0,236 = 0,382 d3 = [gmod 1, 11 with
length Z3 = 0,382 The largest of these three ranges is a tie between d2 and d3 because l2 = Z3, and the 3) is placed at 3gmodl = 0.8541, which is in ds, divide this range into two segments. Thus, d2 becomes the longest segment and the next point (K = 4) should fall, according to theorem, in d2-it does, because 4gmodl = 0.4721 is in d2, as can be observed in Figure 4B. 1.
That there were two segments of the same length after the placement of the second point is not uncommon. A natural consequence of the above tem explains that [5] segment lengths will have no more than three different values. This behavior of the hash function core is clearly visible regarding the sixteen segments of the x-axis in Figure 4B.1. There is an interval length ( =
0.0557) between the following seven pairs of points: ( K l , K 2 ) = (5, 13), (2, lo), (4, 12), (1, 9), (6, 14), (3, l l ) , and between 8 and the upper end of the (0.1) range. There is a second interval length ( = 0.0344) between the following two pairs of points: (Kl, K2) = (1.14) and between the 13 and the lower end of the (0.1) range. Finally, there is a CDMA Systems Engineering
Handbook 414 third interval length ( = 0.0902) between the following six pairs of points: (Ki, K d = (5, lo), (2, 7), (7, 121, (4, 9), (6, l l ) , and (3, 8). According to [5], extensive experiments indicate that the two numbers, Alw = g and Alw = 1 - g lead to the most uniformly distributed sequences of core values, among all numbers 0 between 0 and 1. 46.3 IS-95 Hash function The
multiplicative Fibonacci hash function discussed above can be arranged as follows: because x mod 1 = x - 1x1. Furthermore, because x mod y = x - y . In I 1;1 - : In IS-95, a word is assumed size 16 bits, giving w = 216 = 65536, and the ratio Alw = g = = 0,618034 is used, or 9 The integer closest is A = 40503, which is also relatively prime to w. Therefore, IS-95 specifies the
following hash function, denoted R: where the value of N is the number of resources to select and K is the hash key. The hash key is determined from the IS-95 hash-key parameter, which is a binary number generated from either the 32-bit electronic serial number (ESN) (32 bit) or the least significant 32 bits of the binary coded international mobile station identity (IMSI) of the
mobile station; the binary encoding of IMSI is described below. These 32-bit binary numbers can be overview of IS-95 415 + written in the general form HASH KEY = L 216H; that is, L is the number formed by the 16 least significant pieces of the hash-key number, and H is the number formed by the 16 most significant pieces of the number of HASH-KEY. This notation
calculates the HASH key is-95 as where DECORR is a modifier designed to spot the different hash function choices made by the same mobile station. Let L' denote the twelve least significant pieces of HASH KEY; then Table 4B.2 displays the values of the parameters used in the IS-95 haih function. The structures of ESN and IMSI are shown in Figure 4B.3. Please note that
ESN originates at the and is a fixed binary number, while IMSI is a decimal number assigned to the mobile phone device when the country code and other information about the specific use of the device is known at the time of purchase. As indicated in Figure 4B.3, IMSI can be up to 15 decimal points in length. For use in generating a hash key in IS-95, a number designated
IMSI-S is derived from IMSI by taking its 10 least significant digits and converting it to a 34-bit binary number. If IMSI has fewer than ten digits, zeros are approved on the most significant side of the number making it has 10 digits. For the purposes of this discussion, let's assume that the 10-digit IMSI-S includes a three-digit area code (dl, d2, d3), a three-digit replacement
number or prefix (d4, ds, ds), and a four-digit local number (d7, d8, ds, dlo). The mapping of IMSI-S to a binary number is carried out as follows: (1) If any of the numbers dlto dlo is a zero, change it to a ten; subtract 1 from each of the numbers. This results in the 10 numbers (di, dk, . . . , die) that are rotated in value according to Table 4B.3. Table 4B.2 Parameters used in IS95
hash function Application CDMA channel # N 1 No. channels (up . - to 10) 1 (center frequency) Paging channel # 1 Paging slot # Access channel randomization I DECORR I in list sent to mobile No. channels (up to 7) in list sent to mobile 2,048 2, where M 5 512 is in broadcast message I Return value 0 R+l 2 x L' R+l 6 x L' 14 x L' R I R I COMA Systems Engineering Handbook
416 ESN: set at factory bits 31 2423 1 817 I c!1ieI I reserved 0 Serial number I I IMSI: programmable 1 MCC MCC MNC MSlN NMSl 1 MNC I I MSlN mobile country code (3 digits) mobile network code mobile station identification number national mobile station identity (up to 12 digits) Figure 48.3 ESN and lMSl structures. Table 4B.3 Initial rotation of lMSl digits This rotational
procedure for determining IMSI S digits (also used in IS-54 and AMPS to determine the mobile identification number, (MIN)) is a convention carried over from previous cellular practices. (2) The first three numbers (derived from the area code) are converted directly to a 10-bit binary number. For example, the area code 607 after rotation of the numbers becomes 596, which in
binary is (596)2 = 1001010100. (3) The following three digits (the exchange) are converted to a 10-bit binary number in the same way as the area code. (4) The first of the last four (local numbers) digits is converted directly to a 4-bit binary number, except that if it is zero, it is treated as if it means the number ten and converted to = 1010. (5) The last three digits are converted to
a 10-bit binary number in the same way as the area code. ' Overview of IS-95 41 7 Example 4B.2 The 34-bit binary number corresponding to the IMSI-S given by 301-294-3463 is calculated as 301 =+ 290; (290), = 0100100010 The Hash key uses the 32 least significant bits of this number. In the notation introduced above: Then, hash to determine the paging channel number is
calculated as L €3 H €3 2L' 110011010100000 0010001001010101 0001101010101 1000000 1111010001101 =+-K = 62,861 Assuming there are N = 7 active paging channels, hash function calculation (4B. 14) gives = b x 2,546,059,083 mod 216 216 + The IS-95 paging channel allocation in this case is R 1 = 6. The reader can verify that IMSI-S differs in only one digit, 301-
294-3464, resulting in K = 62862 and the choice of paging channel 3 for the same assumptions. COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 418 4B.4 IS95 Random Number Generator In IS-95, the mobile is sometimes presented with a choice of resources to choose from. For example, which of the 32 access channels associated with a particular switching channel (characterized
by long PN code offsets commanded by masks) should the mobile station use when attempting an access? This choice should be uniform and random in order to minimise collisions and congestion on specific channels. For the pseudorandom case, as opposed to the hashing case, the receiving link is not required to reproduce the choice of resources, and thus the selection will
be displayed randomly to the recipient. A good random number generator (RNG) contents three basic criteria: Generator should produce an almost infinite sequence of numbers. This means that the generator should have an almost infinite period. The generator should produce a random sequence of numbers. In other words, the sequence should not have any obvious pattern.
The generator should be easily implementable on which processor it is to be used on. In other words, the arithmetic involved should not cause abundance or incorrect results. Most RNGs produce a periodic sequence of numbers, each of which is based on the previous number: and is initiated by selecting an initial seed z1. For our purposes, the form of RNG will be limited to
the linear congruent generator form zn + l = (az,) mod m (4B. 17) where modulus m is a large prime integer, and the multiplier a is somewhat integer so that 1 &lt; en &lt; m. If a or z, = 0, then the sequence is all zeros. Thus, 2.1 # 0. For example, let an RNG be given by z,+l = 32, mod7; this recursive algorithm produces the following values: Overview of IS-95 zn 1 3 2 6 4 5 419
zn+1 3(1) mod 7 = 3 3(3) mod 7 = 2 3(2) mod7 = 6 3(6) mod 7 = 4 3(4) mod 7 = 5 3(5) mod 7 = 1 Sequence 1, 2, 6, 4, 5, 1,.. . Produced. We can make two observations about this generator. First, the numbers range from 1 to m - 1 = 6 (0 and m are excluded); 0 is out of the question because only m modm = 0 and az, # m, because m is prime, and m is excluded because x
modm &lt; m, by definition of the module operation. Second, the maximum period P before any number is repeated is m - 1 = 6; since 0 and m are excluded, the generator can produce all the numbers from 1 to m - 1, which is m - 1 = P. It has been suggested [6] that a suitable choice for a modulus is m = 231 - 1. This modulus is prime and a maximum period sequence of P P m
- 1 = 231 - 2, which is almost infinite. Since a can be slightly integer so that 1 &lt; a &lt; m, there are m - 1 - 1 = 231 - 3 or about 2.1 x 10' possible choice for the multiplier a. These options can be limited by applying the three criteria. After applying the three criteria, only a handful of choices for a good random number generator remain. Since we have selected m = 231 - 1, we
must use at least one 32-bit processor to process values of m because 231-1 is the largest integer that can be represented by 32 bits (including a character bit). It is desirable to implement the entire generator on a 32-bit processor, so that the generator can be compatible with a large number of computers. Since azn can be much larger than z3l - 1, it is good to perform the
calculation as follows to prevent abundance: Let m = aq r there q = Lm/a] &lt; m (so that aq &lt; m) and let r = m moda; from the definition of the module calculation, the generator can be expressed as + Adding and then subtract m Lz/qJ = (aq yield f (z) = a z - m +m - + r) Lz/qJ (aq+r) from the equation 420 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook LA) = a (z-q \ Y zmodq -r d LdJ
+m (I;] L 4 for in #0, 15. 5.5.2 Fast Walsh Transform Decoding A quick Walsh transform is possible using interesting symmetry properties that Walsh sequences possess. It was previously shown that the Walsh functions could be generated using symmetry properties. If there are no errors in the received Walsh codeword, the decoding process can be performed by reversing the
generation procedure. Recall that Wi = (W ~ O~ , I l... , , w ~ , N - ~ corresponds to ) index vector Xi = (xil7~ in 2 ... , , xiK), where i = 0, 1,... , N - 1 and N = 2K is the order of Walsh functions. If xij = 0, the sequence has even symmetry if the set of axes is called a j , where j = 1, 2,. .. K. If xij = 1, the function has odd symmetry about that axis. To review these symmetry
properties, consider the symmetry axes of a sequence taken from the Assembly of Walsh Functions in Order 16, as shown in Figure 5.7. First, note that if symmetry is odd or even if a axis a, the pieces are reflected if the axis is identical. Then observe the symmetries shown in Figure 5.8. In this example, the symmetry of the axes - - Figure 5.7 Walsh sequence symmetry axes
for N = 16. - - 0101 p o l o + 0011 10011 + even symmetry odd symmetry Figure 5.8 Example Walsh axis symmetries. Walsh Functions and CRC Codes 475 ai and a j provided four separate comparisons. In a real situation, some pieces can be received by mistake, but an even or odd decision can be made using the majority decision rule. To put this method into practice, we
assign a value of +1 to a symmetry measure for each pair of reflected pieces that are identical on axis a, and a value of - 1 for each pair that differs. Example 5.15 In the received sequence R = 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0, the symmetry measure 4 ( + 1 ) is if the central axis because all four reflected pairs are bits, while for the received sequence R = 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 gives a symmetry
measure of 4 ( - 1 ) = - 4 on the central axis because each pair of reflected pieces is different. Example 5.16 Consider the received sequence R = 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1. We note that three reflected pairs with respect to the central axis are identical, while a pair are different. Therefore, the symmetry measure is 3 ( + 1 ) 1 ( - 1 ) = 2 . By majority rule, the decision is even symmetry,
and an error has been detected in the difference in pairs (which of the two bits is wrong呱剷剷叕叚, using the additional information that each code word except Woha's weight N/ 2 = 4 , it can be decided that the last bit is in error, and it can be corrected. + Example 5.17 Consider the received sequence R = 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1. The measure + symmetry of this sequence is 2 ( + 1 )
2 ( - 1 ) = 0. The symmetry measure is equal to zero because the number of reflected pairs that have even symmetry is equal to the number that has odd symmetry about the midpoint. Therefore, the symmetry of the range cannot be classified as either odd or even. We shall describe a generalized quick Walsh transforming decoding rule. Decoding is based on the majority of
even or odd symmetries about the axis in each set one ? , j = 1, 2 , . .. K. whereas the symmetry measure can be found by correlating the first half of a given range with the reverse order of the second half; as shown in the following example: -- Example 5.18 The correlation for the first half of the sequence given in the 1st half 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 2nd half 476 COMA
Systems Engineering Handbook with the reverse second half is (- 0 1 0 1 , 1st half 1 0 1 1 )=2 reversed in 2nd half In this example, the received sequence shall be corrected by inverting the last bit; since it has been decided that the code word is transmitted also has symmetry, and the last bit both violates this symmetry and imbalances the number of zeros and ones. Example
5.19 We consider an example using Walsh sequences of order N = 16 = 24 = 2 K . Let received sequence R be given off and let the decoded index sequence by given by Suppose that W13var transferred and corrupted by an error sequence E, resulting in the received sequence R = W13 E: + First, find the sum of symmetry actions on the set of a1 axes: Walsh Functions and
CRC Codes C (r2i +i , ~ i + ~=)-6 477 * the majority of a1 symmetries are odd in = O This finding means that xl = 1, and thus X = (1, x2 , x3, x4). Now we find the sum of the symmetry dimensions of the a2 set of axes. + the majority of a2 symmetries are odd This finding means that x2 = 1, so that X = (1, 1, x3, x4). The next step is to find the sum of symmetry measures about
a3 set of axes. + the majority of a3 symmetries are even this finding means that 2 3 = 0, so that X = (1, 1, 0, x4). Finally, we calculate the symmetry measure of the a1 axis. 478 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Thus, x4 = 1 and the decoded data sequence are now listed as X = 1, 0, 1) = X in 3 , which is the correct sequence. The generalized decoding rule based on the
quick Walsh transform can be specified as follows: In a set of Walsh sequences of order N = 2K, every other 2j-'tupel correlates of reverse-order symbols on the following 2j-'-tupel. Take the sum of the correlation actions. If the sum is positive, the symbol jth (j= 1, 2, ... , K ) for the index sequence x j = 0; if the sum is negative, then x j = 1; and if the sum is zero, the index symbol
is arbitrarily selected; that is: &gt;o*xj=O + pick x j = 0 or 1 0) GOTO 400 stop when dough(g) &lt; n 110 IF G(l6)c0 GOT0 80 120 GOT0 90 200 REM add f to weighted xAk 210 FOR I=l6:G(I)=G(I)*P(I): NEXT In IT; x-(l+f+...) + x/-n(l+. .. 220 ENTER 250 REM adjust intermediate g 270 FOR 1=1 TO 15:G(17-I)=G(16-I) :NEXT I x-n(l + .. .) 280 G(1)=l 290 D=D-1 +- xl + .. 670 COMA
Systems Engineering Handbook 300 RETURN 400 FOR 1=1 TO 15: PRINT I, G(I): NEXT In ~OODATA-1, 1,-1, 1,-1,-1 print{gi)whendone tf(x)asabinaryword 510 DATA -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1,-1 Instead of using this program to calculate the modular reduction of xK, the calculation can be based on the fact that the states of an MSRG are powers x modulo f ( x ) when MSRG
performs recursion whose characteristic polynomial is f (x). Therefore, the initial state so(x) = xO= 1 can be projected to the state sK(x) = xK by multiplying the vector representing so(x) by the K t h power of the MSRG transition matrix to obtain the vector representing sK(x), the components of which can then be interpreted as the coefficients that the conditions in gK(x) = xKmod
f (x): 6B.3 Computing Long PN Code Transition Matrix program The BASIC program listed below, given the IS-95 long P N code polynomia (6.36), calculates the effect P of the transition matrix for the MSRG implementation of the P N code. Note that in the program, P is double precision to maintain the necessary accuracy. A good test of the program is to calculate the power P
= 242 - 1 = 4398046511103 and verify that the transition matrix that is raised to this effect is an identity matrix. The program converts the force to a binary number (vector) and calculates the power as a product of the matrix up to powers that are powers 2. 10 20 30 35 40 45 50 DIM T(42,42),U(42,42),V(42,42),C(41) initiate transition matrix GOSUB 1000 INPUT power = ; P#
LPRINT use # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # ; P# GOSUB 1300 GOSUB 2050 GOSUB 1400 CONVERT POWER TO VECTOR PRINT VECTOR ! DO V THE IDENTITY MATRIX ! ! Theory and Application of Pseudonoise Sequences 55 IF C(OIs.5 SEDAN GOSUB 1850 60 FOR R = l to IA ! U=T*T 80 GOSUB 1100 90 GOSUB 1500 ! T=U 95 IF C (R)c.5 THEN GOT0 119 ! U=T*V
100 GOSUB 1600 110 GOSUB 1750 ! V=U 119 REM 120 NEXT R 930 FOR N=l TO 42 940 FOR 1=1 TO 42 950 LPRINT WITH # ; V(N,I); 960 NEXT I 970 LPRINT 980 NEXT N 999 STOP 1000 FOR N=l TO 41 1010 T (N,N+1)=1 1020 NEXT N ! 671 MAKE V=T 1030 T(7,l)=l:T(g,l)=l:T(ll,l) =l:T(15,1)=1:T(16,1) 1050 1060 1070 1100 1130 1140 1150 1160 1170 1175 1180 1210
1220 1230 1300 1320 1325 1330 1350 1360 1362 13 65 1366 T(20.1)=1:T(21.1)=1:T(23.1)=1:T(24.1)=1:T(25.1)=1 T(26.1)=1:T(32.1)=1:T(35.1)=1:=1:1 T(36.1)=1:T(37.1)=1 T(39.1)=1:T(40.1)=1:T(41.1)=1:T(42.1)=1 RETURN REM u=square of t FOR N=l TO 42 FOR 1=1 TO 42 U(N,I)==1 O FOR K=l TO 42 U(N,I)=U(N,I)+T (N,K)*T (K,I) IF U(N,I)sl THEN U(N,I)=O NEXT K 1370
NEXT I 1380 NEXT N 1400 1410 RETURN REM P# - - &gt; vector 1420 1430 1=0 1440 IA=41 1500 Q#=P#/~ 1510 P#=INT(Q#) 1520 C (I)=2* (Q#-P#) IF P#=O THEN IA=I 1530 IF P#=O THEN RETURN 1540 1550 I=I+1 IF Ic42 GOT0 1330 RETURN STRAP MAKES V=I FOR N=l TO 42 V(N,N)=1 NEXT N RETURN REM t=u FOR N=l TO 42 FOR 1=1 TO 42 T (N,I)=U(U N,I)
NEXT I NEXT N 672 1560 1600 1610 1620 1630 1640 1650 1655 1660 1680 1690 1700 1750 1760 177 70 1780 1790 1800 1810 1850 COMA Svstems Engineering Handbook RETURN 1860 REM u = ~ * v 1870 FOR N=l TO 42 1880 FOR 1=1 TO 42 11890 U (N,I)=O 1900 FOR K=l TO 42 1910 U(N,I)=U(N,I)+T(N,K)*V(K,I)l95O IF U(N,I)&gt;1 THEN u(N .I)=O 1960 NEXT K
1970 NEXT I 1980 NEXT N 1990 RETURN 2000 2010 REM v=u FOR N=l TO 42 2050 FOR I=l TO 42 2060 V(N, I)=U(N,I) 2070 NEXT IN 2080 NEXT N 2090 RETURN 2095 REM makes v=t 2100 FOR N=l TO 42 FOR 1=1 TO 42 V (N,I)=T(T)=T N,I) NEXT I NEXT N RETURN REM make u=v FOR N=l TO 42 FOR 1=1 TO 42 U(N,I)=V(N,I) NEXT I NEXT N RETURN REM print
c vector FOR N=O TO 41 LPRINT Using # ; C (N); NEXT N LPRINT LPRINT RETURN Appendix 6C Proof of Correlation Function Theorem Proof of the expression (6.45a) in the text is as follows: for jTc 5 1 t's ( j + . 1 ) ~ , . translation of integral variable Theory and application of Pseudonoise Sequences = -2.PTc EA, C B,+, Jo k=-m ' p,(t) pa(t - T - kTc) d t j=o Because p,(t) =
0 for t 673 k -+ k j (translation) &lt; 0 and t &gt; Tc : = R%,,b (7 + kTc) Thus, the correlation function for fa (t) and fb(t)is Appendix 6D Extension of the Correlation Clause to Bandlimited Pulses The derivation of (6.45a) presented in Appendix 6C applies to correlation and partial correlation functions for PN waveforms using baseband data pulses (basic waveforms) that are limited
to a one-chip range. In practical communication systems, it is desirable to shape the baseband data pulses to limit the bandwidth of the transmitted waveform. We are now considering whether correlation and partial correlation functions need to be modified when filtered pulses are used in the PN waveform. Supceation that the baseband data pulses are Dirac delta functions:
674 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Since the pulses of this instance are limited to one-chip ranges, the derivative of Appendix 6C applies. Therefore the autocorrelation function in this case is Strictly speaking, a delta function cannot be implemented in hardware. However, in modern digital systems it is possible to synthesize filter impulse responses directly, giving the
same effect as a filtered delta function. From linear system theory, we know that the the spectrum in the production of a filter and the spectrum at the input of the filter is where H ( f ) is fourier transform of the filter impulse response h(t). Another fact of linear system theory is that the spectrum and autocorrelation function are a Fourier transformation pair. Taking the inverse
Fourier transform off (6D.3) results in where filter autocorrelation function is defined as n - Rh(r) = F ' { ( ()12) f = F-l{H(f) = ' H *(f Ej2fr [lIei2ft[Iwe h(t) d t ] -w Theory and Application of Pseudonoise Sequences 675 Now, let the entrance to the filter be given by the train of impulses in (6D.1), whose autocorrelation function is given by (6D.2). According to (6D.4a), autocorrelation
function b(t), the filter output, it is resulting from this result that the expressions available for correlation and partial correlation functions, which involve pulse autocorrelation function RP(7), can be applied to the case of bandlimited pulses. If the band-limitpulses are produced by synthesis of a filter impulse response h(t), then in the expressions RP(7) the function can be replaced
by Rh(7), the autocorrelation function. For example, if the filter impulse response is the Nyquist pulse: which has the auto correlation function (see (7.116b)), the autocorrelation function of a PN signal out of the filter is 03 Rb(T) Tc &amp; (k) sinc[(r - kTc)/Tc] =PTC k=-rn rn rnrn1 =- O0 P k=-m &amp; (k) sinc[(r - kTc)/Tc] Modulation and Demodulation of IS-95 SpreadSpectrum
Signals We saw in Chapter 3 that the IS-95 digital cellular system uses spreadspectrum waveforms to implement a CDMA system and to provide spreadspectrum processing profit against interference. In this chapter we review ~r i n c in ~l eofs optimal receiver design and examine modulation and demodulation of IS-95 waveforms in light of these principles. 7.1 Probability
function With the statistical tools we have developed in Chapter 1, we are able to derive receiver structures that are optimal in the sense that they are the smallest probability for emor recipients. A communication requires a sender of the information (the sender) and a recipient, and the entity between the two parties is the communication channel. The communication channel is
characterized as a medium that interferes with the transmitted signal. The disturbing phenomenon is a random phenomenon normally described by some statistical distribution. The disturbing phenomena can be attributed to many sources, and they are all called noise. The noise can be either atmospheric noise (see section 1.5.10 on the discussion of log normal distributions)
or receiver-generated thermal noise (see section 1.5.1). When we have the exact statistical description of channel noise random processes, such as Gaussian noise processes, we can derive optimal receivers that can be implemented in real-world situations. In reality, we are normally working with Gaussian noise channels, or adding white Gaussian noise (AWGN) A block
diagram model of a communication system is depicted in Figure 7.1, in which {mi) denotes a set of M messages to be transmitted to 678 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Message hi&gt; - Transmitter { ~ i ()It Channel - Receiver r(t i = 0,I, ...,M-I Image 7.1 Block diagram of a communication system over an AWGN channel. Suppose message mi is transmitted using
transmitter waveform si(t). The received waveform is then given by the transmitted signal disturbed by the noise n(t). If the channel is an AWGN channel, then where n(t) is a sample function of a white Gaussian random process. For our purposes at this time, we may consider RV n(t), obtained from the Gaussian noise process {n(t)) by sampling at time t, as a zero-means
Gaussian RV with variance ui = :No, as discussed in section 1.5.1.4. Suppress the time notation, n(t) has the pdf Now, because the sender sent the message mi using waveform si (t), we can easily write down pdf of the random variable r(t), given that si(t) is transmitted [see discussion of conditional pdfs in connection with (1.48c)l as The conditional pdf of the received
waveform random variable , given that the message is transmitted , is called a probability function given that the mode (most likely value) is the value si corresponding to the transmitted message. Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals 679 7.1.1 Vector Representation of the waveforms A basic approach in the development of an optimal receiver design begins with
the idea that waveforms can be represented by N-dimensional vectors [I]. The analogy of this concept is similar to the representation of a continuous waveform of a set of Nyquist samples. The sampling strategy provides two options: one is to reconstruct the original waveform for continuous time by processing the sampled values through an interpolation filter; the second is to
express the common pdf of these sampled caravans. Our purpose for vector representation of time domain waveform is to have the possibility of the latter; namely to be able to calculate the N-dimensional joint pdf. As will be shown below, with the common pdf, we can then derive the optimal receiver design. Thus, when the waveforms are replaced by vectors of the appropriate
dimension, the wavefomz communication system becomes a vector communication system. The question to ask is thus whether it is ~ ossibleto replace all waveforms by finite dimensional vectors in a communication system where a set of M waveforms {si(t)), i = 0,1, . . , M - 1 is used. The answer is yes, in that there are many ways in which a signal in the set {si(t)) can be
represented as an N-dimensional vector si = (si2, . . . , S ~ N ) using orthonormal (ON) waveforms {pj(t), O 5 t 5 T), j = 1 , 2 , .. . N. That is: where the O N functions {pj(t)) have the property1 in which we use it as defined in (7.4b). The representation of the waveforms {si(t)) of the vectors {si) can be done in two different ways. The first method may be called wavefomz synthesis
approach, in that one selects a set of O N functions {pj(t)) and then synthesizes waveforms using linear combinations of ON functions in form si(t) = sil p l (t) si2 p2(t) . . . s in p~N ( t ) using the components of the vector si = (sil,si2, . . ,siN) as coefficients. That is, + + + The prefix ortho means ortatal, while the suffix normal means that the integral is the unit of j = k. COMA
Systems Engineering Handbook 680 given the vector si and choosing2 any set of ON functions {cpj(t)), we obtain (synthesize) transmitter waveform si(t) through the procedure sj + si(t). The second method can be called the method of analysis, in that one finds a set of ON functions {cpj(t)) from the given set of transmitter waveforms {si(t)), that is, to derive the vectors isi), by
using what is called the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure [2, 31, which we explain in Appendix 7A and gives an example to illustrate its application. The two methods, the methods of synthesis and analysis, are at our disposal and thus we can always represent the waveform's communication system through the corresponding vector communication system, as
illustrated in Figure 7.2. The method of waveform representation specified in (7.4a) is analogous to the vectors of isis representation) as n(t), noise waveform m {mil Transmitter '(') +. {dt11 *I Channel rt &amp; A Receiver m, decision {m , received waveform (a) Waveform communications system n, noise vector m {m) Transmitter {si) &gt; Channel r + Receiver 4, decision {mi} ,
received vector (b) Vector communications system Figure 7.2 Representationss of waveform and vector communications systems. The selection of the ON set {cpj(t)) involves the selection of transmitter waveforms, and hence it must be based on engineering considerations. Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Sianals 68 1 where Gj is seen as the device vector on the jth
axis of N mutually perpendicular axes cpl, cp2,. . . ,c p ~ . Thus, the signal set {si(t)), i = 0 , 1 , . . , M - 1, can now be represented as M vectors {si) in an Ndimensional signal vector space. The term replacing {si(t)) with {si) is referred to as the geometric representation of signals or the vector representation of signal wave forms. I (7.4a) coefficients isij), j = 1,2, . . . , N of
FUNCTIONS OF {cpj(t)), j = 1,2, . .. ,N is extracted from the following operation: because dTSi(t)e ( t ) dt = L~[~:~ c ] sit ~ k ( t )~ j ( tdt ) The integral of the product of two functions is called a correlation operation, and thus the vector sil, si,. . . , s in ~extracted from N corrosgels as shown in Figure 7.3. Parseval's Theorem revisited [see (1.18g)l. Let u(t) and v(t) be two time
functions with Fourier transforms U(f) and V( f). Suppose we have a set OF ON {cpj(t)), 0 5 t 5 T , j = 1 , 2 , . .. N. Next and vector representations of you(t) and v(t) are Then the 682 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 7.3 Extraction of vector components in si = ( s i l , s i z , . . ., S ~ N from ) is the waveforms s i ( t ) by correlating s i ( t ) with cpj(t), 0 5 t 5 T,j = 1 , 2 ,
N . and From (7.5e) and (7.59, we observe that the product of two time functions (signals) is equal to the scale (point) product of the two vectors representing the time functions. Let's use the following notations for the operations listed in (7.5e) and (7.59: and Modulation and Demodulation of IS.95 SS Signals 683 Loosely seen, (7.6a) is a scalar product (correlation operation) in
function space, while (7.6b) is a scalar product in vector space. Thus, the relationships (7.5e) and (7.59 means that in section 1.2 we have shown Parsevals Theorem (1.18g) which Thus we have for you(t) = v(t), where E is energy3 of the signal u(t). for you(t) = s(t), therefore: is an expression that prelode is used in discusssions of vector communication systems. For a vector s,
ls12 is the square of the length of the vector, and thus (7.7b) and (7.7~)indicate that the signal energy is equal to the square of the length of the vector representing the signal waveform: Example 7.1 Let's consider the signal vectors so and sl appear in the two-dimensional vector space in Figure 7.4. We wish to synthesize the waveCone implication is that voltage u (t) over an l-
ohm load is the basis of the signal energy definition. 684 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 7.4 Two signal vectors in two-dimensional vector space. form corresponding to these vectors by selecting ON functions q l ( t ) and q2(t), 0 5 t 5 T. Since the choice of {qj(t)) is the choice of transmitter waveforms, a technical choice invites us to consider the following
waveforms: q l ( t ) = g s i n 2 1 in fat, 0 5t 2 d /2) (7.21b) In the same way, when ml is sent, an error occurs if r = 7 is in the upper half-plane, with probability given by P(e I m l ) = = = = Pr{nz E half-plane over cpl axis I s = sl) &gt; d/2) (7,21~) But pdf of you given by Thereof, we have 1 03 P(e I mo) = P(e I m l ) = Pr{Pr{Pr n2 &gt; d/2} ,(a)da dl2 where Q( . ) is the Gaussian Q
function. For the equally likely message of adoption, we have the total unconditional probability of failure 704 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1 P(e) = C P(mi) P(e I mi) = ; [p(e I mo) + P(e I ml)] Had we considered the two signals shown in Figure 7.20(b), we would have calculated the identical conditional error probabilities and thus, from (7.22a), the unconditional
overall probability of failure is the conditional probability of failure, given which is the probability of failure of any binary (set M = 2) signal vectors with mutual distance d = Iso - sll, regardless of how they are located in the signal space. Furthermore, the probability of error shown in (7.23) is the minimum probability of error as it is calculated on the basis of (maximum probability)
decision criterion. We previously called the antipodal signals BPSK signals and assumed that signal energy is lsi12 = E, i = 0 , l for each bit of the binary message. Thus, d = 2@ and we have the well-known piece of error probability or bit error rate PER) expression Example 7.6 Binary ortactonal signals. Figure 7.21 shows two ortatonal signal vectors with the distance
Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals 705 Figure 7.21 Binary ortatonal signals. Using the formula given in (7.23), we have the probability of failure of binary ortactonal (BO) signals Note that, compared to the antipodal signals in the BPSK system, the binary ortactonal system 3 dB is poorer than the BPSK system in BER performance. This comparison is shown in
Figure 7.22. 7.1.6 Union Bound on the probability of failure in M-ary Communications Systems The exact calculation of the probability of failure of an M-ary communication system can be tedious and difficult at times when the signal constellation is such that the conditional rob abilities of errors for certain signal vectors are not suitable for easy calculation. Hence, an upper
bound on the probability of failure can be an appropriate measure of system performance, just as Chernoff bound and Central Limit Theorem are used instead of the exact calculation of required probability measures. The union bound on 706 COMA systems engineered Handbook figures 7.22 Probabilities of errors for binary antipodal and binary orthogonal systems. Modulation
and Demodulationof IS-95 SS Sionals 707 probability of failure of an M-ary communication system is an important tool for performance analysis, and we deduce this bound in this section. Consider the signal constellation shown in Figure 7.23. Let's assume that the signal vector is transmitted, and that the received vector is r. Then, according to the rule minimum distance
decision, the receiver would make an incorrect decision if the received vector r is closer to a signal vector than so-called, the transmitted vector. To put this wrong event more succintly, let's introduce a simple event notation as follows: Define Er(si, so-called) n = Event that the received vector r is closer to the vector signal sk than to the transmitted vector si (7.26a) Clear Er(si,
sk) n = Event{lr - ski &lt; Ir - herring (7.26b) Thus, given that the message mi is transmitted (i.e. m = mi), a (conditional) error event occurs whenever the received vector r is closer to at least one (or more) signal so-called, k # in than it is to the transmitted signal so-called vector. The conditional probability of failure P(e I mi) can then be written as the probability of the union of
events: Received S. vector J Si S~ Image 7.23 Signal constellation of dimensional signal space. {si) for an M-ary communication system in a two-708 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook The probability that the union of events A and B was given in (1.43d) where A n B is the intersection of events A and B. situation, if we ignore the intersection events of the events {E,
(s~,sk)) for all k # i, (7,26~)can be delimited above by the sum of the probabilities of the events {E,(si, sk)) for all k # i. Thus x P(e I mi) 5 x M-1 M-1 ~ ~ ~ r ( sx)] si,= Pr{lr - srl &lt; Ir - $ 1 I mi) (7.26d) This is the union bound on the conditional probability of error. Note that each term depends only on the two signal vectors si and sk, and therefore we can use (7,23) to identify the
probability of the concept of KTH as Pr{lr - ski &lt; Ir - sil I mi) = Q (1s-4) so that the tray bound on the total unconditional probability of error is obtained by the mean the conditional probability of errors over all messages with their message earlier {P(mi)). Thus Particularly signal constellations are such that the conditional probability of correct decisions is identical for all signals in
the set. In such a case, the conditional probability of error, or its union bound, is identical to the total unconditional probability of error, or its union bound, for equal message probabilities P(mi) = 1/M, i = 0.1, . .. , M - 1. The signal constellations for these types are called fully symmetrical signal sets and have the property that any remarking of signal points can be undone by a
rotation of coordinates, translation and/or inversion of axis [I]. Modulation and demodulation of I S 9 5 SS Signals 709 Example 7.7 The five signal vectors shown in Figure 7.24 shall be used for a 5-ary communication system over a two-sided AWGN channel with double-sided power spectral density no/2. Find the probability of symbol error P(e) provided equal message
probabilities. Solution: To obtain the probability of failure, we first consider calculating the conditional probability of correct decision P(C I mi)given Thus, when the received vector is that the message mi is transmitted. r = 7 = (Y ~, Y ~),we need to calculate the probabilities where Riis the correct decision region for signal si. We can see that the calculations for the probabilities
(7,28a) are somewhat difficult because of the shape of the decision-making regions. Therefore, it is wise to consider the union bound calculation for the probability of mismeasures of this 5-ary communication system. Using the geometry in Figure 7.25, we first calculate the upper bound on the P(e I mo)using conditional union bound formula (7.27b): Figure 7.24 Five signal
vectors {si), through dotted lines. i = 0 , l , 2 , 3 , 4 with decision regions {Ri) separated 710 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 2 Isi/ = E,, i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 SO(^ = 0 Figure 7.25 Five signal vectors for union-bounderror probability calculation. The upper bound for the case with m = ml is where modulation and demodulationof I S 9 5 SS Signals 71 1 It is obvious that the signal
constellation {sl, sa, ss, s4), not including so, is a completely symmetrical constellation, and thus the total unconditional union bound on the probability of failure is given therefore by I , Example 7.8 Consider an M-ary of equal-energy equal-energy signals {herring i = 0, I, . . , M - 1, to be used for communication over an AWGN channel with variance no/2. All messages are
equiprobable. The M signals can be represented as points, one each on N = M mutually ortatonal axes, as depicted in Figure 7.26 for the example of three ortonal signals. For an N = M-dimensional signal space, the M-ary signals are represented as Figure 7.26 Three ortallal signals in three-dimensional vector space. 712 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook The exact
calculation of the probability of failure is shown in most of the standard textbooks on modulation [I]. An expression in closed form is not available. The signal set shown in Figure 7.26 is an example of a so-called fully symmetrical signal set, and, hence, for these M equally likely, equal-energy signals, union bound is easily obtained to be Using the approximation for function Q(a)
in (1,490,we have in an M-ary communication system, each of the M messages {mi), i = 0 , 1 , 0 , . . , M - 1, can be represented by a K-tuple binary sequence with M = 2K. Wave forms {si(t)} corresponding to the signal vectors {si) are symbols, and each symbol represents K-pieces of information. The bit rate, designated Rb,is indicated by where T is the symbol duration. If we
replace (7.30a) in (7.29c), we have Because E, = KEb = TP, (7.30~) Modulation and Demodulationof IS-95 SS Sianals 713 where Eb is the energy per information piece and P, the average power, (7.30b) can be expressed as Let's now look at the conditions under which the probability of error P(e) is approaching zero. From (7.30d), we see that P(e) + 0 K + m under the
condition of the Also states (7.30e) states that P(e) + 0 T condition that +m of bait rate Rb meets the interpretations of (7.31a) and (7.31b) are important and important, in agreement the asymptomtic behavior of orthogonal modulations. The condition (7.31a) has to do with a system with bit-by-bit transmission of the parts of orthogonal signals, whereas (7.31b) applies to
schemes each message symbol uses in a orthogonal signal transmission waveform. The reader is referred to [I] and [4] for further discussion on this subject. However, we refer to the terms and conditions of (7.31a) and (7.31b) in Chapter 8 in connection with channel encoding. 7.2 Modulation schemes used in the IS-95 system In Chapter 4, Overview of the IS-95 standard, the
forward and expected links were described in block diagrams. With the exception of the pilot channel, which is only located in the front link, we noted that each channel, in both forward and backward links, convolution channel coding is used. Also noted was the fact that each channel, including the pilot channel, uses a QPSK modulation system. The QPSK modulation used in
the forward and reverse 714 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook links has the characteristic characteristic feature that the identical information symbols are multiplied by distinct PN sequences in the inphase (I) and square (Q) by the transmitter. This modulation differs from conventional QPSK modulation, where the I and Q branches take alternative information symbols [5-
81. The pilot channel enables the mobile stations to acquire information about the carrier's forward link phase, and thus the demodulation of forward link is carried out consistently. However, for the reverse link, no pilot channel is provided and, thereof, continuous demodulation is not possible. The encoded-and-interleaved information symbol sequence is converted into a new
sequence by a Walsh ortage block encoder, designated W(64, 6)) where each group of six binary symbols for input is converted into a block of 64 Walsh chips. The Walsh modulated symbols are multiplied by the mobile station-specific PN code sequence. This result sequence is offset QPSK (OQPSK) modulated for transmission to the base station. Due to the lack of phase
information on the uplink (reverse link) carrier, the I and Q branch symbols cannot be contiguously demodulated. The reverse link I- and Q-branch symbol decisions are not made immediately after carrier removal. Instead, the I and Qbranch baseband values are passed on to the 64-ary Walsh ortactonal decoherent demodulators. We analyze in detail the IS-95 CDMA reverse
link ortage demodulation system in this chapter. By demodulating (decoding) the walsh symbols in the phase okoherent demodulator, the corresponding six-symbol information consequence is extracted and thereby to perform demodulation without the benefit of having carrier phase information. The performance measures of the demodulation schemes used in the forward and
backlinks are analyzed for both the AWGN channel and Rayleigh's fading channel environments. Included in this chapter is an analysis to show the reason behind the choice of QPSK modulation in the CDMA system instead of simple BPSK modulation. 7.2.1 Forward link All forward link channels (pilot, sync, paging and traffic) use QPSK modulation for information symbol
transmission. Figure 7.27 reproduces the transmitter configuration of the n:t channel, where n denotes one of the forward link channels. When n denotes the pilot channel, the data waveform D,(t) is constant 1, which means that the pilot channel does not carry information. That is: 715 Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals +I augumented PN sequence period =
32768 = 64 x 512 chips rate (R,) = 1.2288 Mcps qt&gt; c0soot +Idata waveform includes encoding, scrambling rate (R,) 5 19.2 kpsps Pulse forming LPFs +1 Walsh function I I rate (R,) = 1.2288 Mcps = 64 x 19.2 kpsps period = 64 markers +augumented In PN sequence period = 32.768 = 64 x 512 marker rate (R ,) = 1.2288 Mcps I cQ(t) Figure 7.27 Transmitter configuration for
n t forward link channel. In Figure 7.27, we see that the data waveform Dn(t) is multiplied by the Walsh function Wn(t), and then the resulting product Dn(t) Wn(t) is fed to the upper branch and the lower branch. CI(t) represents the P N sequence of the cq(t), the P N sequence of the lower branch. Because Wn(t), CI(t) and CQ(t) represent the respective sequences running at the
same rate, the resulting sequences are also random sequences with polarity f 1 for each transfer symbol. Note that Dn(t) represents encoded and interleaved information symbols of 716 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook duration Ts, while Wn(t), Cz(t) and CQ(t) represent chip symbols for duration T,. We therefore have the two symbol clauses5 1 Rs = T, RC = 1 for the
encoded symbol course (7.32d) for the PN and Walsh chip prices (7.32e) FIR filter, which we discussed in detail in section 1.4.2, forms the symbol pulse to be modulated by the in-phase carrier (cos wot) for the upper branch, and by the four-to-four carrier (sin wot) for the lower branch of Figure 7.27. The in-phase carrier-modulated branch is the I channel and the quadrature
carrier-modulated branch is the Q channel. It is shown in Figure 7.27 that the QPSK modulated symbol represents two information symbols, consisting of I and Q channel information symbols. The reason for summing up I and Q channel waveforms is that it is simply the most convenient and economical way to transfer the symbol seand Q), using a single carrier. quence
information of each channel (I To see this, let's ignore the effect of the FIR spectral forming filters and express the QPSK modulated waveform as follows: Because I(t) and Q(t) assume the two possible values f 1, we may use the indexi and j to indicate that Ii(t) and Qj(t) assume the value + I for i = j = 1 and the value -1 for . . . We then have sn(t) = An[Ii(t)coswet + Qj(t) its wet]
there and A, is an appropriate amplification factor for channel n. Therefore, there are four possible symbol pair patterns6 {Ai, Bj) or {ai,b j ) of Numeric Relationships between R, and R, shown in Tables 3.1 (sync channel), 3.2 (paging channel) and 3.3 (traffic channel) in Chapter 3. We use notations A,B E {+I, -1) and a, b E {0.1} as we did in Section 6.4 to signify binary
sequences across each set. Modulation and demodulation of IS-95SS Signals {Ii(t), Qj(t), 0 I t I Tc), where 2, j E {+I, -1) while in, j E ( 0 , l ) in (ai, bj) notation. Thus 717 in (Ai, Bj) notation, Corresponding phases of the wearer are phase transitions corresponding to the symbol pair patterns shown in Figure 7.28. We observe from Figure 7.28 that a given pair of symbols can make
a transition to all other possible pairs, including the same symbol pair pattern. For example, the symbol pair pattern (Ii, Qj) = (ai, bj) = (0,0) can be changed to one of ((0, O), (0, I ) , (1, O), ( 1 , l ) ) at the next symbol range. When a phase transition occurs by crossing the origin, the transmission wave shows a large variation in amplitude; other transitions may or may not involve
a change in amplitude. Thus, qpsk waveform is generally a nonconstant amplitude waveform. Nonconstant amplitude induces conversion distortion if the transmission characteristics are not entirely linear. For the forward link, transmission characteristics can be designed to be linear, using a linear amplifier, thereby tolerating the amplitude variations due to QPSK modulation. 4



Q - channel (1, I)++(O!0) (A, B)++(a, b) + I - channel (1, -I)++(O,I ) (A, B)*(a, b) Image 7.28 Signal constellation of QPSK modulation and carrier phase transitions with respect to symbol pair transitions. 718 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook O n the other hand, for the reverse link, which is analyzed in section 7.22, the IS-95 system employs OQPSK. In OQPSK
modulation, the Qchannel symbol is half a symbol delayed with respect to the I-channel data symbol, as illustrated in Figure 7.29. For both QPSK and OQPSK, the I channel in Figure 7.29 shows the data sequence 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, while the Q channel for QPSK shows the sample sequence - 1, 1, 1, - 1, 1, - 1. This is the case with the symbol pair of pattern transitions (1,-1) +
(-1,l) -+ (1,l) + (1,-1) -+ (-1,l) + (1, -1). The corresponding phase transitions are (Reference, -45') 180' + -90' -90' 180' 180•‹ (135O) + (45O) -+ (---45O) + (135O) + (-45O) (7.34d) The Q channel for OQPSK in Figure 7.29 shows the identical pattern as that of QPSK, but T,/2 sec delayed, where Ts is the duration of the symbol. Let's observe the symbol pair patterns with respect to
transitions of both Ichannel and the delayed Q-channel sequences. We have Now, regarding the first symbol pair (1, -1) as a reference, these pair transitions will show the following phase transition patterns: lchannel QPSK, OQPSK 1 1 Q-channel Q-channel OQPSK T.2 I I I I I Figure 7.29 Symbol transition pattern in QPSK and OQP module SKation. In Modulation and
demodulation of IS-95 SS Sianals 719 Note that during OQPSK modulation phase transitions never exceed f 90•‹, and this fact is illustrated in Figure 7.30, in which the QPSK waveform shows 180' carrier phase changes, while the OQPSK waveform shows only 90' carrier phase changes. A signal constellation for the OQPSK modulation is given in Figure 7.31, showing the
symbol pair patterns together with carrier phase transitions, which can be compared to those in QPSK as shown in Figure 7.29. QPSK Figure 7.30 Illustration of the maximum carrier phase transitions in qpskand OQPSK modulation system. 720 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 7.31 Signal constellation of ODPSK modulation and carrier phase transitions with
respect to symbol pair transitions. 7.2.1.1 Error performance of Forward Link Channel Symbols in AWGN From Figure 7.27 we see that the modulation scheme is QPSK for each channel n, where n represents any of 64 possible forward link channels. QPSK modulation consists of two independent BPSK modulations of I and Q carriers. QPSK signals s,(t) are translated to a
higher carrier frequency and radiated into the air for it to be received by the intended mobile station. On the mobile receiver, I and Q channel symbols are demodulated separately. This is done by first extracting the I and Q decision variables by coherent multiplication of the received waveform with I and Q channel carriers. We first analyze forward link error performance under
the assumption that there is no multipath interference and no multiple access interference (MAI).7 This is an ideal assumption because in reality there are multipaths from the transmitted signals that have different Walsh function pling from the direct route. Analysis under no multipath and no MA1 due to signals from other cells. Consider Figure 7.32, which depicts the forward
link Walsh function ortage multiplexing configuration consisting of M = 64 channels, each with ' MA1 due to own cell as well as adjacent cells considered in cdma system performance analysis in chapters 10 and 11. Modulation and demodulation of IS.95 SS Signals I W I 721 722 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook processing is depicted earlier in Figure 7.27. The
transmitted forward link waveform can be written where fo is the selected center frequency, and I(t) and Q(t) are the waveforms in phase and square phase where Cz(t) and Co(t) are two distinct maximum lengths of short f 1 PN sequences clocked with chip speed R, = 1,2288Mcps. {bi} are digitally controlled channel transmitter amplitudes, which may be different for each
channel, depending on the signal power requirement of that channel at the receiving end (mobile station). The {Wi(t)) is the 64-chip f 1 periodic Walsh features, clocked with the same chip speed R,. {Di(t)} are f 1 data symbols, possibly including encoding and scrambling, and clocked with prices not greater than RJ64 = 19.2ksps. The pulse forming controls the bandwidth of the
waveform as explained in section 1.4; we ignore the effects of this shaping in the performance analysis to follow. During the reception of a data symbol, the received waveform r(t) at the particular cell phone using channel n can be expressed as n(t) = n, (t) where 4 cos2xfot + n, ( t )fisin2ftx 723 Modulation and demoduiation of IS-95 SS Signals T, = 64Tc = 64/Rc = Walsh
function period n(t) = G(0, ; No), nc(t) = G(O,+No), n,(t) = G(O; ; No) (7.36~) and 2 7 ~ si (t) = CI (t)[AiWi(t)Di(t)]~ 0 ~foot + CQ(t)[AiWi(t)Di(t)]sin2rfot, i = 0,1,. . . , M - 1 (7.36d) The {Ai) denote the amplitudes of the received I- and Q-channel carriers, i = O , l , ...,M - 1 . It is apparent from the observation (7.36d) that the receiver needs to multiply the received waveform by both
CI(t) cos27~ foot and CQ(t)its% foot to obtain the information that carries the Walsh function, W,(t). Hence, the receiver configuration for the nth channel receiver should be of the shape shown in Figure 7.33. The quadrature components rc(t) and r,(t) developed by that receiver are rc(t) = [r(t) x . f in cos2nfot] lowpass x Cr(t) M-1 M-1 A ~ (t)Wi D ~ (t) + n~(t) JZ C i=o = - and
figure 7.33 Optimal demodulator for n h forward link channel symbol decirionE,(t). 724 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook with NC(t) and ns(t) being uncorrelated noise waveforms with spectral density levels ; No in the bandwidth of the lowpass filters. The sum of r,(t) and r,(t) is Now, performs the correlation with the assigned mobile station W l h function Wn(t) to extract
the decision fine(t) on the polarity of the data symbol Dn(t),we have the decision statistics where Di(t) is constant during the integration interval, we have used the ortonality of the Walsh functions, and where modulation and demodulation of IS.95 SS Signals 725 Bruset the term 77 is a Gaussian RV by mean m , and variance at ,is designated 77 = G (m,, en:), where the mean is
the variance of 77 given by which we have used the fact that it is clear that we need to calculate the noise correlation functions shown in integrand of (7.39a). Since the integral can be seen as a lowpass filter, we can simplify the analysis by lumping all the filtration effects of the I and Q branches of the receiver into the integrals, as if the lowpass filters in Figure 7.33 were
absent. This approach allows the noise waveforms nc(t) and n,(t) to be treated as white noise with spectral density &amp;No[I] and with the corresponding correlation function ; No S ( T ) , and the variance in (7.39a) becomes 726 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook because C:(t) = C $ ( t ) = W i ( t )= 1. Therefore, the noise term defined in (7.38b) is given by Because the
decision variable is the Gaussian noise term term r] plus the data dependent amount &amp;D.A,T, = &amp;A.T, the probability of error is identical to that of binary antipodal signals with distance d = ~*A,T,, as illustrated in Figure 7.20. The data symbol error probability is therefore * using the fact that the energy of the signal over the duration of a Walsh period is Ew n = AiT..
Note that the Walsh symbol, consisting of 64 Walsh chips, represents a coded information symbol; thus, using ES to denote symbol energy, we have E, = E, and in this analysis we used ideal assumptions8 and represented the receiver who performs analog operations, such as integration, while the actual receiver employs digital operations. The ideal assumptions include
perfect PN code synchronization. We will discuss PN code acquisition and tracking in a later section of this chapter. 727 Modulation and Demodulation of IS95 SS Signals 7.2.1.2 Error Performance of Forward Link Channel Symbols in Rayleigh Fading In this section, we obtain the performance expression error for forward link symbol modulation for Rayleigh fading channel.
Now suppose that the transferred QPSK signal, which consists of two independent BPSK modulations, is exposed to Rayleigh fading due to multipath effects. Then the received signal term for walsh channel i included in (7.36a) can be expressed as s i c( t )= I ( t ) cos27rfot + aQi( t ) sin27rfot (7.42a) where Ii and Qi are the f 1 parts of the square modulations after factoring out
the amplitude Ai = with E, which represents the phasing energy of each square dangle channel without fading. In (7.42a), a is a Ra~ leighRV (Rayleigh attenuation parameter) and its pdf is given by where b = 2 is the mean square value of Rayleigh RV. Given (7.42a) rayleigh fades, the effect of replacing the received symbol energy E, with a2Es, and thus the error probability of
bpsk system of quadrature PN chip-modulation symbol transfer in Rayleigh bleaching should be obtained by the mean symbol error probability in (7.410b) over RV a: Using pdf given in (7.42b), we then have 728 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Details in the calculation for the result of (7.42e) performed in Appendix 7B. The antipodal signal AWGN channel failure
performance (7.41b) and Rayleigh bleaching channel error performance (7.42e) are plotted in Figure 7.34 with P,(e) replaced by PspsK(e) and E, replaced by E, so that the plots would lend themselves to a wide range of applications where the energy refers to different parameters (bit, symbol, chip, etc.). 7.2.2 Reverse link As seen in the system description for the reverse link in
Chapter 4, there are only two channel categories in the reverse link: access channel and traffic channel. There is no pilot channel as there is in the forward link. The signal processing for the reverse link channels at the base station therefore does not have the advantage of a pilot channel and thus the signal processing is non-contiguous. The term noncoherent means that the
recipient does not have knowledge of the random phase associated with the received carrier, and for this reason only the envelope for the received signal must be used for message decisions. In what follows, we first discuss fundamentals related to receiver structures for processing received signals with unknown random phase, and then proceed to consider performance
comparisons for the modulation systems used in reverse link of the IS-95 system. 7.2.2.1 Moncoherent Signal Processing Consider a communication system in which a set of M equally likely messages {mi), i = 0, 1 , . . ,M - 1is to be transmitted to the receiving party using the baseband9 waveforms {si(t), 0 5 t 5 T), i = 0,1, .. . ,M - 1, with the mapping mi + si (t). This system
description is identical to that of the waveform communication system discussed in section 1.5.2. We now assume that the transmitted signal zi(t) for message mi given by zi (t) = si(t) JZ cos(wot - 0), o &lt; t 5 T (7.43a) By baseband signal, we mean the signal before transmission using a carrier frequency, the signal that occupies the spectrum in the lowpass region including f =
0. Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals Figure 7.34 Performance of contiguous BPSK modulation over AWGN and Rayleigh bleaching channels vs. E, /NO= E/No. 729 730 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook where si(t) is the selected baseband waveform and 6' is a phase RV distributed uniformly over the range (0.27r) by pdf of o 5 a 5 2 ~ otherwise The
transmitted signal is damaged by AWGN and the received waveform is given by r(t) = si (t) JZ cos(wot - 0) + n(t), O 5 t 5 T (7.43~) where n(t) = 0, No/2) (7.43d) We are dealing with a receiver that does not have the ability to estimate or know the carrier phase 0 of the received signal. This situation, lack of knowledge of 8 at the receiver, makes signal processing non-comen
signal processing. The first step in implementing the optimal receiver for the unknown phase is to demodulate the received signal using quadrature carrier waveforms, as shown in Figure 7.35. Ifaskanalen output rc(t) and the square channel output r, (t) are then given by + n, t) = si(t) its 8 + n,(t) rc(t) = si (t) cos 8 r,(t) where nc(t) and n,(t) are independent zero-mean Gaussian
RVs with equal d c o s coot s f i ) T 2 cos(oot-e) + 44 OltlT -+ r,(t) = sit) sine Figure 7.35 The first step in demodulation of random phase signals. + q(t) Modulation and demodulation of IS.95 SS Signals 731 variances a: N O W when the corresponding rectangular bandwidths of the lowpass filters are from -W to W. Note that the signal set {si(t)) used at the transmitter should
have been synthesized from a given set of signal vectors {si) based on the representation using the orthonormal functions {cpj(t)), j = 1,2, .. . ,N as described in section 7.1.2. Recognition of this fact provides vector representations for (7.44a) and (7.44b) as r, = sicosO +n, and r, = si sin 0 + n, where n, and n, N-dimensional zero-mean Gaussian are random vectors
independently of each other whose components are, respectively, the projections of n,(t) and n,(t) on the orthonormal functions {cpj(t)). Due to the ortonality of these functions, the components of n, and n, are also mutually independent with equal deviations that can be considered to be [I] a2 = ; No, so that their common pdf is given by the optimal decision rule is made on the
basis of the received quadrature demodulator output vectors r, and r, [9] given in (7.46a) and (7.4613). Now assume that these vectors have the values r, = CY = (a1,a2,.. . ,a ~ ) and r, = p = (Dl, P2,. . . ,PN). Note that the transmitted signal vector si is displayed in both of these vectors; this fact means that we need to consider the common pdf of r, and r, in the optimal decision-
making process. Thus, the probability function, given that the message mi is transmitted, the common pdf of r, and r,, given m = mi is obtained by the mean the common pdf, given m = mi and carrier phase takes the value 0 = y,above the possible values of y. It is: 732 COMA Systems Enaineerinu Handbook From (7.46a), (7.46b), and (7.46~)we have ml decision rule can now
be stated as where the optimal receiver structure is realized by mechanization of sufficient conditions that meet the requirements on the right side of (7,474 and we derive these sufficient conditions. But let us first examine the expression in the exponent of average in (7.47~). Since a and P are specific vectors that r, and r, are assumed, and y are the specific value of phase 8,
the general expression of the exponent is each and modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals 733 The identity given by (7.48a) is easily understood by means of the transformation specified in Figure 7.36. We also note that (see Section 7.1.1) ( r ,i ) and 1' r, (t) Si (t) dt E (rc(t), si (t)) (7.48d) Using the identity of (7.48a), we have (r, , si)cos8 + (rs , si)sin 8 } = exp{$ a2
cos(8 - 4i) This integral is the modified Bessel function of order zero [see (1.88)], defined bv, ez cos a dQ e ~ c o 4 a - 4 )dcr Io(x) = 2? T 1 due to the periodicity of the cosine function. Thus, (7.49a) and we now have the optimal decision rule Figure 7.36 Transformation diagram for (7.48a). 734 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook fh = mk iff I. (%) u eP4lb2 = rnax{Io 2 ($) e-
+ik2} (7503 Let's introduce some simplistic assumptions about this ML decision rule. First, we assume that Ei = E, for all in = 0 , 1 , . . . ,M - 1. Then (7.50a) becomes Next, since Io(x) is a monotonically increasing function of x (see Figure 1.72 in Chapter I), we can write in where Ri was defined in (7.48b), giving a mechanization of the decision variable R: for si(t) shown in Figure
7.37. Using the mathematical notation of the correler operations, we can represent the generation of the decision variable in the alternative way shown in Figure 7.38. Correlations (r, , , si) and (r, , , si) are defined in (7.48d) and (7.48e) respectively). The entire configuration of the non-followed correlation receiver for random phase M-ary communication is shown in Figure 7.39.
e c o s against Figure 7.37 Non-coment signal processing for the generation of the decision variable Rz corresponding to the signal si(t). 735 Modulation and demodulation of IS-95SS Signals JI cos against dZsin against Figure 7.38 An alternative representation of Figure 7.37. A m symbol decision Image 7.39 Non-coment correlation receiver for equal energy M-ary
communication system with random phase. 736 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 7.2.2.2 Envelope Detection Receiver for M-ary Communications System This section derives an alternative shape to the receiver structure as shown in Figure 7.39. Section 7.1.4 showed that a correlate and a matched filter are equivalent. If we replace the corrotenes (r,(t), si (t)) and (rs(t),
si(t)), i = O , l , . . . . M - 1 in Figure 7.39 with filters matched with {si(t)}, 0 5 t 5 T, we have the matched filter receiver configuration as shown in Figure 7.40. The prominent feature common to the recipients shown in figures 7.39 and 7.40 is that at the front end the carrier frequency is removed by the action of the heterodyne, and thus the signal processing takes place at
baseband. We will now consider a receiver structure that processes the RF signal without removing the carrier frequency in the front. We assumed in (7.43a) that the transmitted signal is of ~ i ( t ) = ~ ~ ~ t ) f in ~ ~ ~O (&lt; ~ t R2 742 CDMA Systems Engineering Manual where the envelopes {Ri) were defined in (7.50e) and the transmitter signals {si(t)) were defined to be
either those given in (7.56 ~)and (7.56d) or those given in (7.57a) and (7.57b). The probability of failure of this non-disjointed binary ortactonal system is identical for using square-law envelope detection based on (7.58a) or for using envelope detection based on (7.58b). However, the mathematical treatments of the two cases differ considerably. For our analysis, we use the
squarelaw envelope detection version based on (7.58a) and the transmitter waveforms we use are given in (7.57a) and (7.57b). For assuming that ml is transferred (m = ml), the decision rule is Substitut for quadrature components rc(t) and rs(t) from (7.44a) and (7.44b), respectively, we have there and where Also, Modulation and Demodulationof I S 9 5 SS Signals 743 where it
is easily shown that ncl, n , ~ ,nc2, and ns2 are all independent zero-mean Gaussian RVs with the same variance NoE,/2, denoted For example, the mean of NC2 = l T m s 2 ( t )dt = 0 and a = l T I T n c ( t )nc(u) is .12(t) s2(u j d t du = lTITBAh, 6 ( t - U) . s2(t)s?( u) d t d~ Note that in (7.63e) we assumed that nc(t) nc(u) = NoS(t - v), the correlation function for white noise with
spectral density ;Strictly speaking , since nc(t) is obtained as shown in Figure 7.35 with a lowpass filter, it is not white noise. However, its spectrum is flat over the bandwidth of interest, and for this reason nc(t) can be treated as white noise [I]. Similarly E{ns2) = 0 and E{r1,2~)= ; No. Thus, we have the envelope decision variables given by the 744 COMA Systems Engineering
Handbook It is clear that R: and R; is peeled chi-squared RVs. Since normalization of a Gaussian RV to obtain one-unit variance is given by then the squared envelopes are = a2x2(2; A), a2= ; NOES (7.66a) and These results are based on the fact (see section 1.5.9) that the sum of the squares of two independent zero-means, unit-variance Gaussian RVs is a central chi-
squared RV with two degrees of freedom, and that such a sum that includes nonzero means Gaussian RVs is a non-central chi-squared RV with two degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter A, given by Because R1 and R2 have the same scale factor a 2 , we may perform the analysis using the normalized decision statistics Modulation and Demodulation of IS-95 SS
Signals Z1 n = Rl/a and 2 2 745 n = Rz/o (7 7.166d) whose ~d f is s given by [see (1.107g) and (1.105f)l PzlW and (a), = a20 otherwise (7.67a) otherwise to calculate P(e/m l) , the conditional probability of failure, given that ml is transmitted, we first assume that the signal plus noise channel envelope takes a specific value p and then averages the probability over the range j3.
Thus Average over RV Z1 is accomplished as follows: Let the variable integration j3 be converted by j3 = becomes e-v4 x pdf for A' iy. Then (7.68b) = ; A replacement for non-communion parameter A, we obtain the probability of error of the non-comaline binary orthogonal (NCBO) system such as the 746 COMA Svstems Engineering Handbook 7.2.2.4 Noncoherent Binary
Orthogonal System in Rayleigh Fading For the case of the NCBO system in rayleigh's bleaching channel, the probability of error can be obtained by the mean AWGN ERROR probability, given that the energy is exposed to fade. The probability of conditional failure given rayleigh damping factor a. Pdf-a Rayleigh RV was given in (7.42b) as 2a pa ( a )= -e-a2/b, a 1 o (7.70b) b
where b = 2 is the mean square value of a. We then obtain the error probability by calculating where you use bE, = ZE,. Therefore, the probability of error of the NCBO system in Rayleigh-fading We are plotted (7.69) and (7.71) in Figure 7.44 for comparison purposes. 7.2.2.5 IS-95 CDMA Reverse Link M-ary Orthogonal Modulation Scheme From the system diagram of the
reverse link channels shown in Chapter 4, we observe that after encoding and interleaving the information sequence, the symbols are transmitted at the speed of Rs = 28,800 symbols/sec (sps). For Modulation and Demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals I I 747 I I Raylei h Bleaching (2 + AWGN 5 exp {-E Figure 7.44 Probabilities of failure of an NCBO system in AWGN and Rayleigh
bleaching. 748 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Transfer, these data symbols are grouped into six symbol blocks to indicate one of the M = 64 possible Walsh code words (Walsh M-ary symbols), as shown in Figure 7.45. The scheme is in the form of a (n, k) = (64, 6) block code, which we describe as W(64, 6) to enter walsh ortage code chip length 64 with an entry
block of six symbols. In the figure, Dk(t) denotes a sex symbol sequence (block) for the mobile user KTH, and Wn(k)(t) denotes the function nth Walsh in order 64 for that user. Walsh symbol rate is R, = Rs/6 = 28,800/6 = 4,800 wps (7.72a) where wps means words per secondn or Walsh symbols per second. The chip frequency in chips/sec (cps) of the ortactal Walsh sequence
is MR, = MRs/6 = 64 x 4,800 = 307,200 cps (7.72b) The Walsh sequence Wn(t) is then propagated by an f 1 long PN code sequence, Pk(t), the code phase of which is specific to the mobile user, followed by OQPSK modulation, as shown in Figure 7.46. Because pn chip speed R, = l/Tc is higher than the chip frequency of the Walsh sequence, there are N PN chips per Walsh
chip, where N=--R, MR, 1,228,800 = 4 PN chips/Walsh chip 307,200 (7.72~) The 64possible k 1Walsh sequences {Wn(t)) are ortogonal during the period T, = 64/Rw: W(64.6) Encoder - ' Dk(4 Group to 6 symbol coded data In symbols on R, = 28,800 sps ) I - Choose one of 64 Walsh sequences 6-svmbol I word on R, = 4800 wps Figure 7.45 Reverse link Walsh orthogonal
modulation concept. W%(k)(t) b Walsh seauence I chips on 64R, 307,200 cps - Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals I-channel PN code chips on R, User PN sequence I chips at 749 COS versus I Pulse-shaping filter Walsh sequence chips at 64R, = 307.200 Q-channel PN code chips at R, Figure 7.46 Reverse link propagation, pulse forming, and OQPSK
modulation diagram. Let us define mk(t) as the product of W,(t) and Pk(t), that is: that carries the data of the kth user. Using these parameters and definitions for the reverse link M-ary ortatonal modulation, we specify the relevant noncoherent receiver structure and evaluate its performance. We ignore the effects of pulse shaping in our analysis. From Figure 7.46 it is clear that
the OQPSK modulated signal transmitted to the mobile KTH user can be expressed as where wo = 27rfo denotes the reverse link (uplink) carrier angle frequency, CI(t) and CQ(t) respectively are f 1 short P N code sequences for the transmitter I and Q channels clocked at the same chip speed as the long P N code sequence, R, = 1,228,800cps. At this point we can release the
index k denotes user k and express the transmitted waveform as stT(t)= A. [ ~ ( tcos ) wot where a +~ (- ; T,) t sinwot] ) P(t) Wn(t) C I ( ~ ) ~ ( t ) m(t) C I ( ~ = and (7.74a) (7.7413) 750 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Because ~ ~ (=tQ2(t) ) = 1, the OQPSK modulated waveform can be expressed as str(t) = Ao+(t) + Q2(t - IT,) cos[wot-d(t)] where Note from (7.74d) that
the total power of the transmitted signal is A;, and the powers of the I and Q channels are given by PO,I = !jA81~(t)= l2A o2 and Po,Q= :A:Q~(~ - %T,) = +A; (7.75a) The chip energies for I and Q channels are E C ,n = ~ Po,ITc = IA~T, and E c ,n = ~ PoJT, = !jAiTC (7,75b) where Ec A = E,,I = ECIQis chip energy in each of the I and Q channels. The total emitted OQPSK signal
energy is thus provided by 7.2.2.6 Optimal Demodulation for IS-95 Reverse link waveforms Let's assume that there is no multipath as well as no multiple access interference. Subsequently, the received reverse link waveform is given by where n(t) is assumed to be white Gaussian noise with double-sided power spectral density $. No.The signal term can be expressed as [see
(see (7.33d)In 751 Modulation and Demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals where T is the road delay and 8 is a random phase of the carrier. The frequency notation in (7.76b) fl = w1/27r distinguishes the reverse link carrier frequency from the for forward link, because the two are different. Since there is no pilot signal, nor is there any provision for carrier phase estimation on the
base station for reverse link, non-compress signal processing (demodulation) is performed. Now, assuming that chip synchronization has been achieved,ll so that we can set T = 0 in the received signal representation in (7.76b), we have for the received signal + + (-$T,) t sin(wlt + 8)] = A [I1(t)cos wlt + Q'(t) its wlt] sTeC(t) = A [ I ( ~ c ) o s ( w ~ 9)~ ~ each and ~ ' ( tn = ) I(t) cos
8 (7.77a) + Q (t - :T,) its 8 (7.77b) Q1(t) n = ~ (- t:T,) cos 9 - I(t) sin8 (7.77~) Receiver signal processing at the front end. The first step for signal processing is to obtain the quadrature components. This step is performed multiply the received waveform by I and Q carriers and then lowpass filtering to remove 2fl terms as the result of the multiplication (heterodynion), as diagram
in Figure 7.47. The received waveform, which carries the data in any Walsh function W,(t), is given by where n(t) is white Gaussian noise with spectral density n(t) = n, (t) ;%, given by ficos wot + n, (t)fisin wot with n,(t) and n,(t) each is zero-mean Gaussian with variance received quadrature components as shown in Figure 7.47 is 11 Acquisition and synchronization processed in
section 7.4. (7.78b) :No. The 752 COMA Svsterns Enoineerino Handbook Figure 7.47 Extraction of quadrature components in the non-combined receiver. r ~ ( t= ) [r(t) x 4 c o s wlt] lowpass - ? ' A I1(t)+ nI(t) (7.78~) and in which nI (t) = n ,(t) and nQ(t) = nc(t) are uncorrupted Gaussian noise terms, each with spectral density iNo in the bandwidth of its lowpass filter. Substitute for
I1(t) and Q1(t) gives ' A[P(t)W, (t) CI (t) cos 0 -z - + ~ ~ ( t - in ~ ~ ) W , ( t - &amp; ~ , ~ ~ ( t - in ~ ~ ) s in n 0 ] + n(7.79a) 1(t) and = $A [m(t ; T,) CQ(t - ; T,) cos 0 - m(t) CI (t) its 01 - P(t) Wn(t) CI (t) its 81 + nQ(t) + nQ(t) (7.79b) Modulation and demodulation of IS -95 SS Sianals 753 The terms and conditions (7.79a) and (7.79b) clearly show that each quadrature channel
requires multiplications of CI (t) x P(t) and CQ(t - ; T,) x P (t - $T,) to des~readand descramble the signal terms, as depicted in Figure 7.48. The four output components in Figure 7.48 are obtained by the fact that in order to develop signal-plus-noiseterms dIQ(t) 4 rI(t) x c Q ( t - ; T,) x ~ (- t:T,) - 3 AW, (t - +T,)its 0 + nIQ(t) - (7.80b) dQQ(t)4 rQ(t) x c Q ( t - ; T,) x ~ (-t$T,) =z 1 ~ (t
~- +T,) n cos 6 + nQq(t) CI(t-TJ2) ~ (tT-J ~ ) Figure 7.48 Despreading and descrambling operations on the quadrature components. (7.80d) 7 54 COMA Svstems Enoineerina Handbook where the noise terms nzz(t), nIQ(t),nQz(t), and nQQ(t)are later indicated in the analysis of the fault performance of the demodulator. Optimal receiver signal processing requires correlation of
components {dij(t)) with stored replicas {wq(t), W, (t - ; T,) q = 1 , 2 , .. . ,M) of the Walsh functions (4M correlates). The correlation involving dzz(t) gives ATw&amp;, cos 0+ (11.~ -3 - (7.8la) using the ortonality of the walsh functions, expressed by Likewise, we note that (7.81b) means that the Walsh functions are f 1 waveforms, just like the PN codes, so that the energy of the
received signal in a Walsh period is A2Tw without reference to parameters of any of the sequences used. The , Z , and ~ , [ Q Q , ~at the end of the characteristics of the noise terms Jzz,q,J Z Q , J ~ Q correlates are discussed below in connection with the analysis of the performance receiver. We now collect terms involving cos0 and those involving sine, respectively, to form
the variables {Z,,) and {Zsq), q = 1 , 2 , . .. ,M as follows: n Zcq = D I I , and n + D Q Q ,= AT,^, cos 0 + ncq Z, = D I Q DQlr = AT,^, its 0+ n, (7.82a) (7.82b) Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Sisnals each and 755 n ncq - [ I I , ~+ [ Q Q , ~ It is obvious now that square-envelope decision variables {R:} can be formed by summarizing the squares of Z,, and Z,,, thereby
eliminating the dependence of the receiver decision on the random phase 0. The receiver therefore calculates the decision variables The implementation of the optimal non-follow-up receiver for M-ary Walsh function demodulation is graphed in Figure 7.49. Analysis of the reverse link demodulator. We derived the optimal noncoherent demodulator for the reverse link. The
demodulator forms the variables M squared-envelopedecision {R:, q = I, 2, . .. , M} , where A4 = 64 for the IS-95 system. We are now determining the failure performance of the demodulator for a single user without multipath interference. Based on the optimal decision rule of (7.50d), we say that %'(t) = Wk(t) iff R: = max{R:} = max{ZZq + z&amp;} Q each and I 4 n AT&amp;,,
cos 0 + n,, Z,, n = AT,,^,, its 0 + n,, Zcq = (7.83b) (7.83~) The noise terms ncq and n,, defined in (7.82~)and (7.82d), and it appears in Appendix 7C that {(n,, n,,) q = 1 , 2 , .. . ,M ) is independent, zero-mean Gaussian RVs, each with variance NOT,: Hence, the {(Z,,, Z,,,)) with variance NOTw: is independent, nonzero-mean Gaussian RVs, every 7 56 CDMA Systems Engineering
Handbook c Select largest Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals 757 and we therefore recognize that the decision variables {R:, q = 1 , 2 , .. . , M ) are scaled chi-squared RVs with two degrees of freedom : 2-22 Rq - cq +p = s9 aZX2(2; A), q=n a2x2(2), 9 #n q 1 2. M (7.84 ~) where a2 = NOTwand noncentrality parameter X is given by where are the Walsh symbol
energy and the Twis Walsh symbol period. Wrong probability analysis. Without loss of public, assume that the first Walsh word was sent. Then the decision variable Ry is a scaled, noncentral chi-squared RV, given by and the remaining M - 1 decision variables scaled, central chi-squared RVs, given by Note that the decision variables are a2 times the standard forms of
chisquared RVs, and thus we can normalize the decision variables as follows: CDMA Systems Engineeriig Handbook 758 21 n R? = 7= xl(2; X) 0 R; and Zq n = 3 - X:(2), q &gt;2 where ~ : ( 2 A) ; is the notation for a noncentral chi-squared RV with two degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter X = 2Ew/No, and ~ ; ( 2 ) denotes a central chi-squared RV with two degrees
of freedom. The pdfs of Z1 and Z, then, are given by [see (1.105f) and (1.107g)I IO, and ~zq(a&gt; = otherwise 20, otherwise q = 2.3, ..., M (7.86b) Let's denote the M Walsh functions as M messages {mq) corresponding to {Wq(t)), q = 1.2, . .. , M. Then pw(e ( ml) for M equally likely Walsh symbols, given that Wl(t) is transmitted, is equal to the total probability of error Pw(e);d et
to say Pw(e) = Pw(e I mi). Because we first calculate the probability of correct decision. Assuming that channel decision variable Z1 has taken a value / 3, we have Averaged over Z1, the conditional probability of correct decision becomes Modulation and Demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals 759 Replaces (7.87d) in (7.87a), we have there Thus, word error probability for the
single-user is the case is This expression has the same form as the symbol error lact capacity for a Mary noncoherent ortage (or M-ary noncoherent FSK (MFSK)) system [I, 7, 81, with the Walsh word energy E and being replaced by the MFSK symbol energy. The symbol error probability expression (word error probability) for (7879 is plotted in Figure 7.50 as a function of the
word energy-to-noise spectral density with M as a parameter. 760 COMA svstems Engineering Handbook Figure 7.50 Word error probability for non-short-headed orthonon systems. (The word energy E, sometimes called symbol energy, E,.) Modulation and demodulation of IS095 SS Signals 761 Bit error probability from the word wrong probability. For M-ary ortactonal
modulation systems, each word or M-ary symbol encodes K=logzM pieces. The ratio of word energy to piece energy therefore is Ew = KEb. Given the mathematical expression of the word probability of error in (7879, bit error probability, when M is an effect of two, is obtained as the bit error probability of an M-ortaltal system is plotted in Figure 7.51 against Eb/N0, with M as
parameter. For the reverse link for IS-95, the M = 64 curve corresponds to the fault rate of the encoded information symbol, P,(e) versus E,/No. That is, the pieces in (7.57) are encoded symbols running at 28.8 ksps, and Eb/ NOYy in Figure 7.51 should be read as E S/~, where E, is the coded symbol energy, which corresponds to Ew/6. 7.2.2.7 Reverse Link Performance in
Rayleigh Fading When the non-cooperative M-ary ortactonal system signal is subject to Rayleigh fades, the conditional word and piece of error probabilities can be written and in which K= log2M and one is a Rayleigh attenuation factor with pdf given in (7.70b). We obtain the average probability of word errors by calculating the 762 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook
Figure 7.51 Bit error probability of noncoherent M-ary ortactonal system (for M = 64. Pb(e) should be read as P,(e)versus Es/No = Eb/NO for the IS-95 system). Modulation and demodulation of 6 - 9 5 SS Sianals 763 using E, = bE, = bKEb = KG. The average bit error probability is found by applying the formula (7.88) to expression of word error in (7.89c), resulting in the graph
as shown in Figure 7.52. The IS-95 case of M = 64 is read from this figure by taking Pb(e) to be P,(e), the average encoded symbol error probability and = the average encoded symbol energy. 6 g, 7.3 QPSK Versus BPSK In the IS-95 CDMA digital cellular system uses both forward links and reverse links forms of QPSK in which the same stream of baseband modulates both I
and Q pseudondomnoise noise sequences. Conventional CDMA uses BPSK, in which the baseband stream modulates a single P N sequence. In this a direct comparison of the two approaches is made to demonstrate the advantage of the IS-95 regime. First, calculations are made on the condition that only BPSK spreads in a CDMA system, then the same quantities for QPSK
dispersion are calculated in a CDMA system for comparison. The development is similar to the method given in [lo]. 7.3.1 Analysis of a BPSK CDMA system The transmitted waveform of the ie user in a BPSK CDMA system can be written there A!) is the transferred amplitude, fc is the carrier frequency, d:) is the data value f 1 and c?) is f 1 P N code value during nth chip
interval T c , and pl(t) is the impulse response of the pulse forming filter. Note that in the expression of the waveform, d:) does not mean the nth data symbol 764 COMA Systems Engineering Handbooks(e) ver: for IS- Figure 7.52 Bit error probability of non-cooperative M-ary ortatonal system in Rayleigh bleaching (for M = 64, Pa(e) should be read as P,(e) versus c/No = GIN0
for the I S 9 5 system). Modulation and demodulation of the IS-95 SS Sianals 765 but rather the value of the data symbol at the time of the nth PN code chip. The received waveform at a specific location in the CDMA system can be written as noise plus the superposition of signals from multiple users: in which the signal received from users in is modeled as where the received
bear ramplitude and phase of the user in at the common ) pi, and .ri is the corresponding propagation time receiver location is A ( ~and delay. For the purpose of this analysis, we assume that the data value d;) is equally likely to be +1 or -1 for all users, and that the P N codes are very long, so that cg) is also equally likely to be +1 or -1 for all users. Furthermore, we assume
that the correlation and correlation properties of the user P N codes are such that the KTH CDMA receiver performs the following operations, as depicted in Figure 7.53: 1. Multiply the incoming waveform by the contiguous oscillator reference for the kth signal, which is JZcos ( 2fct ~ qk). + 2. Lowpass filters the product, using the matched filter (conjugate filter) for the specially
shaped pulses, pl (t) [see (7.17)]. 3. Test the lowpass filter output to restore the phasing current. 4. Multiply the chip current by the synchronous local PN sequence reference, which is ~ ~ ~ ) (to t ) reset , the baseband stream. The statistics on the production of bpsk CDMA receiver are studied in terms of first and second moments. Later, the same quantities are derived for a
QPSK CDMA system and compared with those for BPSK. 766 COMA Svstems Engineering Handbook I Matched Filters I Figure 7.53 BPSK CDMA receiver processing. The output of the matched lowpass filter at the kth BPSK CDMA receiver can be expressed according to where p2(t) is the pulse form resulting from matched filtering of pl(t). The first term in (7.92b) is the user
k's synchronized signal, the second term is the sum of the unsynchronized signals of the other users, and the third term is Gaussian noise. We use it r in k = ri - 71, to denote the time of arrival of the i:ta signal in relation to that of user k. It is assumed that n(t), the noise component of r(t), is white noise with a double-sided spectral power density !j No. Since the multiplication of
n(t) of the local oscillator waveform @cos (27rf,t p k) shifts the white noise spectrum up and down with the amount of f,, and since the spectrum is flat to begin with, these operations do not affect the spectral form-noise is still white, with spectral power density level No. Therefore, nLp(t)is the result of passing white noise with spectral density level &amp; through a lowpass filter
with frequency transmission function H*(f) matched to H ( f ) , transmitter wave spandefilter transmission function. Since the transmitted shaped pulses are related to the pulse-forming filter by inverse Fourier-transform + in Modulation and Demodulation of the IS-95 SS Sionals 767 pulse form after matched filtration is related to the filter characteristic of this result, the fact that
p2(t) is the impulse response of the causing of the pulse forming filter in the transmitter and its matched filter in the receiver. The output from the KTH BPSK CDMA receiver at the time t = mTc is the result of sampling the recovered phaving stream at the lowpass filter output, then multiply it by the local reference for the kth P N code: where, with P( 4 [A(')]2/2 for the received
power of the i:th signal, + c cos (9, - p r ) ~ d ~ ) c pz(mTc ~ ) c ~ -) nTc - r,k) Each of these terms-the kth signal, the other signals, and noise-is it statistically independent of the other conditions. Given the data symbol value and the slowly varying relative carrier phases and relative delays, and using the assumptions in (7.91), the mean sample sample for the output of the
FATSC CDMA receiver is set to x p2(mTc-nTc) + X\~P(') cos (pi - px) in the #k 768 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook because all other expectations are equal to zero. In view of this result, please note that the components of user k's signal for chip pulses that peak at times other than t = mTc constitute PN chip intersymbol interference (ISI);d essa components may be
nonzero because the pulse p2 ( t ) is not limited to a range with a chip. Given the data symbol value and the relative phases and time delays, the variance of the sample for the output of the KTH BPSK CDMA receiver is, then, the sum of the variances for each of the interference conditions in (7.94b): dl'(')cos (ipi i#k - M ) x d ! ) c ! ) ~ g )p2(mTc-nTc - r,k) n and it is clear from
Appendix 7D that the variance components are as follows: If the average of o &amp; ~ , ~ is taken with respect to the carrier phases, either over the ensemble of users, or over time, when (7.96d) becomes modulation and demodulation of IS-95SS Signals 769 7.3.2 Analysis of a QPSK CDMA System Now we find the mean and variance of a receiver output test when QPSK is
used by CDMA waveform. First we need to introduce additional notation: (4 cIn cQn P N sequence, users in in-phase component P P sequence, user of quadrature component Using the assumed notation, the transmitted waveform of the i user in the QPSK CDMA system can be written The received signal from users in modeled as l2 - [A( . The KTH CDMA Note that the signal
power received is P (4 receivers perform the following operations, as diagrams in Figure 7.54: 1. Multiply the incoming waveform by coherence I and Q oscillator references for kth's signal, which is cos (27rfct cpk) and sin to make it (27ifct qk). (Note the amplitudes of 1, the baseband power does not the same as in the BPSK case.) + + a, 2. Lowpass filters the two products,
using the matched filter for the specially shaped pulses, pl (t). 3. Sample the outputs of the lowpass filter to recover the I and Q chip streams. 4. Multiply the chipping currents by their respective synchronous local P N sequence references, which is cj')(t) and co(4(t), and add the results to recreate the baseband stream. 770 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook $W H-(n I
Matched Filter 10) Sum Chipsl symbol and symbol decision -I sin(2nLt + qk) ycW) H*(n Matched filter Figure 7.54 QPSK CDMA processing receiver. The output of the I-channel matched the lowpass filter at the KTH QPSK CDMA filter can be expressed by = A2 . A(') Edncznp2(t k) k-nTc) n where p2(t) is the pulse shape resulting from matched filtering of pl(t). The output of the
Q-channel matched lowpass filter at the KTH QPSK CDMA filter can be expressed with = 4 . Edn (k) (k) CQn p2(t - nT,) Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Sianals 771 As previously discussed for the BPSK system, the multiplication of white noise by f i c o s (27rfct qk) results in white noise with the same spectral density level. It follows that multiplication of white noise
by 1 . cos(27rfct p k ) and by 1 . sin (27rfct p k) results in two word white noise terms, each of which has half the original spectral density level. At the same time instant, the two white noise terms are uncorrelated due to (I) ortonality of the sinus and cosinine. For consistency, we use nLp(t) and n i y (t) to denote the low pass noise terms that result when oscillators with the
amplitude are used, just as for the BPSK case. The output from the kth QPSK CDMA receiver is the result of sampling the recovered phaving streams at the lowpass filter outputs, then multiply them respectively with the local references for the codes kth I and Q P N and finally add the products: + + + fi there, using P( [A(')]2, Note that noise terms in (7.99b) have been scaled to
reflect the different local oscillator amplitudes while retaining the same variances for lowpass ( IP ) and nLP (Q) as for noise in terms (7.94b). noise variables nLpLp Given the data symbol value and the relative phases and time delays, and taking advantage of the assumptions in (7.91)), the mean mth sample of the end of the QPSK CDMA receiver for users k 772 COMA
Svstems Enaineerina Handbook Note that this mean is the same (7.99, the average of BPSK BPSK is Given the data symbol value and relative phases and delays, the variance of the example of KTCMCCCCCCCTM recipients of KTH + zvar { f flEd$){ i#k n (4 (k) [cIncIm (a) (k) + cQncQm] COS(pj-Yk) where It is apparent from Appendix 7D that the variance has the following
components: Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Sisnals 773 7.3.3 Comparison of BPSK, QPSK variances The mean deviations calculated for BPSK and QPSK data symbols are summarised in Table 7.1. We assumed that the relative carrier phases of the various multiple access users slowly vary in comparison to the duration of a symbol, and the local oscillator powers
in the two models were adjusted to make the average equal. The table shows that there is only one difference between the two systems, in terms of the average interference effect (variance): the QPSK system has half an intersymbol interference effect for the BPSK system. O n an instantaneous basis instead of an average foundation, however, Table 7.1 reveals that there is a
second difference: the multiple asset disruptionvariance (power) of BPSK is a function of the relative carrier phases, while that of QPSK is not. Since the QPSK effect for multiple access interference is Table 7.1 Summary of average deviations BPSK CDMA QPSKCDMA 1 7 74 COMA Svstems Enaineerina Handbook is not a function of carrier phase differences, it is not subject
to the fluctuation that can happen with BPSK CDMA, even though the two systems have the same average MA interference power. Note that, for pulse forms pl ( t ) either strictly time limited to a chip period or strictly bandlimited t o W = l / T c , it can be shown that pz(nTc) = 0 for n # 0. Thus, it is possible to remove IS1 by pulse shaping, making BPSK CDMA and QPSK CDMA
equivalent with respect to interchip ISI. Although it was shown in Chapter 1 that the IS-95 pulse shape fits neither category, it is true that the values of the actual ~u l's eshape at nonzero chip range are very small. The significant difference between BPSK CDMA and QPSK CDMA is therefore that the instantaneous multiple access interference is not subject to fluctuations
because the different carrier phases of the other users vary in relation to that of the desired user. 7.4 PN Code Acquisition and Tracking During all previous discussions about demodulation of dispersion-spectrum signals for forward and backward links, we have always assumed that the receiver's P N sequence phase and the received signal's P N sequence were perfectly
synchronized. In communication systems with dispersion spectrum, we simply cannot demodulate data without spreading the dispersion spectrum signal, which means that synchronisation is an absolutely necessary requirement. Without the assumptions of perfect synchronization, therefore, we could not have continued with the analysis of the error performance as we have
done in the previous sections. We are now discussing the issues related to P N sequence synchronization at the receiver, as we have most of the essential tools and techniques for the relevant analysis required. It is the purpose of this section to present the basics associated with PN code acquisition and tracking of the P N sequence in relation to IS-95 system operation. In the
context of P N sequence synchronization, the procedure consists of two parts: Initial determination of the P N sequence code phase, called acquisition, and Maintenance of the P N sequence code phase synchronization, called tracking. Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals 775 Let's ask a question at this point: How does a mobile station acquire the initial
synchronization? In the CDMA system IS-95 [ll], there are two predesigned (standard) frequency allocations (FAs), called the primary CDMA channel and the secondary CDMA channel. At these frequencies, the system constantly transmits the pilot and synchronization signals, in addition to any paging and traffic signals as well. The mobile station knows the frequency of
standard FAs and, of course, knows the unique Walsh feature that the transmitter uses for the pilot signal. That Walsh function is an all-o sequence; thus the pilot channel waveform transmitted is given by r 1 where c ~= , nth chip polarity of the I channel PN sequence w, = nth chip polarity walsh sequence Wo = 1 for all n CQ, = nth chip polarity of Q channel PN sequence A. =
pilot channel signal amplitude p(t) = shaped pulse for transmission Tw = period of Walsh functions = data symbol period For other forward link channels , expression of (7.102a) is valid for a data symbol duration , the total forward link transmitted signal is of the form stotal (t) = m(t) spilot(t), 0 It I Tw (7.102b) where is the ortagemultiplexed baseband combination of the forward
link data streams, as explained in section 4.2 and, by example, in section 5.4.1. In (7.102c), Wi(t) is the ith Walsh function, gi denotes the amplitude of the non-776 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook pilot channel relative to the pilot channel, and di represents the data symbol value in the range. For example, for a traffic channel, the entire channel signal changes
characters, depending on the sign of the data symbol di for user 2,'' where di = +1 or -1. The received waveform for forward link is given by each sT,,(t) and n(t) are the received signal and noise terms, and the signal term is given as where A is the received pilot signal amplitude and 4, the carrier phase, which is unknown but is assumed to be constant for the entire duration of
the symbol period, which is , for a period of 64 chips. We also assume that n(t) represents both Gaussian noise and all other signals that act as interference, and it is modeled as AWGN by double-sided power spectral density :No. The pilot signal chip energy of either the I or Q P N sequence, E,, is given off so that the amplitude of the pilot signal in terms of quadrature chip
energy is to discuss sequence acquisition, does not need to carry the shaped pulse expression p(t) in the received signal representation. Thus, for simplicity s (t) = ( t C (t) c o s ( t +4 ) +C )s ( w t +) (7.103e) in which I and Q P N waveform are designated CI(t) and CQ(t),respectively. Now, returning to the question previously asked, the mobile station acquires rough phase
synchronization by performing a correlation operation Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals 777 between the received waveform and the mobile station's P N sequence, and this correlation is a serial search hypothesis test in that, if a particular local P N code phase does not produce an acceptable autocorrelation peak , and this correlation is a serial search
hypothesis test in that, if a given local P N code phase does not produce an acceptable autocorrelation peak, and this correlation is a serial search hypothesis test in that, if a particular local P N code phase does not produce an acceptable autocorrelation peak, the system tries another P N code phase by advancing a chip of C l(t) and C Q(t) codes. The decision on acquisition
success or failure for a single trial is made over a range equal to at least half of Walsh's operating period of 32 chips. The reason is that the synchronization acquisition is done simultaneously extracting the pilot channel from the total forward link signal in exactly the same way as all other channels with an assigned Walsh function, wi(t) says). As stated in Chapter 5, the only
way we can receive the information transmitted specifically to a given receiver (mobile terminal) of the transmitter, along with other multiple access signals, is to multiply the total received signal with the assigned Walsh function and then integrate (or sum) the result over the Walsh feature period. This is exactly how it is done for the sync acquisition. There are a couple of
problems that need to be addressed at the beginning here: One problem is that the mobile receiver does not know the carrier phase, and thus the demodulation must be done noncoherently, as shown shortly. The second problem is a case when received nonpilot channel signals change polarity during the correlation period (integration period), due to the possible presence of
data transitions in these other channels. If the incoming received pilot signal is assumed to be to maintain the sequence polarities of both I-channel and Q-channel P N sequences, chances are that a synchronization will occur fairly quickly. Otherwise, the serial correlation search process must continue until synchronization is acquired. With this background, let us review
fundamentals relating to the acquisition problem. 1 7.4.1 Review of Correlation Operations Let C be a binary f 1 sequence of period P = 7: If we calculate the autocorrelation function for this sequence of hardware, we may have a system diagram9 as shown in Figure 7.55. O r we may simply multiply the entire sequence C by a staggered version of C and the sum result; that is,
take their inner product. Because (7.104a) is a PN sequence of autocorrelation discrete values, as depicted in Figure 7.56. 778 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 7.55 Sequence Autocorrelation Calculator. Figure 7.56 Sequence autocorrelation for sequence C specified in (7.104a). For the representation of the PN sequence C of (7.104a), we have each for the
rectangular basic waveform (see Section 6.4.1) and for sinc basic waveform. PN waveforms are shown in Figures 7.57 and 7.58 for the rectangular and sinc basic waveforms, respectively. To obtain the auto correlation function of the continuous time waveform, we only need the autocorrelation functions for the basic waveforms given in (7.104~)and (7.104d). For cp(t)= ~ e c t (
t / T ,- [see (6.46b)l i) 779 Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals Figure 7.57 PN signal, using the rectangular basic waveform. -2 - I I I I I I I I -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Time in chips, tlT, Figure 7.58 PN signal, using sinc basic waveform. and for cp(t) = sinc(t/Tc), using Parseval's theorem (1.18i), we have L 00 = TcRect (Tcf ) x TcRect (Tcf ) e-j2fT d f These autocorrelation
functions are in Figure 7.59. Note that sinc's basic waveform is a bandlimited waveform, such as the IS-95 FIR impulse 780 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook (a) &amp;(r) for Rect ( -) - - (b) ~ ~ for ( rsinc ) Image 7.59 Autocorrelation features basic waveforms. answer in an approximate sense of the word (see section 1.4). To obtain the auto correlation function for the
sequence waveform, we use the result given in (6.45b): -4 00 where &amp;(n) is plotted in Figures 7.56 and %(T) given in (7.105a) for the rectangular basic waveform and in (7.105b) for the sinc basic waveform. The corresponding periodic functions (7.106) for these basic waveforms are plotted in figures 7.60 and 7.61. Our next interest is to see how the autocorrelation works
as shown in Figures 7.60 and 7.61 can be obtained with hardware. To obtain the continuous time (waveform) function of the autocorrelation function from the product of C(t) x C(t - T), all you need to even out (or average) the product as shown in Figure 7.62 is required. The average is made by a lowpass filter having an integration time much greater than the chip range. Note
that that is a time average autocorrelation function. The auto correlation function &amp;(T) can also be obtained through an ensemble average: Modulation and demodulation of the IS-95 SS Signals 781 Figure 7.60 Autocorrelation function in the PN signal using the rectangular basic waveform. Figure 7.61 Auto correlation function in the PN signal using the sinc basic wave
shape. In Lowpass filter C(t) Image 7.62 System that calculates the auto correlation function. Assuming that (7.107a) and (7.107b) produce the same results, it is a case of time-average autocorrelation function equal to the ensemble-average autocorrelation function. The generation of the PN sequences is a random process, we call such a process an Ergodic process [12]. 782
CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 7.4.2 Initial Sequence Phase Acquisition As we have done in section 7.2.2.6, the first step in the non-commed modulation process is to obtain the quadrature components from the received waveform given in and (7.103e): where n C; (t) = CI CI cos 4, and n Cb (t) = CQ(t) cos 4, + CQ(t)sin 4, (7.108b) - CI (t) sin 4, (7.108~) and where
CI(t) and CQ(t) are the I and Q-channel P N sequences that adopt z t 1 values. The total noise is assumed to be AWGN: n(t) = med &amp;nc(t)cos wot - 4 n,(t) its wot - - n2(t) = n:(t) = n:(t) = a2 = ~ 2 (7.31 09a) J0 V (7.109b) The signal processing for the non-merged demodulation and sync acquisition decision variability is very similar to that used for the non-merged reverse
link signal, shown in Figure 7.23. The system diagram is shown in Figure 7.63. The Quadrature components are: = Tc and m(t) CI (t) cos 4, + m(t) CQ(t)sin 4, + nl(t) (7.1 lOa) C&amp;-2) dzdt) mT 4rnl)T ( Zlm Id' +( l2 T= NTc mT imi)T ( )dt Walsh function correlation Figure 7.63 Diagram of acquisition processing for IS-95 signals. q( )2 decisions #mof L 784 COMA Systems
Engineering Handbook Note that both r ~ ( t and ) rQ(t) contain the sequences CI(t) and CQ(t), and thus we multiply by both local P N code references as specified in Figure 7.63. We assume that the code phase difference between the incoming P N sequences and the local references is r as indicated in Figure 7.63. We see that &amp;Q (t) = \/' cQ Tc C Q ( ~ ) (t - 7) cos 4. +
nQQ(t) where the noise terms {nij(t)), which are studied in Appendix 7E, is a combination of noise, cochannel interference and cross-quadrature disturbance. We are now forming X(t) and Y(t) as follows: Modulation and Demodulation of I S 9 5 SS Signals 785 Note that X(t) and Y(t) form the basis of a non-short-circuit procedure that eliminates the unknown carrier phase 6,.
Figure 7.63 integrates the quantities x(t) and Y(t) over an observation range T = NTc corresponding to certain number of chips, N. As shown, these integrations provide a measure of correlation between the phases of the incoming I and Q codes and those in the local reference P N codes. However, integration also plays an important role in eliminating cochannel interference
when the incoming and local reference P N codes are agreed. From one point of view, when the P N codes are agreed, the integration is in fact the partial correlation of the pilot Walsh function (a constant) with the Walsh functionality of other active forward link channels that may be present during the acquisition process. Because the Walsh features are ortactal when correlated
over a range that is a multiple of 64 chips, N should be a multiple of 64 chips to effect such a correlation and to eliminate unwanted contributions to X(t) and Y(t) from channels other than the pilot channel. From a different point of view, the integration of X(t) and Y(t) is a determination of their average values over the range. From the characteristics of the Walsh features (see
Section 5.2), we note that, for each Walsh function Wi(t) for in 2, there are equal numbers of 0s and Is (1s and - Is) in the first and second halves of the Walsh feature period. Hence, an integration over any of one-half a Walsh functional period (32 chips) may be effective in reducing the majority of forward link cochannel interference. The acquisition processing consists of
testing the current code ~ h a s eof the local P N code references by observing the agreement of the incoming and local P N codes for one or more test intervals, after which a decision is made on whether the codes agree (i.e. the code phases have been acquired). If the decision is that they do not agree, then another local P N code phase setting is to select according to the
search strategy. The integral of the X(t) over the mth test range produces the statistics ZIm,given by &gt; + 786 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook in which RcI(T) and RCQ(7)are time average autocorrelation functions in Cl(t) and CQ(t), respectively. Similarly, the integration of Y ( t ) over mth test produces the inteval statistics Z2,, given by = \I2 its 4, x T[R,I(T) + RCQ(s)]+
N2 in which the noise terms N1 and N2 are defined as those integrated into the noise terms in X(t) and Y(t) respectively). We assume that the autocorrelation functions R c l ( ~ and ) RCQ(7)are the same: Then we and 22, = 2T ,k -R(T) sin 4, + N2 It is shown in Appendix 7E that NI = G(0, NdT) and N2 = G(0, NAT) (7.114d) where N d &gt; No is the effective noise spectral
density due to both receiver noise and interference, which becomes only receiver noise (NL x No) when the acquisition process results in a zero phase difference (T = 0). Modulation and demodulation of IS.95 SS Signals 787 The decision variable is specified by z, = z:, + z;, each and Z2, =G = [lT &amp;R(T) fi its own, NLT] - G [ 2 / = TC R (n/d ~)sinq5~, 1 1 Therefore, the
decision variable Z NLT times is a noncentral chi-squared RV with two degrees of freedom, and the noncentrality parameter is where N = TIT, and the functional shape of the autocorrelation function R(T) depends on the basic waveform used for the P N sequence. The pdf for 2, then I am 01 otherwise with a2 = NLT. Let's consider the synchronisation test as a hypothesis test:
HI is the hypothesis that the incoming and local P N signals are adjusted 788 COMA Svstems Enpineerina Handbook within a PN chip [lo], while Ho denotes the alternative hypothesis. That is, HI: 1 7 1 5 Tc -+ Ho: 1 7 1 &gt; Tc + R(T)&gt; 0, NA M NO (7.116b) R ( T )M 0, NA &gt; NO (7.116c) Pdf (7.116a) conditioned on these hypotheses become ~ zr( na( na and Use pdfs of
(7.117a) and (7.117b), we can evaluate the single-run acquisition detection and false alarm probabilities. In order to obtain the detection probability PD(m= 1) for a single test (m = I), we need the false alarm threshold, which is selected to achieve a specified false alarm probability PF(m= 1). The false alarm probability is given by = l: p, ( a I Ho) da = 1and e-/wTda from which we
receive Using this threshold, the detection probability is found to be Let a = NoTx2;then the integral in (7.118a) is converted to Modulation and Demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals that are recognized Marcum's Q function [see (1.90a)l for a = p = J ~ T gives , result 789 fi and where R ( T )5 R(0) = 1. An upper bound on the detection probability is obtained by assuming Nd E No
and R ( T )E R(0) = 1, as where m N = 1 = number of PN chips integrated Tc (7.1 18e) Using the approximation to Marcum's Q function through the Gaussian Q function shown in (1.92b), known to be very accurate, the upper limit becomes an illustrative case of the relationship between acquisition requirements for false alarms and detection probability shown in Figure 7.64 ,
which is an observation plotr of the upper bound approximate (7.118d). For a given value of the pilot chip-energy-noise density ratio received, the detection probability is proportional to N, the number of chip numbers integrated at one point before squaring and combining the activity in Figure 7.63. Example: Figure 7.64 indicates that an integration time equal to 224 chips is
required to ' 790 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 7.64 Upper bound on acquisition detection probability versus false alarm probability for case EJNo = -15 dB. achieve a detection probability of 95% while maintaining a false alarm probability of 10% when EJNo equals -15 dB. If L decision variables (2,) are summed, the sum is a scaled noncentral chi-squared
variable with 21 degrees of freedom and L times the noncentrality parameter given in (7.126d). For the same false alarm probability, the detection probability will increase if &gt; 1 is used. However, the total observation time is L T = LNT,, and thus there is a balance between the reliability of the acquisition decision and the time it takes to search possible PN code phases,
depending on the search strategy [lo, 13, 141. 7.4.3 Code tracking With a Delay-Lock Loop When the initial serial search test results in a successful synchronization between received and the local PN sequences, the time reference is also established. When sync is established to within a fraction of a chip Modulation and Demodulation of IS.95 SS Signals 791 duration Tc,
carrier frequency and phase are carefully determined continuously by conventional phase-lock loop (PLL) techniques [15-181, and further, the timing agreement between the incoming P N code phase and the local P N code phase, only determined by the rough acquisition method, must be tracked for the relative timing error to be zero. The purpose of this section is to present
the fundamental concepts and techniques used in code tracking, which is accomplished by what is known as delay-lock loop (DLL) tracking of P N signals [lo, 19-22]. The original work on the DLL [19] as an optimal device to track the delay difference between the acquired sequence and the local sequence closely followed the schedule of a PLL that tracks the phase of a carrier,
as depicted in Figure 7.65. We discuss the basic principles of DLL traclung of P N sequences and its variations. The code tracking loops perform either or nonkoherently: coherent loops use carrier phase information, whereas noncoherent loops do not require knowledge of carrier phases. In general, code tracking loops keep synchronizing the recipient's replica of the
propagation code using two correlates called an early covelator and a late covelator. An early correlate uses a code reference waveform that is advanced in time by any fraction of a chip with respect to the currently estimated code phase. A late correlate uses a code reference waveform that is delayed by a fraction of a chip. The difference between early and late correlations is
used to detect small deviations of the timing of the incoming propagation code with respect to the early and late code hour. The early and late correlation operations are depicted in Figure 7.66, where the outputs from the lowpass filters are the autocorrelation functions 4 1 1 :zi1 Reference waveform for demodulation waveform generator Figure 7.65 Essential characteristics of a
PLL. oscillator COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 792 1, Received code Ct) C (t+'/zT,-T) Early code I 1 C(t-!4 Tc-T) Late [code PN generator vco - Loop filter Figure 7.66 Essentials of a DL1 for tracking PN code phase (T, = PN chip period, T, = integration time). R1[7(t)] and R2[7(t)]. The difference between these correlate outputs is taken to get a fault signal e ( ~ ) given ,
of these output signals are plotted into Figure 7.67. The output signal (e ) plays the role of a correction signal, which is then used to power a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). VCO is a clock in the sense that it powers the PN generator such that, when the PN generator clock lags in phase compared to the incoming sequence phase, the watch drifts faster and vice versa.
Figure 7.67 DL1 error signal e(7); early correlates output, R1 (7); and then correlates output, R2 (7). Modulation and demodulation of IS-95SS Signals 793 From DLL is obtained correctly (in time) reference code for the use of despreading the received dispersion spectrum signal, as the simplified diagram in Figure 7.68 illustrates. The correlate using the reference code is called
punctual correlation [23]. Code-tracking loops can be contiguous or non-coherence. The illustration of Figure 7.68 is an example of coherent tracking; that is, we assumed that the receiver heterodyned the received waveform with a known carrier phase to produce the baseband signal C(t - Td). Thus, from Figure 7.68, we observe that the difference between the early and late
correlates is used to detect small discrepancies between the timing of the incoming code and that of the early late code's nominal position to provide the reference waveform from the P N code generator (PNG) for despreading purposes. Early-late tracking loops can also be classified in two types of configuration: (1) DLL, which we just discussed, and (2) tau-dither loop ('ZDL).
DLL is also known as full time early late code tracking loop, while TDL is called time-shared early-late code tracking loop. There are also the variations of these basic DLL and TDL tracking loops: (3) the double dithering loop (DDL) [24]; (4) the product of sum and difference DLL (PSD DLL) [25]; and (5) the modlfied code tracking loop (MCTL) [26]. Each of these tracking loops
can be operated in a coherent or non-cohesive implementation, depending on, as usual, the availability of information about the carrier's phase during tracking. In a system like IS-95, when the time has been acquired through non-cooperative acquisition schedule, phase and frequency R,(r) LPF LPF - Late correlation c(t-former) w-T~) Late Early PN I time generator Reference
P ~ DLL ______________L______________________________L______________________________L__-___________---____L Figure 7.68 DL1 and reference code tracking circuit 1231. ' VCO t-I I I I I I I I I I I V I LOOP I + Filter I I I I I I 794 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook (face value known a priorz) can be accurately tracked by a PLL scheme, and related code
tracking is always possible. We summarize well-known tracking loop configurations in Table 7.2. In what follows, we provide the operating principles for DLL and TDL only. 7.4.3.1 Noncoherent DL1 Tracking Full Time A non-collaborative DLL configuration is given in Figure 7.69. This configuration can be a good candidate for BPSK signals modulated by a P N sequence; that is,
the signal to be transmitted is of the form st (t) = C(t) m(t) cos wot (7.120) where C(t) is the P N sequence waveform and m(t) is the data sequence waveform, wherein Pt is the transmitted power. The waveform received is then of the form given by r(t) = s,(t) with s,(t) = + n(t) ~ (- tTd)m(t - Td) cos[wot (7.121a) + 4(t)] (7.121b) where P, = received signal power Td = propagation
delay #(t) = random phase of the carrier, unknown to the receiver and n(t) is white Gaussian noise, represented as Table 7.2 Summary of tracking loop configurations Variations on DLL 4. PSD DLL 5. MCTL 795 Modulation and Demodulation of IS.95 SS Signals where n,(t) and n,(t) are lowpass noise waveforms that are statistically independent stationary Gaussian processes
with double-sided power spectral density equal to $No. Note that for this configuration, the error signal e ( ~ is) the difference in the square envelopes of two signals, each multiplied by early and late PN code, respectively, as indicated in Figure 7.69. Let us now consider the hypothetical case of a non-cooperation system for tracking QPSK using the DLL in Figure 7.69. The
transmitted signal is then assumed to be of the form st(t) = 6m(t) Cr (t) cos wot + 6m(t) CQ(t)sin wot (7.122a) where Pt is the transmitted power and CI (t) and CQ(t) are two independent I and Q channel P N sequences that run in complete synchronicity at the same chip speed. This waveform mimics the IS-95 scheme, in which case m(t) has the form of M-1 m(t) = M-1 C gi Di
(t) Wi(t) = 1 + C gi Di (t) w i ( t ) i=O i=l (7.122b) - ~ ( t - ?+ ~ TJ2) Early code C(t -Pd - Tc 12) code PNG VCO filter PN reference signal Figure 7.69 A non-cooperative DL1 for extraction of a PN reference signal for despreading purposes (T, = chip duration and Pd is the delay estimate). 796 COMA Svstems Ennineerinn Handbook where gi is a channel gain relative to i = 0 pilot
channel, Di(t) is data, and Wi(t) is the Walsh function for channel (user) in. For our discussion on quadriphase tracking, however, these details are not of importance at this point. The received signal is then given by r(t) = s,(t) + n(t) where Td, q5(t), and n(t) have the same meanings as described above in connection with (7.121b). In a situation like this, with two PN sequences
running in synchronicity with the same chip speed, only one PN code needs to be tracked, say, CI(t). We then have + Ni(t) where you (t) - K~m(t i = 1.2 + sin[wot 9 (t)] and where {Ki, i = 1,2) are the phase detector (multiplier) gain factors, which are generally not identical unless great care has been taken to balance the design of the circuit. The fact that K1 and Kq cannot be
identical in a practical situation is why DLL is so sensitive to these gains. The waveforms xl(t) and xz(t) are envelope-detected, and then squared. That is, they are detected by square detectors. These waveforms are of the form Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals 797 where Vi,,+,(t) denotes the envelope of a signal plus noise waveform, and [++,(t) denotes its
phase. To see clearly the physical ~rinciplesinvolved in the non-coherent DLL operation, a discussion of a noiseless environment is appropriate. Thus, we set Ni(t) = O in (7.124a) and, instead of (7.125a), have where We,(t) is the envelope of the original signal in (7.124a): We,s(t) n = JZTi; Ki m(tC I ( ~ Td)c I ( t -T d f f Tc) But and and the difference of the square detector
outputs will be Note that we have maintained the phase detector gain factors K1 and K2 in the above expression for the reason that the imbalance in these factors is responsible for performance errors in the DLL tracking system. With this aspect of course, let's consider the ideal case of of K1 = K2 and obtain the error signal term where the 798 COMA System engineering
manual We started with the assumption that the early and late codes were separated in time by a chip period. For a general case of denser or looser tracking, which depends on the system design requirement, we can define the following parameters: n = Td - T d A T (7.127a) and A = separation between the early and late codes (7.127b) Parameter T then is the delay
calculation error and A can take the desired value such as A =T,, as we have assumed in our discussion, or A = 2Tc , which is equivalent to pressing the m- and m- 2 steps of the P N generator for the early and late codes. With these new and general parameters, we can express the normalized error signal that auto correlation functions R1(7) and R2(7) should be identical for
best operation of the DLL tracking system, and this is assumptions we make in our discussions that follow. Hence we have As we have seen in Figure 7.59, autocorrelation function P N code depends on the basic waveform cp,(t). Assuming cp,(t) = ~e c t (t/~-, or cp,(t) = sinc(t/T,) as we have done in (7.104~)and (7.104d) respectively, the normalized DLL error signal, called the
S-curve or discriminator characteristic of DLL, is as shown in figures 7.70 and 7.71 for these cases. We leave the subject of full-time non-comenter dll tracking by saying that the noiseless analysis for the operation of the schedule clearly shows that P N code tracking is accomplished by detecting the error signal over the range T E (-$T,, ; T,) for our choice of A =T,. The noise
performance analysis of this system is tedious and rather involved. The reader interested in further studies of this topic is referred to the quoted references. The reference [22] in particular provides a brief summary of the noise performance analysis. i) Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals Figure 7.70 Error signal of full-time non-partner DL1 for chip basic waveform
cpc(t) = ~ e c t ( t / ~, drawn for A = T,. i), Figure 7.71 Error signal of full-time non-consequential DL1 for basic chip q C( t ) = sinc(t/T,), drawn for A = T,. 799 COMA Svstems Engineering Handbook 800 7.4.3.2 Full-Time Coherent DL1 Tracking In this discussion, the assumption that the receiver heterodynes the received QPSK signal is coherent, and thus the tracking occurs at
baseband. Let's assume that the transferred QPSK signal is the same as given in (7.122a) st(t) = fim(t)[CI( t )cos wot + CQ(t) sin wet) (7.129a) where m(t) is given (7.122b). The received waveform is given by r(t) = s, (t) where + n(t) (7.129b) + sT(t)= 6 m ( t - Td){Cz(t - Td) C O S [ W O ~ O (t)] + CQ(t- T d ) sin[wot + O(t)]) (7.129~) where P,, TD, O(t), and n(t) are defined
identically as for the received waveform we had for the discussion of the non-followed DLL trace in the previous subsection. As we reasoned there, I-channel P N code Cz(t) and Q-channel P N-code CQ(t) run at the same chip rate, although each is generated by a different tap connection PNG. Thus, tracking a code, say, CI(t), should be sufficient because CQ(t) is well
synchronized with Cz(t). If for any reason we have to track Cz(t) and CQ(t) separately, we can do so. We therefore assume that only the PN code Cz(t) is tracked. We first contiguous ly heterodyne the received waveform to obtain baseband waveform rI(t), given by rI(t) = {r(t) x &amp;cos[wot + ~ ( t ) ]lowpass } = m ( t - Td) C I ( ~- Td) + nz(t) where the conceptual full-time
contiguous DLL tracking is depicted in Figure 7.72. The error signal e'(t) is smoothed with the loop filter to give e(t): 801 Modulation and Demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals From PLL 4T C O S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) &amp;-pl LPF r(t) = s k ) + n(t) Punctual codes for despreading Figure 7.72 Conceptual schedule for full-time contiguous DL1 for code tracking only Ichannel PN code.



= d in p , . 1 - [K2R(r - ; A) - KIR(T + +A)] + ne(t) (7.13 la) each and ne(t) is the noise at the output of the loop filter. Again, we are developing the prominent points associated with the coherent Full-Time DLL tracking system without going through the noise performance analysis. The reader interested in further reading on noise analysis is referred to references [19-22,271. The
normalized error signal in the noiseless environment is then simply given by E ( T , A )n = R ( T - 2l A ) - R ( T + $ ) (7132) 802 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook This signal is drawn in figures 7.73 and 7.74 for different assumptions about the shape of the PN code wave form. Note here that the auto correlation functions are not square, and thus the error signal is simply
the difference of late and early autocorrelation functions. Figure 7.73 Fault signal of full-time coherent DL1 for chip basic waveform cp, = R e c t ( t / ~ , - and for A = T,. 4) Figure 7.74 Error signal of full-time contiguous DL1 for chip basic waveform cp, = sinc(t/T,) and for A =T,. Modulation and demodulation of IS-95SS Signals 803 7.4.4 TDL Tracking The full-time early late-sena
DLL tracking system is widely used in spreadspectrum systems. However, there is one major problem associated with the system: the early and late channels must be precisely balanced. If they are not balanced, the DLL output discriminator is not zero even if the trace error is zero. We have seen in previous discussions, for example, that the phase detector amplification
factors Ki, i = 1 , 2 are the possible cause of the imbalance, apart from other uneven component response properties. This problem can be overcome by timesharing a single correlate of early and late codes, and this is the principle used in tau-dither early late tracking loop. In a litter loop, the incoming signal is alternately correlated with the early and late codes [28]. Consider
the non-komenta TDL illustrated in Figure 7.75. Note that the PNG phase is switched back and forth according to the binary signal q ( t ) as shown in the figure. Thus, the dithering can be seen as a DLL in which the early and late codes time-split correlates. The advantage of the TDL file compared to DLL is that only a single correlate is used, thereby eliminating the potential
cause of gain imbalance associated with a two-way loop system like Full-time DLL. r(t) = sJt) + n(t) I 4 Punctual reference code f = Y ( ~ ) Quadratic BPI=+ detector 9 1/2Tp = lattice frequency *t Figure 7.75 A noncoherent TDL. COMA Systems Ennineerinn Handbook 804 To understand the principle of operation of the TDL more clearly, let's draw an equivalent loop model as
illustrated in Figure 7.76. Leave the received waveform as assumed in the previous subsection, in (7.129b) and (7.129~). Again, we consider tracking only the PN code CI(t). As the correlation and filtering measures will remove the nonpilot channels and P N-code CQ(t) from the tracking loop, we can model the received signal term as the switching signals ql (t) and q2(t) in
Figure 7.76 given by the system diagram as shown in Figure 7.76, using ql (t) and qz(t), is essentially a DLL. Hence, the noiseless analysis of its operation is the same as that given for the non-incoherent DLL file. The error signal is given by x, (t r(t)= s&amp;s&amp;s&amp;a) + n(t) BPF P ~ u a detector d r a t i c 4) ,, VCO Figure 7.76 An equivalent loop model for a TDL. Loop
filter Modulation and demodulation of IS-95 SS Signals 805 By replacing (7.133b) in (7.134b) and (7.134c), we have for the error signal given in (7.l34a) where T and A are as defined earlier in (7.127a) and (7.127b), respectively. The normalized error function is then given by which consists of two parts: the first part is the familiar malfunction of the non-consequential full-time
DLL file, which is drawn in figures 7.70 and 7.71 for two different chip basic waveforms; and the second part is a sum of squares of the early and late autocorrelation functions, multiplied by the lattice switching function q ( t ). Therefore, if the dithering frequency is very high compared to the bandwidth of the loop filter, the second forehead of the error signal has virtually no effect
on VCO. This short analysis of TDL in a noiseless environment shows that the TDL operation is the same as for full-time DLL. The reader interested in the noise performance analysis of the TDL is referred to references [22, 28,291. We don't discuss the variations on the basic early-late PN code tracking loops, such as DDL, PSD DLL, 806 COMA Systems Engineering
Handbook, and MCTL. For these substances, reference [22] is recommended for further reading. 7.5 Shaped Versus Unshaped PN Sequences for Despreading It can be shown that it matters what form of pulses are used in the local PN references used for despreadiq a direct sequence spread spectrum signal [30]. This section presents an analysis in support of this statement
first, followed by a simulation illustrating the relative importance of this issue. 7.5.1 Analysis of the effect of Pulse Shape at the receiver We discussed earlier the baseband pulse formed for IS-95 transmissions and assumed the notations po (t) = rectangular (NRZ) data pulse pl (t) = IS-95 specified pulse form In addition to the difference in the form of these pulses, it is relevant
to note the difference in their duration. Letting the middle of the chip range be the reference time, po(t) has a duration of fTc/2, while pl(t) (discussed in section 1.4) extends to &amp; 6Tc. The question we are now addressing is which pulse shape should be used by the receiver to despread the incoming pulses that have the shape pl(t). First, we derive a quantitative measure of
the effect of the pulse form. For convenience, let's neglect filters and propagation delays and consider just the despreading of the IS-95 pilot signal's I channel, which is the shaped by CI(t). Let us denote this waveform Cl (t): by {cIk) to denote the f 1 PN sequence. Let the receiver's reference code waveform be in perfect synchronicity, but to have a different pulse shape, p2(t),
let it be designated C2(t): Modulation and Demodulationof 6 . 9 5 SS Signals 807 Des ~ reading of the pilot signal is accomplished by integrating the product of Cl (t) and C2(t),provides a measure of pilot energy: Using ck written = c ~ kto = simplify notation, integrand of (7.138a) can be XC:pi (t - kTc)p2(t - + kTc) interchip. (7.138b) k Thus, the pilot has energy action E, two
parts: some due to the despreading of chips in synchronicity with each other, and some due to interchip interference QCI) that occurs when the pulse shape has duration greater than Tc. This fact can be written Because ci G 1,the part of E, due to despreading, 808 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Pulse energy is accumulated using a shaped reference PN code. For
pz(t) = pl(t), the same shape as the transmitted pulse, Ed becomes where the lower and upper limits of integration are modified to take into account the duration of the pulse, taken to be &amp; 6Tc : lower limit of integral upper limit for integral I I 4. 4. L1 = max{-kTc , -6Tc) and U1 = min{T - kT, , 6Tc) (7.139b) -T .p lower limit bf integrand upper limit bf integrand That is, the
effective lower limit of the integral is determined by integrand when k has a relatively high positive value, and the effective upper limit is determined by integrand when k has a relatively large negative value. To evaluate (7.138a), it is useful to determine when the limits of the integral are f 6Tc and how many times; that is, how many complete two-sided pulse periods are in the
integration interval. For k 2 6, the lower limit of the integral is determined by the nonzero region of the integrand to be L1 = -6Tc, and for k 5 T/Tc - 6 = Nc - 6, the upper limit of the integral is determined by the integrand to be U1 = +6Tc. Therefore, for 6 5 k 5 Nc - 6, where Nc n = T/Tc is the number of chips in the integration range T, the integration interval is the same (L1 = -
6Tc and U1 = 6Tc), and all energy is captured for these pulses. The number of such pulses (number of k values) is N o pulse energy captured for k 5 -6, when the lower limit of the integral is +6Tc or greater, so that the integranden is zero for the entire integration interval. Similarly, for K 1 Nc 6, the upper limit of the integral is -6Tc, for which the integranden is zero for the entire
integration interval. It follows that partial pulse energy is captured for the following values of k: + ,-6 C, a code that can achieve an arbitrary low probability of error cannot be found. Thus, we are looking for a good coding system (Shannon did not propose a specific coding system) along with a highly power efficient modulation technology. Because digital communication is
evaluated in terms of the probability of a bit error as a of Eb/NO, the energy a information bit-to-noise power spectral density, let us observe the value of eb/no, which corresponds to the channel performance C: with Nn = NOW in which we assumed an AWGN channel with noise power spectral density of !jNo. Now, as we have, from (8.6): The Eb / No as a result of the transfer
of the pieces in the beat R = C is drawn in Figure 8.4 as a function of SIN. We observe from Figure 8.4 that the minimum required Eb/NOis 0.693 = -1.59 dB s - 1.6 dB if the bit rate is the capacity speed C, provided of course that an encoding scheme is found that can support the theoretical Shannon limit. Analytically, this result can be obtained as follows: from (8.6a) it is
obvious that, if the channel is noiseless, 845 Convolutional Codes and Their use in I S 9 5 Figure 8.4 Required Eb/&amp; Capacity Speed C. as a function of received S/N when the bits are transmitted at there is no noise effect; that is, NOW+ 0. This indicates that the capacity under such a noiseless channel would be infinite, as shown by CI,,,är,,e,s= channel glue W log2 NoW
+O On the other hand, if the bandwidth is increased without limit (i.e. W t oo), the simultaneous increase in capacity, designated C,, is obtained as C , = glue C = W+m log2(1 + S)] No W 846 COMA Systems Ennineerina Handbook where we apply the well-known fact that glue (1 x-+o + z)'/~= capacity C, under the assumption of infinite bandwidth is known as the infinite
bandwidth Shannon capacity limit, and the required Eb / No under this capacity assumption is given by Recall from (7.31a) that, as the number of bits / symbol K -, oo , P(e) provided -t 0 where K -t oo corresponds to the case of W -t oo. What is observed here is that (8.8f) gives a value twice as large as the result of (8.8d). Remember that (8.89 was obtained by using a union
bound, and thus it is 3dB off from the exact result. Let us return once again to the capacity equation (8.1). It is interesting to compare the capacity measure (8.1) with that achieved by using Shannon, which is bound to an AWGN channel with an omnidirectional antenna. Using the ideals Shannon limits on the AWGN channel for error-free data transmission, the maximum
possible capacity, Mo, during a given process reinforcement of W/Rb is given by [3.4] If W/Rb = 128, as for the case of the IS-95 system, we have Convolutional Codes and Their use in THE IS-95 84 7 Of course, the ideal maximum capacity of 185 can never be realized in the IS-95 system using 1,2288-MHz rb bandwidth = 9,6 kbps. It is nevertheless a theoretical frontier, and
that is why we need to design a coding system that achieves a capacity as close to that limit as possible. So it is established that it needs to exist to employ an encoding scheme with a large encoding gain to maximize the user capacity of CDMA's mobile phone systems. The use of convolution codes in the IS-95 system is based on this objective. We are now introducing the
basic concept of convolution codes, defining some basic and then derive it the measurement of convolution codes so that we can evaluate the actual convolution codes used in the IS-95 system. 8.2 Convolutional Codes In Chapter 5, in our treatment of CRC codes, we introduced the concept of a block code (n, k), where for each piece of information, n coded symbols are
produced by the encoder, and we called n block length and the ratio k l n was called the code speed r . We discussed the error-detection ability of linear block code (n, k), which performs error-detection function by syndrome calculation of the code that possesses m=n-k redundant parity check numbers. While in (n, k) block code there is a clear code structure block length n per
k information pieces, for the case of convolutional codes there is no parameter called block length, which will be seen shortly. The input stream of data bits is shifted to the phallic encoder either one piece at a time or k bits at a time and, corresponding to that input, n symbols (encoded numbers) are transmitted into the channel. In a fallutional code, a bit or k bit stag is shifted to
the encoder not seen as a block of information pieces to be encoded, but the input is seen as a continuous stream of data bits until all message bits are encoded. For example, on the IS-95 forward link traffic channel (see Figure 8.1), the pieces of information are encoded at a speed of 9.6 kbps for a full 20-ms frame at a time, consisting of 9.6 Kbps x 20 ms = 192 bits. For this
long input information block, the encoded output symbols are produced at a rate of 19.2 kbps for 20ms, resulting in 384 encoded symbols that are fed into the block interleaver, as shown in Figure 8.1. This coding process is repeated every 20ms after flushing out the encoder by putting eight zeros at the end of 192 bits of the information 848 COMA Svstems Engineering
Handbook ~e~u e n c e. In 1 this sentence, there is only one long input information block (of length 192 bits) and a corresponding encoded block length of 384 encoded symbols. So there is no simple block structure that can be associated with a convolution code and, as we see shortly, each of the encoded symbols is linearly affected by a number of input information bits, much
like the output of a discrete convolutional summation (see section 1.3.4). Historically, convolutional codes were first introduced by Elias [5] in 1954. Since the discovery of an effective decoding algorithm in 1967 by A. J. Viterbi [6], as demonstrated by J. Omura [7] in 1969 to be an ML decoding algorithm, the applications of convolution codes with the Viterbi decoding algorithm
have been almost indispensable channel encoding diagrams in modern communication systems, such as the IS-95 system. In this and the following section, we introduce convolutional codes and ways to enter the codes in a tutorial way, followed by the principles of the Viterbi algorithm. We then delead the classic performance measures for codes, which are union-bound error
probability actions. The specific convolution codes used in the IS-95 system are then evaluated by the derived formulas. 8.2.1 Convolutional Encoders In Chapter 5, we described one (n, (k) block code generated by a matrix (generator matrix or parity control matrix) or polynomial (generator polynomial or parity control polynomia), where k = number of bits forming a block input
to the block encoder n = number of bits (or symbols) from the encoder associated with the k-bit input block a T = k/n = code speed (8.lOa) @.lob) (8. lOc) A phallion code is described by the three integers n, (k) and K, where k = number of bits shifted to the encoder at one point (8.11a) 1 The action add 8-bit encoder tail as shown in the block diagram in Figure 8.1 is to deliver
eight bits, all zeros, for the clearing(flush) job. More is said about this later. ConvolutionalCodes and Their Use in IS-95 849 n = number of decoder output symbols corresponding to the k-pieces of information shifted to the encoder (8.llb) rn = k l n = code speed (same as block code) (8.11~) K = parameter called the limit length, equal to the number of k-tuppel in the encoder
shift register (8.11d) The coder shift register consists of K k-bitsteps and n outgoing generators, as shown in Figure 8.5. On the other hand, closer observation of the encoder diagram in Figure 8.5, we see that the first register is unnecessary, and therefore the required number of shift register stages K k - 1 is rather K k stages, and the elimination of the first stage is illustrated in
Figure 8.6. As shown in the encoder diagrams in figures 8.5 and 8.6, the n-tuple branch of word2 depends not only on the k-tuple being moved in, but also on the K -1 k-tuples that have previously been displaced in. Thus, we say that convolutional encoders have memory. The n coded symbols are produced Kk-step shift register w 4 Shift in k information bits at a time U n
modulo-2 adders for n output branch word Encoded branch word to channel Figure 8.5 Convolutionalencoder of rate k/n with limit length K:U = (ul, uz,. . . , ui,. . . ) the input sequence is shifted to the encoder Ic bits at a time, and for vz,. . . ,v,) each k bit is generated shifted in, an n-symbol (n-digit) branch word V = (vl, at the encoder output. It will be made clear shortly about why
n-tuple is called a branch word. 850 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook - (KK-1)-step shift register 7 Shift in k pieces of information at a time n modulo-2 adders for n output branch word Encoded branch word to channel Figure 8.6 Convolutional encoder of rate kln with limit length K , using (Kk-1) step shift register: U = (ul,uz, . . . , ui, . . . ) the input sequence is shifted to
the encoder k bits at a time, and for each k bit shifted in, an n-symbol (n-digit) branch word V = (q, v2, . . . . v,) is generated at encoder output. for each k-tuple message pieces are shifted in, and thus, the speed is r = that is, k bits in and n bits out during the same time interval. Figure 8.7 shows two identical convolutional encoders at speed 112 and limit length 3. Note that k = 1
and, therefore, only one piece is shifted to the encoder at a time. Clearly the encodes shown in the top and bottom of the figure are equal. These encoders produce two (n = 2) encoded symbols (2symbol branch words) for each individual (k = 1) input piece moved into the linear feed shiftforward register and thus are the rate 112 limit length K = 3 convolutional encoder. Here,
the limit length K = 3 is exactly equal to the number of encoding shifts that affect the output branch word. In this sense, the limit length is directly related to the memory span of the input bits with respect to a given output branch word. Let's represent the input bit sequence of the vector U: and encoder output branch the word n-tupel corresponding to the input bit ui of K = (%I, U i
2 , wine) (8.12b) Convolutional Codes and Their Use in IS95 85 1 Output branch word lnput bits Shifted in 1 bit at a time u = (u l, 242,..., ui,...) v i = (v i l , vi2) Output branch wordut bits Offset in 1 bit u = (241, 242,..., user interface,...) Vi2 v i = (v i l , vi2) &amp; Figure 8.7 Rate convolutional encoder with limit length K = 3. A and b are identical encoders. v The term restriction
length K encoder simply means that, if formed when the input user interface is shifted to the encoder, each component of the n-tuple word is affected by the K bits of the information sequence-ui-~+~,. . . , ui-1, the ui and each component in are affected differently, depending on the encoder connections between shift registers and the special modulo-2 adder that forms the
branch word component. There are several ways to represent convolutional encoders, and each has its own merits in describing the properties and properties of convolaging codes. Some of the methods for representing convolution codes are (1) encoder connection vectors, (2) encoder impulse responses, (3) polynomial representations, and (4) state representations. We
illustrate each one with examples. v In 8.2.2 Encoder Connection Vector Representation Consider Figure 8.8, which shows a convolutional encoder of rate l/n and limit length K. Define a K-tuple connection vector G j : 852 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Input Information pieces 2 -------- 1. -------- %- 1 1 Encoded branch I the word to channel Figure 8.8 Rate lln
convolutional encoder with limit length K (the first step can be removed and only K - 1 shift registry stages are needed). Gj = (9j1,9jz,...,9jl,...,9 j ~ ) ,j = 1 , 2 , . . , n (8.13a) was ( 0, if the jth modulo-:! adder is 9j14 { ( 1, not connected to the lth stage of the encoder registry if connection is made between j and 1 The connection vector is a K-tuple vector, where K is the number of
shift register stage, and there are n connection vectors, where n is the number modulo-:! additional machines. It is easy to draw a encoder diagram by looking at the connection vectors with a specification of the code speed T = k l n . The connection vectors are nothing but notations that indicate how each modulo-2 adder is connected to the K k-shift registry stage. Therefore,
we can also use octagoties notation for K-tuple connection vectors as illustrated in the following example. Example 8.1 Plot the convolutional encoder of speed 3, represented by the connection vectors GI = (1 0 0) Gz = (1 0 1) GI = (1 1 1) -t + -, 4 in octalnotation 5 in octalnotation 7 in octalnotation and limitation length Falskoder and Their use in IS-95 853, Now, Now GI
indicates that modulo-2 adder #1 is connected to the first stage and Gz indicates that modulo-2 adder #2 is connected to the first and third states, while G3 means that the third modulo-2 adder is connected to all three stages as shown in Figure 8.9. Example 8.2 Draw the fallutional codes for speed ?jmed limit length 2 specified by the connection vectors GI = (10 1I), G2 = (11 0
I ) , and G3 = (10 10). The encoder is shown in Figure 8.10. 8.2.3 Encoder Impulse Response Representation When we discussed linear filters and convolution integritys in Chapter I, the idea that we utilized it was the principle of superposition in predicting the output of the linear filter by feeling the impulse response of the filter. Here we will apply the same principle by looking
at the convoluting encoder as a linear system. Given a phallional encoder, the output sequence of input 1, namely (10 0 O...), is the impulse response of the d-encoder as input 1 moves along the K-stages of the encoder; that is, as Input bits I 1 - 2 3 In T output in L I (a) Encoder with three steps. (b) two-step encoders; Figure 8.9 Convolutional encoder of speed with limit length
3, specified by the connection vectors GI = (100), G2= (10 I), and Gg = (11 1). A and b are the same encoders. 854 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook lnput bits b (a) Encoder with four stages. lnput bits 1 -' Output 33 P (b) Three-stage Encoder. Figure 8.10 Convoluting encoder of the speed encoder once). $ and limit length 2 (two bits are shifted into the K-tuple shift
registry vectors take the form specified in (8.15a). K-step loading vectors K-clock pulse period Response . { oolo--oo It is obvious that, if the input data sequence is a K-tuple vector Ul = (1 0 0. .0), then the answer to the convolutional encoder branch is the word fl = (vll, ~ 1 2 , .. . ,vln), and if the input sequence is U12 = (1 1 0 O-.. O), when the encoded sequence is the sum of
the answer (10 0 0. - -0) and (0 10 0.. . O), that is: Convolution codes and their use in IS-95 855 This is the superposition principle used to derive convolation integren and convolutionssu summation for cases of continuous and discrete time systems. Let's consider the convoluting encoder in Figure 8.9, which is a encoder with limit length 3. The details of the three-stage loading
veciors and corresponding branch outputs are shown in Table 8.1. Note that the first modulo-2 summer is connected only to the first stage, the second modulo-2 summer to the first and third stage, and the third summer to all stages of the shift register. If we denote by xi the contents of the ie stage of the K-step shift register, then the details of the encoder's load vectors and the
corresponding branch words are given in Table 8.1. The impulse response for this encoder is then given by ~,v2,v3=111,001,011 (8.15~) It is obvious that, when we have the impulse response of the convolutional encoder as shown in Table 8.1, we can predict the coded symbol sequence corresponding to any combination of input pieces of information as a superposition of the
responses of the corresponding impulse response. Example 8.3 Leave the input data sequence for the speed !j encoder in Figure 8.9 to be (11 1 0 1 ) . Note that the encoder span is three bits (limit length 3) and that the input sequence can be seen as composed of sequential impulses, as shown in Table 8.2. In this table, we use the notation X l ( t j )to denote the sequence X l
( t j )= ( 1 0 0) that occurs at time t j and C' to denote modulo-2 the sum of the sequences { X l ( t j ) , j = l , 2 , 2 , .. .). Using the superposition principle, we can write down the encoded sequence corresponding to the input data sequence ( 1 1 1 0 1 ) as shown in Table 8.3. Table 8.1 Impulse response for the phallional encoder in Figure 8.9 Three-stage loading vectors Vector I
content Corresponding branch word V;: = (vil, vi27 vi3) Branch I vil = ( vi2 = vi3 = In 856 COMA Systems Engineering Manual Table 8.2 Decomposition of the data sequence as a sum of impulses Input sequence = XI X l(ti) = 1 1 1 0 1 i=l Table 8.3 Prediction of encoded sequence using the impulse response of the encoder ti Input sequence to be encoded : 1110 1 Output
response V,(t1) = 1 1 1 001011 (tl) In Input Input vector x1 x1 (t2) x1 (t3) xl (t4) xl (t5) 0 (tail bits) 5 This indicates that a generator matrix G can be constructed from Table 8.3 as Convolutional Codes and Their use in 6 . 9 5 857 The code word corresponding to any input sequence U can be found by multiplying the input message vector by G , that is: Encoded sequence = U G
(8.15e) where the operations are in modulo-2 arithmetic. We note that each row in the generator matrix G is identical to the previous row but shifted n = 3 locations to the right. Unlike block codes, convolution codes do not have the information sequence in block form; that is, the code words can have infinite length. The generator matrix shown in (8.15d) is a semi-infinite array.
The encoded sequence given in Table 8.3 can also be obtained based on the multiplication of (8,15e): Encoded sequence = U G obtained by adding the first, second, third and fifth lines of the generator matrix G as of the input sequence vector. Note that the encoded sequence in (8.150 is identical to the one in Table 8.3, as it should be. In the discrete time system discussed in
section 1.3.4, we expressed convolution summation as n y(n) = C h(k) x(n - k) k=O (8.15d 858 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook where h(k) is the impulse response and x(k) is the input. The known convolutional encoder is adapted from the application of the superposition principle in deriving the coded sequence, much in the same way as the convolution principle.
Originally convolutional codes were called recuwent codes [5]. 8.2.4 Polynomial Representation of Encoder We can also represent a convolution encoder with a set of n generator polynomials, one for each of n modulo-2 adders. This method is closely related to that of the encoder connection vector representation, in that we simply write a polynomial Gj(x) based on k-tupel
encoder connection vector Gj: This ratio is depicted in Figure 8.11, where we use the same encoder as we considered in Figure 8.9. In this representation method, the message sequence is also represented as a message polynomum(x) based on the sequence vector U = (ul, 242, .. . ), that is: bits b + XI--+ x2 G1=(lOO) + Gl(x)=l G 2 = (1 0 1) + G2(x) = 1 G 3 = (111) +
G3(x)=1+x+x2 + x2 Figure 8.1 1 1 Polynomlig representation of alution convoal encoder. 859 Convolutional Codes and Their use in IS-95 Example 8.4 Keep in mind the message sequence U = (111 0 1). Then the coded sequence polynomial is obtained by collecting the coefficients of equal power conditions for products U (x)Gi(x),i = 1,2, .. . , n and then the resulting
coefficients are shown as the encoded branch words in sequence. Let us explain this with the example of the encoder shown in Figure 8.11, where Now, by multiplying the message polynomial U(x) with each connection polynomial Gi (x), i = l , 3 , we have When we collect the coefficients for the equal power terms of the polynomials {U(x)Gi(x)) and represent them as column
vector form as shown below , the column vector for the coefficient represents for xi the coded branch word : 1 From (8.16g) we have the entire encoded sequence of speed 3 , convolutional encoder which should be identical to the sequence shown in Table 8.3, which was obtained on the basis of the heart rate response representation of the encoder. The encoded sequence of
(8.16h) can be represented as a polynomial as follows: Because, from (8.16g), output polynomials, the 860 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook is the encoded sequence that can be represented as polynomial in (8.16i) xet seen on as a delay element. The example we believe here indicates that the Codeword, expressed as a polynomial, then becomes the result of the
sequence shown in (8.16h). 8.2.5 State representation of encoder There is another way of characterising the phallic encoder, through which the coded sequence can be specified very effectively, which we discuss here as the state Method. Let us again consider the encoder as illustrated in Figure 8.9, using the circuit of the pan (b) in that figure, redrawn below in Figure 8.12.
The idea we use here is that if we know the state of the current clock pulse, we can always enter the coded branch word when a new piece of information is shifted to the encoder at the next clock pulse, at which point a new state is formed. Let's note the encoder discussed regarding the connection vector representation: Convolutional Codes and their use in IS-95 86 1 Now
assume that the state is (00). If the input bit is O at the next clock pulse, the next state (0 0) is again; that is, (00) + (00). If, on the other hand, the next information piece is 1, the new state (lo), and the state transition is (0 0) + (10). Thus, according to the connection vectors3 specified in (8.17), as the state transition about from (00) to (0 0) and from (0 0) to (1O), the
corresponding encoded branch words are (0 O 0) and (I 1I) , respectively. Now suppose we are on the state (10). Next, the next possible state (0 1) or (1I), is because the piece of information is either a 0 or 1, respectively. Corresponding encoded branch words are, according to the encoding rules in (8.17), either (0 0 1) or (11O), respectively. This encoding process using the
state representation of the encoder shown in Figure 8.12 is depicted in Figure 8.13, together with the encoder and connection vectors. Example 8.5 Again let's look at the encoded sequence corresponding to the sequence of input information (11 1 0 1) for the course !j, K = 3 encoder. Based on the state a = (00) in Figure 8.13, we can write down the encoded branch words
corresponding to state transitions as shown in Table 8.4. The content of these stages defines the state \ Input bits $ b II I 2 In Output Branch word 4 Figure 8.12 Rate constraint length 3 convolutional encoder. The contents of the last K-1 stages are defined as the state of the encoder. 3 We only use the vector representation connection here solely for convenience instead of
directly observing the encoder circuit of Figure 8.12. 862 COMA Systems Engineering Manual a -input bit 0 - - - - - input bit 1 \ - 000 Encoded branch Figure 8.13 Encoder and state transition diagram for the speed in,K = 3 encoder. Table 8.4 Illustration of the use of the encoder state chart in Figure 8.13 In Input States100 a Brch. wds. 1 + + + 1 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 0 10 + 11 + 11
+ 01 + 10 + 01 b + d + d + c + c + c + 00 + one 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 111 101 010 100 100 001 011 Example 8.6 Draw the state chart for the default coder shown in Figure 8.14. Note that this is an example of rate kin, where k = 2. Pieces of information to be encoded are moved into the encoder two bits at a time. The two steps in the right side of the shift table represent the current
state and the state n e w is the incoming two pieces of information that are shifted to the two steps on the left side of the shift table. About the current state is assumed to be a = (00)) there are four different states to which the current state can move to, depending on the information bit spar patterns, namely (00)) (01)) (10)) and (11). In fact, there are always these four
possibilities for transition, no matter what the current situation is. This situation is presented in Figure 8.15 as a solution to this example. Convolution codes and their use in 6.95 -w Figure 8.14 Rate $, K = 2 encoders. Input new state Current state Figure 8.15 Authoring State diagram in Figure 8.14. 863 864 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 8.2.6 Tree diagram for a
Convoluting Encoder The state representation of the phallic encoder is perfectly capable of entering the encoding process. However, the state chart itself does not provide a time history of the encoding process. The tree chart, presented here, provides a timely history of coding processing in addition to the representation of states and state transitions. i, Example 8.7 Consider
the T = K = 3 encoder with state charts as shown in Figure 8.16. Figure 8.17 is a tree diagram for this encoder. Assume that the state a = (00) is the start state. If the input is 0, a state transition occurs from a to a , and if the input bit is 1, the state transition is from a to b, where b = (10). The tree diagram shows these two state transitions that could occur at the time t =tl. When
the input bit is 0, the branch word 00 appears on the top of the tree, while when the information bit is 1, the branch word always appears on the bottom side of the tree, with respect to the starting position. At t = t2, the four possible state transitions, two from state a and two from state b, with the respective branch words and the new state, are displayed, and this process is
repeated along the tree as time goes to t = ts, t = t4,.. . , and so on. Note that with the tree chart, we can always enter the encoded sequence that corresponds to an information piece of stream. For example, Table 8.5 shows the encoded sequences corresponding to the in-depth information sequences shown on the left side of the encoder in Figure 8.16. The encoded
sequences are the trace of the code tree branch as dictated by the input sequence pattern. n ----- 1 Input bit bit 0 input bit 1 I b Branch word O 1 ? d l Figure 8.16 Encoder and state diagram for r = $, K = 3 convolutional code. Convolution codes and their use in IS-95 ~~, -- Branch word a, 00 865 I b, 11 1 Time: Figure 8.17 Tree chart for the rate $, K = 3 convolutional encoder
shown in Figure 8.16. Table 8.5 Example of code tree-tracked encoded sequence for the encoder in Figure 8.16 Input sequence 11011...+ Encoded sequence 1101010001~-~ We have used the term, encoded branch-word and the basis for the use of this term is the tree branch's idea of representing the encoded sequences with n-symbol corresponding to the k-input
information pieces. Thus, in a fall ution code, the code speed refers to the r = k / n number information bits 866 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook shifted into the encoder at one point to the number of symbols in the resulting output branch sequence. Although the code statement has the same shape for both block codes and convolution codes, the meaning is different for
the two encoding schemes. While n is the block length in a block code, it does not characterize a block length in a fallutional code, for which n equals the number of modulo3 adders, which in turn is equal to the number of symbols in each branch word. Now, returning to the subject of tree diagrams, if we are going to use it to track the encoded sequence corresponding to an
information sequence of length L pieces, we need to show 2L branches. The number of branches grows exponentially, and thus the tree approach must be avoided. Recognizing this difficulty, Viterbi [8] introduced a new chart called trellis diugram. 8.2.7 Trellis Diagram for a Convolutional Encoder When observing the tree diagram in Figure 8.17, we note that the tree structure
repeats itself after K = 3 branches. This is an important point to be observed in that some branch word sequences corresponding to state transitions, say a b c a or c a b c, are periodic. In the example of the tree diagram shown in Figure 8.17, the branch repetition after the third branch is because the first bit that entered the encoder no longer affects the output sequence after it
jumps out of the last (third) stage of the encoder. An example of a trellis chart, based on the same code as in Figure 8.17, is shown in Figure 8.18. input 0 - ---------- input 1 .. *\ Steady state reached Figure 8.18 Trellis chart for speed in,K = 3 convolutional encoder in Figure 8.16. Convolention codes and their use in IS-95 Example 8.8 Keep in mind the r = 867 i, K = 3
convolutional encoders as shown in Figure 8.19. Get (a) the connection vectors and the code (connection) polynomials, (b) the state diagram, (c) the tree diagram, (d) the trellis diagram, and (e) the encoded sequence for the information sequence 1010110101. Solutions: a) GI = (1 11) and G2 = (0 11) (b) The state chart is shown in Figure 8.20. T Figure 8.19 Rate 4 Branch wd
4, K = 3 convolutional encoder. Figure 8.20 Speed State chart in K = 3 convolutional encoders in Figure 8.19. 868 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook (c) By observing the state chart, the encoded tree branches can be traced as shown in Figure 8.21. (d) The trellis diagram is shown in Figure 8.22. a, 00 Branch word b, 10 a 00 c, 11 The State reached\ d, 01 a, 00 0 a, 11 b,
01 b, 10 t c, 00 d. 10 a, 00 4 b, 10 c, 11 1 c, 11 b, 10 a, 11 b, 01 d, 01 c, 00 d. 10 Time: 11 12 Figure 8.21 Tree diagram for the encoder in Figure 8.19. Figure 8.22 Trellis diagram for the encoder in Figure 8.1 9. 13 14 Falsitating Codes and their use in IS-95 869 (e) The encoded sequence shall be obtained for the information sequence 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 ~ K - 1 = 2 zeros added to
clear the registry The encoded sequence can be found from the encoder, connection vectors, state charts, tree diagrams, or trellis diagrams, and it is given by 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1101,1111, to be discarded V Example 8.9 Think about the speed in, K = 4 convolutional encoder as shown in Figure 8.23. Get (a) the connection vectors and code polynomials, b) the state diagram,
c) the trellis diagram, and (d) the encoded sequence of the information sequence 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1. Solutions: (a) The connection vectors are GI = (1111) and G2= (1101). The code (connection) polynomials are Gl (x) = 1 xx2 x3 and Gz(z) = 1 x x3. + + + + (b) Seen from the encoder shift registry circuit, there are eight encoder states, listed as 3-tuples of binary bits as follows:
The transitions between encoder states are shown in the state chart in Figure 8.24. (c) Since K = 4 there are 2K-1 = 23 = 8 nodes, the same number as the number of states. The trellis chart is shown in Figure 8.25. d) The encoded sequence of the information sequence 10 10 10 10 1 can be written by tracking the state diagram in the specified order. Thus, the encoded
sequence is 11110100011100001 870 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Input bits Branch 0 b Image 8.23 Rate .--) + + i,K = 4 convolutional encoder. Figure 8.24 State chart for T = i, K = 4 encoder on Figure 8.23. F Convolention codes and their use in I S 9 5 Figure 8.25 Trellis chart for r = $, K 871 = 4 convolutional code defined by GI = (1111)and Gz = (1101). 8.3
Maximum probability decoding of convolution codes 8.3.1 Minimum Hamming Distance Decoding Rule Maximum probability decoding involves searching the entire code space of the code word that is most closely similar to the received sequence. As we discussed in Chapter 7, the maximum probability decision rule is equivalent to the maximum correlation decision rule, as
well as to the minimum distance of the 872 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook rule for the white Gaussian noise channel. In what follows, for the binary symmetrical channel, we show that the code word that most closely resembles the received sequence is the one that gives the smallest distance in the measurement value of the Hamming distance. Viterbi [8] developed
an algorithm that uses the repetitive structure of the trellis to reduce the number of calculations required to search the code space. The algorithm, called the Viterbi algorithm, has proven to be a maximum probability decoder for convolution codes [6]. Leave the length of the information sequence to be encoded to L-bits. An encoder tail of K - 1 zeros (tail bits) is attached to the
end of the information sequence to ensure that the encoder is terminated in the all-zero state. The coded code word is N n = n ( L K - 1) symbols in length. Each of the 2L code words is represented by a unique path through the trellis. Now, let the information sequence U be represented as + and the encoded sequence V to be transmitted as Then the received sequence R,
represented by R=V+n (8.18d) where n = (nl, ... , n ~ ) (8.18e) is the independent, AWGN vector that interferes with the transmitted vector code word. We then have a coded communication system where one of M equally likely messages {mi, i = 0 , 1 , . .. , 2L - 1) is transmitted over an AWGN channel using code words in = 0,1,. . . ,2L - 1). This is exactly the model we
discussed in section 7.1.2. The components of the independent noise vector have pdf given by {v, 873 Convolutional Codes and their use in 6 - 9 5 With these assumptions, we are now reviewing the maximum probability decoding rule, which we discussed in Chapter 7, in conjunction with a coded system to derive suficient conditions that meet the requirement of maximum
probability decision rule. Let m = mi (i.e., code word K is transmitted), and the received sequence is R. Then, the probability function R given V = is the conditional probability When the MAP decision rule is specified that fii = mk iff P(Vk I R) = max{P(K I R ) ) ) in + max { P ( R I K)} 2 which is the maximum probability decision rule, as expected. Let us depart for a moment and
examine the probability measures associated with the binary symmetrical channel (BSC). Binary symmetrical channel. O n BSC, the probability that the channel causes a piece of transition to its complement (bit error) is given by p 5 and the probability that the channel does not cause such a piece of transition is then given by 1 - p. This concept is depicted in Figure 8.26. When
the coded symbols in a code word K = (vil,viz, . . . , viN)are exposed to BSC, it is a case of N independence, repeated Bernoulli trials (see Example 1.17 in section 1S.3). Thus, the probability that k error will occur in any combination in a block of N symbols transmitted over the BSC is given by i, the probability that k or more errors (at least k errors) will occur is given by the
COMA Svstems Engineering Handbook 874 Figure 8.26 BSC model. Define di that should be the Hamming distance between received sequence R and code word sequence K , that is: di = Hamming distance between R and V; 4 D(R, K ) (8.20~) Then, on BSC, the probability function can be expressed in terms of di as P(R I K ) = Pr{R is different from K in di symbol positions)
= Pr{R is received in case of error in di symbol positions) = pdl (1-p) N-d, (8.20d) Now let's return to the subject of the maximum probability decision rule, as stated in (8.19b): Highest probability decision rule: Since the logarite is a monotonously increasing function of its argument, we can take the logaritme of both sides of (8.20e) to get maxilog P(R I K)} = max{log [pd'(l - p) in =
max {d i log p (N - di) log(1 - p)) i + T I Convolutional Codes and Their Use in IS-95 Because p &lt; i , pn = log[(l - p)/p] 875 quantity (1 - p)/p is always greater than unit , and is always ~ositiv. Similarly, if we define y to be the index-independent term Nlog(l - p), that is, y n = Nlog(1 - p), we have the maximum probability decoding rule that says A V = Vk iff log P(R I Vk) = ma{-pdi i
or P = V, iff dk = i + 7) (8.2%) This result is that the maximum probability decision rule on the BSC is the minimum Hamming distance decoding rule. In Chapter 7, we interpreted the maximum rule of probability decisions as the minimum metric distance decision rule.4 In a later section of this chapter, we have the opportunity to evaluate encoded system ~erformance on both the
Gaussian metric channel and Hamming's BSC. 8.3.2 Viterbi Decoding Algorithm Viterbi algorithm was discovered in 1967 by A. J. Viterbi [6], and it was proved in the well-known paper by J. K. Omura in 1969 [7] that the Viterbi algorithm is indeed a maximum probability decoding rule. The essence of the algorithm is the comparison between the received sequence at time t = ti
and all trellis paths that come to the same state at t = ti. When two paths specify the same state at t=t in , the one with maximum correlation (best metric) or minimum distance is selected, and the selected path is called the surviving path. The decoding process thus continues deep into the trellis. Example 8.10 Let's explain the principles involved in the algorithm using an
example using the speed K = 3 encoder shown earlier in Figure 8.16. i, the state diagram and trellis for this encoder are reproduced here in Figure 8.27. Suppose the input sequence is This criterion is also equivalent to the highest correlation (best measure) decision rule. 4 876 COMA Svstems Engineering Handbook Figure 8.27 State chart and trellis for gi= (111) and G2 =
(101). i,K = 3 convolutional encoder specified by Then the transmitted vector sequence (codeword) given by We now assume that the received sequence is given by Using these assumptions about the vectors, we redraw the trellises along with the input sequence, transmitted sequence, and the received sequence, as shown in figure 8.28. For each branch, the trellis diagram in
Figure 8.28 shows the branch measurement, which is given in Hamming distance between the branch word and the symbols of the received sequence R received during the branch interval. For example, the first two symbols received are 11, which have Hamming distances 2 and 0 respectively from the branch words corresponding to state transitions a + a and a -t b. Note that
the trellis steady state is reached at time t =t4, and it is known that the original state of the encoder was a = (00). If some two paths are merged at a single-state node, one of them always survives on the basis of the minimum Hamming distance decision rule and the other path is eliminated. At each time t = ti there are z K - l state nodes in the trellis, where K is the limit length of
the encoder. We observe the decoding process as follows: Convolution codes and Their use in 6 9 5 877 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 Transferred II 10 00 10 00 01 Received 11 10 10 10 00 01 Input U v R Branch metric: Hamming distance D(R, V) for branch States a = 00 b = 10 c = 01 d = 11 \ Steady state reached Figure 8.28 Trellis with branch dimensions given by distance based on the
received vector R = (1110 10 10 00 01) of the encoder in Figure 8.27 (r = i,K = 3). (1) The surviving pathways at each condition at time t = t4 are shown in Figure 8.29. Each path shown in this figure is the shorter of two possible routes when it comes to hamming distance. The surviving route at state a at t = t4 is the path that crossed the states a -+ b -t c -+ a with a total
Hamming distance of 0 + 0 + 1 = I, which was selected over the path that crossed the states a -+ a -t a -+ a with a total Hamming distance 2 1 1 = 4. At state b (second node) at t = t4, the b -+ c -+ b has Hamming distance 1; the defeated survivor path a path a -+ a -+ a -t b had distance 4. Note that the first input bit decision is still not made even at this delay, because there is
more than one node at t=tz in a surviving path. + + -+ (2) At time t = ts, the surviving path at each state is shown in Figure 8.30 along with the Hamming distances for each transition. Note that the 878 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 8.29 Surviving Paths at time t=t4. Figure 8.30 Surviving paths at time t = t5. for the first time there is an input piece decision of 1
because all surviving paths have a + b (dotted line) as their first transition. It took a delay of five time units to make the first bit decision. This phenomenon is the decoding delay, and in a typical decoding process implementation, a decoding delay can be several times the limit length, not to mention delays depending on algorithm efficiency. Convolution codes and their use in IS-
95 879 (3) At time t = t6 are the surviving paths shown in Figure 8.31. In this particular example, the surviving path decisions were carried out at nodes (c) and (d) on the basis of coin-flipping, since the Hamming distances were identical between the warring trajectory pairs in both states. (4) At the time t = t 7 , the same processes were carried out, resulting in the surviving paths
as shown in Figure 8.32. At this point, however, the figure 8.31 Surviving pathways at the time t =t6. States a = 00 tl 0. Figure 8.32 Surviving paths a t t time t = t7. 880 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook other information piece decisions are made to be 0, as seen in the figure from the fact that there is only one surviving transition in the second time interval. Note that the
correct decision is made given that the first two input bits encoded by the encoder were 10, as shown previouly in Figure 8.28. We see from the example that the Viterbi algorithm requires storage of the minimum distance path at each node as well as its road dimensions, the minimum distance of the path from the received sequence. Furthermore, comparisons are made at
each step between the two paths leading into each state (node), thus requiring four comparisons for the example. To truncate the algorithm and decide on one route instead of four (or 2K-1 paths in general), add a ST - 1 = 2 zeros to the encoder's input, thereby forcing state to be a = (00). Consequently, the ultimate survivor is the surviving path completed at node a. The last
two 00 bits of the encoder force each state node to merge with a following: Let's consider this truncation process with the current example. We add together the two dummy zeros at the end of the input sequence to have - u =(l 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 ) dummy tad bits The encoder trellis chart with forces of states to converge to one shown in Figure 8.33. The input and output sequences
of the encoder, the received sequence and the trellis with branch dimensions are shown in Figure 8.34 when using the tail pieces. Note that the final state a is reached at time t = tg. Before reaching this time, as stated in Figure 8.32, battles must be conducted at the state nodes to determine the surviving paths at the time t = t8 to present the last two paths at the final node a at t
= tg. Figure 8.35 shows the survivors at nodes a and c at time t = t8, as well as their transitions to node a at time t = t9, and corresponding road dimensions. The final choice at node a is clearly the lower route, and thus the decision (decoding) is 1 0 1 0 11 0 0, which is identical to the original Convolutional Codes and their use in IS-95 input 0 ---------- 881 input 1 Figure 8.33
Trellis chart showing the convergence of states to state a. Input 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 Transferred 11 10 00 10 00 01 01 11 Received 11 10 10 10 01 01 11 u v R States a=00 Figure 8.34 Trellis with branch metric given by Hamming distance based on vector received vector = K = 31. R = (1110 10 10 00 01 01 11)for the encoder in Figure 8.27 (r = i, uncoded sequence and tail bits.
Note that the received sequence contained an error at the fifth symbol, but it was corrected in the decoding process. We address the error-correcting ability of convolutional codes in a section to follow. 882 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 8.35 Path metric (accumulated Hamming distance) for the last two bulking paths. 8.3.3 Distance properties of convolution
codes The convolution codes generated by linear shift registers are group codes. Hence, the all-zero code word is a code word in some convoluting code. There is no loss in general, therefore, to find the smallest distance between all-zero words and each code word. Assuming that an all-zero input sequence is encoded and transmitted, an error occurs when the all-zero path
does not survive. The minimum distance to make such an error can be found by examining each path from the state a = (00) to state a = (00). The paths of interest are those that begin and end in the state a and do not return to enter one somewhere in between. We discuss the distance properties of phallional codes with an example for the encoder we considered in Figure
8.16 for the course K=3 convolutional code. The trellis chart for this encoder is shown in Figure 8.36, which shows the hamming distance measurements compared to the all-zero path. Let's now all paths merged with the all-zero path for the first time. From figure 8.36, it is seen that sometimes t4, t5, and ts, paths begin to merge with all-zero ~ a t h . It is seen that there is only a
bulking 2 1 2~a t hover (tl, t4) with distance 5 from the all-zero path (a-+ b c a). 2 1 1 Also, there are two paths with distance 6: one over (tl, t5), a b -+ d 2 2 1 0 1 2 c - r a,andtheother (tl, t s ) , a + b + c - r b - r c + a . Now,forthepath with distance 5, the inputs pieces over (tl, t4) is 1 0 0, and t h s sequence differs from all-zero sequence 0 0 0 at just one position (one piece error),
while one, -+ -+ -+ -+ In Convolutional Codes and their use in IS-95 883 States a = 00 Figure 8.36 Trellis diagram with branches Hamm shows distance from all-zero path. for the distance-6 paths, the input bits are 110 0 above (tl, t 5 ) and 10 10 0 over (ti, ts). These input sequences differ in two positions (two bit errors) from the sequences with all-zero 0 0 0 and 0 0 0 0,
respectively. Thus, in this situation we find that we are dealing with a set of code words where the minimum distance in the set of all arbitrarily long paths that diverging and remerge is 5. From the theory of block codes, We know that the code with minimum distance dminkan correct all t or minor errors, where and 1yJ means the largest whole number no greater than y. In the
convolution code is however dmin to be replaced by d f , called (minimum) f ~ e edistance, so that the error-correcting ability of a fallutional code is in in the example discussed, this means that any two channel error can be corrected because such two errors will cause the received sequence to be at distance 2 from the correct transmitted sequence, while it is at least distance 3
884 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook from all other possible code words. The characterisation of a particular convolution code in terms of error-correcting ability appears to be based on the determination of the minimum free distance from the examination of the trellis diagram. Typically, a computer simulation method is used to find DF for a convolution code with a large
constraint length. Fortunately an analysis method can be applied to obtain a close-form expression whose expansion yields the free distance as well as all distance information [8]. 8.3.4 Transmission Functions of convolution codes As we have just indicated above, we need to know not only the minimum free distance but also all possible distance properties of the fall
identification code being considered to assess the code's error-correcting capacity in the average statistical sense. In this section, we show that we can find the distance properties of a convolution code from its state chart analytically. Now consider the code characterized by the state chart in Figure 8.27, which is the same encoder we discussed in the previous section. We
redraw the state chart by replacing each branch word with Dj, where j is the of the branch sequence. Because in this particular case, the branch words are two symbol sequences, j are either 0, 1, or 2. This is shown in Figure 8.37. We then split open node a = (00) and display the result as shown in Figure 8.38. Because the node is divided into two ends, we notice one as the
input state a and the other as the output state e = (00). This is entirely in line with the actual process of decoding the convolution code, since the final surviving path is determined at node a. The self-loop at node a does not contribute any weight because it corresponds to an all-zero branch word. In the previous section, we examined the trellis diagram in Figure 8.36 and
observed that there is only one path over the time interval (tl, t 4 ), corresponding to a node level 4, which had an accumulated Hamming distance of 5. That way was a -+ b-+ c+a. If we trace this same path in Figure 8.38, we have the total factor D~. Dl. D~ = D5, and this indicates that the path a + b -t c -t a is at a distance of 5 from the correct all-zeropath. The paths a + b + d -
+ c -+ a and a + b + c + b + c -+ a correspond to the factors D2 Dl Dl . D2 = D6 and D2-Dl . Do.Dl - D 2 = D6, respectively. This observation, which involves tracking the branches from the state a at time t = tl to the state a at time t = t j (or node level 31, using the modified and relabeled state chart in Figure 8.38, suggests that we can find all the pathways convolutional codes
and their use in the IS-95 885 Figure 8.37 State diagram of convolutional encoders of Figure 8.16 with branch words replaced by Dj,where j is the weight of the branch sequence. D* Represents input Represents Figure 8.38 State chart in Figure 8.37 split open at node a = (00). merging with the all-zeros path at node level j or time interval (tl, t j)by resolving for the generating
function or transfer function in the state chart as shown in Figure 8.38. The generating function can be found by solving the following concurrent state equations: 886 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook where we use state notations Za, Zb, Z,, Zd, and Ze to denote the sum of the products of all routes starting from state a= (00) and ending at state b, c, d, and e, respectively.
The generating function or transmission function, designated T ( D ) , is defined as T ( D ) 4 Ze/Za (8.24b) By solving the simultaneous equations in (8.24a), we obtain the result, the transfer function expanded in an infinite series form reveals the information we were looking for. The first term D5 reveals that there is only one (the coefficient for D5 is 1) track with free distance 5,
there are two paths with distance 6 , and in general there are 2' roads with distance 1 5. The first term (the term with the lowest exponent) is the minimum free distance for the convolution code. The result in (8.24~)is valid for an infinitely long code sequence. To truncate the series at some point, say, at the jth node level, we need to solve + DLN Figure 8.39 State chart with
marked with Hamming weight D,length L, and N for branches caused by an input data 1. Convolution codes and their use in IS-95 887 for the transfer function of the modified state diagram in Figure 8.38, further modified as shown in Figure 8.39, where we place factor L on each branch and factor N on these branches caused by input bit value 1. This is an effective way to
account for the length of a particular road using the exponent of the L factor, since the exponent will increase by one each time a branch is traversed. Similarly, the exponent of the N term, which is included in the branch factor if that branch is caused by input 1 (dotted line branch in the original state chart), delivers information about the number of bits in error compared to the
data sequence for all-zero data entry. By forming simultaneous equations similar to those shown in (8.24a) for the state chart in Figure 8.39, we have the Transmission function T ( D , L, N)in this case is found to be Let's observe the consequences of (8.25b): (1) There is a path of free distance 5, which differs in an input bit position from the all-zeros path and has length 3; (2)
There are two paths of distance 6, one has length 4 and the other has length 5, and both differ in two input pieces from the all-zeros path; (3) If we are interested in jth node level, we consider all conditions up to and including jth power (Lj)term. With the determination of these characteristics for all routes, we can now evaluate the wrong probabilities of convolution codes, as we
consider in section 8.4. 888 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 8.3.4.1 Systematic and non-systematic convolutional codes A systematic convolation code is one for which one of the symbols of the branch word is just data piece generating the branch word. An example of a systematic convolution code is that generated by the encoders shown in figures 8.12 and 8.40. We
recall from the discussions block codes in Chapter 7 that there is no difference between the systematic block code and the nonsystematic block code from the performance point of view. For convolution codes, however, systematic codes and nonsystematic codes perform differently, in that their minimum free distance is different generally for the same limit length [3.81. 8.3.4.2
Catastrophic Error Propagation in Convolutional Codes A catastrophic error is an event where a limited number of channel symbol errors cause an infinite number of data piece errors to be decoded. A necessary and sufficient prerequisite for a speed of 1/71 convolutional code to produce a catastrophic error is that all the code polynomials Gi (x), i = 1.2, .. . ,n has a common
factor [8]. For example, consider the encoder shown in Figure 8.41 and its code polynomials. Indeed, the code polynomials GI(%) and Gz(x) have the common factor of 1 x. When we draw the state diagram for the encoder as shown in Figure 8.42, we note that the state d has a closed loop with Weight. In fact, catastrophic errors can occur if and only if any closed loop has a
zero weight. To see this point more clearly, let's represent the state chart as shown in Figure 8.43 using the D and N notation as defined earlier. Assuming that the all-zeros path is the right path, any sequence different from an all-zero sequence is a sequence in error. Let's consider such a wrong path, given + I Input pieces b 2 . Figure 8.40 Rate %, K = 3 systematic fallutional
encoders. Branch 889 Convolutional Codes and their use in IS-95 Input bits * - Branch Figure 8.41 Rate $, K = 3 convolutional encoders that can cause catastrophic error spread. Figure 8.42 State chart of the encoder in Figure 8.41. Figure 8.43 Split state chart with branches marked with D and N . 890 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook by a + b d + d -+ d -+ c a. From
the state diagram in Figure 8.42, we can enter the code sequence for this route as -+ a . 0 -+ -+ that has exactly six Is, no matter how many times the zero weight soul was used. From Figure 8.43, this observation is seen as equivalent to ) D6Nn, where D 6 is the expression of ( D 2 N ) ( D N ) ( N ) .. - ( N ) ( D ~ ) ( D = weight of the entire sequence, and Nsimply means that the
branch was caused by the data bit 1. Thus, for a BSC, four channel faults would provoke the choice of this wrong route, which could cause catastrophic misspread. There are other necessary and sufficient prerequisites for catastrophic misdistribution, and the reader is referred to Viterbi's classic paper [8] for further reading on this subject. 8.4 Viterbi Performance Bounds
decoding convolution codes When discussing the trellis diagram of a typical convolutional encoder, we observed that the distance properties of the code using the t(D, L, N) transfer function. We got away from that distance-property study with the observation that paths displayed not only the minimum distance but also the maximum distance of a typical node level j and many
other distance differences in between the smallest and the highest. This fact means that the probability of miscalculation for the Viterbi decoding algorithm is not susceptible to an accurate analysis, and in fact for most of the practically employed convolution codes, their performance metrics are obtained by computer simulation. Analytically, however, we obtain performance
limits on the probability of an error in a code symbol as well as in the decoded pieces of information, based on the information disclosed by the transmission function. The borders are obtained as union boundaries. We present in the next section limits on the Viterbi decoding algorithm for both BSC and AWGN channels. Analytical method uon is presented based on that given in
[3] and [8]. Convolution codes and their use in IS-95 891 8.4.1 Probability of hard decision decoding error (not a survivor) for the first time at the time t = t j . We again consider the speed K = 3 convolutional encoders that were used as an example for derivation of the transmission functions T ( D ) and T ( D , L , N) specified in (8.24b) and (8.25b), respectively. We redrawn the
encoder and its state diagram in Figure 8.44. The transmission function corresponding to this encoder was given in (8.2513) as 4, Minimum free distance of this code is seen to be 5 , and the sequence of state transitions resulting in this weight-5 excursion from the all-zeros path is seen to be Input bits + I \ Figure 8.44 Rate ;, K = 3 conlutionvoal encoder. - - _ - - :lo COMA
Systems Engineering Handbook 892 The path sequence for state transitions is 1 1 10 1 1 as seen from traces of the state chart. If the channel induces an error pattern so that the received sequence is favoring this sequence, 1 1 10 1 1, rather than the all-zeros sequence, 0 0 0 0 0, which is the correct sequence, then the all-zeros path will be eliminated from competition (will
not survive) at the node at the time t = t4, denoted one(t4). Thus, in such a case, the maximum probability decoder will favor the incorrect path. At this point, the situation is equivalent to that of a binary communication system where mo and ml are two equally likely messages (employing the terminology used in section 7.1) to be cornmunicated using code words Co= 0 0 0 0 0 0
and Cl = 111 0 1 1, respectively. The distance between Coand Clis The error-correcting ability of this two-code word system is given by that is, as long as the channel induces one or two errors, the all-zeros sequence will be favored. However, if there are three or more errors in the channel, then the correct all-zeros sequence will be rejected and sequence 1 1 1 0 1 1 will be
favoured. Let's consider a BSC with p as the crossover probability symbol. The probability of a track sequence with a free distance of 5, designated Pz(e; 5), is then given by the binomial distribution [see (1.59a)l where p is the symbol error probability of the BSC, which depends on the modulation used for the transmission of the channel symbols. The submerged 2 in the
notation of (8.26e) indicates a two-codeword system pertaining to the decision on fallutional decoders at stat a for the first time. Suppose the path is compared to the all-zeros path at any node j at the time t =t j has distance d from the all-zeros path. If d is odd, the all-zeros path will be selected correctly if the number of errors in the received sequence is less than (d 1)/2;
otherwise the incorrect path is selected. Thus, the probability of selecting the incorrect path + Convolutional Codes and Their use in IS95 893 If d is even, the incorrect path is selected when the number errors exceed in d ; that is, when k i d 1. If the number of errors is equal to in d , we must turn an honest coin and one of the two selected. Thus, in this situation, we have &gt; +
+ in(;d)pd 12(~- p)d12, d even and the probability of select a path with Hamming distance d 1s + ( ) p 2 - pid12, * also We have seen from the transfer function T(D) indicated in serial form that there are many paths with different distances that merge with the all-zeros path at a given node, thus indicating that there is no simple exact expression of first-event error probability. We
thus overbound the error probability using union bound, which is the sum of the pairwise error probabilities P2(e; k) across all possible paths that merge with the allzeros path at the given node. Now remember from (8.24~)and (8.25b) through (8.26a) that The M where AK is the number of nonzero roads with hamming distance k, with respect to the all-zeros road, which merges
with the all-zeros road at node j and deviates once from the all-zeros road at any previous node. For the case 894 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook of the encoder that gave the transmission function (8.24c) corresponds to the { a k ) values = 1, a6 = 2 , a7 = 4,. . . , etc. If there are ak roads with weight k, and if we still use P2(e; Ic) to denote pairwise error probability of
roads with weight k, union bound on the probability of decoding errors given by where P2(e, k) is given by (9.27~). For the encoder characterized by the connection vectors GI = (1 11) and G2= (1 0 I), we had In this case, the first event error rob ability delimited by Viterbi [8] has also shown that the expression given in (8,27 ~) for the probability of incorrectly selecting a path with
Hamming distance d can be delimited by (8,29 ~) w ; d) &lt; [4p(l - dldi2 which is a more compact, albeit looser, bound than the exact first-event probability expression in (8.27~).~ Thus, using (8.29b) we can have a looser upper bound on first-event probability (decoding error) where p is the crossover probability symbol (symbol error probability) of the BSC. Comparing (8.29d)
with (8.28a) immediately suggests that the first-5 we shall have the opportunity to observe the degree of gap of (8.29b) compared to (8.27~)in a plot of BER in Figure 8.47. ConvolutionalCodes and their use in IS-95 895 event error probability is overbound by the transfer function T ( D ) with which is D = Jm; 8.4.2 Bit-Error BSC probability In the series expansion of the T ( D , N)
transfer function, the exponents of N indicate the number of nonzero bits of information that are misappropriated when an incorrect path is selected over the path with all zeros. Consider the transmission function given in (8.25b): By differentiating Between T ( D , N ) with respect to N and setting N = 1, exponents of N multiplication become factors of the corresponding Pz(e; d).
Since T ( D ) = T(D, N)INZI is the upper bound on first-event probability, each of the terms in T ( D ) must be weighted with the exponent of N to obtain the bit-error probability PB(e). Now from this expression, we obtain the bit-error probability PB(e) that we have received for the first-event error probability in (8.29d): 1 bit in error 2 bits in error 1 3 bits in error 1 + 2 .2Pz(e; 6) + 3
4Pz(e; 7) + + (k + 1). 2kP2(e; k + 5 ) + PB(e) &lt; 1 . P2(e,5) e . 0 (8.30~) T Ic + 1 bits of error where Pz(e; d) was given by (8.27~)and (8.29e) as exact and bound expressions, respectively. If we use the bound in (8.29e), P2(e; d) &lt; [4p(l- p)]d'2, we obtain a simple but weaker bound on bit-error robability for BSC: 896 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 8.4.3 Probability of
error Bounds for Soft-Decision Decoding We now consider the wrong probability performance viterbi decoding in an AWGN with channel soft decision decoding. We assume that antipodal PSK (BPSK) modulation is used for transmitted coded symbols over an AWGN channel with two-sided power spectral density +No.The convolutional code is generated by an encoder of rate
k l n, and the symbol energy E, is related to the energy per piece eb of the expression so that where is the code rate. For the infinite quantization soft-decision decoder, the probability of failure is shown in the pairwise comparison of two paths at a node that differs in d symbols to be [3, 83 where this is the first event error probability expression, which is the equivalent of the
expression given in (8.27c), the probability of incorrectly selecting a path with Hamming distance d from the all-zeros sequence on a BSC. For the many other tracks with different distances that merge with the all-zeros route, we just have to call on the transmission function to provide the full description: 00 Convolutional Codes and their use in THE IS-95 897 where AK denotes
the number of nonzero routes distance k from the allzeros path, which merges with the all-zeros path for the first time. As we have done for the case of BSC in (8.29 ~)~ the total first-event error probability of all couples with distance k 2 d given in the form Of moving forward, we invoke a useful inequality [8]: Q( JG) I ~-Y/~Q(&amp;) as proven in Appendix 8A. Thus, using this
inequality for the Q function, first-event error probability of any pair of roads with distance d 1 given by + Now for k 2 d in (8.31f), let 1 = k - d. Then thereof becomes bound by (8.319, by means of (8.32c), Given the transmission function of (8.31e), the bound (8.32d) can be expressed as CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 898 which is the total first -event probability error
bound for soft-decision Viterbi decoding. 8.4.4 Bit-Error Probability rate of Soft-Decision Viterbi Decoding BER expression for soft-decision decoding is obtained in the same way as for the case of BSC in (8.30d) and given by where { b k ) are the coefficients for – By using the same argument we employed in obtaining PB(e) for BSC in (8.30d), we now have a useful but loose
upper bound expression for bit error rate of soft-decision decoding of convolution codes : This bound on ber by soft-decision Viterbi decoding is for a code of interest l l n . For the codes with interest r = kln, where k &gt; 1 the expression (8,33~)is interpreted as k = 1) and must be divided by k to obtain limits on the average BER. That is: PB(e; k 1 &gt; 1) = -PB(e; k = 1) k
Convolutional Codes and Their Use in IS-95 899 Let's summarize the error percentage expressions we have derived so far. For rate k l n convolutional codes with Viterbi decoding, we have BSC (hard-decision) with Hamming metric: First-event failure rate: p(e) &lt; T(D)l~=,/m Bit-error rate: A tighter bound than (8.34b) can be calculated using binominal expression for (8.27~)in
(8.33a). 0 AWGN channel (soft-decision) with correlation metric: Error rate of first event: where is = k l n , p is the symbol error probability on BSC, d is minimum6-free distance and Eb/% is the energy per ratio for power spectral density bit-to-noise. !j, K = 3 convolution code characterized by the connection vectors G1 = (1 OO), G2 = (10 I ) , and Gg = (1 11). (1) Example 8.11
Consider the speedA Draw state chart; (2) find the transfer function T ( D , N ) ; (3) obtain first-event error probability P(e) for all pairs (total first-event failure rate) and BER, provided BPSK symbol modulation is transmitted over an AWGN channel with unilateral power spectral density No, for hard-decision Viterbi 6 When free distance is mentioned without regard to either
minimum or maximum, it usually means the minimum free distance. 900 COMA Svstems Enoineerino Handbook decoding; (4) repeat (3) for soft-decision Viterbi decoding; and (5) plot ber expressions in comparison to the uncoded system. Solutions: (1) Based on the connection vectors, we have the encoder and the state diagram as shown in Figure 8.45. (2) The t ( D , N )
transfer function can be obtained using the flow graph chart for the state chart as shown in Figure 8.46. From the flow graph we set up the simultaneous equations: Xb = D3N I 1 Input bits +DNX, 1 4 2 3. * Branch wwd Figure 8.45 Encoder and state chart for speed in,K = 3 encoder of example 8.1 1. Figure 8.46 Flow chart diagram of the state chart as shown in Figure 8.45, with
branches marked with D and N . Convolution codes and their use in IS-95 - 901 and loose for the transfer function T ( D , N ) = D 2 X c . Putting (8.35a) in matrix form: [ -D~N -DN 0 D3N 1 o (8.35b) 1- D ~ N we solve for Xc: so that we obtain (3) The symbol crossover probability (symbol error probability) of BSC f and binary Atipodal modulation given by for BSC, the probability
of error in the first event is limited by where p is given by (8,36a). The BER bound on the BSC is given by the 902 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Thus with p given by (8.36a). (4) For soft-decision Viterbi decoding, we have first-event error probability tied (8.37a) where d = 6, r = 113, andT(D) = D6/(1 - 2D2). Hence the BER bound for soft-decision decoding is given by
where d = 6 and r = 113. Thus (5) The uncoded BPSK error probability is indicated by Convolutional Codes and Their use in IS-95 903 We have plotted the pb,uncoded(e), PBJWGN(e),and PB,Bsc(e) expressions in Figure 8.47 comparison purposes. The deprivation of bound (8.29d) is evident in comparison to the binomial expressions of (8.27~)for biterror performance on the
BSC. For this example, if 2-dB coding gain is observed using soft decisions, and less than 1dB for difficult decisions. 8.4.5 Estimates of Coding Gains of convolutional codes Sometimes we need to have an idea of the amount of coding gain for a convolation code, as indicated by the rate and limit length, and the assumed type of decoding (hard or soft-decision) along with the
minimum free distance of the code. To meet this need, we can base an estimate on the simplification of the wrong thresholds that we have developed in the previous section. For BER bound on BSC (8.36 ~)and from (8.33b) we have where d is the minimum free distance and p is the symbol crossover probability of BPSK modulation, given by (8.36a). We wish to simplify further
the expression in (8.39a) by assuming that p is a very small number. Then the right side of (8.39a) is dominated by the first term, and thus we have PB,B S C ( ~ 1 is related to the probability of L = 1. Calculations of (9.20b) are shown in Figure 9.17. 9.3.2.5 Nonkoherent Binary Ortactonal System and Optimal Diversity From the General M-ary noncoherent ortactonal system



BER for L-fold diversity with EGC reception in Rayleigh bleaching, it appeared in (9.15a) to (9.15~)that BER for the binary case of M = 2 is given of the formula was in dB, with the BER is drawn in Figure 9.18 as a function of $/ N O order of diversity as a parameter. Note that, as L increases, equal-profit 962 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 9.17 Equal-gain
diversity reception of ~1 DQPSK 4 error performance with L-fold diversity over Rayleigh bleaching channel. Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing NCFSK Figure 9.18 EGC reception of the NCBO system during L-fold diversity over rayleigh bleaching channel. 963 964 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook that combines results in a higher BER for low values of
&amp;,/no and a lower BER for high values of Eb/NO. We chose this particular modulation case to illustrate how we can implement optimal diversity in the sense that there is value of L, as a function of E b/~O as , providing the minimum value of BER in bleaching, and when this value of L is used, the probability of failure is restored to within about 5 dB of the probability error of
no bleaching. 9.3.3 Maximum ratio Combine diversity reception In maximum ratio (MRC) diversity reception, the phases of the multitude signals being compressed are adapted (made mutually coherent) and their envelopes are weighted in proportion to the square roots of their SNRs. MRC, first discussed by Brennan [13], is the optimal form of diversity because it provides
maximum SNR attainable. As can be seen shortly, the optimal combination requires precise knowledge of SNRs and the phases of the diversity signals. MRC diversity combine achieves an SNR the combiner output equal to the sum of SNRs in the diversity channels: where p ~ is the combined SNR and the { p j ; j = 1.2, . . . . L) are SNRs of the individual diversity channels.
MRC is used in the IS-95 system on both forward and backward links in multipath diversity systems, and thus the Rake diversity used in the CDMA cellular system is the MRC diversity reception, which is discussed in detail in the next section. Basically, MRC is similar to EGC, except that each diversity channel is multiplied, not by an equal gain, but by a gain proportional to the
square root of the SNR of that channel. Therefore, the performance of EGC diversity reception works in a way similar to mrc and provides a lower limit, since MRC is the optimal form of combining. Diversity Technician and Rake Processing 965 9.3.3.1 Optirnality Proof of MRC Diversity Reception Here we prove that Brennan's MRC diversity reception delivers maximum
possible SNR in the production of diversity combiner. Think of Figure 9.19, which depicts the MRC scheme. For convenience, we use complex envelope notation for the analysis. The received waveform for diversity channel 1 is given by the Conventional Envelope and Phase Representation for the real-valued signal waveform is the Diversity channel #I (a r, $1) M PI Diversity
channel #2 channel #e Diversity channel #L PL Figure 9.1 9 Complex envelope diagram of the MRC diversity reception. 966 COMA Systems Engineering Manual where a1 is Ra~ leighattenuation factor, Al is the signal amplitude without fading, and 41(t) is the signal phase, for channel 1. In complex envelope notation, we have there one (t) n = R1(t) ej4l@)= Rl(t) cos 41(t) + j ~
r ( tsin ) h(t) = scl(t) + j ssl(t) (9.23 ~) Note that complex envelope notation is lowpass waveformation. Similarly for the noise term we have nl (t) = nCl(t) cos wot - nsl (t) sin wot = Nl (t) cos[wot + 81(t)] = Re{nl(t) ejwot} (9.23d) where Nl(t) is the noise envelope, and the noise phase and complex envelope are (t) n = Nl (t) eje@)= Nl (t) cos 81(t) + j Nl (t) sin 81(t) (9.239 Thus, we
have + %(t) = %(t) m(t), 1 = 1,2, . . . , L (9.24a) The principle of MRC reception is that we multiply the received waveform yl (t) by p in n g l , which is complex in general, and then adds the output of the diversity channels as shown in Figure 9.19. Our goal is to find the specific form of gl for 1 = 1 , 2 , ... , L. If we find gr to be proportional to the square root of (SNR)l, the channel
SNR, we have proven the principle of MRC and have shown that the total production SNR is the maximum. Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing 967 From Figure 9.19, we note that the complex envelope of lth waveform combined is where we assume that in order to proceed with development, we introduce the following complex variables: n and ul =g h (9.25a) n sl
(9.25b) ~1 = 01 We then find that represents the signal term in the Ith channel after the gain multiplicetation. we see that where is snr for channel 1; that is, (SNR)l. The term is then noise power on the lth channel after the reinforcement multiplication. Since there are L-inputs to the combiner, we form the vectors you and V: 968 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook where {ul)
and {vl) are defined in (9.25a) and (9.25b). The Schwarz inequality is given by I ( u 7v ) 1 2 5 Iu12~ ~ 12 (9.28a) with equality if and only if U = KV where K is a scalar. Thus schwarz inequality in terms of vectors of (9.25a) and (9.25b) may be written with equality if and only if I L ~= Kvl Let's examine each term in (9.29a): where 2 1 ~ is1 the ~ total complex signal effect at the
end of combiner; where 2 4 is the total complex noise effect; Replace (9.30a), (9.30b), and (9.30~)into schwarz inequality in (9.20a), we have Diversitv Technicians and Rake Processing 969 if and only if ul = Kvl Condition (99.31b) We are thus concluding that if and only if the profit of each channel is proportional to the square root of (SNR)l and inversely proportional to the
RMS value of the noise in the, channel with the same constant of proportionality (K) for all L diversity channels; that is to say: Also note that the signaling phase of the complex envelope received by the lth, dl(t), must be measured, where this proves the optimumness of the MRC diversity reception schedule Brennan [13]. In order to implement the MRC system, we need to have
the means to measure the signalphase and SNR in each diversity channel in order to achieve a coherent addition of all signals. 9.3.3.2 Examples of MRC Consider the dual channel diversity that combines is depicted in Figure 9.20, where the signals in the two channels are combined in a coherent manner before detection based on the MRC principle. We assume that the
conveyors in the two channels are made coherent through some phase adaptation process and that nl (t) and nz(t) 970 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook cos oot + n l ( t ) Y Carrier phase adaptation In combiner carrier phase alignment m2 cos against + n2(t ) Figure 9.20 Coherently combine of two waveforms with independent noise components. is statistically
independent, zero-mean Gaussian noise waveforms with variances a: = Ni, i = 1.2. Note that the signal power in each channel is Si, i = 1.2. We wish to find the profits GI and G2 that maximize production SNR, denoted (SNR),, and to find its maximum value, (SNR),,,,,. First we need to express output SNR as a function of GI and G2, the parameters to be adjusted to maximize
(SNR),. The output of the combiner is given by the signal effect P, given by P, = ;(GI&amp;+ ~ 2 &amp; ) ~ = (GI\/s;+ ~ 2 6 ) and the noise effect P, given by P, = [Glnl(t) + G2n2(t)12= Gfu? + G i a i = G ? N +~G ; N ~ Output SNR is given by ~ Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing 971 To the finding gains G1 and G2 that maximize (SNR),, we take the partial derivatives
with respect to G1 and G2 and set the results to zero: and From these partial derivatives we obtain the simultaneous equations Note that these is dependent and produces identical solutions, namely the meaning of (9.34f) is that, while the profit Gi for channel I need to be proportional to rms signal power and inversely proportional to the noise power of each channel, it is the
relative gain that matters; that is, had we set G2 = 1, G1 would have been found to be Thus, the maximum (SNR), can be evaluated as COMA Svstems Enoineerino Handbook 972 ( - - ~. N2 1 sl (Sl -s1+ N1 -N. 2-5 l in N 2 N1 s2)2 -+N1 N2 -&amp;= ( S2) + &amp; ) In 6 S2 s2 N2 We therefore have the corresponding MRC diversity receiver as shown in Figure 9.21. This
example illustrates the principle of MRC diversity reception that we developed in this section. 9.4 Rake receiver's concept The Rake concept was introduced in 1958 by R. Price and P. E. Green through their paper [14] entitled A Communication Technology for Multipath Channels. They described an implementation of the Rake concept in equipment designed for operation in
the H F band. Carrier phase Combiner Y\ cos v + n l ( t ) 'in Carrier phase algrment . J2S2cos i o t + n2( t ) Figure 9.21 Alternative MRC diversity reception receiver to the one in Figure 9.20. 973 Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing For a fading multipath channel where the maximum delay spread is T, sec, the rake concept uses a special wideband signal of bandwidth W
Hz, where W&gt;&gt; l/Tm. The signal is structured to have a pseudorandom character, with an autocorrelation function whose width is on the order of 1/W, which allows insulation of individual multipath signal components to combine contiguous. If a signal has the form of a PN sequence C(t) modulate a carrier, we have the modulated waveform (9.36a) m(t) = C(t) cos wot
where wo is the carrier's angular frequency. The autocorrelation function of the signal is then given by R,(T) = m(t) m(t+ T) + = E{C(t) cos wet . C(t 4-7) cos [wo(t = E{C(t) C(t 1 + T)) . E{COSwet cos = R, (T) . 5 cos W ~ T)]) [WO(t + T)]) (9.36b) where R,(T) has essentially zero correlation for 171 &gt; 1/W, as shown in Figure 9.22. The autocorrelation function of the broadband
pn sequence is thus roughly expressed as Figure 9.22 Autocorrelation function of a PN sequence with a rectangular basic waveform. 974 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 9.4.1 The basics of Rake Receiver Design Recall that the output of a multipath channel can be modeled by the sum of weakened and delayed versions of the signal (see section 4.2.1.1): so that in
complex envelope notation, we have where the attenuation factors {a,), possibly time variable, are real numbers representing propagation loss on individual paths, which are indexed by n. Delays {T,), also possibly time variable, represent path delays. Now assume that the signal is pseudorandom, with a correlation width of 1/W. Then the correlation of the received signal with
the local replica selects the path with delay within f 1/W of whether one exists, and produces an estimate of its amplitude and phase. The mechanism can be as follows: Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing 975 From (9.36 ~)we know the form of autocorrelation function be so that for some value of n (denoted nl): if there is aTnl E (7,) so that IWT,, - at &lt; 1. This selection
process is illustrated in Figure 9.23. The rake receiver, conceived by Price and Green, consists of a bank of correlates, each with consecutive delays of 1/W. Each crosscorrelator extract from the total received signal only the part corresponding to the multipath contribution arrives at a certain delay. Since the multipath latency propagation is assumed to be T,, total versions of
the transmitted signal can be isolated (resolved) and combined. Thus one Rake receiver uses a form of L-fold diversity, without requiring the replication of equipment (other than cross-correlators) to ensure inde- Figure 9.23 Mechanization of selecting the path with delay equal to 5 3 . 976 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook pendent diversity receptions. The basic Rake
receiver structure is a listened-in delay line that tries to collect the signal energy from all signal paths that fall within the range of the delay line and to combine them optimally, as depicted in Figure 9.24. The structure of the intercepted delay line is reminiscent of a regular garden laugh, so the nickname for the recipient used by Price and Green [14] is the so-called Rake receiver.
9.4.2 The Essence of Price and Green's Rake Concept Price and Green used a P N sequence generator in combination with FSK to develop ortage wideband ground and spacen waveforms: ~(t=) PN(t) cos 27~grease for ground waveform (1 9 .40a) ml (t) = PN(t) cos 27rfbt for space waveform (9.40b) and where PN(t) denotes a P N sequence time waveform, and fa and f(b)
denote brand and space carrier frequencies; respectively. During a certain symbol range, the received signal is either where (7,) are the multipath delays. The receiver front end is the front end of the Combine Faucets optimally TOdemodulator Figure 9.24 Tapped Delay Line Combiner. In Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing 977 where W is the bandwidth of the PN(t)
waveform in broadband, and the concept is depicted in Figure 9.25. The autocorrelation and correlation functions for mo(t) and ml (t) are R,, (T) = mo (t)mo (t + T) = PN(t) PN(t + I 01 R,, (T) + T)] C o s ( 2fat) ~ cos[2nfa(t otherwise = ml (t) ml (t + T) = PN(t) PN(t + 7) c o s ( 2fbt) ~ c o s [ 2fb(t ~ + T)] = R p N ( ~. ) ~ C O S ( ~f bT ~ ) &gt; I), it is possible to solve the multipath
components in separate signals with delay intervals of Diversity Technisues and Rake Processing 981 The relative amplitudes and phases of the existing multipath components are available by correlating the received waveform with delayed versions of the signal or vice versa. The energy of the multipaths can be efficiently recovered by combining the (delay compensated)
proportionate to their strengths. This is is a form of diversity and can help overcome bleaching. Multipaths with relative delays less than At = 1 / W can not be solved, and if existing, contribute to bleaching; in such cases forward error correction coding and power control systems play the dominant roles in mitigating the effects of bleaching. 9.4.3 The use of Rake Concept in IS-
95 IN CDMA cellular and PCS systems, the cell location-to-mobile (forward) link uses a three-finger Rake receiver, and the mobile-to-cell location (reverse) link uses a four-finger Rake receiver. The terminology, n-finger Rake, indicates that the number of paths that can be combined is n. Recall that Price and Green's original Rake receivers used L equally distributed delay line
cranes to combine up to L-levels. The use of the term Rake in describing the IS-95 receiver design is slightly different from the design originally presented by Price and Green. The IS-95 Rake receivers detect and measure the parameters of multiple signals that can be used for diversity reception or for hand-off purposes, and combine the multiple signal paths in a coherent way
(i.e. in symbol synchronization) after demodulating each path signal (postdetection combining) based on the MRC principle. In the IS-95 system, detection and measurement of multipath parameters is performed by a searcher receiver, which is ~r o ~ r a m r n ettod comparing incoming signals with parts of the I and Q channel P N codes. Multipath arrivals to the receiver unit
manifest themselves as correlation peaks that occur at different times. The magnitude of a peak is proportional to the envelope of the road signal, and the time of each peak, relative to the first arrival, provides a measure of the path's delay. It is therefore clear that the IS-95 design takes the approach of determining which roads are available, rather than having a predetermined,
fixed number of cranes as in Price and Green's original Rake receivers. The PN chip speed of 1.2288 MHz allows the resolution of multipates with time intervals of (1.2288 x lo6)-' = 814 x 10' = 0 . 8 1 4 ~ s . Since all 982 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook base stations use the same I and Q P N codes, differ only in code phase shift, not only multipater but also other base
stations will eventually be detected by correlation (in another search window of arrival times) with the part of the codes corresponding to the selected base stations. Thus, the search receiver can maintain a table of the stronger multipaths and/or base station signals for possible diversity förstality or for hand-off purposes. To be usable, the table must record arrival time, signal
strength, and corresponding P N code offset. On the reverse link, the base station receiver assigned to track a particular mobile transmitter uses the Arrival I and Q code times to identify mobile signals from users connected to that base station. Of the mobile signals using the same I and Q code offsets, the at the base base can distinguish the desired mobile signal using its
unique scrambling long P N code offset, acquired before voice transmission begins on the link using a special s re amble for that purpose. As the call ~ roceeds,the search receiver is able to monitor the strengths of multipaths from the mobile device to the base station and to use more than one path through diversity combine. References Montgomery, G. F., Message Error in
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3.312.1 of [15], the integrated in (9A.la) can be inserted into the form 988 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook where and the beta function is thus (9A.2b) can be written When substituted in (9A.la), this result gives the error probability shown in (9.3d). Instead of this finite product form, (9A.2a) can be further converted to provide a finite summary: When replaced in (9A.la),
this expression gives the probability of error shown in (9.3e). 9A.2 EGC Diversity Reception The inner integral of (9.10~)is determined to be Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing and is raised to the ( M - 1)st power, it is 989 , The probability of symbol error is then To complete the derivation, it is necessary to extend the power of the summation in (9A.4~)and then
implement the indicated integration. Because the sum is finite, the force of the overclosing form has the form 990 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Using J. C. P. Miller multinomial expansion [12, 161, the coefficients of the exansion, {cn(q)), may appear to be co(q) = 1 for all q. Examples of calculation of the coefficients. Let L = 3 and q = 4. Where q(L - 1) = 9 coefficients
are needed, and calculated as follows: We can check these calculations by direct calculation of the coefficients: Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing 991 Returns to derivation, with the expansion of the power series becomes the probability of error (9A.4~)where integrand is From a table of integrals [15, formulas 6.643.2 and 9.220.21, we find that the integral in (9A.7a) is
of the form there and r ( b ) xi r ( a + i ) ,Fl(a; b, x ) = - - - . ( a ) = i! r ( b i) + is the confluence hypergeometric function [17, Chapter 131. Applying the solution for the integral results in the expression 992 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook For computational purposes, this result can be simplified by cumulation transformation for the confluent hypergeometric function [17]
Applying Kummer's conversion to the confluent hypergeometric function in (9A.9a) results in a finite series: this factor = 0 for n &gt; in ( l ) ' n ! / ( n-i ) ! = e ~ ~ / ( q + l ) W) A C i=O ( L + i - l ) ! I-n)(-n + l ) - . . ( - n+ i - 17 degree n Laguerre polynomial When this expression is replaced in (9A.9a), the probability of error given in (9.1 la) of the text results. Appendix 9B Derivation of
BPSK Diversity Performances 9B.1 Selection Diversity The desired result is given by the integral Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing 993 where Q( . ) is the Gaussian Q function. Solution note that the integral of (9B.2) is the BPSK probability of failure of Rayleigh convolution and no diversity, as formulated in Appendix 7B of the line following k + I). ~ h i r e f o r e med ,
denna substitution i (7B.1), med p ersätts med ( (7B.2), vi kan skriva och (9B.2) blir 9B.2 EGC mångfald Mottagning Integralen som skall lösas, (9.19e), kan sättas i form 994 COMA Systems Engineering Handbok där B( . . . ) är den beta funktion. Note that the lower limit of the integral that makes the integration result is a function of &amp;. in (9B.5b) we are able to make the
result is a function of the binary probability of failure p of malung p be a limit of integration by selecting the following conversion of variables. Let one, Then the integration limit 6in (9B.5b) becomes Resolve for you as a function of y , we obtain so that (9B.5b) becomes there I,(L, L ) is the incomplete beta function [17, formula 6.611. the integral is easily manipulated to solve for a
computable expression: Diversity Techniques and Rake Processing 995 Although this expression is easily calculated, we want to show that it is equivalent to universal binary error probability of L-fold diversity. This is accomplished by the following manipulation to convert the series in powers of p to a series in powers of (1-p): in which the order of summation has been
exchanged. The sum above k may be recognized as related to the Gaussian hypergeometric function: 996 COMA Svstems Enaineerina Handbook where we can use an infinite upper limit of the sum because the terms of k &gt; L - 1 - 1 is zero, and the hypergeometric function given by For the particular case of a unit argument, we have [6, formula 15.1.201 Apply (9B.9b) to
(9B.8b) results in Replacing this result in (9B.8a) gives that is the desired form, the universal formula. Diversitv Techniques and Rake Processing 997 Appendix 9C Derivation of ~ 1 DQPSK 4 Diversity Performances 9C.1 Sample Diversity Performance I [Ill it is shown that for no noise correlation, the decision statistics for 7r / 4 DQPSK are the difference of two independent,
noncentral X 2 random variables with two degrees of freedom: where p = 2Eb No. Given p, the characteristic feature of this RV Averaging is this characteristic feature over pdf for p in the case of choice diversity gives = C / PC where the integral is 03 0 cy(jp; 8)e-PIFc (1 - e-pl~ c)' - I d B 998 CDMA Svsterns Enaineerina Handbook there and (9C.2d) probability of failure of
Rayleigh bleaching and L-fold sample diversity given by Diversity Techniuues and Rake Processing 999 9C.2 EGC Diversity Reception For L=1, the characteristic feature of .7r/4 DQPSK in Rayleigh bleaching becomes the expression in (9C.2b) for I = 0: each and in the case where L independent diversity receptions of the signal are combined with equal gain, the characteristic
function (9C.4a) becomes the characteristic feature of the difference between two chi-squared RVs, each with 2L degrees of freedom: Therefore, the BER 1000 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook CDMA Cellular System Design and Erlang Capacity is the basic concept of a cellular communication system is the division of the coverage area into cells where the resource
providing the medium for communication is reused. As we saw in Chapter 3, in conjunction with analog cellular systems based on FDMA, the practical implementation of the cellular concept involves dealing with the reality of cochannel interference. This disturbance is due to the fact that the radio signals generated in a particular cell cannot be kept within that cell, but inevitably
act as interference to receivers in neighboring cells to an extent that decreases by distance. Therefore, an important aspect of analog cellular technology is the trade-off between spectral efficiency and reuse distance that determines the user's capabilities in the system. As we see in this chapter, a digital cellular system based on CDMA must contend with not only cochannel
interference from adjacent cells, but also cochannel interference in the cell, and the engineering design systems are based on managing this disruption to achieve maximum capacity. When we explain the basics of CDMA cellular system engineering design in this chapter, we first introduce the parameters and amounts that characterize CDMA cells, most of which are about
cochannel interference. We then relate link margin to a measure of link reliability, derive the system's capacity in terms of Erlang's of users' communication traffic and show the balance between coverage and capacity of a CDMA system. 10.1 CDMA cells This section discusses the basic cellular technical issues of CDMA in terms of factors affecting cell size and capacity,
including cochannel interference parameters and their effect on the forward and reverse linkpower budgets. COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1002 10.1.1 Forward Link Cochannel Interference When assessing the cochannel interference on the IS-95 CDMA link forward [I], we first consider the same-cell interference to be present even if there is only one cell. Then we
consider other-cell disorders that occur for the general case of a multicell system. 10.1.1.1 Same-Cell Interference Ideally there is no same-cell forward link interference because the various CDMA forward link channels are ortactal. Each forward link channel, including the pilot channel, can be selected by multiplying the despread chip stream with the appropriate Walsh function
and summation (integrating) over 64 chips, the period of Walsh features. The result of this procedure is the baseband stream of the selected channel, without interference from other channels on the forward link. However, the mobile propagation channel introduces interference in the same cells due to multipath receptions in the mobile device's location. the total spectral density
received at the mobile maturity is to the home base station, including usable signal energy and multi-track interference. Let the relative power of the component of the signal KTH be denoted by P k , where 0 5 Pk 5 1. That is, the part of Zo,l because of the kth path is n = spectral density for road k = PkTO, 1 (lO.la) By definition, if there are K multipath components, then we have
Now, assume that at the mobile there are K receivers, each of which is set to receive one of the K multipaths. If EbOis is the total bit energy received from the base station of a particular forward link channel, then the input of bit energy to the jth receiver n Ebj = bit energy for road j = pj EbO (10. lc) COMA Cellular System Desinn and Erlang Capacity 1003 The spectral density of
same-cell interference to the jth-orbit, delisted Zscj,given by Thus , the effective piece of energy-to-noise plus interference density ratio at a demodulator set to receive jth multipath is where No = thermal noise spectral effect density Zo Zo ,,, = second-cell cochannel interference spectral force density (discussed in section 10.1.1.2) To, = total same-cell received spectral power
density (No., T)j= total forward link noise-plus-interference density for route j If maximum ratio combining of the K-trajectories is used at the mobile device, then the best overall piece of energy ratio is the sum of the path piece of energy conditions, discussed in Chapter 9, which is provided by for mobiles near the base station , same-cell cochannel disorders dominate, providing
the approximate relationship in which To,,, is the part of the total received same-cell density of Zo,s that acts as interference. Thus, the effective spectral force density for same-cell cochannel interference can be defined as coma systems engineering handbook 1004 Example 10.1 What are same-cell forward link interference when there is no multipath, just a direct route? What
is it when there are only two ways? Solution: For a path, K = 1 and a1 = 1, so that the same-cell interference of the forward link as defined in (10.3) There is no involvement of the same cell because the forward link channels are ortactal. For two paths, K = 2 and Dl p2 = 1, and same-cell interference is given by + = lo.f Pl P2 1 - 2p1p2 because pl + P2 = 1 A common
assumption of same-cell forward link interference power is that it is equal to the power of the direct route [2,3]. The meaning of such an assumption is that K In terms of the ratio between &amp;,,,, and the multipathic effect fractions {Pk), the meaning of (10,4~) is that the same-cell interference is equal to half of the spectral density of the total forward link received at the mobile
receiving location. l It is: In this equation, it is justified that, since the total multipath interference is one-half the total power, then the direct route must have one-half the total power (i.e. Dl = Resolve (10.5a) for the average value of multipath i). Unless otherwise stated, mobile location in calculations of links forward means a or near the edge of the cell's coverage area. 1 COMA
Cellular Svstem Desian and Erlana Caoacitv 1005 power fractions corresponding to the common assumption of To,,, = leads to the solution compared to the average power factor of the reflected orbits of, from (10.4c), 10.1.1.2 Second-Cell Interference Signals received from other CDMA sectors and other CDMA cell base stations act as interference to a mobile receiver. The
interference effect from another cell tends to fluctuate and can be modeled as a lognormal random variable; that is, the interference effect in decibels (dBW or dBm) is normal (Gaussian) random variable: Interference effect (dBm) = mean (dBm) + zero-mean Gaussian RV The average interference effect can be predicted using a propagating effect loss model, such as a loss of
a loss in proportion to the 7th effect of the distance. Mathematically, the forward link other-cell interference can be modeled as a lognormal random variable (see Section 1.5.10) by typing A Interference power (dB) = 10 loglo Ii = 10 logloTi + a d ~ w,i wi = Gaussian RV or there - Ii= median of the interference power from the base station in ri = distance from the mobile to the ith
base station y = propagation force mode wi = zero-variance Gaussian RV CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1006 and ad^ is a standard deviation for the fluctuation in the range 6 to 13dB. For the purpose of analyzing other-cell disorders, it is sufficient to address the median of the interference term Ti i (10.6) and to consider the influence of the spatial distribution of mobile
stations; that is, the distribution of the {ri) that determines the values of {Ti). In what follows, we omit the overrail and use notations Ii and Z&amp;= I i /W to indicate a median interference effect and its corresponding spectral effect density. To discuss the distribution of the mobile stations, let's first consider the geometry of second-cell interference to a mobile receiver at the
position (r, Oi) of the home cell, as illustrated in Figure 10.1. From that figure we see that the distance of the ith disturbing base station is ri (r, di , oi) = Jr2 + dB - 2r dices 0i (10.7a) where di is the intercell distance; that is, the distance between the home base station and the distracting base station. A coordinate system suitable for calculating intercell distances, provided that a
regular pattern of hexagonal cells, was shown in Figure 3.11. The coordinate system recognizes that there are rings of disturbing cells around the home cell, as depicted in Figure 3.12, and the distances of these cells from the home cell are given in Table 3.3 as multiples of either the cell radius from center to corner, Rc, or the cell radius from the middle to the side, R = ~ , / 2 .
Combining the ideas represented in Figures 10.1 and 3.12 results in Figure 10.2, illustrating the dependence on second-cell interference on the mobile position, (r, 0) and at the intercell distances in d ) , which are the figures appearing in each each Cell. &amp; Home Cell Figure 10.1 Geometry for forward link other-cell interference. Interfering cell COMA Cellular System Design
and Erlang Capacity 1007 Figure 10.2 Forward link other-cell interference one t mobile site (r, 8 ) . The number in each ~ 4 2 . cell is the intercell distance di as a factor of R = fi We assume that propagation is proportional to the y-force; that is: Propagation loss, L(ri) = interference effect received (Ii) = const. x r in 7 power transmitted (Pt) where Pt is the power of the base station
transmitter and ri is the distance defined in (10.7a). Next, the median of the total second-cell interference effect is the sum of the median values from adjacent cells, given by = Const x Pt C [ri(r,di, &amp;)I-' in the 1008 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook where Pt is the transmitting power of the base station (assumed to be the same in all cells), where Multiple of 60•‹, first
ring (6 cells) Multiple of 30•‹, second ring (12 cells) o i = o + Multiple of sz 20•‹, third ring (18 cells) (10,7~) and where ri is the distance from the mobile device to the base station of another cell i. This quantity I,, is a function of the position of the mobile described by (r, 0) in the home cell, using the geometry in Figure 10.2. Because of the assumed cellular hexagonal symmetry,
for a given value of r, the variation in 0 is periodic, repeating every 60•‹,with maxima at 30•‹ n . 60•‹; at these angles, the mobile phone is closest to a disturbing base station. Let S denote the forward link force received at the mobile device from the home base station in the absence of interference. For a propagation loss proportional to the yth effect of the distance, this effect is
equal to + It follows that the ratio of the average second-cell interference effect at the mobile to the mobile cell effect is 1 Jl + (dil~ (first ring) r - 2(di, ~ /r) cos Oil 1 Jl + (di2/r12-2(di2/r)cos 0i2 1 i3=1 J +( d ) - 2(di3/r)cos or, In (second ring) (third ring) COMA Cellular System Design and Erlang Capacity 1009 This ratio indicates the relative importance of the forward link
interference due to other cells and can be calculated using the parameters of cellalization intercell spacing as shown in Figure 10.2 for each ring and the relative angles defined in (10,7a). For example, all six of the first ringed interfering cells are at R, = 2 R from the home base station for all {&amp;,: 0 0•‹, distance di,= 0 60•‹, 0 120•‹,0 180•‹,0 240•‹, 8 300•‹) and 8 is the angle
position of the mobile illustrated in Figure 10.2. Example calculations of the ratio interference-to-forward link effect using the first two rings of disturbing cells-18 cells in all, as shown in Figure 10.2-shown in Figures 10.3 and 10.4 for y = 4. In these figures, the ratio in dB is shown as a function of 0 for r = 0.4 R, and 0.8 R, respectively. The peak value of the Ratio Ioc/S(dB) is
plotted in Figure 10.5 as a function of the normalized distance r/R; laws of power y = 3, 3.5 and 4. Figure 10.3 shows that the maximum of the ratio Io,/S is -16.27dB for y = 4, which occurs for 0 = O0 and 60' when the mobile station is at a distance r = 0,4 R,. O n the other hand, the maximum ratio is -0.93dB observed for a mobile station at a distance r = 0.8 Rc, as seen in
Figure 10.4. In Figure 10.5, these peak values are ~lotted:for example from the curve of y = 4, we read the ~e a kof ratio Io,/S to be about -16.3dB at r/R, = 0.4, while the peak value of -0.93 dB is seen for r/R, = 0.8. Figure 10.5 shows the extent of the interference effect in comparison with the total forward link force of several propagating power laws. For a 0.86), the ratio of
Ioc/S M mobile near the edge of the cell (r/R E 1 or r/R, 2.5 dB can be used as the worst case value in forward link budget calculations. When the cell phone is near the base station antenna, Figure 10.5 shows that the second-cell forward link interference can be ignored (less than 30 dB down); this fact justifies the approximation used in going from (10.2b) to (10.2~). + + fi + +
+ + Example 10.2 What is an approximate value of total forward link interference when the total received power from the home base station is S = -95dBm? It is common to assume that same-cell interference is equal to the total forward link power in the absence of interference. Solution: Since same-cell interference (due to multipath) is assumed to be equal to the forward link
power S: I,, E S = -95dBm (10.8a) 1010 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Angle 8, dough Figure 10.3 Interference-to-forward link power ratio for a mobile at a distance of 0 . 4 R C for and the base station (fourth power propagation law). Figure 10.4 Power ratio for interference to forwardlink for a mobile at a distance 0.8RQuot base station (fourth power distribution act).
COMA Cellular System Design and Erlang Capacity 0.1 0.2 0.3 1011 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 Distance from base, rlR, Figure 10.5 Peak value for ratio of second-cell interference to forward link power (parametric in propagating force law). 1012 COMA Systems Engineering Manual The second-cell interference of a mobile near cell edge-which is the case of interest in determining
cell size--can be taken from Figure 10.5 be so that Thus the total forward link interference power at mobile, IT, given by IT n = I,, + Ioc= = 8,79 x lo-'' mW + mW (10.8~) mW = 10-~. ~ mW = -90.6dBm For system analysis purposes, it has been adopted in the formulation of same-cell interference term I,, that it consists of multipath interference from the home cell only and the
second-cell interference term I,, has been treated as not having multipath components. In practice, it is possible that there is interference from several orbits that originate from an adjacent base station transmitter, while experiencing some multipatal interference from the home base station. Nevertheless, the model has a general application because both I, and I,, have been to
S, the direct route (or earliest arrival) from the home base station. If the measurement data indicates the presence of multipath from adjacent cells, this phenomenon can be accounted for by considering I,, to be multipath interference rather than same-cell interference and adjust the value accordingly. 10.1.2 Reverse Link Cochannel Interference 10.1.2.1 Same-Cell Interference
Same-cell interference on the reverse link consists of the superposition of signals from other mobile devices at the base station receiver. For a CDMA system, the signals from all mobile users occupy the same bandwidth at the same time. The total interference is reasonably modeled for analytical purposes such as band-limit white noise. CDMA Cellular System Design and
Erlang Capacity 1013 Almost all noise at the base station receiver is due to disturbing mobile signals. The number of mobile users who can simultaneously engage in call transmissions (i.e. system capacity) is maximized by ensuring that each signal's power remains the same at the base station, while achieving satisfactory link performance. Dynamic control of the mobile
transmitter powers is therefore an essential pan of reverse link design. Since power control is used, for M mobile users in the cell, the amount of interference power at the base station receiver due to the same cell is assumed to be given by Isc = (M - 1). A. aT (10.9a) where S = effect of each mobile at the receiver (IO.9b) a, = average reverse link voice activity factor (10.9~)
10.1.2.2 Other-Cell Interference Figure 10.6 depicts the geometry of other-cell interference on reverse link. Assuming equal-sized cells using power control and a fourth power propagation law, the transmission power of a mobile in a disruptive cell with base station B is proportional to target power level at base station B x gain to compensate propagation loss = S.r4 Interfering
mobile (10.1Oa) Reference cell Figure 10.6 Geometry for reverse link interference (cell represented by a circular area with radius R rather than R, = 2 ~ / &amp; &amp; ) . 1014 COMA Systems Engineering Manual where is the distance to the mobile from its own base station B. A mobile in a disruptive cell therefore presents to the reference base station Bo (at a distance row)
the power In terms of the angle 6 between the line that defines the intercell distance d and the line from the home cell to the mobile given the distance to the reference cell of ro= , / r 2 + d 2 - 2 r d c o s 6 (10.10~) For analytical purposes, we assume that the M mobiles in the interfering cell are evenly distributed in the cell and we approximated the hexagonal area of the cell with
a circle of radius R, giving the user density2 P= number of users - -M area rR2 (10.1la) The total power received at the reference base station due to users in the disturbing cell then being approximated by For d = KR ,integral of P(d) can be solved to obtain [4] (10.1lc) We can use the sector coordinate system (n,i) of 3.11 to index the interfering cells3 in a 60' sector by ring
number (n = 1,2, . . . ) and the index of sector cells in the ring (i = 0,1,. . . , n - I). With this notation, the normalized distance of a disturbing cell is We assume that the cell is a hexagon enveloping a circle of the radius R. Although the ring notation of Figure 3.11 refers to hexagonal cells, we can still express the locations of circular disturbing cells using the coordinate system d ( n
, i). 1015 COMA Cellular System Design and Erlang Capacity d(n, 2) 6n., := - - - - = = 2 J n 2 + in 2 - n i , R in threshold = po where po denotes a baseband SNR threshold. The equation for the condition &amp; / I j &gt; po can be rearranged by the following development: To replace for D j = Di + N in the previous expression gives 1128 CDMA Systems Ennineerinn Handbook
Thus, we have the following lower limit for offset distance N : In this way, taking into account the degree of interference that another base station with an adjacent offset led to a lower bound on offset step N . For example, if the acceptable correlated interference threshold is po = 24dB [4] and propagation power law is p = 3 (a conservative value in the terms of interference),
then the lower bound This example shows that, given the values of po and p, the lower bound on the shift is a function of the distance (in pN-code chips) of the mobile from its affiliated base station. Since the distance in chips is Di= 4.1di, where di is the distance in kilometers, the lower limit can be written Because by definition, the distance of a mobile from its connected base
station is limited by di 5 Rkm,where rkmis cell radius in kilometers, then to cover all situations from (11.9b), we must require that if the correlated base station interference ratio ratio is po = 24dB and p = 3, provided that it is possible for adjacent cells to have adjacent offsets. In the IS-95 CDMA cellular network, the n-shift step value is limited to multiples of 64 chips. The lower
limit of N must then be rounded up to the nearest multiple of 64. For example, the rounded lower limit is equal to 64 chips for 21.77Rkm5 64, or the cell radius less than or equal to 64121.77 = 2.94 kilometers = 3 km. This fact indicates that the minimum offset separation between the base stations according to the lower bound assay should increase by 64 chips for each 3 km
cell radius when po = 24 dB and p = 3. The values for the displacement step, N , and the corresponding cell radius, Rkm, are shown in Table 11.3, together with the number of displacements, M = 132768/N]. COMA Optimization Problem 1129 Table 11.3 Displacement distances and offsets for different cell sizes This table shows that the larger the cells, the smaller the number
of offset indexes available for assignment to base stations, according to the lower bound analysis. The lower bound assay is useful for obtaining a preliminary estimate of offset stage N and the number of offset indices. In a given practical CDMA engineering situation, the use of directional sector antennas and careful selection of P N code offsets for the base station locations
may control the P N code interference, thereby allowing the use of a smaller value of N to increase M, the number of displacements, or to reuse offset indices without changing N or M calculated by the lower limit, in much the same way as frequency channels are reused in FDMA cellular systems. 11.2 Optimal Allocation of CDMA Forward Link Power The front link in the IS-95
CDMA cellular system has four different types of channel: A continuously transmitted CDMA pilot channel that provides a PN code and signal strength reference for mobile terminals looking for a base station with which to connect; A heavily transmitted sync channel that provides base station identification and a system time setting reference to the mobile terminals; 0 Up to 7
paging channels that inform mobiles about incoming calls and other call-related information and instructions; As many as 55 trafic channels over which digital voice and other data are transmitted during calls. 1130 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook These channels are simultaneously transmitted by the base station using walsh function ortatonal multiplexing. Because the
forward link channels are simultaneously transmitted on the same P N code carrier, they share the same parameters for link power budget and loss. However, the different channel categories have different baseband data rates and different SNR or Eb/NOrequirements, and the base station transmits each type of channel at a different power level to meet these requirements.
11.2.1 Forward Link Channel SNR Requirement 11.2.1.1 Pilot Channel The pilot channel is unmodulated, so that its effective data rate is P N code chip speed, Rb=R, = 1.2288MH2, and its SNR requirements are expressed in terms of the received pilot channel Ec/NO, T,where E, the pilot channel is chip energy and No. Assuming that the noise bandwidth is equal to the track
speed; i.e., W=R,, the received pilot channel's E c/N O,~ is numerically equal to its SNR: + where Spilis the received pilot channel power, T, = 11W , N, = NoW is the mobile receiver's thermal noise power, and IT = Att,TWis the effective noise effect of the received forward link interference. Note that the processing process for the pilot channel is given by A typical threshold or
required value of E c /N O ,for ~ pilot channel is -15 dB (see Figure 10.21). This low value is feasible because the pilot channel is unmodulated and energy can accumulate over a relatively long observation period. 1131 COMA Ootirnization Issues 1 1.2.1.2 Sync Channel Sync Channel has a baseband data rate of Rb = 1,200 bps, and its SNR requirements are expressed as a
threshold for the received sync channel E b/N O, ~. The received sync channel Eb/NO,T can be related to its SNR as where Ssyncis the received sync channel power and Tb = l / R b . Note that the sync channel has a processing gain of = (z) sync - 1,2288MHz = 1,024 1,200 bps (1l.llb) A typical threshold or required value of E b / N Ofor , ~sync channel is 6 dB. Note that the
sync channel is transmitted with error checking encoding (see Figure 4.13). 1 1.2.1.3 Paging channels Each Paging channel has a baseband data rate of Rb = 4,800 bps or Rb = 9,600 bps, and its SNR requirements are expressed as a threshold for the received paging channel E b/N O, ~For . Rb = 4800 bps, the received sync channel E b /&amp; , ~ can be related to its SNR
as follows: where Spagis the received paging channel power. channels have a processing part of Note that the paging 1132 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook (PG)pag = (%) Pag = 1.2288 MHz = 256 4 800 bps A typical threshold or required value of Eb/No,~ for the paging channel is 6 dB. Note that the swap channel is transmitted with error control encoding (see Figure
4.15). 1 1.2.1.4 Traffic channels Each trafisk channel has a variable bassband data rate of up to Rb = 9 600 bps, and its SNR requirements are expressed as a threshold for the received traffic channel Eb/NO,T. The received traffic channel E b / N ocan , ~ be related to its SNR as follows: where St,* is the received traffic channel power. Assuming Rb = 9600, the traffic channel
has a processing gain of A typical threshold or required value of E b / % , ~ for the traffic channel is 7 dB. Note that the traffic channel is transmitted by error checking encoding (see Figure 4.17). 1 1.2.1.5 Conditions of interference and noise The total interference effect on the forward link IT is a component of SNRs of all channels and can be divided into same-cell interference
effect I,, and second-cell interference force I,,. The forward link channels are transmitted ortogonally, so that ideally, there is no same-cell multiple access interference on the forward link. How-CDMA Optimization Issues 1133 ever, due to multipath delays, there are same-cell forward link interferences. Let the total forward link received operate in the absence of interference is
designated S as defined in (10.7d); then, as discussed in section 10.1.1, the same cell interference effect on the forward link can be written as a factor times S: In the absence of specific multipath information, it is common to use M 1 as an estimate (see example 10.2). The forward-link force received from other base stations in a particular mobile location acts as interference.
This second-cell interference power can also be written as a factor times S, as implied by the diagrams in Figure 10.5: K,,, Ioc = Kother S (11.14b) The strength of the second-cell interference depends on the cell's location within the cell. A reasonable estimate of second-cell power interference is obtained by using the korherm 2.5 dB = 1.778, as shown in (10.8b). The total
forward link interference power is denoted IT = I,, I,, as in (10,12a), and we have + At the receiver, the effective thermal noise effect is calculated as (NOW),. For a typical mobile noise figure of 8 dB, receiver noise power is (see Example 10.9) N, = N, = (%W), = -105.0dBm for (NF), = 8dB (11.14e) 1 1.2.2 Total Forward Link Power Have connection forward link interference
power to the received forward link signal power, it is now advisable to elaborate on the details of this received power signal. In doing so, we find it convenient to define a quantity that we call the forward link trafic channel power control factor, designated Ktrd, and we characterize the net link losses that this power will experience. COMA Systems Engineerins Manual 1134 At the
base station transmitter, the total power supplied by the power amplifier can be written as Ptotal Ppil + Pspc + Np Ppag+ KtrdM af Ptrd (11.15) where Ppil = transmitter pilot channel power PSync= transmitter sync channel power Ppag= transmitter paging channel power Ptrd = transmitter channel power N p = number of active paging channels M = number of active traffic
channels af = forward link voice activity factor Kt ,and = forward link power control factor For convenience, the traffic channel transmitter power ptrd used in this formulation is taken to be the power transmitted for a mobile user at the cell edge. Note that in (11.15) the total traffic channel transmitted power is given by the term KtrdMafPtrd. Although it is assumed to be M active
traffic channels, the total power in these channels is not M Ptrd because the (average) power of any channel is reduced by the average voice activity factor, af5 1. Similarly, the kt,* &lt; 1 factor is in (11.15) a parameter that takes into account the fact that most of the mobile users are not located at the cell edge, and assumes that the base station uses a certain degree of power
control for forward links. 1 1.2.2.1 Forward Link Power Control Factor The base station has an approximate idea of how much power is needed to support a traffic channel, as the base station is engaged in power control on the reverse link. If it is assumed that the power of the forward link for a particular traffic channel is adjusted to deliver the required median power to the
mobile phone's location (and no more, to reduce interference), then follows that the power of the traffic channel Ptrd(r) required for a mobile at a distance r from the base station is inversely proportional to the loss of propagation within the cell, COMA Ootimization Issues 1135 and may be related to the power required for a mobile at the cell edge (distance R) of P t r=P r ( r ) ', y
= power law, R = cell radius (11.16a) We assume that mobiles are equally likely to be at any distance r from the base station between values r = 0 and r = R (at the edge). Then a pdf for the distance of mobiles from the base station can be written as (see Section 1.5) P ' ( ~ )= { O l a l R iiR' otherwise the average required forward link traffic channel power is n1 y + 1' Ktraf
evenly distributed over distance According to this analysis, the average forward link traffic channel power is about l/ (y 1) times the traffic channel power needed to serve a mobile at the edge of the cell. Since the law of power is common between y = 3 and y = 4, a value of Ktraf of the order of 0,2 or 0,3 would be reasonable for the assumptions, and Ktrd = 0,5 would be a
conservative value. If, instead of being uniformly distributed in distance from the base station, the mobiles are evenly distributed in the area of the sector, then a pdf for the locations ( r , 0) of mobiles in the sector is + I 07 otherwise 1136 COMA Systems Manual where 0, the sector is angle. This density function is illustrated in Figure 11.11. The average forward link traffic
channel power is It is: where 1+.+ 1' mobiles evenly distributed across the range (11.16g) According to this analysis, the average forward link traffic channel power is about 1/(0.5y 1) times the traffic channel power needed to serve a mobile at the edge of the cell. For a power law between y = 3 and y = 4, a value of Kt,and on the order of 0,3 or 0,4 would be reasonable for the
assumptions, and Ktrd = 0,5 would still be a conservative value. + 11.2.2.2 Net losses on Forward Link In section 10.1.3.2, we defined the forward link LT transfer loss as the net loss on the link. Generalize that definition so that it does not only include the antenna Figure 11.11 Uniform distribution of mobiles within a sector area. COMA Optimization Issues 1137 gains but the
other loss factors that we considered in Table 10.7 for the reverse link, assumed also apply to the forward link, we can write L T ( ~= &gt; propagation loss x other losses - L(d) . Lrm. Ltc profits G, . GC (11.17a) where L(d) = median link propagation loss at a distance d Lrm = loss of mobile receiver (cable, etc.) LC, = base station transmitter losses (cable, etc.) G, = mobile
antenna amplify Gc = base station antenna gain Given the total power supplied by the base station transmitter power amplifier, the received forward link power on the site of a mobile on the cell edge, in the absence of interference, is Because the losses and gains are common to all the forward link channels, the received channel powers to be used in calculating the channel
SNRs are 11.2.3 Solution for Forward Link Powers With the preceding background and definitions, we are now in a position to resolve for the front link powers of Ppil, Psync, Ppag, and P,,af which will satisfy the limitations placed on the total transmitpower and link budget of each forward link channel, expressed in (11.lOa), (I1.lla), (11.12a), and (11.13a). Our formulation for this
problem begins with zero margin cases, then extended to the general case of nonzero margin. The zero-margin limitations are as follows [5]: 1138 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook where ppil, psync,ppag and ptraf are the values required by, respectively, ( E c / N ~ ~ ) p( iEl , ~ / N o , T )( E ~ b ~ l ~ N ~ o ,~) ~ and . ~ , ( E b / o , ~ ) ~ ~Nominal af. values for the IS-95
system are pPil = -15 dB, psync= ppag= 6 dB and ptrd = 7 dB (11,180 These equations can be set in the form of a system of simultaneous equations to be solved for the channel powers under operational constraints. For example, the condition for meeting the requirements of the pilot channel can be manipulated as follows: from (11.18b) with (11.15) substituted, we have
COMA Optimization Questions 1139 resulting in the linear equation where n a1 = l l ~ pKif ~ and bn = NmLT(R)/Kf&gt; 0 Similarly, the conditions for meeting the requirements of the sync, sync, sync paging, and traffic channels listed in (11.18c), (11.18d), and (11.18e) can be manipulated into the following linear forms of equation: We now consider a modification of these
equations to include fade margins, Mj(dB), j=1(pilot), 2 (sync), 3 (paging), and 4 (traffic), to get more general equations. This change can be carried out simply as follows: a fade margin can be included in the analysis by providing that SNRs exceed their required values by certain amount, resulting in the new SNR requirements given by Thus, the quantities a1, a2, a s , and a4
defined above now become, for the general case nonzero margins: 1140 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Ha formulated the necessary simultaneous equations as linear equations as shown above, if the similarity conditions are assumed to be met at the cell edge, then the problem is a system of linear equations with the following matrix form: The determining factor for
the matrix is pi + Ktrd Mat- From this expression we observe that a limitation of the solution (because powers must be positive numbers) is Later , we use this expression to derive a bound on M , the number of active users. In place of LT(R), the solutions for the four forward-link channel transmitters are ! COMA Optimization Questions 1141 Note from these equations that the
solution for each channel's required power is a function of not only the SNR requirement for all channels, including their own, but also the data rates of all the forward link channels shown in terms of the processing gain for each channel. This means that the channel power requirements are interdependent. Also note that each channel effect is a function of the number of active
users M , which means that any forward link powers must be checked in real time (dynamic power allocation) by using feedback covering all the parameters specified in the denominators of the equations. In a later section, we discuss the means to implement these optimal power settings. Example 11.4 Using the power solutions for forward link transmitters in (11.22a) to
(11.22d), calculate the required transmitter power for each channel, and 1142 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook total power for the case of zero-valued fade margins in all channels for the following parameter values: Nm = -lO5dBm, LT(R) = 130dB, Kf = 2,778, (1l.23a) N p = 1, M = 25, Ktrd = 0,5 and = 0.4 Solution: Use the SNR requirements for no margin Coj = pi) given
in (11,18f), and replace the duct processing gains given in (I 1.1lb), (11.12b), and (11.13b), and replace the parameter values in (11.23a), expression in parentheses in denominators of the equations for the powers 1s Thus, the denominators are all equal to 1 - 0.2469 Kf = 0.3143 = -5,029 dB. The numerator factor common to all powers is Using this value we calculate the
required forward link forces as follows: PsYnc(dBm)= 25 dBm + 6 dB - 10 loglo(l,024) - (-5,029 dB) = 5,926 dB Bm = 3 91 mW Ppag(dBm)= 25 dBm + 6 dB - 10 l0glo(256) - (-5029 = 11.947dBm = 15.66mW dB) COMA Optimization issues 1143 Thus, the total forward link power is Comments on Example 11.4 : If the antenna gains and various losses shown in Table 10.7 for the
reverse link are valid for the front link, then the postulated transmission loss in (11.23a), L T ( R ) = 130dB, corresponds to a propagation to the cell edge of approximately 129dB. From Figure 10.12, we observe that this loss of propagation is typical for a cell cell application with cell radius in the order of 1 to 2 km. Given this cell size, it is perhaps not surprising that the total
power requirement for forward links for Example 11.4 is only about a quarter of a Watt. Of this effect, the fraction assigned to the pilot channel is 31,831248,4 = 12,8 % of the total power. What may seem surprising is that the total effect of a quarter Watt is for a cell loaded with 25 active users, about 60% of reverse link capacity without margin, according to ideal capacity
analysis in section 10.2.3. It would be natural for a cellular operator to want to use more power than this required amount of power in an attempt to increase system reliability. However, we later show that increasing power arbitrarily does not necessarily improve system performance. Example 11.5 Calculate the forward link's powers for the same parameter values as in Example
11.4, except that each channel has a 1-dB gradient margin. Solution: By assumption we have pbil = -14 dB, pLynC = pbag = 7 dB, and pira = 8 dB. Since the same value of the margin is used for each type of channel, we can factor denominator term calculated in (11.23~)as follows: 1144 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Thus, this term is increased from -6.075 dB in
example 11.4 to -5.075 dB = 0.3108 in this example, and denominator is all equal to 1 - 0.3108 Kf = 0.1366 = -8.647 dB. Using this value we calculate the required forward link forces as follows: Psyn,(dBm)= 25 dBm + 7 dB - 10 loglo(1024) - (-8,647 dB) = 10,1544dBm = 11,33mW Ppag(dBm)= 25 dBm + 7 dB - 10 loglo(256) - (-8,647 dB) = 16,565 dBm = 45,34 mW Ptrd(dBm) =
25 dBm + 8 dB - 10 loglo(128) - (-8,647 dB) = 20,575 dBm = 114.15mW Thus, the total forward link power is We note that the 1dB margin to, for example, 11.5 caused the amount of required power to increase from 24dBm in the zero margin case of example 11.4 to 28.6 dBm, an effect 4.6 dB which is significantly higher than the increase in margin. These examples reveal a
high sensitivity to the forward link power solutions to the fade margin. Later, we show the sensitivity of the optimal forward link power solutions to the parameters. COMA Optimization Issues 1145 11.2.3.1 Allocated channel power as a fraction of total power The fraction of the forward link stream assigned to the pilot channel in Example 11.5, with a 1-dB margin in all channels,
is 92.19/719.6 = 0.128. In example 11.4, without margin, the fraction of the forward link force assigned to the pilot channel was calculated at 31.831284.4 = 0.128. Thus, the pilot fraction is the same. This result, that the power fraction for each channel is independent of margin when all the channel has the same margin, can be explained as follows: (11.22a) to (11.22d) is of the
form in which the common factor is Therefore, the fraction is, (j, for channel type j, given by When the margins are equal in all channels (i.e. Mj(dB) = M(dB) for all j), then (1l.25a) becomes 1146 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook cj = Psync + (PG),,, P~/(PG&gt;~ PP% Ptraf + Ktraf Maf -----+ Np(p~),,, (PG)tr, (11.25b) independent of the margin. This explains why the pilot
fraction is the same in examples 11.4 and 11.5. Also note that the fractions are not due to the interference factor Kf or to the transmission loss LT(R), although the amount is very sensitive to these parameters, as we see in the next section. For the parameter values used in example 11.4 and 11.5, and provided that each channel has the same amount of margin, the fractions for
the channels as they are listed in Table 11.4. In the case of a traffic channel, Table 11.4 provides the fraction of a mobile at the cell edge. It is clear from the expressions of the fractions in Table 11.4 that the fraction is primarily a function of the number of active users M , although it is also a function of the number of paging channels Np. For example, Np = 1 paging channel, the
pilot can be written fraction scan cpil Note that the pilot channel fraction is inversely proportional to the number of active users. The same statement can be made on all channels, as indicated in Table 11.4. Table 11.4 Fraction of the total power allocated to the channels in the Channel Pilot Fraction case by equal margin = 0.0355 + 0.0316 0.0156 Np 0.00783 M + COMA
Optimization Problem 114 7 1 1.2.3.2 Parametric variations in Power Solutions Because the forward link transmitter power for each of the four channel types varies with the same percentage for fixed SNR requirements, a study of the effects of the multiple parameters that determine the value of &amp;,, v ( P ~ ~ ~ ,, pb,, pird) can be done using calculations of only the channel
transmitter power of Ppil and its fraction of the total transmitter power. In addition to margin, the parameters to be studied are LT, Kf, and M. For convenience, we assume that the same fade margin is used on each channel when there are toned margin. That is, we assume that Mj(dB) in (11.20~) is equal to M(dB) for all channels. Since the transmitter forces are each directly
proportional to the receiver's noise power N,, and to the net link loss LT, plots of Ppil in dBm versus LT in dB are straight lines with crates equal to 1, as shown in Figure 11.12. In Figure 11.12 we show the dependence on Ppil on LT parametris in M , the number of users and the typical parameter values specified in (11.23a). Note from the figure that the increase in power with
M , which is needed to overcome the same- and other-cell interference, is not linear: the amount of increment in Ppil is not identical for the uniform steps of M shown. Now let's observe the functional behavior of Ppilversus M. Assuming K,,, = 1, the total disturbance factor is Kf = 1 Kother. In Figure 11.13 we show the dependence on pilot power on M with Kother [see (11.14b)I.
In Figure 11.13 we see that there is a value of M at which the required pilot power goes to infinity; this value can be interpreted as that of the forward link's user capacity. More is said about this concept later. The increase in Ppilmed an increase in Kotherfor a given value of M is expected to overcome the increased disruption. For a system that is not heavily loaded ( M &lt; 2 5 ),
the sensitivity of Ppil to Kother can be characterized as follows: a half-dB increase in Kother requires in its place a half-dB increase in Ppil; that is, the required increase in pilot power in this instance is less than an increase in the second-cell interference factor. Figure 11.14 shows the required ~ i l opower t as a function of the margin with the active number of users M as
parameter, provided that all channels have the same value of fade margin, M(dB). It is important to note from the figure that the amount of margin that can be achieved through the system is limited to some upper value as a function of M because the transmitter power, no matter how large, cannot produce a larger margin. For example, the margin may be no greater than I dB
when there are M = 30 users. + 1148 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Figure 11.12 Effect of transmission loss on required pilot channel power. COMA Optimization Issues Number of Active Users, M Figure 11.13 Effect of Second-Cell Interference Factor on Ppi,as a function of M 1149 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1150 0.5 1 . O 1.5 2.0 Fade margin, dB
Image 11.14 Mandatory pilot channel transmitter current as a function of fade margin. COMA Optimization Issues 1151 The situation is that, according to our assumptions, the amount of interference from other cells is proportional to the total force received at the edge of the cell; therefore, the increasing transmitting power also increases interference. When the interference
effect is small compared to the heat noise of the mobile receiver, the SNR at the receiver is improved by increasing the base station power, but when the interference effect is greater than the thermal noise, is no more improvement in the SNR will must by increasing transmitter power. In section 11.3, we discuss the issue of margin more thoroughly, and in section 11.4 we look
at the consequences of the limitation of SNR improvement as offered in Figure 11.14 for the assessment of the user capacity of the forward link. To underline the fact that all required powers of the channel transmitter have the same behavior as the pilot channel in terms of its sensitivity to the parameters, we show in Figure 11.15 the required power of each channel and the
corresponding required total power as functions of M . The parameter values used in the calculations are shown in the figure. The curve marked a traffic channel is a plot of ptrd, while the curve marked all traffic channels are a plot of land on KtrafMafPtrd. In this figure, it is clear that the conditions for meeting the requirements for all channels cannot be met simultaneously when
the number of active users exceeds M = 35. This is an example of CDMA soft capacity which is a function of many system parameters rather than a hard or fixed maximum number of users. We also note that the total effect in this example is 1W=O dBW for M=26 users. This amount of power is relatively small, because of the processing profit of the CDMA modulation and also
from the assumed conditions; the assumed median propagation loss of 145-dB corresponds to the relatively small cellular radius of approximately 3 to 4 km at cell frequencies and about 1 to 3 km at PCS frequencies. 11.3 Choice of Forward Link Fade Margins In this section, we review the basic principles involved in delivering a forward link signal to the mobile site to meet a
specified SNR target, where the SNR value is selected to implement a system optimization link reliability target. We show that the amount of fade margin at the mobile receiver is limited by the multiple access disruptions, so that the desired margin cannot be achieved for the number of active CDMA users desired. We also interpret the form of the solutions for the forward link



powers in a way that explains the basic principles involved. 1152 CDMA Svstems Enoineerino Manual Number of active users, M Fig. 1 1.15 Required channel forces in dBW versus M for N, = 1. COMA Ootimization Issues 1153 11.3.1 Limits for Recipient Margin As we have seen, both analytically and in the numerical examples presented in Figures 1I. 11 to 11.15, the effective
SNR at the mobile receiver for a given type of channel is proportional to Pt, the transmitted power of the channel: Other factors equal (road loss, etc.), the transmitted power of the front link Walsh channel is required to be proportional to the desired SNR at the mobile receiver : Pt SNRreq (11.27b) The ratio of the median receiver SNR of a given Walsh channel to its required
SNR is the receiver's margin; expressed in dB, the margin is defined by SNRmed(dB)- SNRreq(dB)n = M(dB) = recipient margin2 (11.28a) Let it on the walsh receiver channel j in eternal truths (not dB) being denoted by r T , J was , In general, the amount of margin experienced on the receiver for a given amount of forward link transmitter power is a function of multiple-access
and multipath interference arising mainly from forward link transmissions from, respectively, other cells and same cell. Thus, we can write where Kf was defined in (11.14d) as the ratio of total interference power received by a mobile at the cell edge to the total direct ~ a t hforward link signal effect received at that location. The margin experienced at the receiver depends on
transmitting more power than is required to obtain the ST,, at the receiver. In general, the effect required at the receiver is a function of the interference. 2 In this section the notation M(dB) is equivalent to MdB: M(dB) - Mds COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1154 11.3.1.1 Receiver and Transmitter Powers Under No Interference If there is no interference (K f =O), the
required receiver power for Walsh channel j is n So,j = Sreq,j(0)= SNRreq,jx noise power on mobile = SNR,,,, (11.29a) x Nm So ,jis obtained from a required amount of transmitter power in the absence of interference: Pto,jn = So,jx losses = SNRTeq,j x Nm x losses (11.29b) At the forward link transmitter, we can express the amount of power transmitted in the form of a
transmitter margin or excess power ratio, which is not a function of interference: Pt,j (excess power r a t ~ n ) ~ rt ,j= = Pto,j I dB units we denote this transmitter margin of Mtlj(dB): rtj, Although Pt,j, and Mt,j(dB) are not functions of the interference, we can use the notations Pt,j(Kf), rtf(Kf), and ~ t , j ( d BKf) ; to indicate the interference states that are considered in a given case,
either Kf = 0 or Kf equal to any nonzero value. At the mobile receiver, we can express the median SNR in terms of the receiver margin, which is generally a function of the interference: (receiver margin) n = T,,j (Kt) = (&amp;) ~ ~ ~ m e d , j SNR,eq,j For no interference (Kf = O), the margin at the receiver is the same as the transmitter margin: CDMA Optimization Issues 1155
This fact means that , with or without interference , the received power Sj is the minimum required power times the receiver margin that would be experienced when there is no interference: The receiver margin in the absence of interference can also be written L,j(O) = Sj x Losses - Pt.j - = rt,3 So,jx Losses Pt0.3 showing that the receiver and transmitter margins are equal when
there is no interference. Example 11.6 Let the noise power of the mobile receiver be Nm = - 105 dBm. What receiver power Soj is needed for Walsh channel j in the absence of interference to achieve an SNR of -10 dB? If the net losses on the forward link are 120dB, what transmission effect Pto,j is required in the absence of interference? What should Pt,j be in the absence of
interference if a receiving margin of M(dB) = 2 dB is to be implemented? Solution: The the power required by the transmitter is given by Pto,j= So,jx Losses = -115dBm + 120dB = 5dBm = 3,16mW In the absence of interference, the transmitter margin is equal to the recipient's margin, so the power required to implement a 2 dB margin at the receiver is 1156 COMA Svstems
Enoineerina Handbook 11.3.1.2 Receiver and Transmitter Powers When there are disturbances The total interference IT was defined in (11.14 ~)to be where S denotes the total transmitted power received at a particular mobile station, and hence j where Sj = Got power on Walsh channel j Therefore, IT = Kt S = Kf . x j Sj = Kt . x Ptj/Losses (11.31~) (11.31d) in where Pt,j
denotes the current transmitted for forward link Walsh channel j . We will soon show that the receiver margin and the transmitter margin are completely different under disturbance conditions. Including interference from the same and other cells, we use (11.30 ~)to show that the median receiver SNR for Walsh channel j is Men from (11.29a), Sof = SNRTeqJx Nm, so that we
may write (11.31e) as CDMA Optimization Questions 1157 Because by definition, SNRmedlj(Kf) = rT,j(Kf)SNR,,,,, , the receiver margin is found by dividing (11.31e) of SNR,e,:j to obtain an expression of received margin as a function of the transmitter margins: If all Walsh channels have the same margins at the transmitter, then they have the same receiver margins, and we get
to write (1l.32a) as From (11.32b), it is clear that the receiver margin is less than the transmitter margin when Kf #0; that is, when there is interference. The presence of interference requires more transmitter margin to achieve the same amount of receiver margin. This fact is illustrated in Figure 11.16. ower (dBm) Receiver median SNR (dB) .--------------- For no interference (Kf
=0) For no interference (Kf=0) * * Image 11.16 Interference induces higher transmitter margin value than that of the receiver margin. 1158 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Using the notation of section 11.2 for the SNRs required for the various forward links Walsh channels, we can write the receiver margin (11.32b) as if we replace the nominal values of the IS-95 system
as specified in (11.18a) by (11.18f), the recipient margin is given by 11.3.2 Numerical Examples of CDMA I what follows, we present numerical examples for the attainable CDMA link margin as a function of the parameters shown in (11.32c), assuming, for convenience, that all forward links use the same value on the margin. The numerical examples of cdma margin can be
observed from the equations derived so far. For example, consider (11.32~). Among several things that we can see from the functional form of this equation, we observe an aymptotic limit on the recipient's margin, so that the receiver margin is less than some constant no one gets. That is: ask how large the transmitter margin rt Therefore, optimization of the system (in the
sense of working with as high a receiver margin as can be requires using the minimal amount of forward link power throughout the system, to minimize interference, and to design the system so that the value of M and the other parameters provides the desired fade margin. 1159 COMA Optimization Issues 1 1.3.2.1 Receiver Margin Versus Transmitter Margin Calculations of
(11.32~)are shown in Figure 11.17, where the receiver margin is plotted as a function of the transmitter margin, using the number of users as a parameter and with the assumptions specified in the figure. The limitation of attainable margin that we discussed is clearly seen; the asymptotic amount of attainable margin is inversely proportional to the number of active users. For
example, when there are M = 20 users, the maximum attainable receiver margin is less than 2 dB. This restrictive behavior is shown in Figure 11.17 as opposed to the relationship without interference between the receiver and the transmitter margins. Another observation that can be made from Figure 11.18 is the value of the transmitter margin that is necessary only to meet
the receiver SNR requirements with a zero-dB receiver margin. Even for as little a number of users as M=5, about 1.3-dB transmitter margin is required to break even. For M = 20, the transmitter margin must be at least 4,3 dB to break even and for M = 30 it must be at least 9 dB. In many cases, it is more natural to ask: what transmitter margin is needed to achieve a specified
receiver margin? The answer to this question is the redrawing of Figure 11.17 to produce Figure 11.18. The plotting of these curves was facilitated by the possibility of adding grounds for inverting to obtain the transmitter margin as a function of the receiving margin: - l - ~ f r r(K*) (Ppil+ Psync PP% +Np+Ktraf ~ ('')pag Ptraf a f (PG)traf p Thus, in the case of equal margins for all
channels the transmitted effect of jth forward link channel can be written as follows : 1 - ~ rf r ( ~ f )ppii + ( Psync PP% r P G r s y n . + N p ~ + Ktraf M a f Ptraf (PG)traf COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1160 0 5 10 15 20 Transmitter margin r, in dB, MJdB) Figure 11.1 7 Recipient margin versus transmitter margin, parametrys in the number of users. COMA Optimization
Questions 1161 SdBl p,,; = 0.45, 1 2 3 4 5 Receiver margin T,in dB, M(dB) Figure 11.1 8 Transmitter margin vs. receiving margin, parametrys in number of users. 1162 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 11.3.2.2 Receiver Margin Versus Total Forward Link Power rt Since the transmitter margin is the ratio of the transmitter power to the required transmitter power; we can
write the total power defined in (11.18a) as P,,,, = rt x receiver noise x losses x C SNR,,,, j J The result shown in (11.35a) is identical to the sum of the channel powers in which they are expressed (11.22a) to (11.22d) , but with a different notation for the receiving margin. Setting (11.35a) equal to Ptotaland resolve for the receiver margin gives the expression Figure 11.19 shows
the receiver margin as the function of total transmitter power and to increase the total power beyond 1W contributes absolutely nothing to improve the forward link channel margins.3 1 1.4 Forward and Reverse Link Capacity Balancing Concept link balancing was discussed in section 10.1.3.4 in conjunction with CDMA system design task to match cell size, which is determined
by the communication range of ~ i l o signal t from the base station , to the range of the mobile transmitter, which is limited by the maximum available mobile 3 We think it is worth to make this point quite powerfulbecause we Has observed the tendency of engineers to try to apply their experiences in non-cellular RF situations to the cellular situation. COMA Optimization issues 0
2 4 1163 6 8 10 Total forward link transmitter power in Watts Figure 11.19 Receiver margin vs. total forward link power, parametris in number of users. 1164 COMA Svsterns Enoineerino The power of the manual transmitter. In the analysis of link balancing in Chapter 10, we adopted a given amount of total forward link force and showed how the forward and reverse links can
be balanced by selecting the right amount of pilot channel power through the pilot fraction value, Cpil 4. We saw in this chapter from an analysis of the required amount of forward link channel powers to the total forward link power, if optimally selected as its minimum required value, is not fixed but varies as the number of active users changes, and that this power is very
sensitive to the assumed or actual number of users. Therefore, in this section, we review the subject of forward and reverse link balancing in the system optimization setting. In the process, we are putting in place a new concept for capacity balancing that is useful for selecting optimal CDMA system parameter values. 11.4.1 Forward Link Capacity An upper limit on the number
of traffic channels in the IS-95 CDMA cellular system is the number of orthopaedicly multiplexed forward link channels that are available for assignment to user traffic. Nominally, 55 channels are designated as traffic channels. However, we have seen for the reverse link that 40 active users are a relatively large number of users, and the reverse link capacity is limited by
interference on a number of users that is significantly smaller than the number of available forward link channels. In our presentation of numerical examples of the optimal forward link powers in section 11.2, we observed that on the front link the interference also limits the number of active users who can be accommodated while meeting the link SNR requirements. In what
follows, we return to the power solutions forward link and derive expression of forward link capacity as a function of interference parameters. 11A.l.1 Asymptotic Forward Link Capacity We saw that the required amount of forward link power blows up to any value of the number of users, M. In Figure 11.13 we note, for example, that the required pilot channel effect goes to infinity
when M approaches the value of = 39 when Kother= 2.5 dB. This behavior can be interpreted in Chapter 10, the symbol Cp was used; here a slightly different notation is used to distinguish the pilot fraction from the paging channel fraction. COMA Optimization Issues 1165 terms of a limit on the forward link user capacity. Mathematically, the observed behavior of the forward
link powers can be traced to the fact that each channel's power is of the shape specified in (11.24a) to (11.24e), which has a singularity that M approaches a certain value. That is, the force should be positive and finite, the following limitation must be applied to the denominator of the factor u (d,;, , piync, pbag,P:rd) which is common to all the forward link power solutions:
(11.36a) that can be manipulated to obtain the inequality I go from (11.36b) to (11.36c), we assumed that all forward link Walsh channels have the same specified margin , M(dB). To get any physical meaning of asymptotic forward link capacity, we plot the upper limit of M given in (11.36~) with specific parameter assumptions: (PG),,, = 128, (PG),,,, = 1,024, and (PG)pag = 256.
We will call this value the forward link asymptotic capacity, denoted by Mm. That is: Plots if (11.37a) are indicated in Figure 11.20 as the function of the margin in dB. It should be recognized that this asymptotic capability is a value that can never be reached because the amount of transmitter power available will be used up before M reaches that value. Note that the asymptotic
capacity in Figure 11.20 is for the specific cases of the specified parameters, and as such it is also parameter dependent. The figure also shows that Mm is inversely proportional to the forward link power control factor Kt,*. 1166 COMA Systems Engineering Manual I I I I 1, 0.5, 0.5 1 . O 1.5 2.0 2.5 Fade margin, dB Figure 11.20 Forward link asymptotic capacity versus fade
margin, parametris in Kt,+ 3.0 COMA Optimization Issues 11.4.4.1.2 Power-Limited Forward Link Capacity The user capacity of the front link can be said to have been achieved when the total transmitter power is equal to the maximum power limit given in (11.18a); that is, when the total forward link power is equal to P,,. This condition is expressed when we write (11.18a) with
equality by replacing (11.22a) by (11.22d): set = Pm, Resolve for M in this equation, which assumes that all channels have the same margin, resulting in an expression of what can be called the power-constrained capacity of the forwark link, denoted M(P,,,): [ max Psync (PGItraf ~ ( l ' ~ ~ ) -PpilKtrd afptraf N ~ L (R) T + Kf Pmax (PG)sync Calculations of (11.37d) are shown in
Figures 11.21 and 11.22 for two values of two values of (PG)synk Calculations of (11.37d) are shown in Figures 11.21 and 11.22 for two values of two values of (PG)sync Calculations of (11.37d) shown in Figures 11.21 and 11.22 for two values of two values of 1W and 10 W. In Figure 11.21 we assume that the transmission loss is 125 dB; while in Figure 11.22 we assume it is
135 dB, corresponding to a Cell. In each figure, Kt,* is varied as a parameter. Figure 11.21 shows that when L T ( R ) = 125 dB, the difference in power is limited between cases of = 1W and Pma, = 10 W. That is, to use ten times P,,: CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1 168 0.5 1 . O 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 Fade margin, dB Image 11.21 Power limited capacity vs fade margin for
LT = 125 dB and parametris in Ktrat. COMA Optimization Issues I I I I I I I I I I I 1169 I I I I N, I= 1, a,=~0.4 sync I I I I 0.5 I I I I ow != 1 I - i \ I I ,,P, i I I I I I I I 1 1 . O I j = Ppas= 6 dE39 I I 1 1.5 1 1 1 ptrat= I 2.0 I I I I 2.5 3.0 Fade margin, dB Figure 11.22 Power limited capacity versus tone margin for LT = 135 dB and parametris in Ktraf-COMA Systems Engineering Handbook
1170 base station power only increased the possible number of users with one or two users in 20 to 30 users! O n the other hand, in Figure 11.22 for 10dB more permissible transmission loss (larger cell), we see that using ten times the power really results in increased user capacity on the front link. These figures show that the dependence on the capacity of the fade margin is
also highly dependent on the cell size. For example, an increase in cell size from LT = 125 to LT = 135 showed a 4 : 1 capacity increase for a maximum power increase of 10 : 1. We also note that the variation of Kt,* in Figures 11.21 and 11.22 shows the fact that the power-constrained capacity of the forward link is very sensitive to the degree of power control used on onward-
link traffic channels, as well as to the physical distribution of users. The common theme here is that, regardless of the means, optimization of the CDMA system requires using as little power as possible. 1 1A.2 Capacity balancing We have shown that increasing CDMA forward link transmitter power beyond a certain value does not result in increasing the link margin. Thus, there
is no need to use forward link force values that are far more than the required values. Furthermore, as shown here, there is a reason to use the right amount of forward link transmitter effect-to maintain a balance between the effective coverage areas of CDMA forward and reverse links, as a function of the number of active mobile users. If the forward link pilot channel power is
too large, the effective radius of the forward link coverage area will be significantly larger than the coverage range of the reverse link, with the following consequences: 0 Mobiles outside the reverse link coverage range of a particular cell (i.e. in the range of another cell) will attempt handoff to the cell due to the strong pilot signal. 0 Surrender, however, is likely to result in a
transcript of calls because the cell phone probably does not have enough power to maintain reliable reverse link communication with the distant cell. 0 In addition, if the mobile in the area of another cell has enough power and establishes a call with the cell, it will produce excess interference on the reverse link of the other cell. COMA Optimization Questions 1171 If the forward
link pilot channel power is too small, it is radius of the forward link coverage area significantly significantly than the coverage area of the reverse link, with the following consequences: Mobiles inside the cell's reverse link coverage area experience poor forward link quality on the edge of that area. Mobiles will have erratic handoff behavior because (assuming all cells use the
same forward link power allocation policy) pilot signals of adjacent cells will be weak in the regions between cells. The radius of the forwards link coverage area and the reverse link coverage area is approximately equal if the spread losses on forward and reverse links are equal. This concept provides a link balancing parameter B, as defined in (10.37a), by and maintained
close to a zero value, f 6,where 6 is a tolerance that recognises the uncertainty of the parameters used to calculate B. Propagating losses for forward and reverse link can be expressed in terms of the parameters of each link's power budget. The median snr for the forward link pilot channel for a cell edge mobile can be expressed as follows: Solving the Forward Link SNR
equation for LT(R) results in the equation where the pilot fraction has been shown to be5 Note that the balancing analysis here now departs from that of Chapter 10 by expressing the pilot fraction as a function of M. 1172 COMA Svstems Ensineerins Manual I dB, the solution for LT(R) on the forward link is We assume that the intended value of S N L e d , p iin l (11.39d) is the
pilot required SNR plus a margin: The median received SNR for the reverse link traffic channel of a mobile at the cell edge can be expressed as follows : SNRmed = P,/LT ( R ) where PM is the maximum mobile transmitter power6, Nc is the base station receiver noise power , a, reverse link is voice activity factor, and Fe is reuse efficiency of reverse link. Solve reverse link SNR
equation for LT(R) results in equation I dB, the solution for LT(R)on the reverse link 6 Note that P, is assumed to be the maximum transmitter effect here because the transmission loss is specified for a distance equal to the cell radius R. For another distance r &lt; R, P, should be interpreted simply as the value of mobile power transmitter. COMA Optimization Issues 1173 We
assume that the intended value of SNRmedis the traffic required SNR plus a margin: = MeV (dB) - (PG),,, (dB) + Mrev (dB1 where (Eb/N0),,, is the reverse link traffic channel Eb / No requirement, (PG),,, is the reverse link ~rocessinggain, and rre,is the reverse link margin, and n (11.40e) Mrev (dB) = 10 log10r e v Given that the antenna gains and implementation losses are the
same for forward and reverse links, we can express the balancing parameter in terms of the net losses on the two links: To replace the two transmission losses, we find that the balancing parameter t3 is given by If we set 23 equal to zero, the target value for balancing, then the following expression of forward link total power : 1174 CDMA System Engineering Manual in
absolute units becomes 1 Because the pilot power is simply Ppil = CPil . Ptotal, we can also write We now observe the relationship between the pilot channel power and the mobile transmitter power under capacity balancing conditions by plotting (11.42d) as a function of M with other system parameters. Typically, the cell phone receiver noise figure is 3 dB more than the noise
from the base station receiver, and thus we assume that mobile receiver noise is twice as at the base station, so that Nm/Nc=2 is a reasonable assumption. The respective median SNRs to use in (11.42d) are S N &amp; ~= ~Ppil, ~rr ~= ~10-15/10r, = 0.0316 r, (I 1.42e) and Prev 107110 SNRmed=r e v =-rrev = 0.0392 rrev ()'rev 128 (11420 CDMA Optimization Issues 1175 rreV
Note that I', the forward receiver margin is the front link, while being the reverse link base station receiver margin. Use the expression of the Cpil given in (11.39~)and replace assumed numeric values in (11.a(d) introduced for the parameters [see (11.188 and (1 1.23a)], including F, = 0,75 as in (10.17a) (11.42d) becomes Calculations of (11.42g) appears in figures 11.23 and
11.24 a function of the number of users in the form of the relationship of pilot channel transmitter power Ppil, normalized by the mobile station power transfer P. Figure 11.23 varies the margins of forward link and reverse link as parameter, while in Figure 11.24 the forward link effect control factor Krrd is varied as a parameter. These figures show the correct amount of pilot
channel transmitter power because the number of traffic channels varies. We see in Figure 11.24 that the pilot effect starts at about twice as much as the value of P,, and increases as M increases. This figure also reveals the correct relationship between the transmitter's mobile power and the pilot power during the capacity-balanced state, which can also be used as a means of
open loop power control. Note in Figure 11.24 that the value of Kt,and determines whether the ppil/pmdecreases ratio or increases as a function of M. 1176 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook 15 dB, u Number o users, M Figure 11.23 PPiI/P, as a function of the number of users. COMA Optimization Questions Number of Users, M Figure 11.24 PPil / P, as a function of the
number of users, parametrys in Kt,,,'. 1177 1178 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 11.5 Implementation of Forward Link Dynamic Power Allocation The control of transmitter power on the front link of the IS-95 CDMA CELLUL SYSTEM has proven to be of great importance in achieving high user capacity. The is-95 common air interface standard [I] states that the base
station may enable forward link power control for traffic channels. This power control is an option that may or may not be employed. When this power control is activated, the mobile regularly reports image fault rate statistics to the base station. The base station can use the reported frame rate statistics to adjust the transmitted effect on the front traffic channel. The following
describes an approach to controlling all forward link channel forces through the effective gains made for individual channels in the base station equipment. The solutions we have received for optimal power allocation of the front link Walsh channels were given in (11.24a) to (11.24d). We noted that the power of Walsh channel j is of form P; p.- v, for Walsh channel j (PG), where
Y was given in (11.24e) to be It is clear that we can make various gains for the Walsh channels by using baseband digital voltage gains d j = ,/P;/((PG ) , Walsh channel j and by using a power amplifier to implement the common profit that affects all channels with a power gain proportional to COMA Optimization Issues 1179 We now consider a numerical example to illustrate
the principle of implementing optimal forward link channel powers. Allow the system parameter values shown in Table 11.5 to be adopted. The relative powers of the different channels may be governed by giving each channel a different profit. This is most easily implemented at baseband, as the concept diagram in Figure 11.25 illustrates. The following Walsh channel relative
digital gains are calculated for the nominal IS-95 parameter values according to Table 11.5: dl 6 JmJ.0316/1 = 0.1778 for the pilot channel = = 0.0624 for the sync channel d~ JmJ3 9 8/256 = = 0.1247 for each paging channel 4 = = 0.1979 for each traffic channel JmJ5.01/128 (11.43e) where we assumed zero margin for simplicity Co(i = pJ). The diagram in Figure 11.25 shows
how different gains for the Walsh channels achieve the goal of having the channels have different relative powers. To achieve the desired transmitter output power, there needs to be additional amplification in the CDMA transmitter, denoted p , at the RF power amplifier. Thus, there are the relative gains that are different for each channel, and there is a common gain that affects
all channels in the same way and allows the right amount of output power to be delivered to the transmitter antenna. Let r,,, be the output load is seen by the power amplifier, and let the power output of a particular Walsh channel be denoted Pj. The amount of joint voltage gain needed is Table 11.5 Assumed parameter values I I I Value I Parameter Parameter Pilot @c/No)rq
sync &amp;/No)reO , . Paging - -. . Traffic (Eb/Nb),eq Base antenna win Mobile antenna win - 15 dB I 6 dB 6 dB 7 dB 14.1 dBi 2.1 dBi I ( ~ ~ ~ / N o1 j ~ ~ ~ In A Receiver noise power Base xmission losses Mobile reception losses Voice activity factor Power control factor Interference factor I Value - 105 dBm I 1 2 dB 3 dB 0.4 0.5 2.778 1180 CDMA Systems Engineering
Handbook CDMA Optimization Issues Common voltage starch = 1181 channel output amplitude fi= Desired Relative channel x V (11.44a) where f V is the voltage corresponding to the data's baseband f 1 logic values. Since Power = ~ ~ m ~ l i t u d e ) ~ / ~then oad, Amplitude = J ~ o w e r x Load and desired channel output amplitude is Amplitude = J(PI + PQ) x Rout = d m
where PI = $ P j and PQ = $ P, i-channel and Q channel output powers and Routis amplifier load is in ohm. F 1 data logic f 1 can for example correspond to f 3 volts (V = 3), and the impedance seen by the output power output of the transmitter power amplifier can be 50 ohms. Thus, using r to denote the margin, is assumed to be the same in each channel, and select any
channel j to determine the necessary profit, the needed power output gain is '3 Output power gain = p = (dj x ~ ) ~ / ~ o , t In terms of the detailed parameters, the output gain is given by 1182 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook For Np and M variable, for V2/%, = (312/50 = 0.18 W = 180mW, and for the nominal system parameters presented earlier: multiple Properties for
multiple xenrated waveform. Recall from ortonal multiplexing examples that appeared in figures 5.5 and 5.6 that Walsh's function-multiplexed waveform has periodic peaks due to the agreement of Walsh features with each other in certain chip positions. To continue the numerical example used above, we show waveforms obtained from the superposition of various weighted
Walsh channels, and from observations of the waveforms we comment on cdma infrastructure requirements and test equipment. Supceation that the gains given in (11.43e) are used to simulate an IS-95 baseband data waveform consisting of the sum of 18 Walsh channels, as follows: Pilot signal with voltage gain of 0.1778 and Walsh function Ho7; 0 Sync channel with voltage
gain 0.0624 and Walsh function H32; Two active paging channels with voltage gains of 0.1247 and Walsh h1 and H2 functions; 0 Two active traffic channels to mobiles at the edge, with voltage gains 0.1979 and Walsh features H8 and H9; Four active traffic channels to mobiles on distances requiring half power for a mobile at the cell edge, with voltage gains 0.1979/* = 0.14
and Walsh operates Hlo to H13; Eight active traffic channels to mobiles at a distance that require onefourth power for a mobile at the cell edge, with voltage gains of 0.1979/2 = 0.099 and Walsh features HI4 to Hal. Here we use Hi notation for 64-chip Walsh features, indexed as in IS-95. See Table 5.8 for a list of these features. COMA Optimization Queries 1183 In addition, for
each pair of paging and traffic channels, we assume that one has an input value of + I (logic 0) and the other has an input data value of -1 (logic 1). Figure 11.26 shows the superposition of these weighted Walsh channels prior to combining with I and Q channel PN codes, FIR filtering and modulation through sinus-shaped carriers for forward link transmission. While waiting to
compare this figure with the results of FIR filtration, a delay with sixchip is included, which was included in figure 1.53 to simulate the FIR filter delay is-95. Recall that the first chip in each 64-chip Walsh sequence has the same value. Therefore, since the pairs of paging and traffic channels cancel when their Walsh function values agree, the first (delayed) Walsh chip value is
the sum of pilot and sync channel amplitudes, so that the first (delayed) value is 0.1778 0.0624 = 0.2402. Subsequently, the total amplitude of the signal depends on the particular combination of Walsh's functional agreement and disagreements. If all data-modulated Walsh chips had the same characters for a given chip time, the total amplitude would be equal to +c. ' 3 a C) 3 0
-2 m a% m a Q) t t t t m -0 0 16 32 48 64 80 96 Time in Walsh chips 112 128 Figure 11.26 Simulated Walsh multiplexed combination of pilot, sync, paging and traffic channels with different voltage gains. 1184 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook the sum of the profits of all the simulated channels, or f 2.2374; we see from Figure 11.26 that the total amplitude of the special
Walsh features used in this example varies between – 1.85 and 1.75, and the amplitude waveform, in addition to having a period of 64 chips, is quite peaky. After the waveform of Figure 11.26 is separately combined with I and Q channel PN codes, and then filtered and used to modulate cosine and sine carriers, the resulting envelope is waveform shown in Figure 11.27. Note
that the envelope waveform is characterized by relatively large peaks that occur at regular intervals if channel input is kept constant, as in this simulation. There are two practical implications of this characteristic behavior of IS-95 forward link waveform. First, the forward link transmitter power amplifier must have very good linearity in order to deliver the Walsh-multiplexed
waveform without significant distortion. Secondly, it is clear that the testing of such amplifiers using a channel simulator cannot be carried out using band-limit noise, even though the signal spectrum is similar to that of band-limited noise, since the envelope in the actual IS-95 waveform is not similar to that of a noise waveform but has distinctive pulse-like features with a
significantly large dynamic range. + 0 16 32 48 64 80 Time in PN chips Figure 11.27 Envelope of simulated IS-95 signal. 96 112 128 COMA Optimization Issues 1185 Inlplement of power allocation using measurements. The solution for forward link powers presented in section 11.2 is based on modeling of the total forward link power using the quantity kt,,*, the forward link
power control factor, to estimate the total traffic channel power in terms of the power needed to transfer to a mobile user at the edge of the cell. An alternative solution can be based on using a measurement of the actual total traffic power instead of that estimate. According to this approach, the equations to be solved, equations (I. l8a) to (I I. l8e), are replaced by the following:
($Isync = Psync 2 Psync N - L T (R ) Kfptota Kfptota Pt, denotes the actual total traffic channel effect on the forward link, assuming that this effect is controlled by the CDMA system on a peruser basis. Takes the case of equality for each of these equations, are the signaling corresponding common solutions (non-traffic) channel 1 - Kf ( Ppil + Psync (pG)sync + N pA!? L
(PG)pag CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1186 In this solution, the SNR requirements may be used by a margin of piynr,and PDP) instead of the requirements with a zero margin. Note that the wording does not result in a traffic channel effect solution, as it is assumed that the power control for the forwards link is crucial. If desired, however, we can calculate a value of
traffic channel power to initiate the forward traffic power control loop by replacing the pPag and (PG)Pagin numerator of (11.46~)with ptrd and (PG),,*, respectively. Also, instead of estimating other-cell interference as Kother times the received forward link power at the cell edge, we can find signal channel powers using measurements or any other estimate of the term lother,
resulting in the pilot channel power solution (for example) given by Note that, with or without these measurements, the solution for pilot power results in a value of the pilot power fraction Cpil which is not a fixed value but adjusts even the amount of traffic and interference. References Mobile Station-Base Station Compatibility Standard for Dual-Mode Wideband Spread
Spectrum Cellular System, TIA/EIA Interim Standard 95 (IS-99, Washington, DC: Telecommunications Industry Association, July 1993 (amended as IS-95-A in May 1995). Singer A., improve system performance, Wireless Review, pp. 7476, 1 Feb 1998. Owens D., The Big Picture, CDMA Spectrum, 36-39 December 1997. Qualcomm, Inc., CDMA System Engineering Training
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1001 worst cases, 289 1196 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Cochannel interference (continuation) Se alro Cells; Interference Cochannel reuse ratio, 285 Code division multiple access. See CDMA Coded system, 842 Code polynomial, 888 Code vectors, 48 1 Codeword polynomials, 504,505,523 cyclic, 507 defined, 505 illustrated, 506 as multiple of generator
polynomial, 524 systematic form of, 5 10, 5 12 Se alro Polynomials Codewords all-zero, 882 defined, 481 determining, 482-83 digit computations, 486 expressed as polynomials, 860 input sequence correspondence, 857 received, received syndrome, 500 sum of, 496 Walsh sequence , 474748 Coding gains restriction length vs., 913-16 of convolution codes, 903-6 defined, 842
dependent, 9 1 4 1 5 estimate, 905-6, 908-9 illustrated, 843 of soft-decision decoding, 905 upper limits example, 906 Coherence bandwidth, 222-23,232 defined, 222 definition of, 223 frequency separation, 223 non-time varying latency-dispersion function and, 224 Coherence time, 233 Contiguous DLL, 800-803 conceptual full-time, 800-801 defined, 79 1 error signal, 802
contiguous postdetection , 392 Comb works, 39, 828 Fourier drive off, 40 pair, 828 Combine techniques, 929 Common air interface (CAI), 2 333 forward link, 340-41 reverse link, 3 5 6 5 7 Communication channel, 677 Noise inattendance, 46 Complementary CDF (CCDF), 7 5 Gaussian, 124 for non-central chi-squared RV, 126 for propagation loss, 306 for Rayleigh distribution ,
240 See alro Cumulative Probability Density Function (CDF) Complementary Malfunction , 75 Computer Programs, 668-72 computing long PN code transition matrix, 670-72 computing shift K, 668-69 computing xk modulo f(x), 669-70 Computer propagation loss models, 199-204 Longley-Rice model, 199-202 TIREM model, 202 Conditional event, 68 ~ Conditional robability,68,
71, 72,701 Confluent hypergeometric function, 164, 991-92 defined, 164 Kummerconversion for, 991-92 Conjugate filters , 698, 765 Conjugate classes, 556-58, 664 defined, 556 Connection polynomials, 859 Connection vectors, 852-53 Limit length , 849-55, 861,913-16 Continuous waveforms, 4 3 , 4 4 4 5 Contour plots of 208 of propagation loss, 209, 210 210 integral, 26
operation, 640 summaries, 5 1 Convolutional codes, 839-925 binary, 907 catastrophic error propagation in, 888-90 code rate, 865-66 coding gain estimates of, 903-6 distance of properties, 882-84, 907 error-correcting capability, 884 forward link performance, 91 1 1 1 free range, 883, 886, 891 information sequence, 857 integers, 848 in IS-95 CDMA system, 906-22 ML
decoding of, 871-90 non-systemic, 888 performance, 909-1 2 bound performance , 890 quantization of received signal, 9 16-22 representation, 85 1 reverse link performance, 9 12 state charts, 864 systematic, 888 transmission functions, 884-87 Convolutional encoder, 848-7 1 causes catastrophic misbeuse, 889 coded symbols, 850 code tree-tracked encoded sequence, 865
connection vector representation, 85 1-53 restriction length, 849-55, 861, 913-16 for forward link, 908 with four steps, 854 impulse response representation, 853-58 as linear syitem , 853 output branch words, 850 polynomial representation of, 858-60 rate, 849-55, 861 representation, 85 1 for reverse link, 909 shift register, 849 state representation, 860-63 state transition chart,
862, 863, 870 systematic, 888 with three steps, 853, 854 tree charts, 864-66, 868 trellis charts, 866-71 with two steps, 853 Convolutionalleaving interleaving, 399-404 blocks interleaving comparison, 4 0 4 5 defined , 374 use of, 398 Se alroleaving Inter Convolutional kits , 48 defined, 29 frequency domain, 29, 34,40 time domain, 29 Cooperation in the field of scientific and
technical research (COST), 190 Correlation decoding 469-74 defined, 469 early, 79 1 late, 79 1 measures, 469 operations, 68 1777-8 1 PN sequence property, 545-46 punctual, 793 results, 473 Correlation function covariance function and, 95 frequency domain , 23 1 lotd, 635-39 of PN sequence waveforms, 657 for real-time signals, 629-35 proofd-frequency-frequencyd-time,
23 1,232 theorem , 672-73 Correlation Receiver, 690-93 illustrated, 692, 693 noncoherent, 735 specify, 693 Correlation clause extension to band-limit pulses, 673-76 evidence, 672-73 Covariance defined, 83 matrix, 93 normalized, 83 Covariance function, 95-96.97 correlation function and, 95 defined, 95 normalized, 95 Coverage height and , 214 base station, 302 comparison,
21 4 limits, 302-5 maximum tolerable propagation loss and, 210-14 1198 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Coverage (continued) out-of-cell, 21 1 pocket , 21 1 sporadic, 2 12 traffic load vs., 321-27 Coverage area, 2 12, 213 balancing, 1 170 base station, 207, 299, 324 circular, 278 defined, 307 phone link, 1171 idealized, 277 link operation i, 307 reverse link , 1171 CRC
circuits, 537 for access channel message, 540 for forward link traffic channel message structure, 538 for frame structures, 537 for message structures, 537 for message structure for paging channels, 538 for reverse traffic channel message structure, 540 for sync channel message structure, 537-38 CRC codes , 355 362 504-27 defined, 504 pUP,5 529 encoders for, 5 13-21,
527 error-detecting, compute, 354 FQI and, 531-33 for frame error detection, 426 generates, 505 k-step LFSR for, 5 16-1 7 systematic, 5 10-13 See abo Polynomials CRC calculations for forward link channels, 533-38 for reverse link channels, 5 3 8 4 0 Correlation relationship function, 100-1 0 1, 628 calculating, 631,655 defined, 624 formula 628 non wave period, 630 periodic
waveform, 630 problems, 656-63 sequence, 625,626 for two different pseudorandom sequences, 654 for two PN sequence real-time signals, 655 cross-correlation peak, 661 cross-quadrature components, 115 , 119 Cumulative probability density function (CDF), 66.75 complementary (CCDF), 75, 124, 126, 240,306 Gaussian supplemental, 113 for propagation loss, 306 Cydic
redundancy control. See CRC codes Data burst randomizer, 360, 364, 365 Data frames, 478-80 encoder tail bits, 479 forward traffic channel, 479 quality indicator bits, 479 structures, 478 Data scrambling, 543 Data sequences maximum length, 544 random, 5 4 3 4 4 transmitted, 543 Decimations, 649-54 defined, 649 illustrated, 653 improper, 649 proper, 649 Decision
variable, 787, 790 Decoding correlation, 469-74, delay 878-79 errors, 496 fixed Walsh transform, 474-78 hard-decision, 9 10 matched filters, 478 maximum likelihood, 871-90 soft-decision, 896-98 Viterbi, 890-906 Wdsh function, 468-69 Deinterleavers, 400,403 Deinterleaving, 929 defined, 92 9 process, 375 See abo Interleaving Delay estimator error, 798 Index Delay-lock loop
(DLL), 790-94 coherent, 791,800-802 defined, 79 1 error signal, 798 gains and, 796 noncoherent, 791,794-99 PLL vs., 791 product of sum and difference (PSD DLL) , 793 S-curve, 798 signal failure, 792 Delay spread/Doppler spread combination, 226-29 Delay-spread function, 216-1 9 calculation, 2 19 defined, 21 6,219 distribution of, 220 Doppler spread hnction combined
with, 226-29 multipath, 975 non-time-varying, 224 standard deviation order, 220 time varying, 229 Delay-spread parameter, 221 Delta features Dirac, 673 implementation in hardware, 674 Demodulation BPSK, 917 error performance, 755 forward link channel, 723 non-contiguous, 78 1 782 reverse link analysis, 755-57 reverse link waveform, 750-61 random phase signals, 730
See aljo Modulation Despreading, 806-14 I-channel energy, 8 10 I-channel waveform, 730 Se aljo Modulation Despreading, 806-14 I-channel energy, 8 10 I-channel waveform, 7 81 1 pilot channel, 806-7 Q-channel energy, 8 10 Q-channel waveform, 8 12 result comparison, 8 13 total energy, 809 Detection probability, 788-89 false alarm ratio with, 789, 790 upper bound , 789
Diffraction , 184-86 calculation geometry, 255 defined, 184 knife edge loss, 186, 255 loss, 254-56 mhiscreen loss, 193, 194 Digital signal processing, 693 Dijkstras algorithm, 284 Dirac delta functions, 673 Directional antennas, 291, 292 cluster size, 295-96 sector, 292 See alt antennas Direct sequence (DS) scatterspectrum, 14, 16-18 defined, 16 machining moored, 18 system
illustration, 17 Se aljo spectrum Spread (DFT), 137 of periodic periodic 642 properties, for maximum-length sequence, 642-44 See aljo Fourier transform Discrete time filtration, 49-52 Discrete-time system illustrated, 50 impulse response, 5 1 input, 51 response examples, 52 superposition summation, 5 1 Discriminator characteristic, 798 Distributive law, 453 Diversity, 388-97
antenna, 394 base station, 388, 394 channel, 93 1 combine, 391,397 combine techniques, 929 dual-frequency combine, 969-70 forms of, 388 frequency, 928 gain , 949 L-fold, 930-3 1, 933, 938 , 942 multipath, 388, 392, 394 optimal, 961-64 polarization, 928 1199 1200 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Diversity (continued) reception, 930 reception margin, 1053-56
space, 928929 time, 388928-29 types of, 928 technologies, 928-29 Equal Profit Combine (EGC), 927938-64 maximum-ratio combine (MRC), 927,964-72 Rake, 20,389,930, 972-82 sample diversity (SD), 927, 930-33 types of, 927 Dip power, 237, 238 Doppler power spectrum, 233 Doppler shift , 225, 239, 241,256 Doppler spread function, 224-26 defined, 224-25 delay-
dispersion function combined with, 226-29 frequency shift and, 226 impulse, 225 use of, 225 Double lattice loop (DDL), 793 Double dispersive channels, 234, 236 DQPSK modulation with differential detection, 937-38 diversity performance derivation, 996-99 EGC diversity reception, 998-99 error probability for, 126 over L-fold diversity with sample reception, 940 sample
diversity performance, 996-98 below L-fold diversity with EGC reception , 96 1 Dual code, 487508 Dud space, 487 Duty cycle, 12 Dynamic power allocation, 1178-86 illustrated, 1180 implementation of, 1185-86 Early correlates, 791 late correlates difference, 793 output, 792 Earth angles, 25 1 fictitious radius, 170 smooth model, 171, 177, 252 Effective antenna height, 173-74
definition, 173 empirical formula, 173 sit practice power on , 174 terrain power on, 174 See alro Antenna Electronic serial number (ESN) , 364, 414 illustrated, 416 structure, 41 5 Angles of altitude, 25 1-53 Encoder convolutional, 848-71 cyclic codes, 5 13-2 1, 527 cyclic code with generator polynomia, 514,515,519,525 cyclic code with parity check polynomial, 5 17, 520 MSRG
configuration of, 519 for paging channels, 351 tail bits, 479 Energy spectral density, 28 Envelope decision variables, 743-14 Envelope detection receiver, 7 3 6 4 0 matched filter receivervs , 739-40 non-disjointed, 739 optimal, 739 Envelope baseband spectrum of, 260 complex, 221, 230, 966 conditions pdf of, 122 defined, 114 common pdf of, 115 of multiple paths, 258 noise,
966 Rayleigh, 119 Rician, 124 simulated IS-95 signals, 1184 spectrum, 259 Equal Gain Amplification (EGC), 927,938-64 for binary symbol modulation, 959 BPSK modulation under L-fold diversity and, 949-60 BPSK performance derivation, 993-96 chi-square RV, 942 diversity reception of BPSK performance error , 960 DQPSK diversity performance derivation, 998-99 DQPSK
modulation with, 961 M-ary nonkoherent ortactonal modulation system, 938-46 M-ary derivation, 988-92 MRC diversity vs., 964 NCBO system reception, 963 postdetection receiver, 94 1, 957 See aho Diversity techniques Ergodic process, 78 1 Erlang B, 267-74,294 formula, 91, 270, 272, 1079, 1088 moments too, 330-3 1 probability, 271 statistics, 267-74 tables, 272, 273-74
theory, 1057 See aho Blocking formulas Erlang capacity, 90, 1048, 1057-81 blocking probability as function of, 1065, 1071-74 calculations , 247 comparison, 1078-80 defined, 1058 determination of, 1058 equation, 1086-87 multi-FA, 1079, 1087-89 number of channels and, 1079 relationship, 1080 single cell, 1065 suburban area, 1101 urban area, 1101 Erlang C formula, 272
Erlangs, 267 channel correspondence, 3 18 reverse link traffic level in, 317 sector loading in, 321 traffic density, 1102 traffic load, 3 18 Error-control code forward link, 34 1 reverse links , 357 schedules, 501 Fault Detection, 494-501 circuits, 497, 498 circuits, frame, 539 codes, 500-501 errors in, 496 syndrome calculation of shift register circuits for, 521-27 Malfunction, 75 Error
performance, 720-28 i AWGN,GN 720-26 DDL tracking system, 797 demodulator, 755 in Rayleigh bleaching, 727-28 Error probability, 699-713 for binary antipodallorthogonal systems, 706 bit, 704 BPSK, average, 822-23 BPSK system over L-fold diversity, 935, 936 calculations, 699-700, 712 conditional , 701, 708 data symbol, 726 first-event, 893, 894,901 for L-fold diversity,
995, 998 for M-ary communication systems, 707 in NCBO system in AWGNlRayleigh bleaching, 995, 998 for M-ary communication systems, 707 in NCBO system in AWGNlRayleigh bleaching, 995, 998 for M-ary communication systems, 707 in NCBO systems in AWGNlleigh fading, 995, 998 for M-ary communication systems, 707 in NCBO system in AWGNlRayleigh fading,
995, 998 for M-ary communication systems , 707 in NCBO system in AWGNlRayleigh fading, 995, 998 for M-ary communication system, 707 in NCBO system in AWGNlRayleigh fading, 995, 998 for M-ary communication system, 707 in NCBO system in AWGNlRay fadleighing, 747 for non-tight-knit binary ortactonal system, 742, 745 obtained, 709 ON functions and, 741
QPSK, mean, 822-23 Rayleigh bleaching, 998 symbol, 892 total first-event, 898 unconditional, 704,708 union bound, 708,710 upper bound , 705 Error receiver, 677 Error signals contiguous DLL, 802 DLL, 798 non-contiguous DLL, 799 normalized, 798 Excess power ratio, 1154 Exponential Fourier series, 37 Exponential probability right, 91 Exponential Random Variables, 91
1202 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Extension Galois Fields, 5 4 6 6 Additional Table for, 549, 551 Conjugate Classes, 556, 556-58 Defined, 546 Element Propenia, 549 Elements, 559 Generating , 5 4 6 4 7 Multiplication Table for, 549, 552 nonzero element i , 563 primitive element, 55 1-52 representation, 548, 554, 567 Zechs log table for, 55 1 See alco Gdois field
Fade depth, 242 defined, 242 fade rate vs., 244, 245 Fade margins, 1112,1139 asymptotic capacity vs., 1166 choice, 1151-62 forward link power sensitivity to, 1144 at mobile receiver , 115 1 power limited capacity compared to, 1168, 1169 receivers, 1155 receivers, limits on, 1153 mandatory pilot channel transmitter power as a function of, 1150 transmitter, 1155 Fade speed,
2 3 7 4 7 derivation of, 256-63 fade depth vs., 244245 level crossing speed, 261, 262 maximum, 262 measurement, 26 1 of Rayleigh fading mobile signal, 242-44 speed vs. , 245,246 Fading, 302,368 cause of , 234 defined, 230 duration, average, 262-63 fast, 233237369 flat, 236 frequency-flat, 23 1 1 1, 234, 235 longterm, 234, 235 Rayleigh, 230, 242-44, 727-28 short term,
234,235 signal amplitude distribution, 240 slow, 233 terms, 2 3 4 3 7 time, selective 234, 235 tracking, 927 Bleaching channels flat, 236 random, 229-33 types, 236 Bleaching factor, 978 False alarm detection probability vs., 789,790 probability, 789 threshold, 788 Rapid bleaching, 237 defined, 233 signal strength and, 369 Quick wash , 474-78 Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), 1 Fibonacci configuration, 18, 19661 defined, 568 illustrated, 570 PN sequence generator, 644 SSRG, 570,604,661 Fibonacci hashing, 41 1 Fibonacci number, 41 0-1 1 Filter autocorrelation function, 674 band passes, 129 baseband, 131-34 Butterworth, 131-33 conjugents, 698,765 FIR, 33-36, 59 interpolation, 42.43.44 linear, 31-32 lowpass,
738,752,766.77 02.00. Matched, 693-99 737 766 770 Nyquist, 54 pulse forming, 763, 766 RC, 55-56 time variant, 694 transmitter , 53 waveshaping, 57, 58 Finite energy signd, 41 Finite fields, 447-52 additive identity elements, 450 Index additive inverse element, 450 closed, 450 defined, 447 Galois, 447-48 operations, 448 prime, 45 1 Finite impulse response (FIR) impulse
response coefficients, 59-60 waveform synthesis, 33 See also FIR filter; FIR pulse shape FIR filter, 33-36 design methods, 60 discrete-time output, 59 output noise samples, 139, 140 specifications, 59 FIR pulse shape, 58-64 lowpass filter comparison, 61 truncated sincpulscomparison, 61 Flat fading, 236 Flow graph diagram, 900 Forward error checking (FEC), 839 codes, 839
encoding scheme, 843 Forward link capacity, 1164-70 asymptotic, 1164-66 maximum power increase and, 1170 power limited, 1167-70 Forward link channels, 334, 335, 3 4 3 4 6 6 missions , 342 comparison, 367 CRC calculations for, 533-38 awgn error performance, 720-26 failure performance in Rayleigh bleaching, 727-28 modulation, 343, 367 optimal demodulator, 723
paging, 350-53, 1129, 1131-32 pilot, 3 4 6 4 7 , 1129, 1130 power as a fraction of total power, 1145-46 QPSK modulation, 714 SNR requirements, 1130-32 synchronization , 347-50, 1129, 113 1 traffic, 353-56, 1129, 1132 transmitter configuration for, 71 5 transmitter forces, 1 1 4 0 4 1 types of , 334,343, 1129 See also Reverse link channels 1203 Forward link cochannel
interference, 1002-1 2 effective spectral power density, 1003 geometry, 1006 at mobile station, 1007 modeling, 1005 second-cell, 1005-12 same cell, 1002-5 See an h Cochannel interference Forward link limited, 1046 Fonvard link power, 1129-5 1 dlocating, 1111, 1129-51 channel power as a fraction of, 1145-46 control factor, 1134-36, 1185 dynamic allotment, 1178-86
interference, 1132-33 linear equations , 1140 parametric variations, 1 147-5 1 pilot channel, 1145 received, 1133 receiver margin vs., 1162 sensitivity to fade margin, 1144 solution for, 1137-51 total, 1133-3 7 1143 1144, 1173-74 traffic channel, 1135, 1136 limitations with zero margin, 1137-38 Forwardlinks , 340-56 CAI summary, 340-41 cell radius, 1022-23 convolutional code
performance, 1 case-by-case encoder for, 908 coverage area, 1171 efficient bandwidth, 34 1 error-control encoding, 341 fade margins, choice of, 115 1-62 interference rejections, 340 interleaving, 341 modulation, 340-41 multipathlbase station diversity, 392 multi-access system, 425 multiplexing, 340 net losses on, 1136-37 operations, 3 4 0 4 6 optimal fraction of power, 1047
road loss calculation, 371 PN chip rate, 34 1 1204 CDMA Systems Hand Forward Engineeringbook Links (continued) power , 1011.1039 power budget, 1033-39 power control, 373 propagation loss, 1171 pulse shaping, 341 QPSK modulation in, 713-28 quadrature modulation, 347 square spread for, 3 4 2 4 3 received base station power, 370 receiver margin, 1175 reverse
links vs. 3 6 6 6 7 time domain, 390 too strong, 1044 for weak, 1045 total interference, 1009 transmission loss, 1035 voice encoding , 341 Walsh function ortogonalxing configuration, 721 Walsh features in , 426,461-67 See alro IS-95; Reverse links Forward link traffic channel power control factor, 1133 Fourier series, 3 6 4 1 exponential, 37 trigonometric, 36-37 Fourier
transform, 26 of autocorrelation function, 96,642 of Comb function, 40 discrete, 137, 642 inverse, 26-27, 34,48,766 of linear filter impulse response, 27 of periodic hnction, 3 7 4 1 of real-time signal, 48 of rectangular waveforms, 29 of Rectan function, 29 of white noise, 830 Fourier transforms pain pain , 27.28 for ideal filters, 31 Rectlsinc, 30 ReplComb, 39,828 Frame quality
indicators (FQIs), 531-33 8-bit, 534 12-bit, 534 bit, 479 dethed, 485,531 detectors, 533 forward traffic channel, 535 generator polynomi, 534 reverse traffic channel, 538 Free distance, 886 defined, 883 minimum, 886891 Free space attenuation relative to, 181 electric field intensities, 179 loss, 167, 168, 181 permittivity, 179 propagation loss, 190 Free-space increase , 165-67
cellular concepts and 290 electrical field intetintity and, 166, 179 Frequency diversity, 928 Frequency-splitting duplexing (FDD), 1 Frequency-splitting multiple access (FDMN, 2 capacity, 6, 12, 14 CDMA capacity vs. 14 cellular frequency allocations, 336,337 cellular systems, 265 channel assignments, 300 Erlang capacity comparison, 1078-80 frequency reuse patterns, 1022
illustrated, 4 ortonal signal requirements and, 6 time frequency plan, 3 See techniques for alro Multiple accesses Frequency domain phallion alsats , 29, 34,40 interpolation of samples, 42 sampling kit in, 4 1 4 3 Frequency-flat bleaching, 23 1 Frequency hopping (FH) dispersion spectrum, 1 4 1 6 implementation, 16 waveform patterns, 14, 15 See waveforms of frequencies (Alro
Spread spectrum Frequency frequency moduleation, FM), 2 Frequency reuse , 275-77 cluscer size for, 287 distance, 297,298 multicell clustering and, 293 Frequency-selective bleaching, 231, 234, 235 Frequency separation, 223 Frequency transfer function , 221-24 defined, 221 time varying, 222 Fresnel zones, 181, 182 limit, 189 clearance, 184 first, 183-84 within, 183 Full-
wave quaral conversion, 77, 79 Gains antenna, 288, 1042, 1046 encoding, 842-43,9034,913-16 delay-lo&amp; loop and, 796 diversity, 949 handoff, 310 315 316 1048, 1055, 1056 link margin, 3 11 multipath, 979 power, 1178 1181 processing, 10, 11, 18, 21-23, 544 relative, 971, 1178, 1179 shading, 193 Walsh channel, 1179 Galois configuration, 18, 19, 650 defined, 568
illustrated, 571 Galois field, 447-48 additionlmultiplication tables , 45 1, 452 defined , 447-48 elements, 447, 45 1 element sequence representation, 563 extended, 504, 530, 546-76 Gamma distribution, 143 Gaussian approximation, 1060 Gaussian channels, 687-90 Gaussian distribution, 75 multivariate, 93-94 probability functions of, 76 Gaussian hypergeomic function, 149,
164, 258, 995 Gaussian noise, 752 white, 102-5, 824 zero-mean, 969 Gaussian Q function, 703 Gaussian random process, 101-2 Gaussian random vectors, 73 1 Gaussian caravans, 85-86 , CHF 110 for, 85 correlation coefficient between, 313 independent, 86.1121, 135,826 jointly, 101, 102 mean, 1064 MGF, 92, 112 normalization, 744 square, 143 square-law conversion of,
143 unit variance, 143, 146 variance, 92, 1064 zero-average, 110, 135.743.751755, 827 Gaussian-shaped baseband filter, 133-34 Gaussian thermal noise, 105 Generator matrix, 48 1, 856 defined, 456 definition, 482 linear code, 49 1 line vector storage, 483 semi-infinite, 857 by system code , 485-86, 490 Generator polynomials, 505, 506, 508, 522 convolutional encoder
representation, 858-60 degree of, 508 encoders of cyclic codes with, 5 14, 5 15, 5 19,525 FQI, 534 Global Positioning System (GPS), 335 base station synchronization to, 339 Link 1 (Ll), 663, 664 Link 2 (L2), 663,664,665 signal structure, 6 6 3 4 5 time , 338 Golay code, 503 Gold codes, 654-56, 661 arbitrary phase shifts , 665 defined, 658-generation, 658-59 GPS signal
structure and, 663-65 Golden cut, 409-1 1 defined, 409 hashing use of, 41 1 Gold sequence generator, 659, 662 Gold sequences, 658 1206 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Goldssats, 659,660 Gram-Schmidt ortatonalization, 680 applies, 8 19 defined, 8 17 procedure, 8 1 6 2 2 Gray codes , 458 Grey code sequences, 440-41,442 Group code, 489 Hamming codes
defined as, 501 parity control matrix for, 502-3 example , 41 1-14 Fibonacci, 414 kernel behavior, 4 13 kernel uniformity, 412 core values, 4 11 normalized, 408 parameters, 4 15 uniformity, 4 11 Hash keys, 408,414 computing, 4 15 determine, 414 for paging channel number determination, 417 Hata model, 187-90 CCIR formula comparison , 189 cell radius, 1025 defined, 187
effective power law, 189 formula, 187 propagation distance power laws, 1034 propagation loss, 189 See aLo Propagating formulas Hexagonal cells collect a cluster of clusters , 282-84 patterns, 279 See aLo Celler; Cellular Hadamard functions, 445 Hadamard matrices, 34 1 348 44347 459 2 x 2443 binary line number series, 447 defined, 443 N x N, 443 rows corresponding to
Walsh sequences, 448 rows of 16 446 Hamming codes, 5 0 1 4 defined as group code, 501 501 check matrix of, 502 single-fault correction, 501, 522 hamming distance, 473 accumulated, 882, 884 branch metric given by, 881 between branch words and symbols, 876 defined, 472 I channel incorrectly select path with, 893, 894 carrier amplitude, 723 metrics, 882 despreading,



806 minimum, decoding rule, 871-75,876 despreading energy, 8 10 nonzero routes with, 893 despreading results comparison, 8 13 total, 877 despreading waveform, 8 11 spallis diagrams, 883 filtration effects, 725 trellises with branch dimensions, 877 matched lowpass filters, 770 Handoff OQPSK, 718 excessive, prevent, 1055 PN codes, 1183 gain, 310 315 316, 1048 1055
1056 PN code sequences, 749, sequences 77 7 782 795 hard, 309 397 PN waveform, 8 10 initialization, 391 QPSK, 7 18 soft, 309, 310-12, 315, 397, 1116 symbols, 720 Hard decision decoding, 9 10 See aLo Q-channel Hard handoff , 397 I-channel mask, 621 defined, 309 output, 622 gain, 310 315 card code generator, 623 Hash function, 353, 407-17 See aLo Masks defined,
407-8 Equation for ideal capacity, 1083-84 Identity element, 437 Identity matrix, 670 Impulse response band pass filter, 129 of convolutional encoder, 855 discrete time filter, 5 1-encoder representation, 853-58 FIR, 5 8 , 5 9 4 0 of ideal filter #2, 158-59 linear system, 27, 32, 98 Nyquist pulse, 675 RC filter, 58, 160-61 waveform, 54 Incomplete gamma function, 163 Independent
RVs Gaussian, 86, 121, 135 uniform, 135 Index vector, 456,457,460 Inequalities Q-function, 925 Schwarz, 697, 968 Infinite Bandwidth Infinite Shannon Capacity Limit, 846 Initial State Poly nomials, 581 I phase components, 11 5, 11 9 I-phase PN generator, 346 I m n t WaM Functionr , 429 Integration limit, 994 Interchip interference (ICI), 807 energy, 809 intersymbol, 827
Interference acceptable, 1127 base station receiver, 1040 cell load and , 1021 cochannel, 28647,289,298,836, 1002-12 cross-quadrature, 836 degree of, 1058 interchip (ICI), 807, 827 intersymbol (ISI), 52,768, 773-74, 827 margin requirements with, 1052-53 multiple access, 21, 827-28, 829-30 second-cell, 1005-12, 1013-17, 1037 reduce 425 rejections, 340 reverse link, 364
same-cell, 1002-5, 1012-13, 1037 total factor, 1147 total forward link, 1009 Sturgeon effect, 10-1 1 mean, 1005 defined, 10 forward link, 1012, 1132-33 intersymbol, 773 MA 774,831-33 second-cell, 1005, 1007, 1008 reverse link, 10 17 spectral density, 11, 1033 total forward link effect comparison, 1009, 1012 total received, 1059, 1082 Interference ratio size cluster vs., 288-8-8
93 spectral efficiency and, 293-96 Interference-to-forward link power ratio, 1009, 1010 Interleavers access channel, 385 blocks, 374-75 convohtional, 399,400 design, 405-7 inputloutput, 402,403 minimum separation of, 376 paging channel, 377 performance, 374 reverse traffk channel , 386 structure, 407 traffic channel, 377383 Interleaving, 348, 374-88 blocks, 374, 398-99
convolutional, 374 defined, 374,929 forward link, 341 paging channels, 35 1, 379-80 performance, 407 purpose, 405 reverse Link, 357, 383 reverse traffic 386, 387, 388, 389 390 sync channel, 348 376 378 technicians, 374-88 theory, 3 9 8 4 0 7 for time diversity, 928-29 traffic channels, 379-82 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook 1208 Interleaving (continuation) See also
Deinterleaving International mobile station identity (IMSI), 4 14 415 416 International Telecommunication Union (ITLJ), 190 Interpolation filters, 42 for frequency domain sampling kit, 43 for time domain sampling kit, 44 Intersymbol (ISI), 52 768 in;erchip interference, 774 , 827 minimizingleliminating, 54 QPSK vs. BPSK, 773 Inverse elements, 437 Inverse Fourier transform, 26-
27, 34, 48,766 Inverse operations, 450 Irreducible polynoma, 546, 660 binary, 554, 562 degrees-5, 558 monic, 562 primitive, 557 of roots, 556 See also Polynomials IS-54 standard, 2 , 6 IS-95, 3, 333-423 baseband filters, 33 capacity, 7 , 13 capacity issues, 10-14 channel illustration, 335 channels, 334 convolutional codes , 839-925 data frames, 478-80 defined, 333 FDlCDMA
techniques, 3 FIR pulse forming, 58-64 forward link channels, 334, 335 hash function, 407-1 7 interface illustration, 333-34 long PN codes, 61 1-16 modulation schemes, 713-63 P N code waveform, 62 PN sequences, 61 1-1 8 power control, 368-73 pulse shape, 60, 62 Rake concepts in, 981-82 reverse link channels, 334, 335, 346.35667 RNG , 4 18-23 search window
parameters, 1122-24 sections, 333 short PN codes, 616-18 Walsh functions, 425-78 wave stand filter implementation, 58 Isotrop anthroping antenna , 1042 Isotropic cooler, 165 Jacobian of the transformation method, 116-17, 121, 136 Interference margin, 8-9 Interference effect, 2 1-23 Common moments, 83-84 Joint equide density function, 67, 70 cumulative, 71 defined, 7 3
Knife edge geometry, 184 diffraction loss, 186 illustrated , 185 Knivskardealer, 254 Kroneckerdelta, 32,49,679 Kummers transformation, 991-92 Laguerre polynomials, 943-44 Late correlates, 79 1 early correlate difference, 793 output, 792 Least common multiple (LCM), 530 Lost margin, 9 Level crossing speed, 26 10 , 262 L-fold diversity, 930-31, 933, 938 binary error
probability, 995 BPSK modulation during, 949-60 DQPSK modulation during, 961 EGC, 949-60 probability of error, 998 probability of symbol error , 942 See also Feature For diversity probability, 677-7 13 defined, 678 form of, 688 quantization levels and, 918 Linear block codes, 480-504 Linear dependence, 454, 817 Linear feedback shift register (LFSR), 18, 19, 342 for binary
sequence generation, 544 binary storage unit, 562 of characteristic polynone , 5 13 circuits, 504, 521 k-steps, encoding with, 516-17 mechanization of, 562-71 MSRG configuration, 458 sequence generator , 544 SSRG configuration, 568 Linear independence, 455, 817 Linear systems, 24-32 amplitude characteristic, 32 convolutional encoders set, 853 Fourier transform pairs
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margin and, 1048-57, 1085 signd power on, 1085 vdue comparison, 1055 Loading vectors, 578-84 calculating, 577 numerator polynomial calculation from, 577 SSRG implementation with, 576 Lognormal approximation, 1060 Lognormal rVs, 150-54 defined, 150 moments of 153-54 pdf , 152-53 shadow zone, 15 15 11 normal shading , 247,306 Longley-Rice model, 150-5 1,
199-202 calculations, 201 comparison in LOS region, 203 comparison in NLOS situations, 204 output, 199,200 parameters, 200 propagation standard deviation, 247 TIREM Model vs., 202 WIM Comparison, 202-4 See aLo Propagation models Long PN codes, 61 1-16 generator, 613, 616 mask, 613, 614 phase shift, 613 transition matrix , computing, 670-72 See aho PN codes
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calculate, 597 code shift location, 616 formula for, 592,602,602,605 output, 647-48 prefix, 615 Q channel, 62 1,622,623 redundant format of , 614 to select phase shift sequence, 589-93 sequence shift, obtain with, 647 sequence shifts, ratio with, 593-623 shift register, 593 card PN code, 618-23 specification of, 590 SSRG, 592,59697,598-99 starting point of, 615, 616 Mask
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Primary Code, 558 Message Polynomia, 505, 858, 859 Minimal Nomials, 561 Defined, 556 Gold Sequences Based on, 660 Minimum Distance Decision Rule, 69 1, 692, 1211 output sequence, 582, 605,606 , 608, 609,619 output sequence derivatives, 584-89 PN sequences, 563, 564 Q channel, 61 9 registry outputs, 606 relative delay, 5 9 9 9 4 0 0 , 601 699,875 sequence
implementation, 584 Minimum Hamming distance shift registry configuration, 598-99, 619 decoding rule, 875 shon PN code implementation, 617 Mobile Identification Number (MIN), 416 Authorization Order, 566, 569, 584 Mobile Radio Environment, 2 1 5 4 7 State Vectors, 567 Mobile Switching Center (MSC) , 335 transition equations, 565 Cell phone switching ofice during
study, 61 0 See alro MSRG masks (MTSO), 275,276,335 base station, 276 Modulation features, 335, 336 access channel, 360 repeater station, 276 DQPSK, 126 time and frequency coordination forward link, 340-41, 367 function, 335 OQPSK, 358-59,367,718-20 Modified Bessel function, 122, 123, ortonal symbols, grouping off, 365 145,733 paging channel, 351,353 Modified
code tracking loop (MCTL), 793 PN , 349 Modular shift register generator QPSK, 346 367 395 713-28 square frame, 347 (MSRG), 19 345 with arbitrary mask polynomials, 600 reverse link, 357, 367 characteristic matrix, 565 reverse traffic channel, 363 as circuit, 582 sync channel, 348,349 configurations, 513, 515, 517, 519, 521, 562 traffic channel, 354 encoder circuits, 521
Modulo-2 arithmetic, 555, 564, 855 example states, 585 adders, 866 extension Galois field generation , 564 additions, 461, 573, 586, 61 1 five-stage, 587, 605-1 indicative, 628 Galois configuration, 57 1, 604 first realignment table step I channel, 6 1 9 combination, 608-9 initial loading, 590, 593, 602, 606, 620 operations, 857 initial registry state, 584 subtraction, 573, 586 initial
state to output sequence term-by-term, 624-relationship, 582 Torque generating function (MGF), 87-94 initial state vector, 582 Bernoulli RV, 88-89 set zero, 646,646 RV, 89 last stage output, 563 defined, 87 loads all zeros except first stage, 580 exponential RV, 91 loading all zeros except last stage, 58 1 Gaussian RV, 92, 1 12 loadingiinitialization of, 580 Poisson RV, 90
mechanizing, 563-64, 565-66, 568 uniform RV, 91-92 outputs, 567-68, 591,605 1212 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Moments, 82 central, 82 determining 85 Erlang B, 330-31 joint , 83-84 lognormal RV, 153-54 propagation loss RV, 153 Most Significant Piece (MSB), 612 MSRG Masks, 592 cdcdating, 602,605 comparison, 60 1,602 examples, 605 finding, 601 five-
stage, 612 Se alio Masks; Modular shifc registry generator (MSRG) Multicell capacity, 1019 clustering, 293 margin, 309-17 Multi-FA Erlang capacity, 1079, 1087-89 Multipath channel output, 974 components, 389-90 delay resolution, 98 1 delay propagation, 1120 profit, 979 search window effect, 1120 two-ray model, 20, 180 Multipath diversity, 388 forward link, 392 reverse
link, 394 Multipath intensity profile, 230 Multi-access interference, 2 1, 827 interference power, 774, 83 1-33 response systems, 829-30 PN code system, 658 spectrum spread system , 658 Multiple Access Disorders (MAI), 425, 720 Multiple access techniques, 3-7 capacity, 5 hybrid, 3 illustrated, 4-5 list of, 3 SNR, 5 total effect received, 5 See a CDlioMA; Frequency-splitting
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FIR filter output, 139, 140 Gaussian, 752, 969 lowpass, 138 performance analysis, 798 phase, 966 power spectral density, 844 random variable, 64 receiver, 1036 simulation power spectrum, 138 spectral density, 786 , 1041 thermal, 105,677 total, variance, 833-34 white, 134, 137, 725 white Gaussian, 102-5, 824 Noise figure (NF), 1041 Index 1213 Noiseless environment, 797
Normalized covariance, 83 Noise power, 970, 1082 Normalized hash function, 408 base station receiver, 1172 Null space, 487 receivers, 1,133, 1,147 numerator polynomials, 575, 577, 58 1 , Noise vector, 690, 691 608 620 662 Noise wave forms , 64, 1184 calculation from loading vector, 577 ensemble , 65-66 I-channel, 620 as white noise, 725 in MSRG output sequence, 609
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binary frequency shift-tangenting puppy and, 47 (NCBFSK), 934-35 Nyquist samples, 679 Noncoherent binary ortactonal Offset QPSK (OQPSK), 346,359,367,714 systems, 740-45 I-channel, 718 in AWGN, 747 implementation, 361 optimal diversity and, 961-64 modulation, 358 probability of failure, 742, 745 , 747 phase transitions, 359, 719 in Rayleigh bleaching , 746,747 Q-
channel, 718 signal vectors, 740 reverse link, 749 Non-conspiracy demodulation, 78 1, 782 signal constellation, 720 Non-consigned DLL, 794-99 symbol transition pattern, 718 defined, 79 1 total signal energy emitted, 750 error signal, 798 waveform, 750 for extraction, 795 Se alro QPSK modulation See alro Delay-lock loop (DLL) Omnidirectional antennas, 290, 292 , 295
Noncoherent M-ary frequency-shift keying O N functions, 694, 740, 741, 816 (NCMFSK), 933-34 probability and probability , 741 Noncoherent M-ary ortactonal system nonoverlapping pulses as, 686 bit-error probability, 762 bit-error probability, in Rayleigh bleaching, 764 Open-loop power control, 368-71, 928 defined, 368-69 diversity performance derivation, 987-92 mobile
transmitter power controlled equal profit diversity combine, 938-46 off, 371 word-error probability, 760 Se alro Power control Noncoherent Operations receiver management center (OMC), 335 decision rule, 74 1-42 Optimization, 1 1 11-optimal 86 structure , 756 Ortogonalization quadrature component extraction in, 752 Gram-Schmidt, 680,8 16-22 Non-follow-up signal
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350-53 access channels per, 357 missions, 417 base band data rate, 1131 coded symbols , 461 convolutional encoder for, 35 1 CRC for, 538 defined, 350, 1129 error-control encoding, 1132 information, 350 interleaver structure, 377 interleaving, 35 1, 379-80 message, 353 modulation, 35 1, 353 number, 352 number determination, 417 processing gain, 1131-32 impacted,
1131 SNR requirements, 1131-32 symbol data stream, 353 Systems Parameter Message, 1122 See aho Forward link channels Parity check codes, 484,489 Parity control numbers , 497 defined, 484 message sequence, 5 18 Parity control matrix, 488-94 (7,4) code definition, 493 defined, 489 for group code, 502-3 of Hamming code, 502 for linear code, 501 obtained,
490,491,492-93 for repeat code, 5 0 3 4 Parity check polynomial , 509 defined, 508 encoder of cyclic codes with, 5 17, 520 obtained, 520 Parsevals theorem, 28,3 1, 681-83 P a r d correlation function, 635-39 definition, 636 average square , 637-38 average, 637 with non-synchronised conditions, 638 for PN variance, 638 Perfect codes, 502 Periodic waveforms, 630
constructed of a period waveform, 41 illustrated, 37 Peterson, W.W., 560, 561 Phase latch loop (PLL), 791 Phase shift network (PSN), 593 Phase shifts circular, 575 defined, 572 long code, 613 PN sequence, 572-76 polynomial relationships, 576 sequence, choice with masks, 589-93 Phase transitions, 719 Pilot channel, 344-47 acquisition, 344 defined, 344, 1129 forward link
power , 1145 median received SNR for, 1171 offset search window , 1118, 1119 power, too small, 1171 power, transmission loss power on, 1148 power fraction, 1146 signal chip energy, 776 signal delay, 11 17 SNR requirements, 1130 transmitting power, 1150 See aLo Forward link channels Pilot chip energy-to-spectral ratio, 1036 Pilot step factor, 1124 PN code offsets, 342
352, 605 ambiguity, 1125 base station synchronization channel , 1114 for cell sizes, 1129 data formats, 1115 index, 1115 index ambiguity, 1125 Index measurements, 1115 number, 1111 pilot, 1113 pilot search windows, 1118, 11 19 role in system operation , 1113-16 search parameters, 1116-1 9 choice of, 1112-29 short, 1115 distance, lower limit, 1128 distance, sekction of,
1124-29 PN codes, l 8 , 2 l acquisition, 781-90 chip rate, 1112 I , 635,1183 long, 61 1-16, 11 15 MA systems, 658 pulse energy accumulation, 808-10 Q, 635, 1183 shaped I-channel waveform, 1114 cards, 616-18, 1112 tracking, 790-806 PN generators Fibonacci configuration, 644 in phase, 346 square d'angle phase, 346 sequence , 18, 21, 644 step long code, 352 See aho
Pseudorandom noise (PN) PN sequences, 543-675 autocorrelation properties, 635 balance property, 545 closing property, 636 correlation property, 545-46 decimation of, 649-54 sample generation, 544-45 IS-95 specified, 61 1-18 long, 61 1 mesh generation, 569 maximum length, 553-59 modulated, 544 MSRG, 563,564 operations on, 644-54 ortonalization, 644-48 partied
correlation functions of, 635-39 periodic, 635 phase shift , state vector variations for, 572-76 1215 powers elements and, 650 characteristics of, 1 9 , 2 1 , 5 4 3 4 6 , 569 reference , 645, 647 running property, 545 shaped vs unformed, 8 0 6 1 4 shifi records implementation of, 576-623 cards, 61 1 signal energy distribution, 635 SSRG, 563564 synchronization, 774 time domain
notation, 586 uses, 543 PN waveforms, 63 correlation functions of, 657 I-channel , 8 10 partid correlation function for, 638-39 Q-channel, 810 rectangular, 779 shaped, 810 sinc, 779 Poisson distribution, 1058, 1062 Poisson probability law, 90 Poisson random process, 268 Poisson random variable, 90-9 1, 1062 Polarization diversity, 928 Polynomials characteristic, 565, 583,
code 888 code words, 504,505,506,507,523-24 connection, 859 CRC-CCI'IT, 538 degree, 507, 573, generator, generator 505, 506, 508, 522, 858 initid state, 58 1 irreducible , 546, 554 Laguerre, 9 4 3 4 4 similar power terms of, 859 mask, 592, 595, 596 message , 505, 858, 859 minimal, 556,561 numerators, 575, 577, 608, 609, 620662 output, 859-60 parity 508, 509, 520
primitive, 553-59, 655-56 reciprocal, 520, 559-62, 583 reduce, 506 residue, 5 11 1216 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Polynomials (continued) root of, 555 of the shift register, 507 syndrome, 526 See aho CRC codes Power allocation dynamic, 1178-86 implementation with measurements, 1185-86 Power budgets, 1033-43 forward link, 1033-39 reverse link, 10 3 9 4 3
Power control, 368-73 bitposition, 373 closed-loop, 371-73, 927, 928 command , 372 defined, 368 dynamic, 1180 forward link, 373 group, 372 open-loop, 368-71,928 outer loop, 372 RSL and, 1057 signal power effect on, 1085 tracking, 927-28 Power gain, 1178, 1181 Power-limited forward link capacity, 1167-70 defined, 1167 fade margin vs., 1168, 1169 See aho Forward link
capacity Power propagation law, 1108 Power spectral density (PSD), 96-99 defined , 96 Doppler-induced, 257 noise, 844 for noise simulation , 138 of PN real-time signal, 644 double-sided,102-3 Power spectrum. See Power spectral density (PSD) Primitive polynomials example, 561 example list of, 559 find, 560 indication of, 561 number, 561 relabeling, 655-56 roots of, 553-
59 See alio Polynomials Probabilities, 68-69 average encoded symbol error, 763 bit error, 761, 762, 764, 84 1 conditional, 68.71.72 of correct decision, 700 detected, 788 errors, 699-713 error limits for soft-decision decoding, 896-98 of common events, 72 a posteriori , 689 symbol-error, 759 word-error, 759-63 Probability density function (pdfs), 64-1 54, 1060 central chi-
squared RV, 142 chi-squared, 79 conditional, 71 defined, 66 Gaussian, 75,76, 106 common, 67,70,73 common cumulative, 71 lognormal RV, 152-53 margin, 71 noncentral chi-squared RV, 144, 145 one-dimensional, 67 Rayleigh, 117,241,746 Rician, 122, 123 uses, 71 Probability distribution functions, 66, 70-84 Processing gain, 10-1 1, 544 defined, 10 DS dispersal spectrum ,
18, 1127 interference effect compared to, 21-23 paging channels, 1131-32 reverse link, 1173 See aLo Gains Product of sum and difference DLL (PSD DLL), 793 Propagation, 165-263 atmospheric power and, 168-7 1 free space, 165-67 terrain and, 171-75 theory overview, 165-99 Propagation formulas, 186-99 CCIR, 188-90 Hata, 187-90 Walfisch-Ikegami, 190-99 Propagation
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height and, 199 parameters, 1090 reverse link, 1171 RV, moments of, 153 slope, 1089 TIREM model, 202 variation in, 234 Propagation models, 199-2 14 CCIR, 188-90 in cellular design , 205-14 Hata, 187-90 Longky-Rice, 199-202 propagation median, 205 TIREM, 202 WIM, 190-99 Propagation Modes, 175-77 diffraction, 184-86 illustrated, 176 LOS, 177-84 radio horizon and,
167 buller (PN), 14 chip rate, 34 1, 357 357 349 See AHO PN codes; PN generators; PN sequences; PN waveforms Public switched telephone network (PSTN), 275 276 335 Pulse forming baseband. 52-64 power at receiver, 806-10 filter, 763, 766 FIR, 58-64 forward link, 341 interchip interference (ICI), 807 NRZ, 809 reverse link, 357 Punctual correlation, 793 Q-channel
carrier amplitude, 723 delayed, 718 despreading energy, 8 10 despreading results comparison, 8 13 despreading waveform, 8 12 filtering effects, 725 matched lowpass filters, 770 OQPSK, 7 18 PN codes, 1183 PN code sequences, 7497777878 8 10 symbols, 720 See alro I-channel Q-channel mask, 62 1 output, 622 shortcode generator, 623 See aho Masks Q-function
inequality, 925 QPSK modulation, 346, 367, 395 BPSK vs., 763-74 CDMA system analysis, 769-74 73 conventional, 714 error probability, average, 822-23 forward link, 713-28 I channel, 71 8 IS1 power, 773 non-interlinking tracking systems, 795 offset (OQPSK), 346 358-59 367 718-20 phase transitions, 71 9 receiver output, 771-72 receiver processing , 770 in reverse link, 71
3-14, 728-63 signal constellation, 717 signals, 686 symbol transition patterns, 718 variances, 773-74, 827-34 1218 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook QPSK modulation (continued) See aho BPSK modulation Square shape, 93-94 Quansquare~hasePN generator, 346 Quadrature ~hase-shiftkeying. See QPSK Quadrature distribution circuit, 343 forward link, 3 4 2 4 3
reverse link, 357 Quantizer, 9 17 3-bit, 918, 922 metric calculations for, 922 outputs, 921-22 Q level, 918,919,920 Rademacher functions, 4 3 8 4 3 construction of, 4 3 9 4 0 defined, 438 define, 438 illustrated, 439 Walsh function generation with, 4 4 0 4 3 Rademacher sequences, 443 construction, 444 generator matrix with, 459 Radial Sectors, 206 Radio Horizon Distance,
170, 171, 175 Radio line-of-sight (LOS), 171 Radio waves geometry off, 170 orbits, 169 Raised cosine (RC) filter, 55-56 with excess bandwidth, 55impulse's impulse var on, 58, 160-61 Nyquist, 56 with rolloff factor, 56 Rake diversity system, 20389, 930 defined, 930 essence of, 976-81 knocked delay line, 977 use of, 981-82 wideband signal , 973 See aho Diversity Techniques
Rake Receiver, 39 1, 972-82 combine, 467 configuration features, 979 defined, 975 design, 974-76 L-fold diversity, 975 MRC diversity receiver and, 979 structure, 976 Random number generator (RNG), 41 8-23 criteria, 4 18 defined, 418 example values, 41 8-19 abundance, 420 Random autocorrelation operation process of, 94 defined, 66 Gaussian, 101-2 input/output, of
linear system, 97-98 narrow Gaubandssian, 1 1 4 4 0 nonstationary, 94 Poisson, 268 strict stationary, 94 conversion of, 74 wide feel stationary, 95, 96 Random variables Bernoulli, 88, 89 chi-squared, 126, 141-50,744 concept illustration, 65 continuous decisions, 916 defined, 64 define, 66 discreet, 9 16 exponential, 91 Gaussian, 85-86, 108,110,143,313, 74344,755 common
moments of, 83-84 lognormal , 150-54 moments of, 82 Poisson , 90, probability density function of, off, probability distribution function of, 66 propagation loss, 153 Rayleigh, 727 reverse link voice activity, 1058 Rician, 124 statistical average of, 8 1-82 sum of, 80 conversion of, 73-74 uniform, 91-92 variance, computing, 637 white-gaussian-noise-generated, 105 Random
Waveforms, 64 Index Rayleigh Damping Factor, 746, 761, 966 Rayleigh Distributions, 115-18, 240 Rayleigh Bleaching, 118-20 Binary Ortatonal System Bit-Error Performance, 950 BPSK, 729 BPSK Probability of Failure in , 993 Defined, 230 DQPSK in , 9629998-99 fade rate, 242-44 forward link channel symbol error performance, 727-28 M-ary system with diversity bit-error
performance, 95 1952 M-ary systems without diversity bit-error performance, 953, 954, 955, 956 MFSK with, 946-49 NCBO system, 963 non-octonal binary ortactonal systems, 746 probability of failure, 998 reverse link performance, 761-63 See also Fading Rayleigh RVs, 727 average squared value, 727,958 pdf, 117,241,746 Received vector, 495,496 Recipient margin , 1159-
61, 1162, 1163 forward link, 1175 reverse link, 1175 Receiver noise calculation, 304 Receiver vector, 688 Reprocicalnom polyials, 520, 559-62, 583 defined, 559-60 finding, 561 long PN sequence, 6 12 sequence representation, 560 Rectangular basic waveform, 778 autocorrelation function, 781 PN signal using, 779 See a h Basic waveform correct function, 29, 30 , 52
Recurring codes. See Convolution codes Redundant numbers, 484 Reference sequences, 645, 647 Refined Chernoff bound (RCB), 110 Reflection coefficient, 254 Relative chip distances, 1122 1219 Relative delay, 646 limits on, 1121-22 defined, 594 expression chairing, 596 for MSRG, 599-600 for PSN, 594 for SSRG, 594 Reliable signal level (RSL), 1056-57 defined, 1056
without power control, 1057 with power control, 157 set Remaining , 1116 Reused cellular capacity and, 275-77 cluster sizes and, 287 cochannel , ratio, 285 distance, 298 efficiency, 1018, 1020 function, 1016 dimensions, 1019 parameters, 10 17-1 8 patterns, FDMAICDMA comparison, 1022 Reuse factor, 1018, 1019, 1020 defined, 1108 second order, 1063 Reuse fraction,
fraction, fraction, 1019 blocking probability comparison and, 1077 second order, analysis, 1107-9 Reverse link channels, 334 335, 360-66 access, 360-62 missions, 358 comparison, 367 CRC calculations for , 538-40 separating, 358 modulation, 367 traffic, 362-66 types of 334,360 See also Forward link channel Reversing cochannel interference, 287, 1012-22 capacity and,
1018-20 cell loading and 1020-22 geometry, 1013 second-cell, 1013-17 second-cell interference calculations, 1016 reuse parameters, 1017-1 8 same-cell, 1012-1 3 1220 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Reverse link cochannel interference (continued) See alro Cochannel interference Reverse link limited, 1046 Reverse links, 356-67 acquisition, 357 CAI summary, 356-
57 carrier-to-noise effect ratio , 1040 cell radius, 1022-23 convolutional code performance, 9 12 convolutional encoder for, 909 coverage range, 1 1 demodulation analysis, 755-57 encoding, 468 468 encoding, 357 forward links vs., 366-67 interference, 364 interleaving, 357, 383 link budget, 369 many-to-one transmission, 366 m-ary ortatonal modulation system, 746-60 median
SNR, 1052 modulation, 357 multipathlantenna diversity, 394 multiple access, 356, 357-59 non-welded signal processing, 728-35 operations, 356-66 OQPSK modulation, 749 road loss, 1041, 1043 performance in Rayleigh bleaching, 761-63 PN chip speed, 357 power budget, 1039-43 machining amplifier, 1,173 propagation loss, 1171 pulse forming, 357,749 QPSK modulation
in, 713-14 72843 quasi-spread, 357 receiver margin, 1,175 so6 handoff/multipathlbase stations diversity, 394 spreading, 7 49 too strong, 1045 too weak, 1044 total average interference, 10 18 total average interference power, 10 17 traffic level, 3 17 transmitter block diagrams, 359 voice activity, 1058 voices encoding, 357 Walsh works in , 425-26,467-68 Walsh orttogonal
modulation, 748 Wash sequences , 367 waveforms, optimal demodulation of, 750-61 See alro Forward links; IS-95 Reverse traffic channel, 362-66 CRC for, 540 FQIs, 538 frames, 538 interleaving, 386, 387, 388, 389 390 median received SNR for, 1172 modulation, 363 modulation parameters, 364, 366 processing, 362 structure, 840 See aLo Reverse link channels Rician
channel, 126 Rician pdf, 122, 123 RicRVian RicRV, 124 Riemann zeta function, 290 Ripple effects, 34 Rolloff factor defined, 55 RC filter with, 56 Same-cell interference, 1002-5, 10 12-1 3 forward link, 1002-5 comparison of second-cell interference ratio, 1037 reverse link, 10 12-1 3 See aLo Annan-cell interference Test point, 68 Sample space, 68 Sampling on 4 1-52 for band
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diversity (SD), 927, 930-33 BPSK performance derivation, 992-93 diversity channel, 931 DQPSK performance control, 996-98 M-ary ortogonal performance control, 987-88 postdetection receiver model, 931 signal diversity component, 930 soft handoff with, 1054 See aho Diversity techniques Separation-to-delay (SID), 374,405 Separation-to-memory (SIM ), 374,405 Sequence
autocorrePation function, 633 defined, 626 maximum length, 627 Sequence cross-correlation function, 625, 626,628-29 Sequence phase shifts, 589-93 mask ratio with, 5 9 3 4 2 3 with SSRG, 591 See aho Phase shifts Sequence vectors, 858, 859 Adjustment channels, 301 Shading, 302,368 defined, 247 gain, 193 lognormal, 247,306 Shadow zone, 184, 185 Shannon bound ,
846 Shannons theorem, 844 Shift register convolutional encoder, 849 loading, 589 masks, 593 MSRG, 598-99 output, 579, 599 PN sequence implementation, 5 7 6 4 2 3 polynomials of , 507 Walsh function generation with, 458 Shift registry vectors, Short PN codes. PN codes. 1221 characteristic polynomials, 616 example masks, 6 18-23 I channel, 616, 617 % channel
generator, 623 MSRG implementation of, 617 period of, 617 Q-channel, 616, 617 Q-channel generator, 623 zero offset sequences, 618 See aljo PN codes Short-term bleaching, 234 cause of, 235 illustrated, 235 See aho Fading Signd constellations fully symmetrical, 708, 71 1 OQPSK, 720 QPSK, 717 Signal energy-noise density ratio, 841 Signal-plus-channel variable , 758
terms, 753 Signd power, 970 base station requirements, 1084 link reliability power and, 1085 power control power and, 1085 required vs. number of users, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1090 signal processing analog, 693 digital, 693 non-disjointed, 728-35 non-disjoint demodulation, 782 receiver, front, 751-55 spread spectrum, 8 signal strength, 369 Signal-to-interference-plus-noise
power ratio, 1082 signal-to-jammer power ratio, 22 signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) , 5, 298 base station receiver, 1039-40 channel, 966, 967 correlation coefficient , 313 in coverage limited case, 307 maximum, 971 median, 3 10 median receivers, 1153 1222 COMA Systems Engineering Handbook Signal-noise ratio (SNR) (continued) median friend link, 1052 for mobile at cell edge,
299 output, 970-71 paging channels requirements, 131-32 pilot channel requirements, 1130 probability, 932 reliability requirements, 1050 reverse link distributions, 1052 square root of, 966 969 synchronisation channel requirements, requirements for 131 traffic channels, 1132 signal vectors for binary ortatonal modulation, 740 with decision regions , 709 transmitter waveforms
for, 687 in two-dimensional vector space, 700 for union bound error probability calculation, 710 Single shift registry generator (SSRG), 19,517 configuration, 5 18, 521, 562 configuration design, 520 encoder circuits, 521 extension Galois field generation, 564 Fibonacci configuration, 570, 604 implementation with initial loading vector, 576 initial loading of, 593 last stage output,
563 loading all zeros except first stage , 578 loads all zeros except last stage, 579 loadinglinitialization, 578 mechanizing, 563-64,565-66 outputs, 567-68, 594 output sequence, 572 PN sequences, 563, 564 relative delay for, 594 sequence implementation, 583 sequence phase switching, 591 step outputs, 590 state succession, 566 state vectors, 567 See aLo SSRG masks
Sinc basic waveform, 778 autocorrelation function, 781 PN signal using, 779 Se aLo Basic waveform Sinc function, 29 illustrated, 30 integral of integral , 159-60 rectangular window, 43 Sinewave plus narrowband Gaussian random process, 120-26 pdf, 125 sample function of, 120 Slow bleaching, 233 Soft-decision decoding, 896-98 AWGN channel with, 896 BER bound,
902,910 bit-error probability limits, 898-903 defined, 922 first-event error probability bound, 902, 910 infinite quantization, 896 See also Decoding Soft handoff, 310-12,393,395,397 defined, 309, 1116 win, 315,316 gain advantage, 3 I7 link margin , 315, 1051 margin for, 31 5, 1053-56 random events, 3 11 11 3 12 scenario, 3 12 with sample diversity, 1054 signal levels, 396 use
of, 310-1 1 See aho Handoff Space-time correlation function, 23 1, 232 Space diversity, 929 defined, 928 forms, 929 See aLo Diversity Spectral density energy, 28 interference power, 11, 1033 of narrowband random process, 114 noise, 786, 1041 effect, 1003 of same-cell interference, 1003 total received, 1002 white noise, 725 See aLo Power spectral density (PSD) dndex
Spectral efficiency as functions of cluster size , 296 interference ratio and, 293-96 maximum, 295 Spread spectrum (SS) antijam (AJ) capacity, 21 applications, 8 defined, 7 DS, 14,16-18 FH, 14-16 military advantage of, 21 operations illustration, 10 processing gain, 9, 1127 signal processing, 8 system categories, 14-1 8 techniques, 7-1 0 Square-law conversion, 141 defined ,
77 of Gaussian RV, 143 illustrated, 79 SSRG masks, 592596-97 calculate, 597-98 examples, 599 finding, 596 MSRG masks vs. , 592 special larbitraty loading comparison, 597 See also Masks Standard deviation, 82 State diagrams, 860-63, 921 encoder splitopen, 885 encoder division with labeled branches, 889 encoders with labeled branches, 886 encoders with crotch
words, 885 flow graph scans by, 900-901 illustrated, 867 transmission function , 885 State transitions, 89 1, 892 State vectors, 567, 572-76 Statistical average, 81-82 Statistical independence, 69equation Transition equations in steady-state, 269 Subscriber capacity, 1 103 Subspace code as , 482 defined, 454 linear independent vectors, 455 See aboVector spaces
Superhexagon defined, 282 illustrated, 283 radius, 283 Superposition integral, 25, 5 1 Superposition summation, 5 1 Surviving paths defined, 875 at each state, 877 final , determination, 884 at the time, 878, 879 Symbol energy-noise ratio, 944 Symbol error, 989 Symbol error probability, 759 Sync channel, 347-60 encoded symbol speed, 461 CRC for, 537-38 defined, 347, 1
129 frames, 349leaving interinter , 348, 376, 378 message, 347, 349 modulation, 348, 349 parameters, valid, 350 received, 1 13 1 SNR requirements, 1 13 1 superframe, 347 Walsh-multiplexed, 349 See abo Forward link channel syndrome calculation, 521-27 cdculators, 499, 525, 537 circuit, computation, 497 computing, 497 defined, 496 detector for cyclic code, 526
polynomial, 526 vector, 524 vector components, 499, 500 Systematic code defined, 484 format , 485 generator matrix of, 485-86, 490 Systematic cyclic codes, 5 10-13 code polynomia, 5 12 illustrated, 5 14 System time, 338-39, 1 1 18 1223 1224 CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Tapped delay line combiner, 976 output, 976 Rake diversity concept, 977 structure, 976
Tau-dither loop (TDL), 793 advantage of, 804 equivalent loop model for, 804 in noise-free environment, 805 noise performance analysis, 805 non-consequential , 803 operation, 804 tracking, 803-6 See aLo Tracking Telecommunications Industry Association (TIN, 2 Telephone exchanges, 266 fixed, 275 mobile, 275 traffic-management capacity, 272 Telephone system carrier,
connection, 265-66 Telephone traffic theory, 265-74 Terrain, 171-75 angles of height, 25 1-53 characterization of, 171-75 clutter, 253 diffraction over, 184-86 effective height antenna and, 173-74 heights, 183 uneven, propagation loss, 251-56 irregular parameter, 172 profile studies, 172 imperfection factor, 253 Thermal noise, 677, 1018, 1019 defined, 64 Gaussian, 105
receivers, 304, 1151 receiver-generated, 120 relative powers of, 1020 Time-average autocorrelation function, 786 Time delays, 229,230 Time diversity , 388, 928-29 defined, 928 methods, 928 See aLo Diversity Time division multiple access (TDMA), 2 capacity, 6 cellular digital system, 2 Erlang capacity comparison, 1078-80 illustrated, 4 See aLo Multiple access techniques
Time domain convolutional theorem, 29 interpolation of samples, 44 sampling kit, 43-47 Time inversion filters, 694 Time variant systems, 24-25 Time-selective bleaching, 234, 235 Total involvement factor , 1147 Tracing, 790-806 continuous DLL, 800-802 defined, 774 with delay-lock loop , 790-94 early-late loops, 793 loop configuration summary, 794 non-contiguous DLL, 794-
99 reference code chip, 793 TDL, 803-6 See alro Acquisition Traffic channels, 353-56 mean power, 1136 encoded symbols, 461 CRC for, 538 defined, 353, 1129 encoded symbols, 355 error control coding, 1132 FQI calculations, 535 frame structures, 479, 534 interleaver structure, 377 interleaving, 379-82 modulation, 354 power, 1135 power control factor, 1133, 1170 power
control loop, 1186 read operation order, 391 power , 1132 repeated symbols on, 367 reversed. See Reverse traffic channel SNR requirements, 1132 structure, 840 total power, 1185 transmitter power, 1134 variable baseband data rate, 1132 Walsh-Hadamard sequences, 355 Walsh sequences, 354 See aho Forward link channels Traffic density base station density vs. 1 100-1
101 for CCIR model, 1,104 cell loading vs. 1102 users, 326, 327 for WIM model, 1,105 Traffic AMPS signal level vs. , 322 cell size and, 321 defined, 266 system coverage compared to , 321-27 Transmission functions, 89 1, 893 convolution code, 884-87 defined, 885-86 fail-bound, 897 error probability overbound by, 895 expanded, 886 Transition matrix, 670-72 Transmitter
filter characteristic, 53 margin, 1,159-6 1 waveforms, 7 4 1 Tree diagram, 864-66 encoder, 868 illustrated, 865 state transitions, 864 tracks, 864 Trellis diagram, 8 6 6 7 7 1 with branch metric given by Hamming distance , 88 1 convergent of states , 88 1 defined, 866 encoder, 868 illustrated, 866 Trigonometric Fourier series, 36-37 Troposphere, 168-69 Two-beam
multipathmobile, model 180, 20 Two-sided PSD, 102-3 Ocoded system, 842 Uniform random variables, 91-92 MGF, 91-92 pdf, 91 variance, 92 See aho Random variables Union bound, 705-1 3 calculation, 712 defined, 705-6 error probability calculation, 710 on conditional error probability , 708, 709 on unconditional error probability, 708, 71, 71 1 Unit impulse function , 49, 50
Unit Step Function, 109 Coordinated Coordinated (UTC), 338 663 User Performance Requirements (UPR), 2, 3 User Density Base Station Density vs. , 326, 327 Fractional Loading vs. , 326, 327 Validation Check, 495 Variance Bernoulli RV, 89 Binomial RV, 90 BPSK, 773-74,827-34 computing, 637 defined, 82 exponential RV, 91 Gaussian RV, 92, 1064 identical, 143 multiple
access interference, 829-30 partial correlation function, 638 Poisson RV, 90 QPSK, 773-74,827-34 total noise , 833-34 RV uniform , 92 Vector communication systems, 679 with coding, 9 17 m-ary N-dimensional, 690 reproduction of, 680,688 Vectors 7-tuple, 506 code, 481 commutative group, 453 connection, 852-53 defined, 453 Gaussian, 731 index, 456,457,460 1226
CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook Vectors (continued) initial state, 582 linear combination, 454 linear dependent, 454 linear independent, 455,456,481 loading, 576, 577, 578-84 mask, 590 noise, 690 properties, 453 received, 495,496 , 500, 690 recipients, 688 sequence, 858,859 shift register, 854 signal, 687,709 state, 567 syndrome, 499, 500, 524 transferred, 495
Walsh, 456,458 Vector spaces, 452-56 defined, defined 452-53 dimension of, 455 linearly independent vectors, 455 scalable product i, 683 three-dimensional, 71 1 two-dimensional, 68 3-84,685 Viterbi algorithm, 848,875-82 defined, 872 distance path storage, 880 soft-decision, 922 truncation process, 880 Viterbi decoding error-corrective, 892 decision hard-working , 891-95
Performance, 890-96 soft-decision, 898-903 See aLo Decoding Voice Encoding, 366 Forward Link, 34 1 Reverse Link, 357 Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO), 792 805 Walfisch-Ikegami Model (WIM), 190-99 basestation density vs. traffic density, 1105 cell radius, 1028-30 comparison in LOS region, 203 comparison in NLOS situations, 204 defined, 190 effects of the base
station antenna height calculation, 198 effects of building height calculation , 197 effects of building separation calculation, 197 effects of the mobile antenna height calculation , 198 sample calculations, comparison for 196-99 free-space loss, 191 Longley-Rice comparison, 202-4 LOS propagation, 203 NLOS, cell radius, 1032-33 NLOS parameters, 192 orientation loss, 193
propagation distance power laws, 1034 See a PropagatLoion formulas Walsh, J.L., 426 Walsh channels fade margin at receiver, 1153 forward link, 1156, 1158 profit implementation, 1178 median receiver SNR for, 1156 receiver power, 1154 relative digital gains, 1179 simulated, 1183 margins transmitters, 1157 weighted, 1182 Walsh coded chips , 468 Walsh function
generation, 429433-60 with shallow vectors, 456-60 with Hadamard matrices, 443-47 with Rademacher works, 4 3 8 4 3 with paging register, 458 Walsh functions, 425-78* (multiplicative operation) and, 437 64-ary, 447 all-zero sequence, 775 axes symmetry , 433 for channel information recovery, 466 content in, 427 decoding, 468-69 definition of, 426-30 forward link, 426 460
461-67 forward link ortage multiplex configuration, 721 indexation of, 435 multiplewavewave , 1182 Index order order of order 64 434-35 449-50 onhogonal, 461-68 period, 785 properties, 437 reverse link, 425-26.46748 symbol recovery and, 463 symmetry properties, 432 Walsh sequences and, 438 Walsh-Hadamard sequences, 355, 366 Walsh multiplexed waveforms, 1 182-
84 Walsh ortatonal modulation, 748 Wdsh sequences, 34 1, 348 all-zero, 473 bass-to-mobile link, 366-67 binary index, 447 code words, 474.748 even symmetry, 43 1 generation of, 459 Hadamard matrix lines correspond , 448 index vectors, 456 minimum distances, 473 odd symmetry, 431 of the order 8,430,438 of the order 16,436,471,472 of the order 64,433,473 for
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